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Los Angeles Department of City Planning
RECOMMENDATION REPORT

CULTURAL HERITAGE COMMISSION CASE NO.: CHC-2020-5524-HCM 
ENV-2020-5525-CE

HEARING DATE: 
TIME:
PLACE:

Location: 1911-1929 West Sunset Boulevard;
1910-2018 West Reservoir Street 

Council District: 13 - O’Farrell 
Community Plan Area: Silver Lake - Echo Park -

Elysian Valley
Area Planning Commission: East Los Angeles
Neighborhood Council: Echo Park
Legal Description: Lake Side Tract, Lot 1, Arb 2;

Lot 2; Lot 3, Arbs 1-2; Lot 4, 
Arbs 1-2; Lot 5A

December 17, 2020 
10:00 AM
Teleconference (see 
agenda for login 
information)

EXPIRATION DATE: The original expiration date 
of December 29, 2020 is tolled, and a revised date 
will be determined pursuant to the Mayor’s March 
21, 2020 Public Order Under City of Los Angeles 
Emergency Authority re: Tolling of Deadlines 
Prescribed in the Municipal Code and April 17, 
2020 Public Order Under City of Los Angeles 
Emergency Authority re: Tolling HCIDLA
Deadlines and Revising Expiration of Emergency 
Orders.

PROJECT: Historic-Cultural Monument Application for 
TAIX FRENCH RESTAURANT

REQUEST: Declare the property an Historic-Cultural Monument

OWNERS: 1911 Sunset Investors LLC 
c/o Chris Riha
1675 South Marlow Avenue, Suite 404 
Portland, OR 97225

Raymond M. and Tony R. Taix et al. 
3586 East California Boulevard 
Pasadena, CA 91107

APPLICANT: Annie Sperling 
Silver Lake Heritage Trust 
2568 Griffith Park Boulevard, #277 
Los Angeles, CA 90039

PREPARERS: Charles J. Fisher 
140 South Avenue 57 
Highland Park, CA 90042

Daniel Paul 
3938 Vista Court
Glendale-La Crescenta, CA 91214

RECOMMENDATION That the Cultural Heritage Commission:

1. Declare the subject property an Historic-Cultural Monument per Los Angeles 
Administrative Code Chapter 9, Division 22, Article 1, Section 22.171.7.

2. Adopt the staff report and findings.
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VINCENT P. BERTONI, AICP 
Director of Planning

[SIGNED ORIGINAL IN FILE] [SIGNED ORIGINAL IN FILE]

Ken Bernstein, AICP, Principal City Planner 
Office of Historic Resources

Shannon Ryan, Senior City Planner 
Office of Historic Resources

[SIGNED ORIGINAL IN FILE] [SIGNED ORIGINAL IN FILE]

Lambert M. Giessinger, Preservation Architect 
Office of Historic Resources

Melissa Jones, City Planning Associate 
Office of Historic Resources

Commission/Staff Site Inspection Photos—November 12, 2020 
Supplemental Information from Applicant, Received November 17, 2020 
Historic-Cultural Monument Application

Attachments:
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FINDINGS

• Taix French Restaurant “exemplifies significant contributions to the broad cultural, 
economic or social history of the nation, state, city or community” as the long-time location 
of Taix French Restaurant, a business that bears a significant association with the 
commercial identity of Los Angeles, and as a highly intact post-World War II expression 
of European theming in United States restaurant culture.

• Taix French Restaurant “embodies the distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period, 
or method of construction” as an excellent and highly intact example of a continental- 
themed restaurant.

CRITERIA

The criterion is the Cultural Heritage Ordinance which defines a historical or cultural monument 
as any site (including significant trees or other plant life located thereon), building or structure of 
particular historic or cultural significance to the City of Los Angeles if it meets at least one of the 
following criteria:

1. Is identified with important events of national, state, or local history, or exemplifies 
significant contributions to the broad cultural, economic or social history of the nation, 
state, city or community;
Is associated with the lives of historic personages important to national, state, city, or local 
history; or
Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period, or method of construction; 
or represents a notable work of a master designer, builder, or architect whose individual 
genius influenced his or her age.

2.

3.

SUMMARY

Taix French Restaurant is a one and two-story commercial building with a large surface parking 
lot to the west located on West Sunset Boulevard between North Alvarado Street and West 
Reservoir Street in the Echo Park neighborhood of Los Angeles. Constructed in 1929 by Edgar 
E. Butler, the property was originally designed in a commercial vernacular style and served as 
home to Botwin’s Restaurant until 1960. The building changed ownership in 1962, becoming Taix 
French Restaurant, and was altered to exhibit qualities of the French Norman Revival architectural 
style. Established in 1927, Taix French Restaurant was originally located on Commercial Street 
in Downtown Los Angeles. Since moving to the subject property, Taix has remained in continuous 
operation for nearly 60 years.

Marius Taix, Sr. immigrated from France in 1884 and by 1894, he was part-owner of the Taix 
Bros. French Bakery at 321 Commercial Street in a French enclave of Downtown Los Angeles. 
In 1912, Taix demolished the bakery and commissioned the three-story Champ d’Or Hotel on the 
same site. He leased the first floor to a French restaurant, the ownership of which was taken over 
by his son, Marius Taix, Jr, following Marius Sr.’s death in 1926, and was renamed Taix French 
Restaurant. The restaurant gained popularity, seating guests at family-style tables and selling 
“novel food with unique service” at affordable prices. As Downtown continued to develop, the 
character of the surrounding neighborhood changed and the Taix family relocated their business 
to the subject property in 1962. Called Les Freres Taix (“The Taix Brothers”) until the original 
location closed and was demolished in 1964, the new Sunset Boulevard location converted to
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private booth and table seating but retained the same menu offerings. At some point, the 
restaurant’s name was simplified to Taix French Restaurant, evoking the earlier iteration of Taix, 
and the restaurant’s bar was named the 321 Lounge in honor of the restaurant’s original location 
on Commercial Street. Since moving to its current Sunset Boulevard location, Taix French 
Restaurant has remained in continuous operation under the same family ownership.

Situated on a trapezoidal lot, the building is irregular in plan and is of wood-frame construction 
with smooth stucco cladding and decorative half-timbering. It has a flat roof with a parapet and a 
faux-mansard roof with front-facing gable and composition shingle roofing. The primary, south
facing elevation features three decorative towers, two roof vents with a hipped metal roof and 
flared eaves, and a slightly off-centered main entrance consisting of double wooden plank doors 
adjacent to a stone veneer-clad wall. The west-facing elevation has a projecting canopy with 
masonry piers and a mansard roof clad in composition shingles and a second main entrance. On 
the southwest corner of the building there is a large square tower with a sloped pyramidal roof 
and an attached illuminated blade sign that reads “TAIX French.” Other signage includes a neon 
sign reading “TAIX” on the roof of the canopy, a neon blade sign reading “COCKTAILS” on the 
tower to the west of the front gable, and a large neon sign spelling “TAIX” on the east side of the 
building. Decorative planters with clinker brick accents line the south- and west-facing elevations. 
There are several secondary entrances, all consisting of single wood doors. Fenestration consists 
primarily of fixed and double-hung windows. The interior features arched ceilings, wooden half
timbering, crown molding, smoked mirrors, and a flagstone fireplace.

The subject property has experienced alterations over the years that include: a one-story brick 
addition in 1938; a masonry addition, a wood-frame addition, and the enlargement of the kitchen 
in 1946; an addition in 1947; the enlargement of the dining room and addition of the roof sign in 
1949; the addition of the porte-cochere in 1950; the addition of stucco and half-timbering to the 
elevations in 1962; a two-story addition in 1963; the suspension of the ceiling in 1964; the addition 
of the water tank to the roof in 1966; one-story and partial basement additions in 1968; interior 
changes in 1971, 1975 and 1979; and the remodel of the storefront and the addition of a porte 
cochere roof sign and two wall signs in 2000.

SurveyLA, the citywide historic resources survey, identified the subject property as individually 
eligible for listing under Los Angeles’ local designation program, and found it to be significant 
under the theme of “Commercial Identity,” as the long-term location of Taix French Restaurant.

DISCUSSION

Taix French Restaurant meets two of the Historic-Cultural Monument criteria.

The subject property “exemplifies significant contributions to the broad cultural, economic or social 
history of the nation, state, city or community” as the long-time location of Taix French Restaurant, 
a business that bears a significant association with the commercial identity of Los Angeles, and 
as a highly intact post-World War II expression of European theming in United States restaurant 
culture.

Los Angeles has a wide range of long-term businesses that have served residents, visitors, and 
tourists for decades and have made important contributions to the commercial history of Los 
Angeles. SurveyLA identifies several eligibility standards for evaluating properties for historic 
significance under the theme of “Commercial Identity, 1920-1980.” These include evaluating 
whether a property “is associated with a business that made an important contribution to 
commercial growth and development in Los Angeles” and whether it “is the founding or the long
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term location of a business significant in commercial history.” The subject property has served as 
the location for Taix French Restaurant, a business established in 1927, for nearly 60 years. In 
Los Angeles and elsewhere, well-established and long-lived businesses, such as Taix French 
Restaurant, take on important social qualities and over time they often organically mature into 
iconic and revered cultural institutions. Their endurance becomes ingrained into a neighborhood’s 
collective memory and plays an integral role in defining a community’s sense of cultural and 
commercial identity. Since 1962, Taix French Restaurant has remained in continuous operation 
at its location in Echo Park. Over the course of its nine decades in business, the restaurant has 
become known for serving country French dishes in its stylish, dimly lit dining rooms and 
cocktail lounge. Its banquet rooms have often been used as gathering places for large parties, 
especially before and after games at nearby Dodger Stadium. Taix French Restaurant is 
considered a legacy business and a beloved community institution, inextricably tied to this 
physical location and restaurant design, earning it a reputation as one of Los Angeles’ most iconic 
dining establishments.

Furthermore, the subject property “embodies the distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period, 
or method of construction” as an excellent and highly intact example of a continental-themed 
restaurant. The opening of Taix French Restaurant at its Echo Park location in 1962 coincided 
with a national interest in French cuisine during the post-World War II period, which is expressed 
in the subject property’s continental-themed interior and French Norman Revival-style exterior. 
Following World War II, many American dining establishments, such as Taix French Restaurant, 
incorporated references to various foreign locales encountered by servicemen during the war, as 
well as cultures middle-class Americans were exposed to in the wake of the advent of transatlantic 
flights. As demonstrated by the subject property, postwar French cuisine and continental-themed 
interior and exterior design did not exist separate from one another. Taix French Restaurant is 
one of the last buildings in Los Angeles that exemplifies this trend in restaurant culture.

As exemplified by the subject property, continental-themed interiors are immersive, have 
acoustically soft, sound absorbing surfaces such as carpeted floors, drapery, acoustic drop 
ceilings, and upholstered booths, have ornate decor that includes chandeliers, large mirrored 
panels, painted wall murals, and are often windowless or have a glazing that obscures the outside 
world. When paired with European theming, such as the French Norman Revival-style of the 
subject property, the continental interior implied a sense of being transported to far off European 
destinations. However, changing national trends in restaurant design beginning in the 1980s 
hastened the loss of continental dining interior designs, and now Taix French Restaurant 
possesses one of the last demonstrably expressive examples of this rare design typology in Los 
Angeles.

While the applicant argues that the subject property also “embodies the distinctive characteristics 
of a style, type, period, or method of construction” as an excellent example of a building designed 
in the French Norman Revival architectural style, staff is unable to make this finding. Although the 
building exhibits elements associated with the style, such as the stucco cladding, decorative half
timbering, clinker brick accents, and a mansard-style roof, these are all appliques installed when 
the Taix family relocated their restaurant to the subject property, which was originally an 
unadorned vernacular building. Additionally, the French Norman Revival style was applied to the 
subject property over 20 years after the period of significance for this architectural style ended. 
More exemplary properties originally designed in the French Norman Revival architectural style 
that are already locally designated include the Roberta Apartments (1921, HCM #1062), the 
Covert Cottages Bungalow Court (1923, HCM #783), the Frederick A. Hanson Residence (1926, 
HCM #1031), the Burnside Manor (1931, HCM #701), and the Villa Serrano (1936, HCM #646).
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Although the property has experienced some interior and exterior alterations since Taix relocated 
to the subject property in 1962, all changes are associated with the restaurant’s growth over time 
and are compatible with the original continental dining design intent. Therefore, the subject 
property retains a high level of integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, 
feeling, and association to convey its significance.

CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT (“CEQA”) FINDINGS

State of California CEQA Guidelines, Article 19, Section 15308, Class 8 “consists of actions taken 
by regulatory agencies, as authorized by state or local ordinance, to assure the maintenance, 
restoration, enhancement, or protection of the environment where the regulatory process involves 
procedures for protection of the environment.”

State of California CEQA Guidelines Article 19, Section 15331, Class 31 “consists of projects 
limited to maintenance, repair, stabilization, rehabilitation, restoration, preservation, conservation 
or reconstruction of historical resources in a manner consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, 
Restoring, and Reconstructing Historic buildings.”

The designation of Taix French Restaurant as an Historic-Cultural Monument in accordance with 
Chapter 9, Article 1, of The City of Los Angeles Administrative Code (“LAAC”) will ensure that 
future construction activities involving the subject property are regulated in accordance with 
Section 22.171.14 of the LAAC. The purpose of the designation is to prevent significant impacts 
to a Historic-Cultural Monument through the application of the standards set forth in the LAAC. 
Without the regulation imposed by way of the pending designation, the historic significance and 
integrity of the subject property could be lost through incompatible alterations and new 
construction and the demolition of an irreplaceable historic site/open space. The Secretary of the 
Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation are expressly incorporated into the LAAC and provide 
standards concerning the historically appropriate construction activities which will ensure the 
continued preservation of the subject property.

The City of Los Angeles has determined based on the whole of the administrative record, that 
substantial evidence supports that the Project is exempt from CEQA pursuant to CEQA 
Guidelines Section Article 19, Section 15308, Class 8 and Section 15331, Class 31, and none of 
the exceptions to a categorical exemption pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15300.2 applies. 
The project was found to be exempt based on the following:

The use of Categorical Exemption Class 8 in connection with the proposed 
designation is consistent with the goals of maintaining, restoring, enhancing, and 
protecting the environment through the imposition of regulations designed to 
prevent the degradation of Historic-Cultural Monuments.

The use of Categorical Exemption Class 31 in connection with the proposed 
designation is consistent with the goals relating to the preservation, rehabilitation, 
restoration and reconstruction of historic buildings and sites in a manner consistent 
with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic 
Properties.

Categorical Exemption ENV-2020-5525-CE was prepared on November 13, 2020.
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BACKGROUND

On September 18, 2020, the Director of Planning determined that the application for the proposed 
designation of the subject property as an Historic-Cultural Monument was complete. On October 
15, 2020, the Cultural Heritage Commission voted to take the property under consideration. On 
November 12, 2020, a subcommittee of the Commission consisting of Commissioners Barron and 
Buelna conducted a site inspection of the property, accompanied by staff from the Office of 
Historic Resources and the City Attorney’s Office. The original expiration date of December 29, 
2020 is tolled, and a revised date will be determined pursuant to the Mayor’s March 21, 2020 
Public Order Under City of Los Angeles Emergency Authority re: Tolling of Deadlines Prescribed 
in the Municipal Code and April 17, 2020 Public Order Under City of Los Angeles Emergency 
Authority re: Tolling HCIDLA Deadlines and Revising Expiration of Emergency Orders.
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Taix French Restaurant Interior: Supplemental Information 
CHC-2020-5524-HCM
November 17, 2020
Daniel D. Paul, Architectural Historian

SUMMARY:

Taix French Restaurant (Taix) is historically significant as a City of Los Angeles Historic-Cultural 
Monument (HCM) under Criterion 1 as a highly intact postwar expression of European theming 
in U.S. restaurant culture. Specifically, the Taix brothers completed the restaurant in 1962, at 
the height of a scholastically documented, transformative national interest in French cuisine. 
Running along Sunset Boulevard, it's long, Norman-themed fagade would have clearly 
announced this to a knowing streetside public, and its 1969 exterior additions are wholly in
kind. Inside, Taix' continental dining interior reaffirms this notable cultural context, and there is 
a documented connection between the continental dining interior and French restaurants 
across the national landscape over the postwar period. Taix is Los Angeles' last intact 
expression of this linkage.

On its own merits, the Taix continental themed dining interior renders the property HCM 
eligible under Criterion 3. Immersive, sophisticated, and acoustically sensitive, such interiors 
are a telling and historically significant expression of postwar US dining culture, and were once 
ubiquitous within it. Over the last thirty years, the Taix family undertook thoughtfully 
considered changes, intentionally done to retain the restaurant's continental theming, and they 
did so long after such theming fell from vogue. National trends in restaurant design beginning 
circa 1980 hastened the loss of the continental dining interior, which is now an exceedingly rare 
design typology. Taix now possesses one of the last demonstrably expressive examples of a 
continental dining interior within Los Angeles.

CONTEXT AND ANALYSIS:

The following supplemental information addresses the historic significance of the Taix 
restaurant interior, period of significance 1962-1980. Frequently coupled as they are at Taix, 
the American interest in French cuisine is a historically significant broad pattern, and the 
continental dining space a historically significant design approach. Both saw their peak of 
popularity in the postwar era.

Just after World War II, many American dining establishments incorporated references to 
various far off places encountered by WWII servicemen; the prominence of Tiki and Polynesian 
theming is a well-documented example of this. This also included an interest in European 
theming and cuisine, and the mid-century Los Angeles landscape featured numerous dining 
establishments with food and decor of Old World Europe and specific countries such as

1



Germany, England, Italy, and France, among others. But the interest in French theming and 
cuisine was a particularly notable trend, and transcended the influence alone of returning GIs.

In her book, Smart Casual: The Transformation of Gourmet Restaurant Style in America, design 
historian Dr. Alison Pearlman states,

"The ranks of American gourmets swelled significantly for the first time in the wake of 
World War II. Postwar prosperity, the increased use of credit by the middle class, and 
especially the advent of the Boeing 707 transatlantic flight (the first was made in 1958) 
meant that more Americans than ever before were traveling abroad and becoming 
exposed to world cuisines. The French government particularly encouraged US tourism 
as a way to revive its nation's postwar economy.

In the 1960s, interest in matters gourmet soared. When the glamorous Kennedys broke 
precedent in 1961 [one year before the opening of the present Taix location] and hired 
a French chef to run the White House kitchen, French cuisine gained nationwide cachet. 
Two years later, the public-television debut of Julia Child's "The French Chef" made 
French cooking more accessible than ever. Child's down-to-earth persona and 
increasingly nationalized TV reach during the 1960s inspired previously untapped 
audiences. In her history of American cooking shows, Kathleen Collins divulges a pattern 
of growing public interest in line with French cuisine's heightened exposure. Between 
1958 and 1969, the number of articles about French cooking in American magazines 
jumped 60 percent above that figure for the 1945-58 period. Between 1959 and 1969, 
Americans bought 68 percent more French cookbooks than they did over 1940-58. 
Child's own cookbook, Mastering the Art of French Cooking (1961), was a trend leader. A 
Time magazine cover story on Child in 1966 declared her book a best seller in the field. 
Such coverage in a widely circulated magazine was also sign that gourmandise was 
growing in the United States. Throughout the 1960s and 1970s, evidence of this growth 
mounted. Between 1967 and 1971, Gourmet's circulation doubled. 1»

Completed in 1962, Taix' present location is chronologically in-line with this broad, cultural 
pattern. More than just a postwar restaurant offering French Cuisine, Taix is now exceedingly 
rare in Los Angeles as a restaurant possessing continental themed dining and lounge spaces. 
During the postwar era, such spaces were ubiquitous for European and fine dining 
establishments both.

Continental interiors are immersive, opulent, elegant, and ornate spaces, of acoustically soft, 
sound absorbing surfaces. Continental interiors imply a sense of worldliness, yet also lend a 
sense of remove and escape; such spaces are often windowless or of glazing with a treatment 
that obscures the outside world. When paired with European theming, the continental interior 
implied a sense of getaway to far off European destinations. Both their lounges: similarly sound

1 Alison Pearlman, Fast Casual: The Transformation of Gourmet Restaurant Style in America (Chicago: The University of Chicago 
Press, 2013) 44-46.
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absorbing but commonly dark and tavern-like, and their back-of-the-house kitchens, were 
entirely separate from the dining rooms, and designers undertook this separation to keep 
dining rooms fairly quiet.

As Taix demonstrates, postwar French Cuisine and the continental interior did not exist 
separate from one another. Especially in postwar French Restaurants the two were often 
paired. Perhaps the most significant example of this pairing is the seminal French restaurant Le 
Pavilion, which operated from 1945 to 1972 in Manhattan. A restaurant whose significance is 
hard to overestimate, Alison Pearlman called it the "pinnacle of fine dining in the country from 
the 1940s through the mid-1960s," and a 2011 Village Voice article by food critic Robert 
Sietsema listed it as the best New York City restaurant- of the prior 200 years.2 Though Taix is 
more French home cooking than haute cuisine, its interiors nonetheless possess the 
chandeliers, immersive spaces, acoustically soft surfaces, and painted murals of Le Pavilion, 
which by 1962 was globally known, referenced, and seemingly replicated.
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Proprietor Henri Soule in Le Pavilion.
Digitaltsunami.com. Available: https://www.pinterest.com.au/pin/404338872785155816/

The continental dining interior represents a historical chapter in American restaurant design 
and its demise, beginning in the early 1980s, is well documented. In her 2018 Atlantic article 
How Restaurants Have Got So Loud," architecture critic Kate Wagner analyzes various changes 

over the last 40 years that have led to sometimes impossibly noisy spaces of recent 
establishments. Cultural changes brought forth by a new creative class integrated the high, low, 
and different. As seen elsewhere in Postmodernism, there was a desire to purposely mix the 
rarified and the commonplace, which led to a multitude of hard surfaces not previously 
associated with fine dining. Wagner observes that gourmet restaurants that actually operated

//

2 Pearlman, Fast Casual: 3; Robert Sietsema, "Our 10 best NYC Restaurants of the Last Two Centuries," The Village Voice. Jan. 
14, 2011. available: https://www.villagevoice.com/2011/01/14/our-10-best-nyc-restaurants-of-the-last-two-centuries/
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during the Mid-Century Modern era bear little resemblance to the overdone, cliched Mid
Century Modern theming new restaurants undertake. 3

Softened acoustics are a signature element of the continental interior. But their ability to 
properly perform transcends their interior fixtures alone to also involve infrastructure and 
architecture.

According to Wagner,

"Architectural acoustics—a field that integrates architecture, building construction, and 
the physics of sound — is part building engineering (mitigating noise and vibrations) and 
part design. In the latter, more glamorous role, acousticians deploy a wide range of 
materials and construction techniques to sculpt pleasant-sounding spaces that service a 
building's function, be it a restaurant or a concert hall. Unfortunately, acoustics is often 
an afterthought, something used to correct errors after construction if noise proves 
annoying. By then, it's too late. 4

That's because every aspect of a building's design impacts the way it sounds: how the 
HVAC system is routed, the kind of wall insulation, the thickness of windows, and even 
how the electrical outlets are sealed. It's a fussy, nuanced effort that's inseparable from 
the architecture and construction of the space itself. A restaurant or shop that's loud 
because the ceilings are too high or because there's nothing separating kitchen or bar 
noise from areas for table seating has space-planning problems. They can't be fixed by 
hanging some fiberglass panels to dampen the noise.

Acousticians can be expensive, and many retail designers figure that they can get away 
without one. Worse, commercial architectural acoustics has historically involved designs 
that offend architects and business owners—think of those dowdy dropped ceilings of 
mid-century schools and offices. For glossy retail spaces and fancy restaurants, they 
were too much of a drag. But then again, so were hoity-toity fine-dining establishments 
40 years ago, when the shift to today's dining din began."5

Cynically or otherwise, hard surfaces and the noise they generate are perceived as both saving 
and making money. Whether from cost savings or a recent associations to hipness, the hard 
surface, noise-oriented culinary establishment is now ubiquitous, and the continental interior is 
exceedingly rare.

According to Alison Pearlman, 3 4

3 Kate Wagner, "How Restaurants Got So Loud," The Atlantic. Nov 27, 2018. Available: 
https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2018/11/how-restaurants-got-so-loud/576715/

4 Caroline Crampton, "Eating out loud: why restaurants are getting noisier." The New Statesman. Nov. 22, 2016. Available: 
https://www.newstatesman.com/culture/observations/2016/11/eating-out-loud-why-restaurants-are-getting-noisier

Wagner, "How Restaurants Got So Loud."5
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"Between 1975 and 2010, the style of gourmet dining in America transformed. 
Increasingly, restaurants of "fine" dining incorporated food, decor, and other elements 
formerly limited to the "casual" dining experience. Meanwhile, a growing number of 
venerated chefs opened informal eateries in addition to ceremonious venues. As a 
result of these boundary crossings, the gourmet field is replete with eroded hierarchies 
and pointed style contrasts, convergences of haute and ordinary. ft 6

Concurrent with this change, a move away from the European theming that was once more 
prevalent. It is a decline likely fostered by increased globalization seen through the 1970s, then 
the internet- where the romanticism of distance was replaced by the matter of fact ability to 
look at Paris in streetview on one's laptop.

Within Los Angeles, besides Taix, other continental interiors that remain include but may not be 
limited to: The Dresden Restaurant and Lounge in Los Feliz, Taylor's Steakhouse and the 
Windsor (renamed the Prince) both in Koreatown. Of these, Taix is the only establishment to 
express the broad and historically significant pattern of the widespread popularity of French 
cuisine in postwar American culture, and does so with more distinction than any other resource 
or institution that remains in Los Angeles. At Taix, intact continental themed dining spaces: a 
typology of its own historic significance for post-World War II U.S. restaurant design- make this 
expression possible.

Character Defining Features

Taix has a continental themed interior with Old World French design elements. Its character 
possess the qualities of warmth, intimacy, and escape. Its interiors have evolved, and this 
includes recent changes. However, in undertaking these changes, which include some of the 
below-listed features, the Taix family intentionally carried forth the interior's continental 
character. The period of significance for the Taix Interior spaces is 1962: the year of their 
completion, to 1980, when new restaurant design trends would increasingly render continental 
dining spaces obsolete. The following character defining features work together to express the 
historic significance of the Taix interior. Insofar as interior access in presently limited, this list is 
not inclusive.

Immersive and windowless spaces 
Sense of remove from the outside world
Sound absorbing surfaces such as carpeted floors, drapery, acoustic drop ceilings, and 
upholstered booths. 
low ceilings
division of dining rooms from lounge and back-of-the-house kitchen
Opulent, ornate decor that includes: chandeliers, large mirrored panels, pilasters,
soffits, sconce lighting, and painted wall murals, pressed tin ceilings with filigree pattern.

6 Pearlman, Fast Casual, 1.
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Warm color palettes and lighting 
Dark, tavern-like lounge.
Norman half timbering
French themed, painted wall murals
Hand-carved, dark stained wood posts and lintels
Ornate, dark-stained wood bracketing
Coach lanterns
popcorn ceilings
Vaulted ceilings
Scalloped ceiling detail underscored with extended faux wood beams 
Ashlar cut stone fireplace 
Clinker brick cladding
Clinker brick fireplace with rubble course detail and brass hood 
Double panel wood doors with fixed single-lite upper glazing
Wood partitions with finial and six-unit multi-colored hammered glass upper portions 
Wood veneer cladding
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SUMMARY

Taix French Restaurant is a one and two-story commercial building with a large surface parking 
lot to the west located on West Sunset Boulevard between North Alvarado Street and West 
Reservoir Street in the Echo Park neighborhood of Los Angeles. Constructed in 1929 by Edgar 
E. Butler, the property was originally designed in a commercial vernacular style and served as 
home to Botwin’s Restaurant until 1960. The building changed ownership in 1962, becoming Taix 
French Restaurant, and was altered to exhibit qualities of the French Norman Revival architectural 
style. Established in 1927, Taix French Restaurant was originally located on Commercial Street 
in Downtown Los Angeles. Since moving to the subject property, Taix has remained in continuous 
operation for nearly 60 years.

Marius Taix, Sr. immigrated from France in 1884 and by 1894, he was part-owner of the Taix 
Bros. French Bakery at 321 Commercial Street in a French enclave of Downtown Los Angeles. 
In 1912, Taix demolished the bakery and commissioned the three-story Champ d’Or Hotel on the 
same site. He leased the first floor to a French restaurant, the ownership of which was taken over 
by his son, Marius Taix, Jr, following Marius Sr.’s death in 1926, and was renamed Taix French 
Restaurant. The restaurant gained popularity, seating guests at family-style tables and selling 
"novel food with unique service” at affordable prices. As Downtown continued to develop, the 
character of the surrounding neighborhood changed and the Taix family relocated their business 
to the subject property in 1962. Called Les Freres Taix ("The Taix Brothers”) until the original 
location closed and was demolished in 1964, the new Sunset Boulevard location converted to 
private booth and table seating but retained the same menu offerings. At some point, the 
restaurant’s name was simplified to Taix French Restaurant, evoking the earlier iteration of Taix, 
and the restaurant’s bar was named the 321 Lounge in honor of the restaurant’s original location 
on Commercial Street. Since moving to its current Sunset Boulevard location, Taix French 
Restaurant has remained in continuous operation under the same family ownership.

Situated on a trapezoidal lot, the building is irregular in plan and is of wood-frame construction 
with smooth stucco cladding and decorative half-timbering. It has a flat roof with a parapet and a 
faux-mansard roof with front-facing gable and composition shingle roofing. The primary, south
facing elevation features three decorative towers, two roof vents with a hipped metal roof and 
flared eaves, and a slightly off-centered main entrance consisting of double wooden plank doors 
adjacent to a stone veneer-clad wall. The west-facing elevation has a projecting canopy with 
masonry piers and a mansard roof clad in composition shingles and a second main entrance. On 
the southwest corner of the building there is a large square tower with a sloped pyramidal roof 
and an attached illuminated blade sign that reads "TAIX French.” Other signage includes a neon 
sign reading "TAIX” on the roof of the canopy, a neon blade sign reading "COCKTAILS” on the 
tower to the west of the front gable, and a large neon sign spelling "TAIX” on the east side of the 
building. Decorative planters with clinker brick accents line the south- and west-facing elevations. 
There are several secondary entrances, all consisting of single wood doors. Fenestration consists 
primarily of fixed and double-hung windows. The interior features arched ceilings, wooden half
timbering, crown molding, smoked mirrors, and a flagstone fireplace.

The subject property has experienced alterations over the years that include: a one-story brick 
addition in 1938; a masonry addition, a wood-frame addition, and the enlargement of the kitchen 
in 1946; an addition in 1947; the enlargement of the dining room and addition of the roof sign in 
1949; the addition of the porte-cochere in 1950; the addition of stucco and half-timbering to the 
elevations in 1962; a two-story addition in 1963; the suspension of the ceiling in 1964; the addition 
of the water tank to the roof in 1966; one-story and partial basement additions in 1968; interior 
changes in 1971, 1975 and 1979; and the remodel of the storefront and the addition of a porte 
cochere roof sign and two wall signs in 2000.
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SurveyLA, the citywide historic resources survey, identified the subject property as individually 
eligible for listing under Los Angeles’ local designation program, and found it to be significant 
under the theme of "Commercial Identity,” as the long-term location of Taix French Restaurant.

CRITERIA

The criterion is the Cultural Heritage Ordinance which defines a historical or cultural monument 
as any site (including significant trees or other plant life located thereon), building or structure of 
particular historic or cultural significance to the City of Los Angeles if it meets at least one of the 
following criteria:

1. Is identified with important events of national, state, or local history, or exemplifies 
significant contributions to the broad cultural, economic or social history of the nation, 
state, city or community;
Is associated with the lives of historic personages important to national, state, city, or local 
history; or
Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period, or method of construction; 
or represents a notable work of a master designer, builder, or architect whose individual 
genius influenced his or her age.

2.

3.

FINDINGS

Based on the facts set forth in the summary and application, the Commission determines that the 
application is complete and that the property may be significant enough to warrant further 
investigation as a potential Historic-Cultural Monument.

BACKGROUND

On September 18, 2020, the Director of Planning determined that the application for the proposed 
designation of the subject property as an Historic-Cultural Monument was complete. The original 
30-day expiration date of October 18, 2020 per Los Angeles Administrative Code Section 
22.171.10(e)1 is tolled, and a revised date will be determined pursuant to the Mayor’s March 21, 
2020 Public Order Under City of Los Angeles Emergency Authority re: Tolling of Deadlines 
Prescribed in the Municipal Code and April 17, 2020 Public Order Under City of Los Angeles 
Emergency Authority re: Tolling HCIDLA Deadlines and Revising Expiration of Emergency 
Orders.
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1. PROPERTY IDENTIFICATION

Proposed Monument Name: Taix French Restaurant Current name of property

other Associated Names: Botwin's Cafe, Les Freres Taix

Council District: 4street Address: 1911 w. Sunset Boulevard & 1980 Reservoir Street Zip: 91411

Community Name: Echo ParkRange of Addresses on Property: 1907-29 Sunset Bl. & 1910-2018 Reservoir St.

Assessor Parcel Number: 5404-001-034 & 007 Block: N/ATract: Lakeside Tract Lot: ARB 2

Identification cont'd: SW 50 Feet of Lot 1, all of Lots 2, 3, 4 & 5A

Natural
Feature

Proposed Monument 
Property Type: Site/Open Space9 Building ObjectStructure

Describe any additional resources located on the property to be included in the nomination, here:

2. CONSTRUCTION HISTORY & CURRENT STATUS

• Factual EstimatedYear built: 1926 Threatened? Private Development

Architect/Designer: Edgar E Butler/Nielson, Moffatt & Wolverto Contractor: Owners/Harold Simpson/Andre V. Pastorn

original use: Restaurant Present use: Restaurant

Unknown (explain in section 7)Is the Proposed Monument on its Original Site? No (explain in section 7)• Yes

3. STYLE & MATERIALS

Plan Shape: IrregularArchitectural Style: French Provincial Stories: 2

PRIMARYFEATURE SECONDARY

Type:CONSTRUCTION Type: Masonry Wood

Material:CLADDING Material: SelectStucco, smooth

Type:Type: SelectHipped
ROOF

Material: Material: SelectClay tile, rounded

Type:Type: Casement Fixed
WINDOWS

Material: Wood Material: Wood

Style: Off-centerENTRY Style: Select

DOOR Type:Type: Paneled, unglazed Select
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4. ALTERATION HISTORY

List date and write a brief description of any major alterations or additions. This section may also be completed on a separate document. 
Include copies of permits in the nomination packet. Make sure to list any major alterations for which there are no permits, as well.

Brick addition for cocktail lounge and restrooms & additional 26' X 30' brick addition.1938

24' X 30' masonry addition and 28' X 125' frame addition. Kitchen enlarged.1946

1-story 38' X 131' addition.1947

Small dining room enlarged with knotty pine walls. Roof sign added, repositioned in 1964.1949

Steel porte cochere added.1950

Front facade redesigned with stucco and half timbering. 1963 Second story tower added.1962

Suspended ceiling. 1966 Water tank on roof. 1968 43' X 134' add & partial basement.1964

Quarry tile floor. 1975 & 79 int. changes, wine shop to banquet room. 2000 Exterior chgs.1971

5. EXISTING HISTORIC RESOURCE IDENTIFICATION (if known)

Listed in the National Register of Historic Places

Listed in the California Register of Historical Resources

Formally determined eligible for the National and/or California Registers

Contributing feature 

Non-contributing feature
Located in an Historic Preservation Overlay Zone (HPOZ)

Survey Name(s):
Survey LA through theDetermined eligible for national, state, or local landmark 

status by an historic resources survey(s)
✓

Hollywood Redevelopment Area Survey (2010)

Other historical or cultural resource designations:

6. APPLICABLE HISTORIC-CULTURAL MONUMENT CRITERIA

The proposed monument exemplifies the following Cultural Heritage Ordinance Criteria (Section 22.171.7):

1. Is identified with important events of national, state, or local history, or exemplifies significant contributions to the 
broad cultural, economic or social history of the nation, state, city or community.

/

2. Is associated with the lives of historic personages important to national, state, city, or local history.

3. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period, or method of construction; or represents a notable 
work of a master designer, builder, or architect whose individual genius influenced his or her age.

/
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7. WRITTEN STATEMENTS

This section allows you to discuss at length the significance of the proposed monument and why it should be 
designated an Historic-Cultural Monument. Type your response on separate documents and attach them to this 
form.

A. Proposed Monument Description - Describe the proposed monument's physical characteristics and 
relationship to its surrounding environment. Expand on sections 2 and 3 with a more detailed descrip
tion of the site. Expand on section 4 and discuss the construction/alteration history in detail if that is 
necessary to explain the proposed monument's current form. Identify and describe any character
defining elements, structures, interior spaces, or landscape features.

B. Statement of Significance - Address the proposed monument's historic, cultural, and/or architec
tural significance by discussing how it satisfies the HCM criteria you selected in Section 6. You must 
support your argument with substantial evidence and analysis. The Statement of Significance is your 
main argument for designation so it is important to substantiate any claims you make with supporting 
documentation and research.

8. CONTACT INFORMATION

Applicant

Company: Silver Lake Heritage TrustName: Annie Sperling

street Address: 2568 Griffith Park Boulevard #277 city: Los Angeles State: CA

Zip: 90039 Email: info@silverlakeheritage.orgPhone Number: 213-407-1783

Yes • No UnknownIs the owner in support of the nomination?Property Owner

Company:1911 Sunset Investors LLC, Attn: Chris RihaName: Holland Partner Group c/o Oregon Law Group PC

Street Address: 1675 SW Marlow Avenue, Suite 404 city: Portand State: OR

Phone Number: 971-285-4262Z'P; 97225 Email: None

Nomination Preparer/Applicant's Representative

Name: Charles J. Fisher Company:

City: Highland ParkStreet Address: 140 S. Avenue 57 State: CA

Phone Number: 323-256-3593 Email: arroyoseco@hotmail.comZip: 90042
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When you have completed preparing your nomination, compile all materials in the order specified below. Although the entire 
packet must not exceed 100 pages, you may send additional material on a CD or flash drive.

APPLICATION CHECKLIST

Copies of Primary/Secondary Documentation1. Nomination Form 5. ✓✓

Written Statements A and B 6. ,/ Copies of Building Permits for Major Alterations 
(include first construction permits)

2 ✓

y/ Bibliography3.
7. ✓ Additional, Contemporary Photos

Two Primary Photos of Exterior/Main Facade 
(8x10, the main photo of the proposed monument. Also 
email a digitial copy of the main photo to: 
planning.ohr@lacity.org)

✓4.
8. y/ Historical Photos

Zimas Parcel Report for all Nominated Parcels 
(including map)

9. ✓
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Angeles, and understand that permission is granted for use of the photographs and images by the City without any expectation 
of compensation.

v/
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Taix French Restaurant 

Architectural Description

Set on an irregular shaped lot at a bend in Sunset Boulevard, the Les Freres Taix 
restaurant building is a French Normandy design, originally built on a rectangular 
plan stretching between Sunset Boulevard and Reservoir Street. The mostly single 
story building sits to the East of a large parking lot with the main entrance being a 
set of large vertical plank wooden double doors under a porte-cochere, supported 
by two rectangular decorative brick faced pillars, that extends out from the West 
side of the building. A second double door entrance is at the front of the building, 
facing Sunset Boulevard. The walls are clad in smooth stucco with wooden half 
timbering. The front facade and part of the West side, including the porte-cochere, 
have a low faux-mansard type roof, with the exception of a gable located above the 
front entrance, which is flanked by two smaller square open roof towers at each 
end of a stucco parapet wall set behind that gable. A larger square tower is topped 
with a sloped pyramidal roof, capped with an arrowhead shaped finial. The open 
box atop each of the smaller towers is also festooned with a sloped pyramidal roof 
and an arrowhead shaped finial.

The building has had several additions and is now more irregular in shape, in 
keeping with its irregular lot shape. A two story addition, topped with a large neon 
sign spelling "TAIX" is located at the East side of the building. An illuminated blade 
sign having "TAIX' staked atop "French" is attached to the larger tower and a 
smaller neon "TAIX" sign is on the front face of the porte-cochere. A smaller "TAIX 
sign is on the front facade to the East of the front entry. A neon blade sign saying 
"cocktails" is attached to the smaller tower to the left of the front gable. A 
decorative brick planter with clinker brick accents serves as a bulkhead along the 
front facade with the wall to the West of the front entry being in rough stone.

Other details include closed eaves, with the wider eaves being supported by 
angular steel poles at the East end of the front facade, small lights at regular 
intervals in the wider eave, and dormer vents toward the West end of the front 
facade. There are numerous secondary entrances, and several service entrances on 
all facades, consisting of single wood doors.



The entire building has numerous alterations, most done during the 1960s and 
early 1970s, when the Taix Brothers redesigned it from the original boxy cafe to the 
French Normandy building that exemplifies the restaurant that has occupied the 
building for almost 70 years. The extent of the alterations are shown in the building 
permits which are documented and described as a part of this nomination.

The main entrance to the building is on the West side, under the porte-cochere. 
Patrons step down three treads inside the door to a hallway that carries on the half
timbering and brick bulkhead of the exterior, topped by an arched ceiling, 
illuminated with soffit lighting. The walls also have doors and windows, as well as 
small porchlights and display cabinets for menus and some of the business 
memorabilia. The main central hall, which continues the brick bulkhead and 
vertical scalloped wood half timbering, opens to a main dining room, the 321 
lounge, banquet rooms and the restrooms.

The main dining room has a decorative tin ceiling, crystal chandeliers (recently 
covered with shades), a decorative crown molding, square pilasters with offset 
lighting between booths, which are under a patterned metal covered inset area 
under the crown molding and recently installed smoked mirrored walls and 
sconces. A second dining room has a flagstone fireplace, soffit lighting over a 
lowered central ceiling, windowed panels leading to an extension with an outdoor 
themed mural painted on a half-timbered wall.

The 321 lounge, named after the original Commercial Street address, has wood and 
brick paneled walls, large scalloped (almost Googie style) overhangs above the bar 
and the front wall. The walls are covered with memorabilia of the history of the 
restaurant and the Taix Family.



Taix French Restaurant 

1911 Sunset Boulevard 

Significance Statement

Originally established in 1927, Taix French Restauramt is notable as one of oldest 
and most famous French Restaurants in Los Angeles. The business was an 
outgrowth of a thriving French community that had been a part of Los Angeles 
since the Mexican period. More particularly, it is the culmination of a family 
business history that began with the arrival of the 24 year old Marius Taix, Sr. in 
the United States on February 25, 1884.

Taix was born to family of bakers in Laye, Hautes-Alpes in Southeastern France, 
in 1859. Upon arriving in Los Angeles, he opened a bakery on land that he had 
bought at 321 Commercial Street in what was then a thriving French community 
soon to reach a population of over 4,000. Marius was later joined by two of his 
younger brothers, Adrien in 1886 and Ernest, in 1889. His brothers established the 
“European Bakery”, at 511 E. First Street. Records vary as to when Marius’ 
original bakery was established. Historic narratives state that the bakery was 
opened in 1882, but immigration and census records show that he arrived two 
years later. It first appears in Maxwell’s Los Angeles City Directory in 1894, but 
may have been established before that date.

In 1912, Marius demolished the bakery and built the three-story Champ d’Or Hotel 
on the site, leasing part of the first floor to a French restaurant. He and his family, 
who had previously lived above the bakery, moved into a suite of rooms in the 
hotel. His son, Marius Taix, Jr., who was born at the family home above the 
bakery in Los Angeles on June 13, 1893, was educated in France and was a 
pharmacist by training. After serving in the U. S. Army Hospital Corps during 
World War I, he first worked in the Hidalgo Pharmacy, eventually owning the 
“French-Mexican Drug Company” as late as 1942.

The senior Marius Taix passed away on January 23, 1926, leaving his holdings to 
his wife, Angele, and his son. The following year, Marius Taix Jr. had an
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argument with the restaurateur in the building when Prohibition agents raided the 
place due to the sale of alcoholic beverages. The argument ended when the 
restaurant owner threw the keys of the business at Marius yelling “Do it yourself”, 
before storming out. Taix decided to run the business himself, along with his 
business partner, Paul Louis Larquier. This arrangement remained in place until 
July 13, 1964, when Larquier passed away suddenly in his office at the 
Commercial Street location.

Taix French Restaurant soon became a popular place within and without the 
French community, which by the 1930s, was beginning to disappear as an actual 
location in Los Angeles. The French enclave in Los Angeles began in 1827, when 
Louis Bauchet, a former soldier under Napoleon Bonaparte, came to the little 
pueblo and planted the first vineyard in California four years later. Within a short 
time, other French vintners came to the town and “Frenchtown”, as it was later 
known, was created just to the North of the Plaza. The French community became 
active in civic affairs and produced three of the city’s early American mayors, 
Damien Marchessult, Joseph “Jose” Muscarel and Prudent Beaudry. Actually, 
only Muscarel was originally from France, the two others being born in Quebec.

By the time the Taix Brothers arrived, the community was approaching its zenith, 
which lasted until Frenchtown began to shrink as the original immigrants passed 
away and their descendants assimilated into the greater community. This was also 
happening to “Little Italy”, which was adjacent to Frenchtown. After the 
construction of Union Station uprooted Old Chinatown, the former French and 
Italian enclaves were rebuilt into New Chinatown.

According to an October 6, 2016 article by Hadley Meares in LA Weekly: “The 
French quarter soon became a popular place for all Angelenos to eat, drink and be 
merry. Numerous French-owned hotels and boarding houses clustered around the 
intersection of Alameda and Aliso Streets. At the large Pyrenees Hotel, Angelenos 
of all ethnicities played rebote (handball) on the side of the building. Fashionable 
women shopped at Madame Fusenot’s Ville de Paris, one of the finest suppliers of 
clothing and accessories in the city. The best bread could be found at the Franco- 
American Baking Company, for a time the area’s largest bakery. At bars in
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lodgings like Charles Faure’s Hotel de Alpes, city officials and visiting merchants 
imbibed great quantities of wine, for which owners were charged extraordinarily 
high taxes.

And, of course, there were the restaurants. Initially, these adobe-style eateries 
served hearty French country fare like onion soup and cassoulet. But in the 1870s, 
the food became more sophisticated and gourmet. There was the Oriental Cafe, 
considered the “most European” restaurant in town. Across the street, at the famed 
Pico House, the hotel restaurant was run by a chef named “French Charlie.” At the 
Commercial Restaurant, haute cuisine was introduced to L.A. by Victor Dol, a chef 
who had trained in Paris. ‘The first oasis in this self-made desert of atrocious food 
was the Commercial Restaurant,’ the Los Angeles Times intoned in 1912. ‘To a 
town used to dirt floors and barefoot cooks, the Commercial, reached through an 
inner court with a fountain in the center, seemed almost unbelievable’.”

The article went on to report “In 1882, Marius Taix opened the Taix French Bread 
Bakery, and would later build the Hotel du Champ d’Or in its place on Commercial 
Street. Years later, his son, Marius Jr., opened the famed Taix Restaurant in the 
hotel (it moved to its present home in Echo Park in 1964). 
contained an inaccuracy that appears to have carried over in several of the earlier 
histories, as the 1882 date of the bakery is unlikely due to Marius Taix, Sr. not 
arriving until two years later.

This reference

Continuing on: “Every year on July 14, French colonists from all over Southern 
California flooded the French quarter to celebrate Bastille Day, the French 
Republic’s Independence Day. ‘At 10 a.m., a procession marched from Aliso 
Street, down Los Angeles to First, to Main, to [the] Plaza, thence countermarching 
to the hall of the Creole Francaise, where interesting exercises were held,” the Los 
Angeles Times reported in 1885. “About 8 p.m. there was a pleasing display of 
fireworks from the balcony of the hall (the old Merced Theater) and an immense 
crowd packed Main Street to watch the whizzing rockets and sputtering Roman 
candles.’ In 1892, the Times reported on the celebration, which stretched from an 
afternoon parade to evening entertainments at Hazard’s Pavilion.”

By the end of World War II, Frenchtown and Little Italy had both faded into 
history, however, several of the old restaurants in the area continued to thrive. 
Philippe’s and Taix from the French enclave and Little Joes and the Costa Grill
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from Little Italy all survived into the 1960s. Today only Philippe’s remains near 
its original site.

Taix was always a popular location for the Downtown lunch and dinner crowd. 
The restaurant became the site of organizational meetings and important talks. In 
1941, after the fall of France to Nazi Germany, the restaurant hosted the crew from 
the French cruiser “Le Triomphant”, which had escaped the enemy and remained 
active for the Free French Navy, while the ship was undergoing an overhaul in San 
Diego. Louis Larquier, Taix’s partner, was later presented with the French 
Chevalier of the Legion of Honor for his work on behalf of the French people 
during the war.

The restaurant was doing well. A 1957 article in the Los Angeles Times noted that 
7,000,000 meals had been served at Taix in 30 years of business. However, the 
neighborhood was vanishing. The buildings to the North of Aliso Street were 
removed in the late 1940s to accommodate the construction of the Hollywood 
Freeway, splitting historic Frenchtown in two. The demise of Taix’s historic 
location was sealed in 1961, when the United States government approved the 
construction of the new Federal Building adjacent to the old hotel. Over the next 
several years, the surrounding property was bought and the historic Frenchtown 
buildings were demolished until only the Champ d’Or Hotel remained.

As the end on Commercial Street became more eminent, Marius Taix’s two sons, 
Raymond and Pierre, along with his son-in-law, John August Narp (married to 
Lucille Cordelia Taix) bought the property that had housed Botwin’s Restaurant on 
Sunset Boulevard from 1929 through the end of the 1950s. By 1960, Rafael’s 
Restaurant was occupying the building. The brothers brought in their uncle, Louis 
Claude Sangouard, who was the chef at Taix, in as an equal partner in the venture, 
which they named “Les Freres Taix”. Over the next two years, Raymond managed 
the original location and Pierre took care of the new venue. One major change was 
in the method of seating. The original restaurant used the “family-style” seating 
with long tables shared frequently by non-related parties. The new location 
provided the more intimate “booth and tablecloth” service that is found in most 
fine sit-down restaurants today.
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The name of the new restaurant, Les Freres Taix, loosely translated “The Brothers 
Taix”, represented the two brothers and the brother-in-law that established the new 
location. It was also used to differentiate the new location from the original, which 
remained open until the building was taken by eminent domain and that site closed 
on October 12, 1964. That building was demolished to accommodate a six level 
parking structure for the Federal building, which was later razed for the 
construction of the Metropolitan Detention Center. Marius Taix Jr. had hope of 
opening another Downtown location for his restaurant if he could find a suitable 
property, but that dream ended with his death on March 3, 1967, at the age of 73. 
His wife, the former Claudia Sangouard, passed on February 5, 1995.

Louis Sangouard died on December 8, 1973. John Narp sold his interest to the 
Taix Brothers after a 1984 divorce. Pierre Leon Taix passed away on February 8, 
1986 just three days short of his 59th birthday. Raymond Taix was left the sole 
owner and he changed the name of the restaurant back to Taix French Restaurant 
in honor of the original business. The bar in the restaurant is named the 321 
Lounge, to commemorate the original 321 Commercial Street address. Most of the 
patrons from Commercial Street soon became regulars on Sunset, and Taix 
continued to thrive.

Many organizations held their meetings at the original restaurant and the practice 
continued with the new venue. Little notes of upcoming events appeared in local 
newspapers, ranging from the annual installation for the officers of the Los 
Angeles Times Masonic Club in 1929, or Walter O’Malley describing to the 
Optimist club the growing pains of moving the Dodgers to Los Angeles in 1958, or 
a discussion of the problem of Africa to the American Society for Public 
Administrators in 1960 or a benefit for HOMING, a Los Angeles shelter for 
homeless women, in 1986.

Once the Taix Brothers bought the Sunset property, plans were quickly laid to 
expand the Botwin’s building and make it their own.
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The original building had been constructed in 1929 from a design by the architect 
Edgar E. Butler for Mrs. Ona W. Spaulding. The building was quickly leased to 30 
year old to Noah S. Botwin, who ran it for the next three decades.

The son of a Russian immigrant father, Noah Samuel Botwin was born in 
Stockton, California, on July 4, 1899. A decade later, the family was living on 23 
Street, in Los Angeles. At the age of 18, Noah was working in shipbuilding, and, 
on November 27, 1918, married Eva Grace Rockwell. By 1920, he was working 
as a chauffeur. Botwin’s Restaurant was a steak and seafood establishment, 
distinguished by a large three-sided rooftop sign as seen on the establishment’s 
menu. Botwin retired from his business around 1960 and the restaurant closed its 
doors. He passed away on November 13, 1966, at the age of 77.

rd

The site was briefly occupied by Rafael’s Restaurant, until the property was bought 
by the Taix Brothers. The Taix’s quickly began a building plan to make the square 
Botwin’s structure into their own, through a series of additions, new signage, and 
other changes, to give the building its present French Normandy look. Botwin’s, 
however, was not stagnant during their tenure in the building, with additions in 
1934 and 1949, the removal of two houses for parking in 1949, the construction of 
the fireplace also in 1949 and the beginning of the porte-cochere, in 1950. Many 
of the rooms of the building had been enlarged as well, prior to Taix coming in 
1962.

The Taix Brothers first redid the facade of the building, adding stucco and half 
timbering and reconfiguring the flat roof with gables transforming it into a French 
Normandy design. They enlarged the entrance and redid the signage. In 1963 they 
added the building’s iconic two-story tower. By 1968 they had retained the 
architectural firm of Nelson, Moffatt & Wolverton to do several additions, 
including a partial basement and changes to the office and dining room by 
relocating the interior staircase for fire safety. A quarry tile floor was installed in 
1971. The current signage configuration dates from 2000 (although the wording 
on some of the signs has changed several times), as do the most recent minor 
exterior changes. The result of the building program is a well-defined edifice that 
is readily recognized and associated with the Taix brand.
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The French Normandy or French Norman style is named for architecture found in 
the Normandy province of France, starting in the Middle Ages. At the time, people 
in Normandy and the Loire Valley of France attached their farm silos to the main 
living quarters rather than a separate barn. The style is generally considered 
residential in nature and is rarely used in commercial buildings in the United 
States. During the 1920s and 1930s, an American revivalist movement 
romanticized the traditional French farmhouse, constructing buildings that take 
their cues from ancient French rural residences. Many plans include a small round 
tower topped by a cone-shaped roof, resembling the grain silos of the ancient 
Normandy style. The architecture is characterized by steep, conical roofs or 
hipped roofs and round stair-towers. They frequently have stone walls and an 
asymmetrical plan. Like Tudor style houses, 20th-century French Normandy 
homes may have decorative half-timbering. Unlike Tudor style homes, houses 
influenced by French styles generally do not have a dominant gable in the front. 
There are a range of building styles these homes can resemble. Some appear to be 
cozy and romantic cottages, while others have more of a castle-like presentation. 
This feeling of romanticism is what the design of the Sunset building conveys as a 
welcome home away from home.

Several variations from the general French Normandy design is the use of squared 
rather than round towers, as well as the exterior having a mostly stucco surface 
with the stone work being a decorative element. The low front gable is the other 
major variation on the standard design. The building has a unique and instantly 
recognizable look that has made it a very visible landmark on Sunset Boulevard for 
over half a century.

Raymond Marcell Taix filled the restaurant with memorabilia from the original 
Commercial Street venue and in doing so combined the full history of the business 
at both sites, with the Sunset location becoming the embodiment of that legacy. 
The business and its history were recognized in a resolution by the Los Angeles 
City Council, on August 14, 1987. The intersection of Sunset and Park Avenue, 
directly in front of the restaurant was designated “Taix Square” by the Los Angeles
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City Council under a motion by then 13 th District Councilman Eric Garcetti, on 
October 16, 2012.

Raymond Taix passed away on October 10, 2010, leaving the business to his 
second wife, Toni Rae Bruno, an attorney. She passed on May 1, 2012 leaving her 
interest to her brother, Joseph Jon Bruno, the Bishop of the Episcopal Diocese of 
Los Angeles. On March 11, 2016 he deeded his interest to Raymond’s son, 
Michael Taix. On July 3, 2019, Michael and his wife, Karri, deeded the property 
to 1911 Sunset Investors LLC, a subsidiary of Holland Partners, which has plans to 
raze the existing building and construct two multistory buildings, placing the 
restaurant in a 6,000 square foot area on the first floor of one of the structures.

Taix is one of Los Angeles’ most visible legacy businesses, being well known in 
the very distinctive building that it has occupied for almost six decades. The 
building is an important component of the Taix legacy. It has been noted as being 
eligible for HCM listing by Survey LA.

The Los Angeles Conservancy has commissioned a report by Historic Resources 
Group on the building. The preliminary report, released in January 2020, concurs 
with the Survey LA recommendation. The LAC report is attached to this 
nomination as an appendix. Additional recent articles on the restaurant and the 
historic Frenchtown community also help to relate the story. Historian C. C. 
DeVere has been instrumental in compiling much of the early history of the French 
community that has been used for this nomination.

Taix French Restaurant is significant as one of the oldest and most enduring 
businesses in Los Angeles. The dining establishment has remained in continuous 
operation between 1927 and the present in its two locations, and remains one of the 
city’s most iconic and beloved local businesses, as well as one of the last vestiges 
of historic Frenchtown. Generations of Angelinos have shared the common 
experience of patronizing the establishment, soaking in its nostalgic interior, both 
for the long standing French cuisine or the other local dishes that have become a 
part of the historic menu, as well as decompressing and socializing amid a friendly, 
low-key setting. (“Taix Legacy Business Stories” is a series of testimonies to these
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foods and the dining experience compiled by Annie Sperling as a part of this 
application.)

The following language found in the Architectural Resources Group Historic 
Cultural Monument application for Tom Bergins (HCM 1182) are an equally 
appropriate description of the significance of Taix:

“In Los Angeles and elsewhere, well-established and long-lived businesses take on 
important social qualities and often, over time, they organically mature into iconic 
and revered cultural institutions. Their endurance becomes ingrained into a 
community’s collective memory and plays an integral role in defining a 
community’s sense of cultural and commercial identity. Businesses such as these 
“have the power to bring people together, provide a sense of continuity with the 

past, and lend [cities] a rich and layered identity” that is rooted in aspects of their 
history. Though the reasons belying their significance are typically rooted in 
tradition, culture, and other intangible qualities, these businesses are important 
because they build a very tangible bridge linking the present with the past. ”

Taix qualifies as a Los Angeles Historic Cultural Monument as being identified 
with important events of national, state, or local history, or exemplifies significant 
contributions to the broad cultural, economic or social history of the nation, state, 
city or community as a legacy business that evokes the history of Los Angeles’ 
now lost French enclave known as “Frenchtown”. It is also important for its 
association with the Taix Family, which was a major contributor to the early 
French history in Los Angeles. Even though it is not on its original site, it has 
established itself as a historic venue at its current location, just as “The Original 
Pantry” (HCM 255), which was relocated to its current building in the 1950s. In 
addition, the building embodies the distinctive characteristics of a style, type, 
period, or method of construction as a good example of the rare use of French 
Normandy style in commercial architecture.
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Taix French Restaurant
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8/20/2020 Mail - Charles Fisher - Outlook

TAIX legacy business stories

Annie Sperling <213annie@gmail.com>
Tue 8/18/2020 3:12 PM

To: Charles Historian Fisher <arroyoseco@hotmail.com>; Carol Cetrone <perpetua33@gmail.com>; CHRISTINE KANTNER <christinekantner@mac.com> 

Hello
here are some excerpts people sent to FRIENDS OF TAIX

1. ZUHAITZ DE INDA

I Love Taix, and yes i knwo they sold.. is sad, i'll love to have Taix in the same place forever and also the parking spot for cars! 
love that frenchy stile and all is cool in there! great food and drinks quality in the right place for the right price and allways 
with a smile in the face! much love, Zuhaitz

2. Arianna de Leon
My first visit to Taix was when I was 4 or 5 years old. My grandparents loved the restaurant, and they took me everywhere 
with them.
I must have been 5 when I had my first taste of escargot at Taix. My grandfather, being of partial French descent, loved 
escargot, and he would always offer some to me. I was open to eating whatever he had on his plate! Dad frequently met his 
oldest friends and business associates there.
I don't want to forget to comment on Taix's architecture. It is not just a Los Angeles and Echo Park landmark, it is also one of 
the dwindling number of throwbacks to the halcyon days of Los Angeles' magical themed architecture.
To sum it up, where do we find a restaurant that is a Los Angeles historical landmark, with consistently excellent French 
country food and a relaxing atmosphere, where wait staff are valued and appreciated to the extent they keep their jobs for 
decades? And how many restaurants, in business for nearly a century, take note of societal changes and welcome in new 
local music....to the tune of becoming the hub of Echo Park Rising every year?
I have seen countless punk, blues and local music shows of all kinds at Taix over the years. So many fun memories of music 
and friends!
Taix has always had its feelers out on the community it serves. That and everything else about it makes it a true treasure to 
our city.
Sincerely,
Arianna de Leon

3. Azalia Snail
I had my first date with my now husband Dan West in the lounge. Every time my mother Helaine would visit me from the 
East Coast, we would go to Taix, where Helaine and Bernard would innocently flirt and talk about old Hollywood. One of 
these bike rides led me to my first meeting with my beloved Dan West. By that time, I had worked on some promotion for 
the electric scooter company and they had given me a second E-Road! Together Dan and I would roar down the avenue, 
wind at our backs, and enjoy a Salade Nicoise for lunch or an evening of camaraderie and drinks with our fellow music 
revelers.
Viva Taix! — and boo hiss to the developers that constantly crush our joie de vivre delights. We need to protect and 
treasure our neighborhood landmarks and call out and halt the greedy developers who have no regard for what really 
matters in life.
~ Azalia Snail

4. CATHERINE COOPER
My father, John Thomas Cooper, worked in downtown Los Angeles. He drove to work every morning on the 60 freeway from 
La Habra for over 25 years. He loved the quiet. And he loved the old world formality of the wait staff.
And they knew his name.
John Thomas hailed from Mississippi.
The TAIX detail to manners really pleased the Southern Gentleman in him. My father loved the salmon.
I loved, and continue to, love the soup. And that is my memory.
Foundational.

5. Dan West
Taix restaurant in Echo Park has been host to many of the most important moments in my life.
I can close my eyes and remember the distinct smell of the cuisine which wafted through the corridors between banquet and 
dining rooms.
The first date with my now wife Azalia Snail, album release parties and countless performances in the lounge, business 
lunches, my father's 87th and 88th birthday celebrations, practicing my limited French language skills with Phillipe and 
Bernard, Jill the floor manager always taking a moment to catch up and serve my father his birthday mousse au chocolate.
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To tear down a structure with such rich history, countless memories and that distinct French charm is to end an era and a 
lifeline stretching back to the beginnings of L.A.'s story. My father remembers eating at both Taix restaurants and his first 
meal at the current Echo Park location in 1965 with my mother who is no longer with us.
The sights, sounds and savory culinary delights offered up by this historic restaurant will be sorely missed by all who have 
had the pleasure of experiencing its old school warmth and charm.
I just hope enough of our memories can save what has been not just a cultural landmark but a hall of many of our fondest 
memories.
Dan West

Mail - Charles Fisher - Outlook

6. D. Briker
As a pet time Echo Park resident Taix was by far my favourite go to place in Los Angeles. It was the coolest place for any 
occasion and I've never had a bad visit. Very sad if the place closes or looses its unique atmosphere.
A few years ago I did a little gouache painting of a couple on a romantic lunch date at Taix and have a print to the restaurant. 
D. Briker
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7. Dionne Barens
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Taix is a place where memories have been made since 1927. It has been written about countless times as an Echo Park landmark. I 
have been going to Taix since I was a teenager in the 90's. I remember my first visit was a planning meeting for the Silverlake/Sunset 
Junction Street Fair. A small group of us met there, and I remember having the delicious French Onion soup, the big deep red inviting 
booths and the friendly service that still remains today. As a young person I learned that people come together and plan community 
events in a place like Taix. Taix has since been a place for celebrations, birthdays, business meetings, dinners and all things late night 
steadily in my life. Not just my life, but EVERYONE I know, knows Taix! On any given night it is lively, full and bustling. It is open when 
everything else is closed, It is a neighborhood establishment that is like a good friend you can always count on.

8 Jonathon Stearns
One of my favorite memories of those shows was when there was a table of middle aged ladies who were hoong and 

hollering the whole me w e played. Later I cha. ed with them and found out they were tourists from New Orleans, and were 

so thrilled we were playing those songs, they said they were amazed at their good fortune as they had just randomly gone 

there. That to me is what makes Taix great. Not the insider crowds comprised of people in other bands like you'd play for at 

Spaceland or Silver Lake Lounge, it was a place where the "real" LA converged with that insider scene and gave things this 

unpredictability that made it super magical. It didn't ma. er that there was no actual stage, that we had to delay our start mea 

unl the Dodg er game ended and the tables were cleared, it didn't ma. er we got paid with food vouchers or that the parking 

lot guy was an asshole. It was a pure strain of Los Angeles that could never be duplicated.

The last thing LA needs is more ugly, overpriced bee hive residenal c omplexes, let's stop and think what we want for LA in 10 

or 20 years. Will there be anywhere left we can take our kids we had been to ourselves when we were young?

Jonathon Stearns

9. LENA KOUYOUMDJIAN
I love Taix! When I was 18 and had just moved to LA to attend USC, my mom and I were driving past Taix on Sunset Blvd when she exclaimed 
"wait a sec, I've been here!" In the late 60's, while at Scripps College in Claremont, she came to eat there with friends when they would drive into 
LA for a night out. What stands out in her memory is the soup.
After college, I moved to Silverlake, and then a year later Echo Park. I have made more memories at Taix over the last 10 years than I can count.
It has become the place I go to celebrate good news (a new job!) or when I'm feeling sad (I got dumped!), or what has come to be my favorite- 
all the small things in between: the hilarious end-cap to an awkward BBQ; when an obligatory "drinks with work acquaintance" turned into hours 
of gossip; the date my friend Ryan was trying to go on that I accidentally crashed; when it's Wednesday and my boyfriend and I are bored; when 
we've had the perfect dinner and I've realized just how much I love my friends.
I've had different "usual" orders over the years, but it has always included at least one Tito's martini with 3 olives, and a mountain of fries with a 
side of mayonnaise. One of the things that I've missed during quarantine is the feeling of being immersed in something; being able to step into 
another world or experience, like a movie theatre or play. Taix was one of those places for me. Whatever was happening outside had no bearing 
on what was happening inside, where it was always dark, always martini-time, and I could always make the same joke every time I pulled out 
one of the rolly chairs in the bar: "time for the board meeting!" (I didn't say it was a good joke!!)
I really hope Taix continues to be celebrated as the historic anchor of the neighborhood that it is, not least of all because I was planning to host 
a holiday dinner there later this year. It is first on my list of places to go when we're out of this quarantine.

10. Mackenzie Yeager
Taix,
So many important memories at your classic yet quirky establishment. I don't know what I will do for major holidays if you leave us... You are my 
go-to for all important events. Every year my friends and I say the same thing after going through New Year's Eve party possibilities, "... Let's just 
go to TAIX." We loved it when we were in our early 20s and it was a fun, unique place to go that wasn't trying to be a club or fit into the "cool" 
silver lake area. They were always classic and elegant and fun. We still go, now in our 30s, where the clientele is now closer to our age! Where 
will go with my best friend for every Valentine's Day? It's a tradition our Valentines Days are a romantic dinner at TAIX, with flowers, your 
Valentines Dinner with martinis (of course!), gifts, and a photo shoot in the bathroom.
Please let me know if there's anything we can do to keep you alive and going. 
xoxo
Mackenzie Yeager
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11. Mikki Saurer
I can't tell you how many holidays with friends or family or both, birthdays, and other celebrations I've gone to or hosted at Taix. Or the 
countless nights in the bar when musician friends performed there. In a city rich with history, Los Angeles is also known for its disregard for so 
much of its architectural and cultural icons. Taix is an institution of historical significance and needs to be recognized and respected as such. 
Thank you, Friends of Taix for trying to keep this beauty alive and well.
Mikki Saurer

12. TRU
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Hello, I love Taix, too!
In Taix there is a mural painting by Silvia Janson and myself. I had my baby Beata there while we painted.
There is a certain sheep different from the other in the scene with a letter B painter on it for Bernard, who had requested us to include a special 
sheep for him.
Another memory was on my birthday, going there for dinner turned out we never left the cocktail room. I swear I only had two double martinis, 
but I don't remember much after that.
All I know is I just barely recovered in time to get to the airport the next day to fly to Paris.
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We have completed a preliminary assessment of Taix restaurant, located at 1911 W. Sunset 
Boulevard (alternate address: 1980 Reservoir Street) in the Echo Park neighborhood of the 
City of Los Angeles, California, for potential historic significance. This evaluation is based on a 
review of the relevant historic contexts, existing survey data for the property, primary and 
secondary source research, and an analysis of the eligibility criteria and integrity thresholds for 
listing as a City of Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument.

Evaluating properties that are significant for their use is difficult, and the guidelines and 
eligibility standards are relatively subjective in comparison to the established thresholds for 
evaluating other types of significance. However, based on the precedent established during 
SurveyLA for evaluating properties that are significant under the "commercial development" 
theme, Taix appears eligible for local designation. It meets the eligibility standards established 
by SurveyLA, and comparatively it is similar to other properties that were identified as eligible 
for local designation under theme. Architectural significance is not included as a consideration 
under commercial identity, and the loss of integrity from the original design of the building is 
not relevant as the alterations were made during Taix's occupancy of the building.

INTRODUCTION 4
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Taix at 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard is located on the north side of W. Sunset Boulevard, 
between Reservoir Street and N. Alvarado Street in the Silver Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Valley 
Community Plan Area ("CPA") of the City of Los Angeles. The two contiguous parcels (APN 
5404-001-034 and 5404-001-007) are flat, and are developed with a two-story commercial 
building and associated surface parking lot

FIGURE i: SITE MAP
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Historic resources may be designated at the federal, state, and local levels. Current landmark 
designations available for properties located in Los Angeles include: listing in the National 
Register of Historic Places, the California Register of Historical Resources, and as City of Los 
Angeles Historic-Cultural Monuments. While all designation programs place emphasis on 
architectural character, they also use basic criteria relating to a property's place in important 
events or patterns of development, association with important personages, and architectural 
significance. This report evaluates the subject property's eligibility for designation as a City of 
Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument.

City of Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument

The City of Los Angeles Cultural Heritage Ordinance, first enacted in 1962 and updated in 
2018, allows for the designation of buildings and sites as individual local landmarks in the 
City of Los Angeles. These landmarks are known as "Historic-Cultural Monuments."

Section 22.171.7 of Article 1, Chapter 9, Division 22 of the City of Los Angeles 
Administrative Code defines a Historic-Cultural Monument as "any site (including significant 
trees or other plant life located on the site), building or structure of particular historic or 
cultural significance to the City of Los Angeles." A proposed Monument may be designated 
by the City Council upon the recommendation of the Cultural Heritage Commission if it 
meets at least one of the following criteria:

Is identified with important events of national, state, or local history, or exemplifies 
significant contributions to the broad cultural, economic or social history of the nation, 
state, city or community;

REGULATORY FRAMEWORK 6

1.

Is associated with the lives of historic personages important to national, state, city, or 
local history; or

Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period, or method of 
construction; or represents a notable work of a master designer, builder, or architect 
whose individual genius influenced his or her age.

Designation as a Historic-Cultural Monument is "reserved for those resources that have a 
special aesthetic, architectural, or engineering interest or value of a historic nature."1 For

2.

3.

1 City of Los Angeles, Department of City Planning, "Historic-Cultural Monuments: What Makes a Resource Historically 
Significant?," Los Angeles: Office of Historic Resources, httDs://oreservation.lacitv.org/commission/what-makes-resource- 
historicallv-significant (accessed August 2018).
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integrity purposes, resources eligible for local designation should retain enough of their 
historic character or appearance to convey the reasons for their significance.

PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS/DESIGNATIONS 

SurveyLA

SurveyLA is the City of Los Angeles' citywide survey of historic resources, conducted in 
accordance with the standards and guidelines set forth by the National Park Service and the 
California State Office of Historic Preservation. Properties surveyed as part of SurveyLA were 
evaluated for eligibility for listing in the National Register of Historic Places, the California 
Register of Historical Resources, and for designation as a Los Angeles Historic-Cultural 
Monument.

7

The Echo Park neighborhood where the Subject Property is located was surveyed in 2014 by 
GPA Consulting, Inc. as part of the Silver Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Valley CPA. 1911 W. 
Sunset Boulevard was identified as potentially eligible for local designation under the context 
"Commercial Development, 1850-1980," and theme, "Commercial Identity, 1850-1980," as 
the site of Taix French Restaurant since 1962. The survey finding notes, "Established in 1927, 
the restaurant was originally located downtown in the Champ D'Or Hotel, which itself was 
founded in 1912 by the Taix family. However, it appears to meet local criteria only and may 
not meet significance thresholds for National Register or California Register eligibility." It was 
assigned a status code of 5S3, meaning "Appears to be individually eligible for local listing or 
designation through survey evaluation."2

2 City of Los Angeles, Department of City Planning, "Individual Resources," Historic Resources Survey Report: Silver 
Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Valley Community Plan Area, prepared by GPA Consulting, Inc., May 2014.
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8

Current Setting

The subject property at 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard occupies two adjacent parcels, one a flat, 
irregularly-shaped parcel and the other a flat, rectangular parcel, in the Echo Park 
neighborhood. The property is located on the north side of W. Sunset Boulevard, between 
Reservoir Street and N. Alvarado Street. Sunset Boulevard is a major thoroughfare 
characterized by heavy traffic and primarily commercial buildings of varying types and sizes. 
The property is flanked on each side by one-story commercial buildings. Directly across from 
the subject property, on the south side of Sunset Boulevard, are a one-story restaurant and an 
eight-story bank building. Directly across from the subject property, on the north side of 
Reservoir Street, is a two-story institutional building.

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION

Architectural Description

The restaurant building at 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard was originally constructed in 1929. It is 
located flush to the sidewalk with no front setback; there is a large surface parking lot to the 
west and north of the building. The building is one- and two-stories over basement. It has an 
irregular plan, complex massing, and asymmetrical composition. There is a flat roof with 
parapet, clad in built-up roofing, and a faux-mansard roof with front-facing gable and 
composition shingle roofing. There are three decorative towers and two roof vents with 
hipped metal roof and flared eaves at the primary (south) facade. There is a projecting canopy 
with masonry piers and mansard roof clad in composition shingles and built-up roofing 
extending from the west facade. Exterior walls are clad primarily in cement plaster, with faux 
timbering at the south and west facades, and stone veneer at the south facade. Fenestration 
consists primarily of fixed and double-hung windows, located at the north (rear) facade. The 
primary entrance recessed on the south (primary) fa£ade, and consists of a pair of wood doors 
accessed by a concrete path. There are numerous secondary entrances, notably one beneath 
the projecting canopy on the west faqade, and several service entrances at all fa£ades, 
consisting of single wood doors. There is a large neon roof sign reading "TAIX" at the 
northeast comer of the building, a wall sign reading "TAIX" at the projecting canopy, a 
projecting wall sign at the east end of the primary faqade reading "TAIX," and a projecting 
wall sign at the center of the primary facade reading "COCKTAILS." There is a brick planter 
with clinker brick accents spanning the full width of the primary facade.

Alterations

The restaurant at 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard was originally constructed in 1929 by Mrs. Ona 
Spaulding. The original tenant was Botwin's Restaurant, which occupied the space until 
approximately 1960. During that time, several alterations were made to the building. These
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include an 8'xl 7' addition in 1929,3 a one-story brick cocktail lounge and toilet room addition 
in 1938,4 a 28'x 125' addition in 1946,3 and the enlargement of the small dining room and 
addition of a fireplace in 1949.® In 1960, Rafael's Restaurant occupied the space. In 1962, Les 
Freres Taix moved into the space. The building has since undergone a number of alterations, 
including:

9

8'6"xl2' exit vestibule addition?

Addition of stucco and wood trim to the primary facade8 

690 square foot 2-story addition*

Water tank added to roof10

One story and partial basement addition 

Office and dining room altered by relocation of stair12 

Wine shop converted to banquet room13 

Faqade and storefront remodel14

11

3 City of Los Angeles, Department of Building and Safety, Building Permit 12016, May 2, 1929.
4 City of Los Angeles, Department of Building and Safety, Building Permit 22987, July 22, 1938.
5 City of Los Angeles, Department of Building and Safety, Building Permit 9047, March 29, 1946.
6 City of Los Angeles, Department of Building and Safety, Building Permit LA27115, November 10, 1949.
7 City of Los Angeles, Department of Building and Safety, Building Permit LA 13318, June 19, 1962; City of Los 
Angeles, Department of Building and Safety, Building Permit LA14263, June 29, 1962.
8 City of Los Angeles, Department of Building and Safety, Building Permit LA 14014, June 18, 1962.
9 City of Los Angeles, Department of Building and Safety, Building Permit LA53386, December 2, 1963.

City of Los Angeles, Department of Building and Safety, Building Permit LA 19282, February 18, 1966.
City of Los Angeles, Department of Building and Safety, Building Permit LA70274, January 11, 1968.
City of Los Angeles, Department of Building and Safety, Building Permit LA 1623 9, November 4, 1975.

13 City of Los Angeles, Department of Building and Safety, Building Permit LA77720, February 15, 1979.
14 City of Los Angeles, Department of Building and Safety, Building Permit LA05481, October 24, 2000.
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SITE HISTORY
10

Echo Park

Echo Park13 was initially developed by real estate developer Thomas Kelley and other 
investors. They purchased 70 acres of land, including what is now Echo Park Lake, and 
named it the Montana Tract. The first lots were put up for sale in 1887. The availability of 
public transportation made the area easily accessible from downtown Los Angeles and 
encouraged residential development. In 1886, the Ostrich Farm Railway (later to become 
Sunset Boulevard) was laid out. It ran through the middle of what became the Washington 
Heights Tract, created the next year. Two other tracts making up what is now Echo Park are 
the Echo Park Tract, subdivided in 1903, and the Lake Side Tract, also subdivided in 1903.

The community of Echo Park thrived in the late 19th century due to the oil industry. In 1892, 
a major oil field was discovered south of what is now Temple Street in the southernmost 
portion of the CPA. Ties to the early film industry also encouraged development. The 
Edendale area of Echo Park became home to a number of early film studios, which were 
established along Glendale Boulevard in the 1910s. Early studios included Disney (HCM 
#163), Talmadge (later ABC), and Mack Sennett's Keystone Studios (HCM #256), which 
produced the comedy "Keystone Cops." The area was also frequently used for filming on 
location; for example, the Laurel and Hardy film "The Music Box" was filmed in the area.

Development continued in the first decade of the 20th century with the subdivision of tracts 
such as Sunset Boulevard Heights, northeast of what is now Sunset Boulevard and Echo Park 
Avenue. The area began to develop in earnest in the 1920s, a period when the city at large 
experienced a development boom. Due to the hillside terrain, the area is home to numerous 
public stairways (including one where "The Music Box" was filmed), which were first 
constructed of wood and later replaced with concrete stairs. The presence of the Pacific 
Electric Red Car line along Sunset Boulevard encouraged commercial development along the 
street in the 1910s and 1920s. There are individual commercial buildings along Sunset 
Boulevard that reflect the influence of the streetcar system on the development of Los 
Angeles.

15 History of Echo Park excerpted and adapted from City of Los Angeles, Department of City Planning, Historic 
Resources Survey Report: Silver Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Valley Community Plan Area, prepared by GPA Consulting, 
Inc., May 2014.
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Marius Taix, Sr. immigrated to Los Angeles in 1884 from southeastern France, where his 
family were sheepherders and bakers. By 1894, he was part-owner of Taix Bros. French 
Bakery at 321 Vi Commercial Street17 In 1912, he constructed a hotel on the former bakery 
site, and named it Champ d'Or.18 The property was located within Los Angeles' French 
settlement of approximately 4,000 French people, centered west of Alameda and south of 
Aliso Street.19 Marius Taix, Sr. died in 1926.

In 1927, Taix's son, Marius Taix, Jr., along with federal agents, confronted the operator of the 
restaurant on the hotel's first floor for selling alcohol on the property.20 The restauranteur 
tossed Taix the keys and told him to "do it yourself."21 That year, Taix and Paul Louis Larquier 
founded Taix French Restaurant at 321 E. Commercial St Taix was a pharmacist, working 
variously for Hidalgo Pharmacy (1921), himself (1930), a drug store (1940), and the French- 
Mexican Drug Company (1942).11 He allegedly had an arrangement with a wine dealer in 
Oregon to supply "medicinal" wines to his business, drawing a wide-ranging customer base 
during Prohibition.23 The restaurant served chicken dinners at family-style tables, with private 
booths available for an additional fee.24 The Taix's "novel food, unique service and affordable 
prices [made] it a Los Angeles institution.'

Taix16 it

25

16 The history of the early Taix family and its various enterprises, including the early history of the original Taix French 
Restaurant, is largely anecdotal.

1894 Los Angeles City Directory; Annie Lloyd, "A History of Echo Park's Iconic Taix Restaurant On Its 90th 
Anniversary," LAist, October 4, 2017, https://laist.com/2017/10/04/90 years taix.php (accessed January 2019); Ray 
Herbert, "LJ.S. 'Giant" Erases Old Landmarks," Los Angeles Times, January 9, 1963. Another French bakery, owned by 
Urbain Taix, was founded in the 1880s.
18 «

17

History," Taix French Country Cuisine, htto://taixfrench.com/samDle-Daee/ (accessed January 2019).
19 Ray Herbert, "U.S. 'Giant" Erases Old Landmarks," Los Angeles Times, January 9, 1963; Cecilia Rasmussen, "LA 
Scene: The City Then and Now," Los Angeles Times, June 1, 1992.
20 Cecilia Rasmussen, "L.A. Scene: The City Then and Now," Los Angeles Times, June 1, 1992.
21 Cecilia Rasmussen, "LA Scene: The City Then and Now," Los Angeles Times, June 1, 1992.

1930 and 1940 United States Federal Census data; 1921 Los Angeles City Directory; U.S. World War II Draft
Registration Card for Marius Taix, 1942. Marius Taix owned the French-Mexican Drug Company in 1942; presumably, 
he owned it at least beginning in 1930, which is the earliest mention of him being self-employed as a pharmacist.
23 Macdonald Harris, "Real Food in L.A.," New York Times, March 4, 1990, 
https://www.nvtimes.com/1990/03/04/magazine/real-food-in-la.html (accessed January 2019).

Annie Lloyd, "A History of Echo Park's Iconic Taix Restaurant On Its 90th Anniversary," LAist, October 4, 2017, 
httDs://laistcom/2017/10/04/90 years taix.oho (accessed January 2019).
25 "History," Taix French Country Cuisine, http://taixfrench.com/samnle-Dage/ (accessed January 2019).
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In 1962, Taix's sons, Raymond and Pierre, and his son-in-law, John Narp, purchased Botwin's 
Restaurant at 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard (constructed 1929) in Echo Park.26 They remodeled 
the building, adding stucco and faux timbering to the exterior, and opened a restaurant 
named Les Freres Taix, "carrying on a family tradition dating to the early days of the city. 
Louis Sangouard, a relative of the Taix family, was the chef at both the original Taix French 
Restaurant and Les Freres Taix.28 In 1963, Raymond served as manager of Taix French 
Restaurant, while Pierre managed Les Freres Taix.

By 1963, much of the neighborhood surrounding Taix was demolished to clear a site for a 
new Federal building (300 N. Los Angeles Street). Taix was the "'only business with a French 
flavor left'" in the area.29 At the time, the Los Angeles Times ref erred to the restaurant as an 

eating landmark' in Los Angeles,"30 and the restaurant served 28,000 meals per month.

The original Taix French Restaurant went out of business on Monday, October 12, 1964.32 At 
the time of the closing, Marius Taix told the Los Angeles Times that he would "open another 
downtown restaurant if he [could] find a suitable lot."33 Taix restaurant and the adjacent hotel 
building were demolished later that year to make way for a six-level parking garage (now the 
site of the Metropolitan Detention Center) for the nearby Federal building.34

By 1967, Raymond Taix, Pierre Taix, John Narp, and Louis Sangouard were equal partners in 
Les Freres Taix, carrying on the legacy of the original Taix French Restaurant.35 Marius Taix, Jr. 
died that year, at the age of 73.36 On August 14, 1987, the City of Los Angeles, by resolution, 
congratulated Les Freres Taix on its 60th anniversary "as one of the premier restaurants in Los 
Angeles and on the west coast"37 In 1990, writer Macdonald Harris, who had visited the 
original Taix French Restaurant as a child, wrote of Les Freres Taix, "The Taix family is still in

12

27

it >
31

26 Art Ryon, "Roundabout.. .with Art Ryon," Los Angeles Times, March 25, 1963.
27 City of Los Angeles, Department of Building and Safety, Building Permit LAI 4014, June 27, 1962; "Taix Carries on 
Tradition," Los Angeles Times, June 19, 1964.

Jack Smith, "Taix French Restaurant to Become Parking Lot," Los Angeles Times, August 14, 1964.
29 Ray Herbert, "U.S. 'Giant' Erases Old Landmarks," Los Angeles Times, January 9, 1963.
30 Art Ryon, "Roundabout.. .with Art Ryon," Los Angeles Times, March 25, 1963.
31 Ray Herbert, "U.S. 'Giant' Erases Old Landmarks," Los Angeles Times, January 9, 1963.
32 Joseph Jares, "Old Taix Restaurant Goes Out of Business," Los Angeles Times, October 13, 1964.

Joseph Jares, "Old Taix Restaurant Goes Out of Business," Los Angeles Times, October 13, 1964.
34 Joseph Jares, "Old Taix Restaurant Goes Out of Business," Los Angeles Times, October 13, 1964.
35 "Taix Restaurant," Los Angeles Times, June 16, 1967.
36 "Marius Taix, Restauranteur, Rites Planned," Los Angeles Times, March 5, 1967.

Les Freres Taix, Resolution (honorary), City of Los Angeles, State of California, August 14, 1987.
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charge, and a good many of the customers, to judge from their white heads, come there 
because they still remember the former establishment."38 Raymond Taix eventually became 
the sole proprietor, and simplified the restaurant's name to Taix French Restaurant, evoking 
the earlier iteration of Taix39

13

38 Macdonald Harris, "Real Food in L.A.," New York Times, March 4, 1990, 
https://www.nvtimes.com/1990/03/04/magaane/real-food-in-la.html (accessed January 2019).
39 Valerie J. Nelson, "Raymond Taix dies at 85; owner of LA landmark French restaurant," Los Angeles Times, October 
17,2010.
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SURVEYLA CONTEXT/THEMES & ASSOCIATED ELIGIBILITY STANDARDS

Los Angeles' citywide historic context statement (HCS) provides the framework for 
identifying and evaluating the city's historic resources. The Office of Historic Resources has 
been the lead in the development of the HCS as part of SurveyLA.

To evaluate potential significance under Criterion A/1/1, the following context and theme 
from the SurveyLA HCS would apply:

Context: Commercial Development, 1850-1980 
Theme: Commercial Identity, 1850-1980

Taix was identified as individually eligible for local designation under local Criterion 1 under 
the "Commercial Identity" theme of the "Commercial Development" context of Los Angeles' 
citywide historic context statement.

Commercial Identity

Los Angeles has a wide range of long-term businesses that have served residents, visitors, and 
tourists for decades. Properties identified as significant within this theme relate to the 
particular goods and services provided by a business and the role a business played in local 
commerce. Examples in Los Angeles range from small mom and pop neighborhood 
businesses, to companies that became regional in importance, to national franchises. While 
many are well-known legacy businesses coveted by neighborhood locals, others are far- 
reaching in reputation, serving as popular tourist destinations and icons of Los Angeles 
culture. And still others reflect associations with corporate identities and prototypes.

Property types evaluated under this theme include food service, retails stores, and service 
related businesses. Identified examples include restaurants, bakeries, bars and taverns, 
mortuaries, nurseries, dry cleaners, hardware stores, and neighborhood markets. A large 
percentage of the businesses recorded under the Commercial Identity theme are food related.

Many of the properties recorded under this theme are highly significant within a 
neighborhood context. Because determining eligibility of properties for the National and 
California registers typically includes in-depth comparative analysis with similar resources, 
most properties under this theme were evaluated under City Historic-Cultural Monument 
criteria only.

The Commercial Identity theme is used to evaluate resources that are significant in the area 
of commerce as the founding or long-term location of a business that made a significant 
contribution to the commercial history of Los Angeles. Resources related to commercial 
identity are generally food service, retail stores, and service-related businesses. Property types 
also include commercial historic districts, and particularly those associated with ethnic groups. 
The period of significance begins in 1920, which is the date of the earliest recorded resource

14
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under this theme, and ends in 1980, the end date for SurveyLA, which may be extended 
over time. 15

For a property to be eligible for its commercial identity, it must meet the following eligibility 
standards:

• Is associated with a business that made an important contribution to commercial 
growth and development in Los Angeles

• Is the founding or the long-term location of a business significant in commercial 
history

Integrity considerations include:

• Should retain integrity of Location, Design, Feeling, Materials, and Association

• Setting may have changed (surrounding buildings and land uses)

• Some alterations may be acceptable if they were made during the period of 
significance for a business and if significance is not also based on architectural quality
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EVALUATION OF ELIGIBILITY

Taix French Restaurant at 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard is evaluated below using eligibility 
criteria and integrity thresholds for listing as a City of Los Angeles Historic-Cultural 
Monument for its commercial identity.

Criterion l

Taix has been located at 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard since 1962, a period of approximately 57 
years. Originally named Les Freres Taix, the restaurant was renamed Taix French Restaurant 
in the 1990s, evoking the original Taix French Restaurant, founded at 321 Commercial Street 
in downtown Los Angeles in 1927.

The original Taix operated between 1927 and 1964, when it went out of business after 37 
years. The building and adjacent hotel, which were constructed in 1912 by Marius Taix, Sr., 
were demolished to make way for a multi-story parking garage for a nearby Federal building it 
is now the site of the Metropolitan Detention Center.

Les Freres Taix was founded two years prior to the closing of the original Taix French 
Restaurant by the Marius Taix's sons, Raymond and Pierre, along with their brother-in-law, 
John Narp. Louis Sangouard, Raymond and Pierre's uncle, was the executive chef at both Taix 
family restaurants. He joined the partnership at Les Freres Taix by 1967, after the original 
restaurant had closed.

16

Though the present Taix French Restaurant is not the same entity as the original Taix, it 
carries on the legacy begun at the original restaurant in 1927 and serves much the same 
menu as that of the original restaurant. As a result, the present restaurant has capitalized on 
the commercial identity originally established at Taix French Restaurant 92 years ago. The 
restaurant is a fixture in the Echo Park community, a popular outpost of French wine and 
French-inspired cuisine in Los Angeles. The 90th anniversary celebration, held at 1911 W. 
Sunset Boulevard in 2017, commemorated the founding of the original Taix French 
Restaurant. Many patrons and food critics are unaware that the Taix French Restaurant they 
enter was founded in 1962 and not in 1927; indeed, the restaurant's interior is covered in 
memorabilia from the original restaurant and the Taix family's various Los Angeles-based food 
service pursuits since the 19th century, and menus note that Taix was founded in 1927.

Taix French Restaurant at 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard continues to serve as a vibrant 
community restaurant, drawing Los Angeles residents from across the city and from various 
generations. Many patrons have visited the restaurant since they were children; still others are 
attracted to its status as an iconic Los Angeles restaurant The City of Los Angeles recognized 
the restaurant in 1987, the 60th anniversary of the founding of the original Taix French 
Restaurant, and the intersection of Sunset Boulevard and Park Avenue has been named "Taix 
Square" in honor of the original Taix French Restaurant. As a community cultural icon, Taix
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French Restaurant at 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard appears eligible for designation as a City of 
Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument for its commercial identity as a long-standing Echo 
Park restaurant, and as the second generation of a French restaurant established in Los 
Angeles in 1927.

Evaluation of Integrity

As discussed above, historic integrity is the ability of a property to convey its significance and 
is defined as the "authenticity of a property's historic identity, evidenced by the survival of 
physical characteristics that existed during the property's historic period."40 The National Park 
Service defines seven aspects of integrity: location, design, setting materials, workmanship, 
feeling and association. The period of significance begins in 1962, when Taix was established 
at the current location, where it remains in operation. The evaluation of integrity is for the 
building's ability to convey its significance as the long-term home of Taix.

• Location: The building remains in its original location. Therefore, it retains integrity of 
location.

17

• Design: Although the building has undergone significant alterations over time, they either 
preceded Taix's occupancy of the building, or were undertaken by Taix during the period 
of significance. 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard was originally constructed in 1929 as a 26' x 
66' restaurant building with stone tile walls. Between the building's original construction 
and 1962, when Les Freres Taix moved in to the building, the building underwent 
significant alterations, including several large additions. When the Taix family purchased 
the property, the building occupied much of its current footprint, but had a variety of 
fenestration on the primary and secondary facades, and smooth cement plaster wall 
cladding with a tiled bulkhead. Before the restaurant opened, the Taix family added 
stucco and wood trim to the primary facade to match the French cuisine served in the 
restaurant. Throughout the years, they have enlarged the entry vestibule, added a second- 
story addition at the rear, made various structural alterations, removed or enclosed much 
of the fenestration, and remodeled the faqade and storefront. These alterations reflect the 
expansion of Taix at this location. Therefore, the building retains integrity of design as it 
relates to the building's ability to convey its significance as the long-term home of the 
restaurant.

40 National Register Bulletin 16A.
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• Setting: At the time of its establishment at 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Taix was located 
along a high-traffic commercial corridor. Sunset Boulevard retains this character; therefore, 
the restaurant retains integrity of setting.

• Materials: As noted above, though the building has undergone significant alterations over 
time, they either preceded Taix's tenure in the building or occurred during the period of 
significance associated with Taix. These alterations, including the addition of the stucco 
and wood trim to the primary facade, reflect the use and expansion of Taix at this 
location. Therefore, the building retains integrity of materials as it relates to the building's 
ability to convey its significance as the long-term home of the restaurant.

• Workmanship: As noted above, though the building has undergone significant alterations 
over time, they either preceded Taix's tenure in the building or occurred during the 
restaurant's occupancy of the building as the business expanded. Therefore, it retains 
integrity of workmanship as it relates to the building's ability to convey its significance as 
the long-term home of the restaurant.

• Feeling: The building retains integrity of location, design, setting, materials, and 
workmanship, and thus retains the physical features that convey its historic character as 
Taix French Restaurant (originally named Les Freres Taix). It therefore retains integrity of 
feeling.

• Association: The building retains integrity of location, design, setting, materials, 
workmanship, and feeling, and thus conveys its association with Taix French Restaurant, 
which has existed at this location since 1962. The property therefore retains integrity of 
association.

18

CONCLUSION

Based on an observation of existing conditions, research related to the history of the property, 
review of the relevant historic contexts, and an analysis under the eligibility criteria and 
integrity thresholds established by SurveyLA for local designation of properties significant 
under the "commercial identity" theme, Taix French Restaurant at 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard 
appears eligible for designation as a City of Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument. It is 
significant as a long-standing Echo Park restaurant that is an important commercial institution 
in the community, and the long-term home of the second generation of Taix Restaurant, 
originally established in Los Angeles in 1927 and at the current location since 1962.
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APPENDIX A: BUILDING PERMIT CHRONOLOGY

ARCHITECT/CONTRACTORDATE PERMIT NUMBER WORK PERFORMED OWNER

3/25/1929 7853 New 26' x 66' restaurant with a 
concrete foundation, stone tile 
walls, and metal lath and plaster
partitions_______________________
Place steel frame for illuminated
sign____________________________
8x17 addition of stone tile for 
vegetable room and restaurant 
Erection of sign according to
accompanying plans_____________
11 '-4" x 15'-6" toilet building 
Erect a one-story brick building to 
be an addition to present 
restaurant and be used for a 
cocktail lounge and a toilet room. 
One story brick addition to
existing building________________
Tile bulkhead

Mrs. Ona SpauldingEdgar E. Butler

4/23/1929 11098 Neosign Co. J.W. Botwin

5/2/1929 12016 Ona W. SpauldingEd. E. Butler

11/5/1934 15001 Mann Sign Co Noah Botwin

6/10/1935 9700 George J. Fosdyke 
C.F. Plummer

N. Botwin
7/22/1938 22987 Ona W. Spaulding

8/3/1938 24277 Charles F. Plummer Botwin's Cafe

10/7/1938 33073 SpauldingP.H. Millar

10/18/1938 34615 Move existing neon roof sign 
from end of roof to center of 
roof

Luminous Display Co Noah Botwin

3/21/1946 4833 Add 24x30 addition Ona W Spaulding

3/29/1946 9047 Add 28x125 to existing building Ona W Spaulding

8/12/1949 LA18812 Owner O.W. SpauldingTo complete work authorized on 
permit #16797 (1947, expired) 
and make corrections listed on 
final correction sheet dated Jan 
21, 1949. No additions._________

10/25/1949 LA25240 J.M. SamsonNew canopy at front of building Botwin

11/10/1949 LA27115 Enlarge small dining room, 
construct fireplace and cover 
walls of both cocktail lounge and 
small dining room with knotty 
pine___________________________

Owner Botwin's Restaurant

J [illegible]12/16/1949 LA29768 Erect sign on roof H. Botwin

1/10/1950 LA 2535 Construct steel canopy at side of 
bldg. 6x8 and increase size of 
dining room #2 as shown on plan

H. Sampson O.W. Spaulding
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ARCHITECT/CONTRACTORDATE PERMIT NUMBER WORK PERFORMED OWNER

4/20/1950 LA9050 OwnerIncrease length of roof sign 
required under permit 
2535/1950 from 20 to 23

H. Botwin

8/28/1961 LA96294 Metal and plastic neon projecting 
wall sign

Rafael'sBrite Lite Neon

6/19/1962 LA13318 Interior alterations and 8'xlO' 
addition (exit vestibule)

Mr. Sampson Mr. Taix

6/27/1962 LA14014 Stucco and wood trim front only Harold Samson Taix Brothers

6/29/1962 LA 14263 Change size of existing vestibule 
to 8'6"x 12'on LAI3318/62

Mr. Simpson [sic] Mr. Taix

7/6/1962 LAI 4737 Revising permit 14014/62 
(exterior changes)

Mr. Sampson Taix Brothers

1/29/1963 LA29582 G.M. Neon Corp. La CasitaMetal and plastic neon signs

Add 690 s.f. 2 story (enlarge 
exist, restaurant)

Les Feres [sic] 
Restaurant

12/2/1963 LA53386 Owner

1/14/1964 LA56176 Revise footing-LA53386/63 Owner Les Freses [sic] Taix 
Restaurant

2/27/1964 LA59825 222 sq. ft. illuminated roof sign 
being relocated

Nite & Day Sign Co. Lese Freres Taix 
Restaurant

4/16/1964 LA63902 Suspended ceiling, first floor Owner Pierre Taix

Les Freres Taxix [sic] 
Restaurant

2/18/1966 LA 19282 Erect water tank on roof Owner

1/11/1968 LAO1569 One story and partial basement 
addition

Nielsen, Moffatt & 
Wolverton/Owner

Les Freres Taix

7/23/1968 LA70929 Shoring for installation of new 
basement

Nielsen, Moffatt and 
Wolverton

Les Freres Taix 
Restaurant

3/17/1969 LA84312 Three Star Sign Co.Projecting sign Taix Restaurant

5/29/1970 LA9687 Install steel beam in intr. kitchen 
non brg. masonry wall opening
(previously cut)_________________
Ceramic tile, walls and quarry tile 
floor

Andre V. Pastor Taix Restaurant

1/4/1971 LAI 171 Andre Pastor Taix Brothers

11/4/1975 LAI 6239 Alter existing office and dining 
room by relocation of stair

Nielsen, Moffatt & 
Wolverton/McCormick 

Const.

Les Freres Taix 
Restaurant

2/15/1979 LA77720 R. C. NielsenInt. alterations - convert wine 
shop to banquet rm - change use 
- int work only________________

P. Taix
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ARCHITECT/CONTRACTORDATE PERMIT NUMBER WORK PERFORMED OWNER

4/3/1990 VN79218 3 Star SignsWall sign Taix Restaurant

7/30/1991 LA78691 Remodel 2 bathrooms to comply 
with HC

Royce Const Mike Taix

10/24/2000 LA05462 One porte cochere roof sign 
states "Taix French Restaurant," 
one illuminate dbl sides 
projecting sign, two wall signs 
Facade and storefront remodel 
(see PCIS comments). Work 
including cosmetic finish repair, 
add (4) metal trellis with concrete 
footing, (3) wood trellis, and (10) 
wood shutters.

Victor
Montgomery/Owner

Raymond M and 
Toni R Taix, et al

10/25/2000 LA05481 Raymond M and 
Toni R Taix, et al

Victor
Montgomery/Owner
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APPENDIX B: PHOTOGRAPHS OF EVALUATED RESOURCE
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South (primary) fagade, view facing northwest.
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South (primary) fagade and surface parking lot, view facing northeast.
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Detail view of primary entrance from Sunset Boulevard, view facing north.
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West fagade and projecting canopy, view facing northeast.
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North (rear) and west fagades and surface parking lot, view facing southeast.
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North fagade and surface parking lot, view facing southeast.
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Two-story rear addition with "TAIX" roof sign, view facing 
southwest
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APPENDIX C: SANBORN FIRE INSURANCE MAP
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APPENDIX D: HISTORIC PHOTOGRAPHS AND DRAWINGS

321 Commercial Street (Taix Original Location)
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Taix French Restaurant (original), 321 Commercial St., c. 
1954. Source: Los Angeles Public Library Photo Collection.
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Taix French Restaurant (original), 321 Commercial St., c. 1956. Source: Los 
Angeles Public Library Photo Collection
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Taix French Restaurant (original), 321 Commercial St., with City Hall behind, 
c. 1956. Source: Los Angeles F’ublic Library Photo Collection
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Taix French Restaurant (original), 321 Commercial St., with new Federal 
building behind, 1960. Source: Los Angeles Public Library Photo 
Collection
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1911W. Sunset Boulevard (Prior to its Occupancy by Taix)
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Sketch of Botwin's Restaurant from Botwin's menu, 1941. Source: Los Angeles Public Library Digital 
Collections.
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THE FRENCH CELEBRATION.: The French Colony the Fall of the.
Los Angeles Times (1881-1886); Jul 15, 1885; ProQuest Historical Newspapers: Los Angeles Times
pg. 0 4

THK FIIKNCH L'KLEll NATION.

'I hit I'rcurli Colour toiiltuoiimriurs 
itip Cull of ilio Il'iallic.

Tbe Fourteenth of July is tu the 

French people uIiuohI equivalent in our 

own Fourth. It wiv-t<>u the former day, 

in the your 17at». that Hjo populace of 

Paris cnmiaiftteil Ihtir Declaration of 

Independence — it declaration wIjoho 

page trim writ to u iu blood. Goadud to 1 
deapcrutiou by the tuorimnis oppres- 

aiun which ground them (town, they 

iiHrtiiilctl the atrocious Uastile. noil but 

its massive ivalls in ruiu. ’I'tie tilllli- 

viTHory of that day still hoU tlio blond 

miming with livelier thrill iu thy vidua  

of every sou mid daughter of Lit Itellu 

France, wherever now reeidtyit.

The French oobmy of Lob Augcdps,

| which in numerous uml includes many 

j woll-knnwu citizens, gave the unulver- 

nury due celebration yesterday. Tbo 

day won ushered iu with a Htiluto. At 

111 n.
Aligo Rtroot, dowu I.ob Angelos to First, 

to Mttlu, to Plaza, tbeuco counter

marching to tbo bull of tbo (,'erclo 

Franca iso, whore interesting exorcises  

wore held. The ‘'MarscillatBu’' wan 

feelingly aung by Madam Mnrru, the 

largo audience joining enthusiastically 

in the taut vorse. M. Louia Benloua, 

President of the Day, made an able 

speech, which was warmly amilnutlctl.! 

A patriotic a-Jig wan well sting i 

by M, Laurent Fitnuon. The oration <d I 

tbo day was delivered by M. Touaaaiut i 

Les trade. M. Leon Loch. ConBubiri

Agout of France, and Honorary Presi

dent of tbo Day, made an appropriate 

uddreBB. Patriotic hours by the audi

ence were followed by n grand banquet. 

About H p. in. there was a pleasing dis

play of tiro works Irow the balcony of 

the bull (the old Merced Theater) and 

«u immense crowd packed Main street, 

la watch the whlx/Aug rockets and sput- 

lering ltoumu caudles, A large pedes

; tal bud been erected on tlio balcony, 

and on this a stalwart Frenchman, aje- 

propriately draped, posed in represeuttv 

tion of llartbuldi'a noble statue, while 

rod Urea below guvo a striking effect.

Tbo tire works over, all bauds re

paired to the hail, where n grand cotn- 

plluicutary ball was tondored by the 

I L’erclo to the Fronoh colony. Thu halt 

was crowded, and tho festivities lusted 

fur into tbu morning. Following were 

the directors ol the ball:

Hcccption Committee, Lena I,oeb,

I Mayor Spence, Win. Lacy, II. V. del Vallo, 

Jean Sentoaj, Martin lJUcailuz. Dr. If.

■ Nadeau, Dr. Ch. do Szigethy, Ed, Itntli. 

j P. Beaudry, 0. Ducommuu, Q. d'ArtoD,
: F. L. llicbo, George J. Deuis, C. Gla

sagne, A. Gondran, L. Meamor, Ph. Gar- 

1 nler. If. Clary, A. Yiguolu, G, Pclluler, 

U. Meapiou.

1 Committee of Daiioea, (I. Miohaui, 0 
Gilly, L. Yignca.

procession m arched fromIU. It
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"VIVA LA FRANCE!": French-American Citizens Celebrate the 14th of ...
Los Angeles Times (1886-1922): Jul 15, 1892; ProQucst Historical Newspapers: Los Angeles Times 
Pg- 6

‘'VIVA LA FRANCE!"

Frcnch-Americau Citizens Cele
brate the 14th of Jnly.

How tbe Fall ot tho Bastlle li Be- 
raemberod.

When HocarchliU Tyranny Qave Way 
to Republican Liberty.

JIuilc and SpocchPn by ITomlnent Cltl- 
itlvttlon End NTttilaOM—Tito F<

m Grand Mull,and Sap*
per.

The French-Amcrican. citizens of Los 
llttingly celebrated yestcr- 

tbc anniversary of the fall 
of the Basiilc. The 14th of July, 
to those who claim France as 
their fatherland, is a day as sacred 
to patriotism as is the Glorious Fourth 
to native Americans, for it was on that 
date ih 17SO when the populace cap
tured and destroyed the cltldal of 
monarchy, tyranny and oppression. 
Since that time, which marked the be
ginning of the French Republic, the re
turning anniversary has been annually 
observed.

At 8 o'clock last evening a large com
pany cf both sexes congregated at 
HaranTs Carillon to participate In the 
literary exercises of the evening. The 
pavilion had been, beautifully decorated 
for the occasion, festoons of red, white 
and blue bunting being suspended from 

. the ceiling, and drapings of tri-color 
gt'acing the walls and balconies. Upon 
the stage, on either side, sat pretty 
girhv with large flags of the United 
Stat-es and of France,'the two republics 
that started the experimental form of 
government at nearly the same rime 
and hi^ve since been bound together in 
tics of sisterhood.

The exercises of the evening were 
opened by the orchestra playing “The 
MarscHaise,”a:fter which Louls Scntons, 
Sr., wao introduced by Honorary Pres
ident Lt*on Loch as the president of the 
day. and he made a few pleasant re
marks to the atvscrablage.

The orchestra, next played “The Stat 
Spangled nannor,” which was vocifer
ously applauded, and Mayor Hazard 
was* introduced by President Scntous. 
The Mayor Liatlo one of his happy little 
speeches, referring to the love of lib
erty, the Adel itv to the native country
and the brothi-rh ood of humanity. The
address was h.ta.ctily applauded by the 
audience.

Joseph Dupu r sang “The Salute to 
France” in a mauncr which evoked 
much eothusiai <xn, the words “Vive la 
France” always .calling for a patriotic 
response from tbe audience. The 
singer was brou ght back by the audi
ence. and he renc crcd another song in 
French which pi taacd his hearers as 
well as his former ’.effort. Then C, \V. 
Wcscott entertained the people with 
hia whistling, glvli gj imitations of bird 
songs and other fai fciliur sounds,
_ Tbe orator of the -day. Dr. dc Cailhol, 
then addressed the audience in a mas- 
lerly speech, referr ing at Borne length 
to the historical fca turcs of the celebra
tion, to France be Fore and since the 
Revolution and to the present status of 
the French people and of French-Amer
icans. :

As a suitable flnaJc for the literary 
exercises everybody -joined In singing 
“The Marseillaise,” wf creupon prepa
rations wore at once bej 'un for the grand 
ball which followed. Many more peo
ple, in evening dress, a rrived and when 
the chairs had been ro moved from the 
ludltoriura cl: e floor vra s quickly occu
pied by handsome men and pretty 
cyomcn intent jipon as-, cveulng of fes
tivities.

Dancing and (casting was kept up 
mill a late hour, wht-n the company 
ifspersed with Utti'c tho ught, perhaps’, 
)f the tragical fall of the Basilic.

Angeles 
day
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Masonic Club Inaugurates
Los Angeles Times (1923-1995), 
pg. A7

Dec 18, 1929; ProQuest Historical Newspapers: Los Angeles Times

Masonic Club 

Inaugurates

New cffloers of The Times Mason
ic Club of 1930 were inducted into
office with fitting ceremonies last 
night at a stag Christmas dinner
party at Taix French Restaurant, 
321 Commercial street. Retiring 
President Walter G. Pfaffenberger 
presented James B. McBride, the 
new president; Joe Altman, first 
vice-president; C. O, Denning, sec
ond vice-president; Casley McWil
liams, secretary, and Phil Baum, 
treasurer.

An inspirationai address was giv
en by Puller Swift. Entertainment 
was furnished by Lee Shippey, crea
tor of "The Lee Side of Los An
geles” feature of The Times,
W. A. Graff and D. H. Pflster 
of the advertising department. 
Through the courtesy of the Leavitt 
Cine Pictures Company tho enter
tainment was brought to a close 
by the showing of two reels of mo
tion pictures.

and
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LEE SIDE O' L.A.
Shippey, Lee
Los Angeles Times (1923-1995); Sep 7, 1931; ProQuest Historical Newspapers: Los Angeles Times 
pg. A4
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OWN on Commercial street, one 
sees the sign of the Hotel du 

Champ D'Or. It is only half a block 
from .Chinatown and one wonders 
when and how that spot was chosen 

• for a “Hotel of the Field ‘ of Gold.”
Were there daisy, 
fields there when 
Aiiso street was 
the street of the 
willows?

There were not. 
Marius Taix, the 
first French baker 
in Los Angeles, 
prospered here so 
that he could re
turn to his native 

land for several years, much of 
which time he spent in a valley which 
Napoleon had nicknamed Champ 
d!Or. He loved the spot and when he 

' returned had the idea of starting a 
French hotel here which would at
tract the French visitors who often 
came in from San Francisco and 
French settlements throughout the 
Southwest.. He built what then was 
considered a hotel very creditable to 
the city—and it has operated as a 
French hotel ever since. At present 
some Basques operate it, but fre
quently some descendant of early-day 
French settlers comes to town and 
seeks out the old hotel.

D
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; *im\i
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SOUTHLAND CAFES
Los Angeles Times (1923-1995); Apr 19, 1940; ProQuest Historical Newspapers: Los Angeles Times 
pg- B25

■AND CAFES
r- ■ #

v IT

One World's Kitchen experience.! enjoy very much is the 
"eating tour" of restaurants and cafes I take as your 
proxy gourmet. My only regret in this connection is that 
the World's Kitchen only comes twice a year, while I 
would enjoy my role of cookery connoisseur more fre
quently. We are advertising the merits, you'll note, of a 
comprehensive variety of restaurants. Whether your pref
erence is for exotic dishes or "home-cooked" foods, you'll 
find them here.

ETAIX (French y 
KRSTALKAXT, 
321 Commercial 
St. It is doubt-' 
ful who really 
enjoys TaU 
more—the visit* 
or within our 

> gates or the 
Los Angeled 
host.. For thd 
first visit to 
this typically* 

t rench restaurant is an advent 
ture akin to the thrill of standing 
on deck as*one’s ship is piloted 
into Le Havre. On the other 
hand, there isn't a Taix habitue 
who would admit for a moment 
that the 10th or 1000th visit isn't 
quite as exciting.

Two short blocks from the Fed
eral Building and 500 feet from 
the new Union Station, Taix has 
connoted fine food for more than 
a decade. Most of the diners 
sit at family tables and enjoy 
helping after, helping of their 
favorite dish—I always find m3’- 
self concentrating upon the crisp, 
green salad with, a dressing of 
wine vinegar and olive oil though 
in your case it might be their 
famous soup or one of their su
perlative entrees. For those pre
ferring privacy, however, there 
are intimate little booths in a 
special room at a slight additional 
charge.

Table d’hote luncheon is 40 
cents, served family style. Din
ner at the family tables is 50 
cents, except for the special 
Thursday and Sunday dinners 
with chicken as the piece de 
resistance. These are 60 cents. 
Both wine and cocktails may be 
had if 3*ou like.

Taix has grown in 12^ years 
from a small two-room restau
rant to its present three rooms 
and banquet hall. The expansion 
has meant no loss, however, in 
cozy informality or French hos
pital^-.

*r-

A*A

:Pi-
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De Gaulle Sailors to Be Feted Today: Officers and Crew to Be French Colony's Guests
Los Angeles Times (1923-1995); Aug 30, 1941; ProQuest Historical Newspapers: Los Angeles Times
Pg- 3

De Gaulle Sailors 
to Be Feted Today

: Officers and Crew to Be
r French Colony's Guests

Vacationing in Southern Cali
fornia after months at sea on the 
Free French cruiser Triomphant, 
40 officers and crew members to
day will be the guests of the 
France Forever Committee.

The cruiser, reputed to be one 
of the fastest afloat, is in San 
Diego being reconditioned after 
its long voyage from an undis- 

i closed port.
! The group will be entertained 
at noon at Taix restaurant, 321 
Commercial St,, where the offi- 

jeers and men will be met by 
Rene Fortier and Francois Gio- 
comone, vice-presidents of the; 
France America Committee fer! 
Southern California, and Marius 
Taix, treasurer of the organiza
tion. "
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Free French Sailors Dined by Colony in Los Angeles: Captain and 36 ...
Los Angeles Times (1923-1995); Aug 31, 1941; ProQuest Historical Newspapers: Los Angeles Times
Pg- 12
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GREETINGS—Rene Portier, vice-president of France Forever Committee, shakes hands 
with Capt. Philippe Auboyneau of Free French cruiser Triomphant, as Francois Gioco- 
mone, also a committee vice-president, and members of crew look on. Time, photo

Free French Sailors Dined 
by Colony in Los Angeles

Captain and 36 Officers and Crew Members 
of Cruiser Le Triomphant Receive Welcome

Later tlie sailors were guests I 
of various members of the I 
French colony. They returned to 
their ship late In the evening, j

France Libre!"
This greeting (Free France) 

was shouted in Los Angeles yes
terday as scores of members of 
the French colony welcomed 3G 
officers and crew members of the 
Free French cruiser Le Triomph
ant, now overhauling at San 
Diego.

The sailors, led by Capt. 
Philippe Auboyneau, came to Los 
Angeles by bus to he guests of 
the France Forever Committee of 
Southern California.

They were guests at a lunch
eon at 321 Commercial St., where 
Marius Taix, treasurer of the 
France Forever Committee: Rene 
Portier and Francois Giocomonc, 
vice-presidents of tbe organiza
tion, acted as hosts.

u
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TAIX RESTAURANT AT 7,000,000-MEAL MARK
Los Angeles Times (1923-1995); Oct 17, 1957; ProQuest Historical Newspapers: Los Angeles Times 
pg.B7

TAIX RESTAURANT AT 
7,000,000-MEAL MARK is now manager and is as- 

jsisted by Pierre Taix and 
St., long owned .byvthe Taix (Mrs. Lucille Taix-Narp.
family, but has expanded For many years the res- 
fourfold to include addition- .taurant maintained a special
al space in an. adjoining table for members

J s of The Times staff. , '

Queen Named
Auburn-haired Phyllis, 

who joined him a few months Jumper was named yester- 
after the business started, day as queen of the East Lbs 
are still active in its opera- Angeles Junior College 
tion. Raymond Taix, a son, home-coming Oct. 26."

Seven million meals have 
been served at the long 
family-style tables at Taix 
French Restaurant since he 
opened the business 30 years 
ago today, according to Co
owner Marius Taix’s records.

From its inception the res
taurant has occupied its orig
inal quarters in an old busi
ness block at 321 Commercial

building. - The family mem
bers Ijave been Los Angeles 
residents since the 18S0s. 

Taix and P. L. Larquier,
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Veteran of Southland Press Dies
Los Angeles Times (1923-1995); Jul 28, 1958; ProQuest Historical Newspapers: Los Angeles Times 
Pg- 27

O'Malley to Speak
Walter O’Malley, president 

of the Los Angeles Dodgers, 
will discuss the current prob
lems of the baseball club at 
a meeting of the Civic Center 
Optimist Club on Wednesday 
noon at 321 Commercial St.
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$185,000 Given Chest by Plane Plant Workers
Los Angeles Times (1923-19y5); Nov 15, 1960; ProQuest Historical Newspapers: Los Angeles Times
pg.B3

Problems of Africa 
Will Be Discussed

Problems of the new Afri
can nations and their acute 
shortage of trained adminis
trators will be discussed by 
Peter McLoughlin of the In
stitute for African Studies 
at UCLA at a 6 p.m. dinner 
meeting of the American So
ciety for Public Administra
tion, Wednesday at Taix 
Restaurant, 321 Commercial
St.
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Senate Group Approves Federal Building Here: $27 Million Civic Center ...
Los Angeles Times (1923-1995); Jul 26, 1961; ProQuest Historical Newspapers: Los Angeles Times
pg. 10

Senate Group Approves 
Federal Building Here

$27 Million Civic Center Project Voted; 
Compromise Includes Harbor Facilities

Times Washington Bureau iprovides $2 million to con- thus permitting the bill to 
WASHINGTON — T h e'struct a customs appraisers g0 to the White House and 

long campaign for a new fed- !store and warehouse at the 
eral building w the Los An-:harbor. Th 
geles Civic Center neared a 
successful end Tuesday when 
the Senate Appropriations 

(Committee voted to provide 
($27,388,500 for the project.

certain approval by approx!-1 
warehouse and mately mid-August. !

other customs offices present- — 
ly are scattered in,various 
downtown locations.

However, the appropria- 
i —TT , . tions bill provides all the

The House voted the same fUnds needed to construct 
’amount almost two months the new Civic Center build- 
iago for the new building.
. The Senate committee, 
gave the Los Angeles proj
ect its approval in sending 
to the Senate a $9,150,506,000' 
money bill to finance various 
-mdependentiederaLagendes 
and offices during the fiscal 
year that began July 1.

ing to original specifications.
Whether the customs of

fices that will remain down
town will be moved into the 
new building still is a ques
tion. However, there was lit
tle question that funds for 
the project will be available 
shortly — probably some- 

Accepts House Compromise time next month.
In approving the big The Senate is expected to 

spending bill, the Senate approve the appropriation 
committee accepted without bill, in which the Los Ange- 
change the House - drafted (es funds are contained, ei- 
compromise designed to ther late this week or early 
solve the bitter controversy) next week. However, the bill 
over housing' for Los Ange-| will have to return to the 
les customs facilities.

This compromise, result
ing from angry harbor area 
protests against plans to con
solidate all customs facilities 
in the new federal building,

hfouse for compromise on ex- 
:ra funds added by the Sen-j 
ite for the nation's space' 
program. j

Little difficulty in reach-1 
ng a compromise is foreseen J
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Altering Face of 
Downtown L.A.
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FEDERAL BUILDINGI I

iSiMir'
v >£, I ‘ BY KAY HEBERT 

Times Urban Plans Editor
A>

I I ^ Continued from First Page j drawn by a team of archi- 
-bread—5 cents a loaf, three' headed by Welton
for a dime" j Eeckct and Associates, the

Years a3o. he recalled.I struc.ture.'s main entrance, 
^Commercial St., and Alisol °Pcn,I}P into a l°b-
L-Sl. a block north, constitut-l ^ '”tl fronl on Los Ange
led the heart of the city's,“e.51* . ..

-:French settlement. I Exposed white marble col
. "There were 4.000 French; “mn.s V, *** ful1.10°

« people in this area then." he; height of the building.
:-said. "But this restaurant—11 Aluminum and glass will be 
; started it in 1927-is the only us^ extensively m its ex
' business with a French flav-| terior treatment.
;'or left"

Marius Taix watched the-ni

LfiLy.
r Ti remnants of his old neigh

borhood slip away Tues
day.
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It was a sad day for the; 

I veteran Los Angeles restau- 
I raleur, but a noteworthy one 
I in the city's fast-changing 
I architectural development.
I Dowmown Los Angeles is 
I getting a new* building—an 
I eight-story behemoth said to 
I be the largest office build- 
I ing ever erected here.

But to Taix's dismay, it is 
I engulfing the neighborhood 
I he knew as a young man. It 
I threatens his birthplace and 
| the restaurant he established 
' —on the same site—many 
' years later. ‘

r fj
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Full Face-Lifting
_ When completed, the

Taix, who operates the building will house 23 gov
: business with-his partner. emm6111 aSencies and have 

Paul Louis Larquier. re-;a. dayt»me working popula- 
called that the first banquet non of 4.S00. 
he served after the rcstau- i ~he project will literally 
•rant opened was for a group revamp Taix' neighborhood 
of Times 'dealers and news- and make 11 unrecognizable 
■boys. to old timers.

tfi tr
F. ’

10 Buildings to Go

fL.hM m l|

.jg&Zi
2

r. X
Temple St., for instance, 

will be cut through to form 
the property's south boun
dary. San Pedro St, north of 
Temple, has been dosed Off 
to permit demolition of 
buildings 100 ft east of San, 
Pedro. Commercial St will1 
be closed, almost to the edgel 
of Taix' property. And Aliso 
St., the building's north 
boundary, will be cut 
through to Alameda.

Said Taix, "It's going to be 
a big, beautiful building. I 
hope we can stay."

; "Will we be able to stay 
here?" he said. "That re
gains to be seen. We serve 
■28,000 meais a month and

■ last year we had our best 
•year. But the city is making 
.inquiries about our proper
! ty. I believe they want it for 
a parking lot" •

Down Commercial St, and 
up and down San Pedro St. 

.10 buildings that have been 
:'-Taix’ neighbors for years are 
•coming down.
L At least two, he said, date 
h3ck to the 1880s and were 

. part of the original business
• community that formed the 
heart of downtown Los An-

• geles 70 or 80 years ago.
How does Taix view the

• new Federal building?
"I don't like it Eventually 

y. It will probably force us 
• ’out" he said.
N Actual construction of the 
•-.'building, said project man
ager Leon Berkovsky, will 
;start Jan. 25 with the pour- 

i-;ing of concrete for the foun- 
;:dation. The J. W. Bateson 
' 'Construction Co., Inc:, of 
’ Dallas, is building it and ex

pects to complete the job in 
27 months.

■ According to designs

Cause of Controversy ,
Taix has known for 

months, of course, that it 
was coming.

Controversy had boiled 
around plans for the new I 
structure, delaying its start| 
and at one time threatening; 
the entire $27.S million: 
project. ;

Originally, the structure 
was planned as a customs! 
house and federal office! 
building. ,

Then last year, after a bit-' 
ter fight between harbor in-' 
terests and downtown for-: 
c:gn trade businessmen,! 
Washington officials1 
changed signals and decid
ed to concentrate all cus
toms activities at either Los 
Angeles or Long Beach Har
bors.

LANDMARKS DOOMED- —Marius Taix stands ofoo his re^fauranr on Commer
cial St., also site of his birthplace, and observes beginning of construction of 
new federal building that will change the face of downtown Los Angeles.

'________________________________________________ _____ . Tkr*i pryjlo

That changed the concept 
of the new building to be 
erected on property owned 
by the government at the 
east end of the Los Angeles 
Civic Center.

Repioduced with permission ol ihe copyright owner Further [(•production prohil wiNtiut permission.
Design Revised

Design revisions were or
dered. The building was to 
be just as large but would 
be known simply as the Fed-! 
cral Office Building. Cus-1 
toms will occupy only token 
facilities. ;

Finally, without fanfare.; 
construction crews moved! 
onto the two-block site last) 
week.

A fence went up. excava-! 
tion work began and demo-| 
lition crews starting tcaringj 
down the few remainingi 
buildings Taix had known! 
as a youth.

On Tuesday he watched 
from his restaurant, tucked 
away on Commercial St., 
just a few feet beyond the 
government's property. 
Earth-moving machines 
shook the restaurant, a Los 
Angeles landmark. Dust 
rolled up from the excava
tion. I

"I was bom here—in thej 
building that used to stand 
here—in 1S93," Taix said. 
"My father went into busi-: 
ness here, on this site, with! 
a bakery in 1SS3. 1 rcmcm-l 
ber we had horses stabled in 
back and wc used to deliver

Please Turn to Pg. 2, Col. 1
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ar. one-quarter teaspoon ry shortcakes around are at 
salt, one-quarter cup pow- Coar.h Inn at Dis-
-leredROUNDABOUT
cups water, one-quarter cup 
Irish whisky. : ★, . with AtL Ryon

Mix geiatinc. sugar, sail 
and instant coffee in sauce

,, ... , . ..................... . . | pan. Stir in one cup of water.
If you are out Westwood- and Pierre Lux, and son-in-i piycc ovei. jow |)eal slitTinp

■Santa Monica way and long law, .lohn Xarp — all of constantly until gelatine and 
for a robust luncheon with- whom learned the business' sugar are dissolved. Remove 
hut the soup-and-salJld rou- under the elder 'I'aix 
tine/ drop into the Pox & recently bought Botwin’s.
Hounds (2900 Wilshirc They've remodeled it,
Elvd., Santa Monica) and try changed the name to J,cs

Frcres Taix, and launched a

Soup du .lour or French 
onion.

from heat. Stir in remaining 
two cups of water and the 
whisky. Pour into eight 
stemmed glasses or a mold. 
Chill • until firm. Top with 
whipped cream.one of their Walter’s Sand

wiches.. , , menu with complete dinners!
bemg one of our .heller foi. as liule as$2.

restaurants, everything at 
the Fox &. Hounds is good, 
including the service.

But this sandwich is some
thing ... a sort of meat salad 
piled atop Russian rye bread 
and shredded lettuce, all so 
far down under there you're 
not likely to get to it 
'anyway! There am thin
[slices of Holland ham, tur- =■
key. and Swiss cheese, cov- This jellied hoozc thing ; nsianeri a
ered with 1000 Island dress- that Mrs.' Mae Sica and I ■*?};*'n,p^' p'° 
ing and garnished with dreamed tip seems to be an*en Caching the .lapa- 
V,V;^ c .t‘d“llsneu . , on nese waitresses the names orstrips of bacon, quartered catching on. . ,, ,

tomato and egg slices. Deli- Now. an Irish whisky- 
cious — $1.S5. company has a recipe for

But, who is Walter, for jellied 'Irish coffee: Tun
whom this illustrious sand- envelopes Knox unflavored, 
wicli is named? The owner? gelatine, two-thirds cup sug- different, the best snawher-

★
Since it opened three 

years ago. the excellent 
Miyako Sukiyaki Restaurant 
al 139 S Los Robles Si.. 
Pasadena, has had only one 

no cocktails.

Located on Sunset Elvd., 
one block, east of Alvarado 
St., and with the baseball 
season coming up, Les 
Fieros Taix should be very 
handy for a lot of people on 
their -way to Dodger Sla- 
ditmi.

„ drawback
! (And. believe it or not, 
Japanese demand them the 
miosl.)

* Now that thoy have just 
cocktail service

A
Although they're entirely

Manager? Maiire ri ? Nope, 
lie’s Walter Gunman — 
pantryman. •

★
Members of the cast and 

crew of the "Hawaiian Eve" 
television senes have been 
dropping in at tbe China 
Trader, -1200 Riverside Dr.. 
Toluca Lake. What's more, 
they sometimes bring musi
cal instruments and have 
impromptu j a m sessions. 
iTho.se Navy grogs and mai 
lais can do wonders.)

One of the reasons for all 
this is Lhal Doug Mossman. 
who worked on the "Kyc." is 
now maitrr d' at the Trader.

★
An "eating landmark* in 

Los Angeles — if there is 
such a thing -- has, for 
years, been Taix Frpnch 
Restaurant, ai 321 K Gom- 
mercial St., run all these 
years by Marius Taix and 
famous for family-style din
ing-

o - .V)

Well, his sons Raymond

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Original Bargain Duplicated
The family and I finally got around to trying what 

some people call "the new Taix." It is at 1911 Sunset 
Blvd., just east of Alvarado St., and it's true name 
is Les Freres Taix. It is the old Botwin's Cafe and is 
somewhat, decor-wise, a far 
cry from the original Taix 
down on Commercial St. — 
tufted leather booths, carpet
ing, tablecloths, and attrac
tive waitresses rather than 
80-year-old waiters. Incidentally, the original Taix 
is still in business, hasn't yet been bulldozed as a lot 
of people seem to think. Anyway, at the so-called 
"new Taix," you get the same generous tureen of 
excellent vegetable soup,.salad with the same garlicy 
dressing, huge serving of pot roast with large por
tions of tomato-infested zucchini, creamed au gratiit 
potatoes, sherbet, and coffee—all for $2.25. It is not 
exactly a gourmet repast. But, you can't beat the 
price. What's more, they have a red Mountain Wine 
for 90 cents a half bottle (by Louis Martipez) that 
needs no apologies. And the cocktail lounge is ex
ceptionally attractive. For an economical dine-out 
treat for the family, or to. take out the girl friend 
on the night before- payday, this is one of tile town's 
better bargains. .

%
nt%

41
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Taix opened its doon to the joyment, You'll delight In 
dining public just over two the fuperb creation of the 
years ago. In the intervening [famed dishea for which this 
months the handsome res
taurant and cocktail lounge 
has become the rendezvous 
of devotees of great French 
cuisine throughout the 
Southland.

Under the personal direc-

Taix Carries 
on Tradition

enchanting land is noted. 
Enjoy the decor, which re
flects the character of the 
Frenoh nation, and appre
ciate the quiet but capable 
sen-ice of a carefully se
lected staff whose every ef
fort is directed tc seeing that 
nothing distracts from the 
complete enjoyment 
meal

Carrying on a family tra
dition dating to the early 
days of tbe city when the tion of Pierre Taix and John 
original Taix French Res- Xarp,. the very essence of 
taurant w^s opened on France and of Paris have 
Commercial St., Les Freres been captured for your en-

of your
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Larquier, Co-Owner of

Taix Restaurant Dies
-"Requiem Mass for Paul tuary, 828 W Washington 
Louis Larquier, 75, co-owner Blvd. 
of Taix Restaurant, will be Mr. Larquier is survived 
celebrated T h u r s d a y at by his wife, Rose, of S29H S 
Jf;30 a.m. at Holy Cross Hobart Blvd.; a daughter, 
Mausoleum Chapel.
>Mr. Larquier, a prominent Paul A. Larquier, and seven 
tflfember of the French co- grandchildren, 
tony in Los Angeles and a 
resident of the city since;
1907, died Monday in his of
fice at 321 Commercial St * .

Larquier and Marius.
Taix started the downtown:
V !

Restaurant 35 years ago.
* *♦

n3 Cited By French 
For his work on behalf of

.the French people during 
World War II, Mr. Larquier
%as decorated as a Chevalier■> _
pi the Legion of Honor. |

Rosary will be recited 
Ayednesday at 8 p,m. at: 
ffodeau & Martinoni Mor-

Mrs. Marie Rose Wolf, a son,
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Taix French Restaurant 
to Become Parking Lot

Old Brick Structure Condemned by U.S., 
Will Be Razed for Federal Building Use

BY JACK SMITH
. TImil jr.rt Wriltr

For 37 years, Taix French Restaurant has lived and 
prospered in the shadow of the Civic Center.

Thursday afternoon a new 
shadow reached out symbo
lically and laid a dark finger 
over the old brick building 
at 321 Commercial St.

.Marius Taix, 7-1, stepped 
out on the sidewalk in front 
of the restaurant and looked 
up at his nemesis — the 
mammoth hulk of the new 
Federal Building.

Condemnation Suit 
Taix has just been advised 

gover
new condemnation suit—a 
"declaration of taking," it is 
called—by which it proposes 
to acquire and demolish the 
restaurant and the 52-year- 
old hotel next door.

The two buildings, along 
with a small adjoining 
parking lot. have been in the 
Taix family since Marius 
Taix's father, also named 
Marius, emigrated from 
France and settled here in 
the ISSOs.

*1 was bom right here on 
this spot," said the younger 
Marius Taix. "It was a bak
ery then, and our home. too. 
When I was bom we didn't 
even go to a hospital."

Built By Father
The restaurant building 

and the small three-story 
hotel were built by Taix's 
father in 1912. Marius Taix 
opened the restaurant in 
1927.

'We've seen some good 
days," he recalled, "and not 
too many bad days."

Over the years Taix's pa
trons have included the ce
lebrated and the notorious of 
Los Angeles civic life, many 
of whom ate "family style" 
at the long tables, enjoying 
tureens of Taix's famed soup 
and salad and the pot luck' 
"specialite de la maison."

It has been a family busi
ness, Taix's wife, Claudia, 
once served as hostess, and 
their sons, Raymond, 41, and 
Pierre, 39, grew up in the
Please Turn to Pg. 8, Col. 1
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END OF AN ERA _ Mari us Taix. owner of Taix 
French Restaurant, has been advised that U.5. gov
ernment has condemned his place, will demolish it 
and turn it into parking lot for Federal Building.

Timei photo

TAIX RESTAURANT
Continued from First Page
restaurant Raymond is now 
its manager and Pierre 
manages the new Les Freres 
Taix on Sunset Blvd. Their 
uncle, Louis Sangouard, is 
chef of both establishments.

will have to move out by Oct.
1.

He feels a little sad, he 
added, especially when he 
realizes that the place of his 
birth and his life's work will 
soon be nothing but another

"The boys," said Mrs. Taix pa„r^g ,loL . , ,
at the restaurant Thursday, re
"were doing dishes here roof1, f<?r. 2,®°° ca3 he
from the time they were 12 "f hP n'T
vears old * building, and they've al-
y „ _ ; _ . _! ready got room inside there

U.S. Any. Francis C. {or -
Whelan said the government! Will he retire once the old 
proposes to pay $412,000f for1 restaurant is torn down? 
the Taix property, which 
totals about 20,000 sq. ft.

I "I have an idea what I am 
| going to do," he said, "but 

Taix said he expects he|l'm not going to tell."
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TAIX

%

FRENCH RESTAURANT i

Alter 37 Years Of Continuous

Business, Regretfully Announces 

To Its Many Patrons The Closing 

Of Business At 321 Commercial

Street As Of October 12* 1964.

#

The Management Wishes To Express 

Its Gratitude and Appreciation 

For The Privilege Of Having 

Served You.
*

Is

J
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Old Taix Restaurant Goes Out of Business
Jarcs, Joseph
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FAREWELL TOAST- -Marius Taix, right, and son, 
Raymond, drink champagne toast to Taix French 
Restaurant, which went out of business Monday.

Times photo

Old Taix Restaurant 
Goes Out of Business

BY JOSEPH JAKES
Tlnrn srtff Wrlltr

Sad customers said an re- 
voir Monday night to Taix 
French Restaurant, th 
downtown landmark that 
served good food at low pri
ces for 37 years.

The old brick building at 
321 Commercial St. will be! 
tom down to make way for a1 
six-level parking structure to 
serve the new Federal Build-'

ly feels lucky because uie ci
ty government condemned 
half his property 23 years! 
ago for a streetcar line but; 
never got around to takingiCIlt

Taix, his son Raymond, 39, 
and Larquier's son, Paul, 41, 
drank farewell glasses of 
champagne and seemed less 
unhappy about the closing 
than their customers.

One man, after downing 
his $1.60 worth of sourdough 
bread, soup, string beans, 
spaghett:, French fries, sa
lad. baked ham. coffee and 
fresh fruit, wrung Marius' 
hand and said:

"We’ll never forget you: 
we've spent many wonderful 
hours here."

it.
!

ing.
On hand for the last night 

of business was Marius Taix, 
who was born on the site of 
the restaurant 71 years ago. 
At that time it was his fath
er's bakery. Missing was his 
long-time partner, P. L. Lar- 
q u i e r, who died three 
months ago today.

Seeks New Site 
Taix (pronounced "Tex") 

plans to open another down-, 
(own restaurant if he cam 
find a suitable lot. He actual-]

I
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Marius Taix, 
Restaurateur, 
Rites Planned

Rosary for Marius Taix, 
Los Angeles restaurateur, 
will be recited at 8 p.m. 
today in Our Lady Queen 
of Angels (Plaza) Church.

Mr. Taix, 73, died Friday 
in Riverside County. 
Hospital following a brief 
illness.

His restaurant, a down
town landmark for 37 
years, was torn down in 
1964 to make room for the 
new Federal Building.

Taix Restaurant, estab- 
1 i s h e d in the building 
where Mr. Taix was born 
and where his father once 
ran a bakery, featured 
French cooking served fa
mily-style at long tables. It 
was at 321 Commercial St.

Mr. Taix’s sons, Ray
mond and Pierre, now run 
a restaurant on Sunset 
Blvd. Other survivors in
clude his wife, Claudia; a 
daughter, Mrs. Lucille C. 
Harp; two grandchildren 
and two sisters, Mrs. 
Angela Chaix and Mrs. 
Marcella Dehail.

Requiem Mass will be 
celebrated at 9:30 a.m.. 
Monday in the church.
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Annual Dinner to Benefit 
Shelter for Homeless Women

Nancy Mintie, founder/director of the Inner City 
Law Center, will speak about the problems of homeless 
women at the annual dinner Thursday to benefit 
HOMING, a Los Angeles shelter for homeless women.

Since its inception in 1981, the organization has 
provided food, clothing, shelter and transportation to 
more than 400 women and helped them find low-cost 
housing, look for jobs or apply for public assistance.

The dinner will be at Les Preres Taix Restaurant. 
Reservations or information: (213) 735-3225.
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Taix Restaurant
Taix French Restaurant, 

1911 Sunset Blvd. is owned 
and operated by four part
ners, John Xarp, Louis 
Sangouard, Pierre Taix, 
and Raymond Taix.
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Les Freres Taix
Authentic country French cui

sine is featured at Les Freres Taix 
French Restaurant, 1911 Sunset 
Blvd., Los Angeles.

The restaurant has a wine cellar 
with about 300 selections.

Five banquet rooms are availa
ble to accommodate groups of 20 
to 100 people.

Hours are 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
Monday through Saturday and 11 
a.m. to 9 p.m. Sundays.

For reservations or more infor
mation, call (213) 484-1265.
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RESTAURANT REVIEW

Les Freres Taix: It’s Almost Like Home
By CHARLES PERRY there arc also a la carte desserts to 

choose from. The choice might be a 
mainstream cheesecake with a bit 
of lemon flavor, a puff paste shell 
filled with canned-type cherry pie 
filling, a chocolate mousse that's 
rather like chocolate pudding, or a 
chocolate cake that tastes like a 
cross between Duncan Hines and 
an Oreo cookie.

Altogether, the effect is a lot like 
home cooking. The meat, while 
never actually tough, is no more 
tender than you’d expect at these 
amazingly low prices. The rice pilaf 
speckled with carrot could be Min
ute Rice. Even the ambitious dishes 
are the sort of thing we tend to 
figure we can do at home, like trout 
almandine.

In short, Taix is the most curious 
thing in the L.A. food world: a 
restaurant for the wine lovers who 
are not foodies. As was Friar Tex 
and his merry hombres, I believe.

Les Freres Taix, 1911 Sunset 
Blvd., Los Angeles, (213) 434-1265. 
Open for lunch Monday through 
Saturday, for dinner nightly. Full 
bar. Valet parking. American Ex
press, MasterCard and Visa accepted. 
Dinner for two, food only, $15-$49.

tend to be gone by 7:30 or 8 p.m. 
Taix diners arc early diners.

Before your entree comes the 
soup of the day, usually a cabbagcy 
vegetable soup that might be var
ied with pasta or beans, and then a 
green salad. Taix is loyal to iceberg 
lettuce, and you’re not likely to see 
any radicchio around these parts. 
You might have preceded soup and 
salad, though, with some a la carte 
appetizers, perhaps Taix’s surpris
ingly tender escargots, or a mild 
liver pdtd, or hearts of palm with 
iceberg lettuce.

The entrees still tend to be meat 
with gravy, accompanied by scal
loped potatoes and some zucchini 
spears stewed with tomato. And 
the gravy varies scrupulously with 
the meat. With the roast chicken, it 
has mushrooms and a bit of tomato 
in it; with the attereau of beef (a 
hamburger steak with an unusual 
coarse and juicy texture), it’s 
scented with cinnamon and clove; 
with pore financier, a Monday- 
night special, it has onions, mush
rooms and a strong dose of red 
wine, making a dish of pork that 
resembles coq au vin.

Dinner comes with sherbet, but

ow long ago did I last visit 
Les FrCrcs Taix? [ thought 
it was called "Friar Tex,” 

after a gun-toting parti of Robin 
Hood’s, that’s how long ago. 1 think 
it was the only French restaurant I 
ever saw until I was old enough to 
get into my own trouble.

The family reckoned its expedi
tion into this alien French territory 
a success, as 1 recall. My father was 
relieved that the waiter had not 
forced him to order in French, and 1 
expect he was glad that the tab was 
not as high as he might have 
feared. My mother seemed pleased 
that French cuisine was not, after 
all, so different from her own home 
cooking. Vegetable soup, lettuce 
salad, meat with gravy, sherbet: 
ooildl

Los Angeles has gotten a lot 
more sophisticated about French 
food since then, but Les Frdrcs 
Taix has scarcely changed a hair. It 
still has easygoing waiters and low 
prices, and it still underplays its 
Frenchness at just about every 
turn. A wise policy, surely, to judge 
by the loyalty of its customers. The 
only way you can tell Taix isn’t 
officially Lrcndy is that its parking 
lot is full of Lincolns rather than 
BMWs.

In one way, it's way ahead of 
many a holder place. The wine list 
is famous, amazingly broad both in 
French and California selections 
and almost impossibly cheap. Not 
only that, you can buy wine by the 
case here, cheaper than at a lot of 
wine stores.

When you sit down, you get 
decently sour, though not particu
larly crusty, sourdough bread, and 
sometimes (not always, for reasons 
that escape me) a plate of celery, 
radishes and green onions, There’s 
a basic menu of a dozen meat, fish 
and chicken dishes to choose from, 
plus a few cautiously Frenchified 
pastas and a regular dish of the day: 
c.g., on Tuesdays it’s longue. There 
arc also some blackboard specials 
where you might sec a strange and 
exotic word like Cajun, but they

H
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OBITUARIES/FUNERAL ANNOUNCEMENTS (5)
Los Angeles Times (1923-1995); Feb 9, 1995; ProQuest Historical Newspapers: Los Angeles Times 
pg. WVA26

TAIX, Claudia 8. widow of• Marius 
Taix, founder of Taix Restaurant; 
loving mother of Lucille '''Narp* 
Raymond Taix, and the late PJerrp, 
Tajx<, also survived by two grand
children, Suzanne and Michael, 
Taix-, three great-grandchildren: 

Funeral Mass 10am, Friday.^!' 
Calvary Mausoleum Chapel, fierce 
Brothers Cunningham & O'Connor, 
Hollywood, In lieu of flowers. - 
donations may be made to: Alncrl-

Society, 3255 WilshtfO 
Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90010. . •;
_ . 1 I >M- ■ II ■■ t

can Cancer
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The Best Kept Wine Secret in L. A.
Berger, Dan
Los Angeles Times (1923-1995); May 21, 1989; ProQuest Historical Newspapers: Los Angeles Times 
pg. Ml09

RESTAURANTS

program—you sacrifice depth for 
price—but there's no denying the 
validity of Taix’s formula for pric
ing younger, commercially availa
ble wine:

"I price everything at $5 a bottle 
above retail,” Mike says. "That 
way, I can discourage people from 
bringing in their own wine.”

Of course you can bring in your 
own wine—corkage is $5—but 
when you can get well-cellared 
wine for the same amount you'd 
pay retail plus corkage, who would 
want to?

Les Freres Taix, 1911 Survsef 
Blvd., Los A ngeles. (213) 484-1265.

The Best Kept Wine Secret in L.A.
And instead of re-opening the 

shop, Mike simply put the case 
prices of wines available to take 
home right on the wine list.

Example: 1981 Chateau Clos L'E- 
glise, $22 with dinner, $165 by the 
case ($13.33 a bottle).

Case prices for older wines here 
are often a bargain: a 1976 Burgun
dy at $19 a bottle; a 1982 Bordeaux 
at $12; 1977 Louis Martini Monte 
Rosso Zinfandel, $6.50. (Alas, the 
latter wine was discovered recent
ly by a gentleman who bought all 
five cases that were left.)

There are some obvious weak
nesses with this sort of buying

The wines had been perfectly 
stored, and were in fine condition, 
but the clientele that then dined at 
Taix wasn’t knowledgeable enough 
to know they were worth hundreds 
of dollars per bottle.

So Mike shipped them off to an 
East Coast wine auction house, 
took the profits he earned from 
their sale and began to stock the 
cellar. Fancy names or gold- 
sprayed labels meant nothing. 
Taste was everything.

By DAN BERGER lection of Chateau Lafite-Roth- 
schild here, however, because Mike 
buys with his palate, not his ego.

"I’m a close-out buyer,” he said. 
"I buy good wines in small quanti
ties until I find that ‘deal’ that other 
people can’t see because the name 
is wrong.”

Such a wine is the 1981 Chante- 
Alouette, white Hermitage from 
Oapoutier, a wine y°u can buy f°r 
$9.75 a bottle here, or $3 a glass. 
The wine is a good example of an 
older white Hermitage. It would 
sell for about $13 a bottle at retail. 
Mike bought dozens of cases of it 
after the wholesaler went out of 
business.

He made the same kind of deal on 
a 1979 Haut Cote de Beaune red 
wine, which you can buy for $8.75 a 
bottle with your dinner. Or you can 
take a case home for $54—$4.50 a 
bottle.

rom the outside, Les Freres 
Taix on Sunset doesn't ap
pear to be the kind of restau

rant that would have one of the 
great wine lists in America. Maybe 
that’s what makes it such an 
incredible place.- It’s still unknown.

Well, not exactly unknown. Any 
night of the week the valets can be 
seen scampering to handle the 
traffic. It’s just that a place that has 
about 200 seats for dinner and 
serves twice that number of din
ners on weekend nights should be 
selling more than $250,000 worth of 
wine a year.

It's not. It is, however, doing 
more than twice the wine business 
it did in 1984, the year before Mike 
Taix took over the wine program 
from his father and turned it from 
something that was merely inter
esting to something that was excit
ing and dynamic.

It wasn’t until about a year 
ago—when Taix began printing a 
multi-page computerized menu 
listing virtually every drinkable 
wine owned by the restaurant— 
that the real intent of this program 
took shape. (Previously, only 30 or 
40 of the restaurant’s wines were 
printed on a menu and it was rarely 
updated.) It may be another year 
before Mike gets his true pay -back: 
national recognition.

Here are a few of the things this 
wine program offers,-

■ Good wine-by-the-glass selec
tions that change often.

■ 450 selections all priced so low 
you think they’re a misprint.

■ Many wines for sale to take 
home by the case—at prices com
petitive with the deepest-discount 
shops in town.

Some examples: There are 25 
white Burgundies priced at less 
than $30 a bottle, including 13 from 
the famed 1985 vintage; 37 Califor
nia Chardonnays priced at $20 or 
less (including 1987 Silverado at 
$16.75, 1985 Vichon at $18.75 and 
1985 Simi at $17.75); 80 Bordeaux 
including 1976 and 1978 Chateau 
Montrose at $30 and 1974 Lynch 
Bages at $27; and a string of 
California Cabernets, many from 
older vintages.

You won’t find any vertical se-

F

□

T he tradition of selling wine 
both on-sale (with dinner) 

and off-sale (for take-out) is an old 
one at Taix, going back to Marius 
Taix's pharmacy, Brunswick 
Drugs, on Commercial Street in 
downtown L.A. in the 1930s where 
medicinal wines were sold.

Later, his son, Raymond Taix, 
handled an extensive wine list at 
the old family-style Taix Restau
rant In downtown Los Angeles. 
When office development forced a 
move to the present location on 
Sunset, Raymond opened a wine 
shop at the entrance of the new 
restaurant. He closed it a decade 
ago to add seating space.

Mike, 30, said he was raised the 
same way his father been raised: 
with wine on the dinner table. At 
age 16, Mike already knew what he 
liked. In 1985, after taking a course 
in wine appreciation from the late 
Dr. Ralph Hutchinson, Mike asked 
his father if he could handle the 
wine program.

Shortly after Raymond gave his 
OK. Mike stumbled upon a treasure 
trove of White Burgundies and 
Bordeaux from the 1920s hidden in 
the wine cellar.
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Cos Anoeles ®imes
Taix restaurant, an L.A. institution, is sold to a luxury 

apartment builder

Vincent, Roger .Los Angeles Times (Online). Los Angeles: Los Angeles Times Communications LLC, 
Aug 22.2019.
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The owner of Taix French Restaurant, a Los Angeles Institution for nearly a century, has sold the 

property to a real estate developer that plans to turn the Sunset Boulevard site into a housing and 

retail complex that will include a new version of the Echo Park stalwart.

A smaller version of the restaurant, including the bar and lounge popular with Dodgers fans, will 

survive the makeover. The project will add about 170 luxury apartments in a six-story complex 

planned by the new owner of the property, developer FHolland Partner Group.

Since the 1960s, Taix (pronounced Tex) has been a neighborhood favorite for weddings, funerals 

and family get-togethers as well as a popular watering hole before and after games at nearby 

Dodger Stadium. Generations of diners have come to Taix to order country French dishes such as 

onion soup, mussels, beef bourguignon, steak frites and trout almondine.

But even though Echo Park has been in an economic renaissance for more than a decade, the 

restaurant business has been getting harder for the Taix family, owner Michael Taix said.

'My profits year by year have been going down," Taix said, as food and labor costs have risen. 

’Wholesale food prices have escalated about 100% in this decade. Costs are ballooning."

The restaurant in its current form is too big, Taix said. "There are banquet rooms that don't get used 

like they used to."



Taix sold the property at the intersection nf Sunset and Park Avenue for $12 million and is now 

leasing the building as a tenant.

Taix said he will continue to operate the restaurant in ns current form while Holland seeks city 

approval for the new development, a process that typically takes two years or more.

When Holland receives permission to build, as is expected, Taix will remove the bar and lounge and 

keep its pieces in storage along with the restaurant's signature red sign. The restaurant will be 

closed during construction, which could take about 18 months, then reopen in the new complex, Taix 

said.

'We'll maintain that feeling of Taix the best we can," Taix said.

The new Taix will be 6,000 square feet, about one-third the size of the current restaurant. There will 

also be room in Holland’s new complex for another restaurant or other retail business about the 

same size.

“The goal is to maintain all the charm and all the things that make Taix Taix, but put it in a new 

facility," said real estate broker Mark Tarczynski of Colliers International, who represented Michael 

Taix in the property sale.

Holland also plans to build nearly 50 apartments on an overflow parking lot Taix uses at Reservoir 

and Liberty streets.

Holland Partner Group, based in Vancouver, Wash., has built hundreds of high-end apartments in 

Los Angeles in recent years, including the Grace and the Griffin high-rise towers on Spring Street 

downtown.

Taix informed his 48 employees on Wednesday about the coming changes, he said. The Eastsider 

website first reported the sale. Holland did not respond to a request for comment.

Taix restaurant's history dates back to 1882, when Marius Taix, a baker, ventured from the Hautes 

Alpes of France to Los Angeles and bought property on Commercial Street, where he opened Taix 

French Bread Bakery.

Taix's business was in the heart of the city's French enclave, west of Alameda Street and south of 

Aliso Street, where more than 4,000 French immigrants lived around the turn of the century. The 

building survived until 1913, when it was torn down. Taix built the Champ d'Or Hotel on the site, and 

leased a restaurant on the first floor.

In 1927 at the height of Prohibition federal agents and Taix's pharmacist son, also named Marius, 

confronted the restaurant's operator for selling alcohol on the property. The angry restaurateur 

tossed the younger Marius the keys and told him to "do it yourself."



The Taix French Restaurant was born and went on to thrive, serving 28,000 meals a month. It was 

known for family-style eating at tables laden with tureens of Taix's famed soup and salad, and 

platters of fruit and cheese.

Taix restaurant moved to 1911 Sunset Boulevard in 1964, when the city bought the downtown Taix 

building and other adjacent properties to make way for a parking structure. The federal Metropolitan 

Detention Center now occupies the site.

Word count: 718
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Meet me at Taix Square

The Eastsider 
Oct 16, 2012

The City Council today approved a motion to honor Taix French 
Restaurant by naming the intersection in front of the Echo Park 
restaurant “Taix Square." The ceremonial signs will be installed at 
Sunset Boulevard and Park Avenue as the family-owned Taix 
restaurant celebrates its 85th anniversary, 50 of them in Echo Park (the 
original restaurant opened in downtown). No word yet if the city will 
also be honoring other long-time Echo Park restaurants by naming 
intersections Brite Spot Plaza, Pizza Buona Place and Barragans 
Crossroads.
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L.A. USED TO HAVE A FRENCH 
QUARTER —
CHINATOWN

NOW WE CALL IT

R HADLEY MEARES, OCTOBER 6, 2016

When one thinks of L.A. ’s Chinatown, many images come to mind. The vibrant Central Plaza 
strung with lanterns, the beautiful Thien Hau Temple, the small, family-owned stalls filled with 
Eastern medicines and ... a statue of Joan of Arc? There she stands, bronze and oxidizing in the 
sun, in front of the Pacific Alliance Medical Center, at the comer of West College Street and North 
Hill Street. A couple of blocks away, the Chinese Historical Society of Southern California and 
the Chinatown Heritage and Visitors Center are housed in neighboring small Victorians on Bernard 
Street. But a quick read of the historical marker in front of the buildings reveals they were 
originally the homes of a native of Alsace, France, named Philip Fritz. So what gives?

The answer is simple. Before Chinatown was Chinatown, it was Frenchtown. And during the 
second half of the 19th century and into the 20th, the French colony of Fos Angeles was one of 
the most influential and robust communities in Southern California.

In 1832, Jean-Fouis Vignes, originally from Bordeaux, immigrated to the small, dusty Mexican 
pueblo of Fos Angeles. He bought 104 acres of land, stretching from the edge of the original pueblo 
to the F.A. River (roughly between Cesar E. Chavez Avenue and the 110 Freeway) and proceeded 
to grow cabernet sauvignon grapes from the vines he had brought with him from home. He also 
planted F.A.’s first orange grove. His winery, El Aliso Winery, named for the grand sycamore 
trees on his property, eventually became the largest in the region, and produced the first bottle of 
California “Champagne.” News of Vignes’ success trickled back to friends in France and the 
French colonies, and soon his family home (where City Hall is now located) was the center of the 
burgeoning French expat community.

French immigration, particularly from the impoverished Basque region, exploded during the 1850s 
and ’60s, making the French the fastest-growing immigrant population in F.A. at the time. Many 
of these new French Angelenos settled east and southeast of the old pueblo Plaza. They became 
winemakers, walnut farmers, sheepherders, bankers, grocers and clothiers. They supplied the city 
with ice and salt, opened bakeries and helped build F.A.’s first residential water system. They 
counted among their ranks two early F.A. mayors, Damien Marchesseault (1859-60) and Prudent 
Beaudry (1874-76) and supplied the city with its first professional artist, painter- 
photographer Henri Penelon.



By 1860, French was the second most-spoken language in Fos Angeles. The French were a 
proactive, tight-knit community. Fos Angeles was still a dangerous, violent Wild West town, and 
they brought in a unit of the French Foreign Fegion to protect them. The community also banded 
together to form a benevolent society, called the Societe Francaise de Bienfaisance Mutuelle de 
Fos Angeles. Members paid $1 a month for access to the group’s lone doctor, who charged only 
50 cents a visit and worked in an office on Hill Street.

In 1869, the group began construction of the French Hospital (now the Pacific Alliance Medical 
Center) at the comer of Hill and College streets. This hospital, the first private, nonsectarian 
hospital established in Fos Angeles, would become the heart and soul of the French community 
for decades to come. The society would eventually own plots in Evergreen Cemetery, where many 
society members rest eternally to this day.

The French quarter soon became a popular place for all Angelenos to eat, drink and be merry. 
Numerous French-owned hotels and boarding houses clustered around the intersection of Alameda 
and Aliso Streets. At the large Pyrenees Hotel, Angelenos of all ethnicities 
played rebote (handball) on the side of the building. Fashionable women shopped at Madame 
Fusenot’s Ville de Paris, one of the finest suppliers of clothing and accessories in the city. The best 
bread could be found at the Franco-American Baking Company, for a time the area’s largest 
bakery. At bars in lodgings like Charles Faure’s Hotel de Alpes, city officials and visiting 
merchants imbibed great quantities of wine, for which owners were charged extraordinarily high 
taxes.

And, of course, there were the restaurants. Initially, these adobe-style eateries served hearty French 
country fare like onion soup and cassoulet. But in the 1870s, the food became more sophisticated 
and gourmet. There was the Oriental Cafe, considered the “most European” restaurant in town. 
Across the street, at the famed Pico House, the hotel restaurant was run by a chef named “French 
Charlie.” At the Commercial Restaurant, haute cuisine was introduced to F.A. by Victor Dol, a 
chef who had trained in Paris. “The first oasis in this self-made desert of atrocious food was the 
Commercial Restaurant,” thecas' Angeles Times intoned in 1912. “To a town used to dirt floors 
and barefoot cooks, the Commercial, reached through an inner court with a fountain in the center, 
seemed almost unbelievable.”

In 1882, Marius Taix opened the Taix French Bread Bakery, and would later build the Hotel du 
Champ d’Or in its place on Commercial Street. Years later, his son, Marius Jr., opened the famed 
Taix Restaurant in the hotel (it moved to its present home in Echo Park in 1964).

Every year on July 14, French colonists from all over Southern California flooded the French 
quarter to celebrate Bastille Day, the French Republic’s Independence Day. “At 10 a.m., a 
procession marched from Aliso Street, down Fos Angeles to First, to Main, to [the] Plaza, thence 
countermarching to the hall of the Creole Francaise, where interesting exercises were held,” 
the Los Angeles Times reported in 1885. “About 8 p.m. there was a pleasing display of fireworks 
from the balcony of the hall (the old Merced Theater) and an immense crowd packed Main Street 
to watch the whizzing rockets and sputtering Roman candles.” In 1892, the Times reported on the 
celebration, which stretched from an afternoon parade to evening entertainments at Hazard’s 
Pavilion:



Mile. Eugenia Sormano sang “La Marseilles, ” the chorus being joined by a large 
portion of the audience. At 7 o’clock the display of fireworks in the vacant lot 
opposite the Arcade depot took place. Among the beautiful pieces were the motto 
“Vive la Republique! ” in the fire colors, red, white and blue. ... The fireworks over, 
the crowd streamed back to the Pavilion and the grand ball commenced. The floor 
was thronged with dancers, and the merriment continued far into the night until 
another day had marked its pathway far beyond the hour of midnight.

Like many immigrant communities, the French colony seems to have gone to great lengths to 
reassure its sensitive American neighbors of its loyalty to the USA, especially during Bastille 
Day celebrations. The mayor of Los Angeles was always invited to Bastille Day functions (and 
expected to attend), and numerous speeches were given extolling the “special relationship” 
between the French and American republics, which stretched back to the days of Lafayette. At 
the “tightly packed” 1904 celebration in Turner Hall, this sentiment was expressed in one of the 
human “tableaux” so popular at the time:

Aliso and Alameda Streets today; Credit: Hadley Meares

As in any tight-knit community, there was also a good deal of drama to occupy the colony’s 
gossips. In 1898, J.P. Goytino, editor of the French paper Eskual Herria, was selected to head the 
committee in charge of Bastille Day celebrations. This infuriated many in the community, 
including the pugnacious Pierre Ganee, editor of the rival French paper L ’Union Nouvelle, and one 
of the most vocal members of the colony. He wrote in disgust:

In Los Angeles the last celebration of the 14th was organized without the 
participation of the ancient residents. We would have nothing to say of the committee 
if they had chosen for president of the celebration an honest man, even as common 
as can be
acknowledged himself, by writing, to be the author of a forgery for $3,824. To choose 
such a man to talk in the name of France was the climax of aberration or absence of 
moral sense, so that it settled the celebration.

all the people would have followed. But they took an individual who

Goytino was furious at this public besmirching of his character. In 1887, he had been accused of 
forging the signature of his kinsman Miguel Leonis, the Basque “King of Calabasas.” Leonis’ 
sudden death had saved him from prosecution, but his legions of enemies, including Ganee, had 
long memories. Goytino sued Ganee for criminal libel, and the subsequent trial riveted the French 
colony. A long parade of French elites testified against Goytino, leading him to accuse them of 
being Spanish sympathizers and — gasp — German nationals in French clothing! At the end of 
the trial, Justice Morrison, the presiding judge, apparently exhausted by the infighting, delivered a 
little lecture to the French editors, saying that the personal quarrels they were airing in their 
journals were bringing disgrace upon the French colony and making trouble and expense for the 
courts. He advised them to bury their grievances and cease fighting through the papers.

Ganee proudly paid a $15 fine, and the two men went on their opinionated way.



Even the beloved French Hospital, which had grown in both size and prestige over the decades, 
was not immune to serious spats. In 1908, pioneering French businessman Louis Sentous Sr., 
president of the hospital’s governing body, the Societe Francaise de Bienfaisance Mutuelle de Los 
Angeles, received a “Black Heart” Valentine on Valentine’s Day. It read:

Curses upon you. May your friends laugh at you and turn against you. May you have 
many serious quarrels with near relatives. May disease rest heavily on you and yours, 
and may you grow meaner and more like the viper in your heart until you land in hell.

Sentous immediately accused Mrs. Peter Clos, the hospital’s fiery head matron, of sending the 
offending letter. Clos, a recent immigrant to America, adamantly denied that she had sent it. “I 
told him I am an honorable woman. Just as honorable as his wife,” Clos told the L.A. Times. “He 
told me not to dare say the name of his wife. I told him the name of Clos is just as good as the 
name of Sentous
ignited a firestorm in the neighborhood, creating the “fiercest scandal ever known in the French 
colony.” Clos threatened to get Sentous ousted from his position. It was not to be, and Sentous was 
re-elected president less than a month later. The identity of the Valentine’s author remains an 
unsolved mystery.

if not so rich.” Sentous fired Clos on the spot for this affront. This action

Despite the dramas, the colony, which at its height at the turn of the century boasted around 5,000 
or so members, was a remarkably charitable and giving group. New arrivals of French descent 
were freely given assistance — be it lodging or jobs or both. Money was frequently sent to France 
and its colonies during times of crisis. Cultural groups like the Alliance Francaise and the Cercle 
Coquelin Dramatic Club organized lectures, musical entertainments and plays that all Angelenos 
were invited to enjoy.

“I have been surprised to find so many of my countrymen here,” Parisian M. Robert Dupeny of 
the Chamber of Deputies told the Times during a visit in 1905. “I think my countrymen here have 
been doing good to your people in California. Here, more than anywhere else in the United States, 
you have begun to learn to take your pleasures gaily. When these people go out for a good time, 
they laugh and they talk and amuse themselves. So many of English-speaking peoples take their 
pleasures, well, like so many funerals. Of course, it is not so bad in America as in England — there 
a holiday is the saddest event that could happen.”

However, by the time of Dupeny’s visit, the concentrated downtown hub of the French colony was 
already slowly dispersing all over Los Angeles. More and more French families moved to the 
suburbs and new neighborhoods springing up all over L.A., Orange and Riverside counties. The 
commercial life of the neighborhood was further decimated by the advent of Prohibition and the 
fast pace of modem American life. In 1919, an owner of a nearby Italian restaurant lamented: “Our 
patrons were people who liked French and Italian dinners. It takes a long while to serve such meals, 
and people want something to do between courses, so such a service calls for light wines and beers 
to fill in. If these cannot be had, the public wants to eat quickly and be done with it, so most of our 
patrons have taken to the chop houses and cafeterias.”

The construction of Union Station in the 1930s, which tragically destroyed the city’s original 
Chinatown, also led to the destruction of many of the French boarding houses and hotels centered



around Alameda and Aliso streets. Many Chinese-Americans moved into the old French quarter, 
and the area was soon the new Chinatown we know and love today. In the 1980s, the French 
Hospital was bought by a group of investors and renamed the Pacific Alliance Medical Center. 
But the Joan of Arc statue still stands, a reminder of the thousands of French-Americans who once 
called this neighborhood home.
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The extennrof Taix French Restaurant, located at 321 Commercial St in downtown Los Angeles City Hall and the U.S 

Courthouse and Post Office are visible in the background (circa 1956) (Security Pacific National Bank CoHection/Los Angeles 

Public Library Collection)

In 1882, a French-immigrant baker named Marcus Taix opened his Taix French Bread Bakery on 
Commercial Street in downtown Los Angeles.

But first, let's backtrack: During the second half of the 19th century and into the 20th, what is 
now Chinatown was once a thriving area for French expats. In 1832, Jean-Louis Vignes bought 
a section of land next to L.A.'s original pueblo, developed the area's first winery, and achieved 
enough success to attract an entire French community. For the rest of the 19th century, the 
French community settled in the area between what is now the 110 freeway and the L.A. river. 
The community built a hospital (what is now the Pacific Alliance Medical Cen'
French Hospital, built to service the French immigrants who were part of the French Society's 
pre-paid health plan), restaurants, and a number of basque boardinghouses around the 
Alameda / Aliso intersection. The area also attracted the original Mr. Taix and his bakery.

As Many Angelenos 
Stayed Home, LA 
County Saw A Spike 
In Coronavirus 
Among Latinos. 
Here's Why

r was once the

Thirty years later, after he opened his bakery, Taix built the Champs D'Or hotel in its place. And 
in 1927, Marius Taix’s son Marius Jr. opened Taix French Country Cuisine restaurant within the 
hotel.

What If A Big 
Earthquake Hit 
California Right 
Now?

In the 1930s, it sold "a full table d'hote meal of soup, salad, main course and fruit, with plenty of 
French bread" for 50 cents, according to the New York Times. The restaurant served meals at 
family-style tables, unless you wanted to pay an extra 25 cents for a private booth. In 1962, the 
restaurant opened the Sunset Boulevard location, and by 1964, the original location was razed 
to make way for an office building. The Echo Park location originally went by the name "Les 
Freres Taix"—that's the Taix Brothers for non-francophiles—but it adopted the original location's 
name after it closed.
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The restaurant hardly changed when it moved from downtown to Echo Park; the communal 
tables did disappear, though, making way for private booth and table seating only. In the 1970s, 
perhaps in an attempt to gain new relevance, the restaurant dabbled with a "continental-theme 
menu." When current owner Mike Taix joined the management and took over ownership, he 
brought back the restaurant's country French origins. The menu of hearty French classics like 
french onion soup and duck a I'orange returned, accompanied by a massive wine list. 
Throughout the changes, people's inability to pronounce the restaurant's name remained 
consistent. Mike Taix told L.A. Weekly how the pronunciation remains a mystery for most 
patrons.

J|M*
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"Tays is probably the most common, with tay-ks and tex," he told the Weekly.

(The correct pronunciation is "tex." In French, when a word ends in "x" and it's a proper noun, 
the "x" is spoken aloud. See: Aix-en-Provence. Do not see: "paix," the French word for peace, 
which has a silent "x".)

In 1989, when the L.A. Times reviewed the rggtayr&nj;, Taix "still ha[d] easygoing waiters and low 
prices, and it still underplay[edj ns rrenenness at just about every turn." It was a restaurant for 
reliability, hefty food, and a chance to get away from the flighty and ever-changing tastes of Los 
Angeles. Put simply, the restaurant wasn't hip. It was popular, and remains popular, but "cool" it 
wasn't.

As the surrounding Echo Park area has changed, though, that "cool" designation has as well. In 
1990, when the New York Times reviewed the place, it wrote: "Taix is not on the fashionable part 
of Sunset; it's in the Echo Park district, in a neighborhood ranging from faded elegance to the 
dingy." Echo Park now sells homes upward of $1 million, has several beige stores selling 
"objects" and sacks of fabric, and even neighborhood stalwart the Gold Room has rebranded to 
keep up with the changing neighborhood.

"We're not responsible for the total transformation of Echo Park, but we definitely had a hand in 
it," Mike Taix told LAist.

He said it's been about two decades of work in the making to transform the restaurant into a 
viable nightlife destination. He remembers back when Spaceland (now the Satellite) on Silver 
Lake Boulevard was the furthest nightlife encroachment into Silver Lake and Echo Park. "We 
wanted to take advantage of that scene," said Taix. "We started an open mic night and gave 
talent a venue. From there, because it was working pretty well, we started booking a night of 
music on top of it." Back then, elsewhere in Echo Park, "there was only the Gold Room and 
Barragan's." Then the Echo and the Echoplex opened across the street, bringing in a rush of 
new late-night goers to the neighborhood. Taix eased back on booking music and embraced its 
role as a place to grab food and drinks late at night. "The late night scene for us has really 
expanded. Sometimes we're busier now at 11 p.m. than 7 p.m." ■
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The crowd at Taix may have gotten younger, but its service staff has not. Back in 2012, three 
Taix servers celebrated 50 years on the job. Taix told LAist that of those three, one is still 
working, one is on medical leave, and one has retired. They're not the only veterans of the 
restaurant, though; "We have several servers who have been here for 30-plus years," Taix said. 
"Some pushing 40."

As historic as the restaurant has become, it isn't immune to the changes of the future. "One 
change we do recognize is the advent of the $15 minimum wage," said Taix. "I don't want to call 
it downsizing, but sizing appropriately to deal with that labor pool is going to stay an important 
factor." He points out the building as it currently stands has been remodeled several times, so to 
attach an iconic or historical designation to its look is incorrect. Plus, it’s not even the original 
location. "We'll have to trim down the size a bit, while still maintaining the old-school vibe. We 
might revamp it to give it an even older feel."

In the meantime, though, before anything changes, you can celebrate the 90th anniversary on 

October 8 from 4 to 8 p.m. The original roast chicken family meal the restaurant served for 50 
cents will be the only thing on the menu, going for 90 cents (inflation, am I right?). Yes, you 
heard that correct: a 90 cent meal in 2017. Seating will be first-come, first-served, and the full 
bar will be available. Taix recommends getting there early, expecting sizable crowds. "We want 
to take care of everyone who can come."
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Echo Park's Iconic Taix French Restaurant Sells 

Property But Vows to Stay Open

The property will undergo a big redevelopment but will retain key parts of the 
restaurant that originally opened in 1927
by Matthew Kang | @mattatouille | Aug 22, 2019, 1:17pm PDT
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Outside Taix Restaurant, Echo Park | Google Maps

Echo Park’s beloved French restaurant Taix, which commands a sweeping piece of 
property along Sunset Boulevard, has sold its land as a part of major redevelopment, 
reports The Eastsider. Owner Mike Taix told his employees about the news on 
Wednesday, promising to retain key parts of the restaurant that will have to make room 
for a new mixed-use residential project.

Though rumors circulated that LA’s oldest existing French restaurant would close forever, 
this news affirms that Taix will eventually have to temporarily close to make way for 170 
housing units, plus 13,000 square feet of ground floor retail space. Taix originally opened
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in 1927 in Downtown LA and moved to its current building in Echo Park in 1962. The 
restaurant’s current bar, lounge, entrance, and iconic signage will stay while the rest of 
the property and its surrounding parking lot will make room for the new development.

Echo Park’s Iconic Taix French Restaurant Sells Property But Vows to Stay Open - Eater LA

Given permitting and construction in LA, that temporary closure could be years away, 
which means current Taix fans should have a long time to enjoy the dimly lit, old school 
dining room and its French country food. Mike Taix tells The Eastsider that dwindling 
profits, higher food costs, difficult building maintenance, and the challenging economics 
of running a restaurant 2019 forced him to consider the sale of the property. Mike Taix is 
now under a lease agreement with the new property owners, with plans to continue 
operation, and retain much of the menu after the reopening and redevelopment are 
complete down the line. Taix tells the Eastsider, “It will be a reflection of what you would 
expect from Taix.”

Taix was often a meeting place for city officials, labor union leaders, and other events, as 
the restaurant could facilitate large parties in its banquet halls. Those spaces will likely 
come down to make room for the new development. As LAs restaurant climate continues 
to change with higher minimum wages, competitive pressures, and increased food costs, 
longtime restaurants such as Taix need a lifeline to continue their operations. Despite a 
new landlord and a potential temporary closure, here’s to hoping that one of LAs 
beloved classic restaurants can remain a part of Echo Park’s unique neighborhood 
fabric.

• Echo Park’s Taix French restaurant to become part of major real estate development 
[The Eastsider]

• 20 Classic LA Restaurants Every Angeleno Must Try [ELA]
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Thursday, March 12, 2020
We Need to Talk About Taix
Sometime around 1870, a family of bakers and sheepherders from the Hautes-Alpes left 
France, emigrating to Los Angeles.

For decades, customers have hotly debated how to pronounce their surname - Taix. Long story 
short, the family says it's pronounced "Tex".

In any case, the family purchased property in Frenchtown - specifically, at 321 Commercial 
Street - and opened the Taix French Bread Bakery in 1882.

1911 and 1912 were tough on Marius Taix Sr. In September 1911, his sister Leonie Allemand 
died in France. In the spring of 1912, Adrian Taix (co-owner of The French Bakery at 1550 West 
Pico Boulevard), died. By summer, brother Joseph Taix died, also in France. And finally, in the 
summer of 1912, Joachim Taix (who owned the other half of The French Bakery) also died.

That same year, Marius Taix Sr. tore down the Commercial Street bakery, building the Champ 
d'Or Hotel on the land and leasing the ground floor to a restauranteur.

Marius Taix Jr. was a pharmacist by trade, and owned the French-Mexican Drug Company 
nearby at 231-235 N. Los Angeles Street. Ads boasted "French and Mexican Preparations Our 
Specialty". (With the Plaza and Sonoratown so close by, featuring both French and Mexican 
medicines was a smart move on Marius Jr.'s part.)

Two stories are told about the origin of the Taix family's eponymous restaurant. One is that 
Marius Jr. got into an argument with the restaurant owner. The other is that Prohibition agents 
busted the restaurant owner for illegally selling alcohol, and that Marius Jr. confronted him about
it.

This isn't too surprising. Prohibition spelled the end for Frenchtown, since it rendered French 
restaurant owners unable to serve wine (the vintners had long since sold off their vineyards for 
development). Without wine, diners didn't want to linger at a French restaurant for an hours-long 
dinner (Little Italy, on the other side of the Plaza, faced the same issue). The overwhelming 
majority of Los Angeles' French community took pride in being law-abiding, and although 
Prohibition was decidedly unpopular, it was still the law. Better to close the restaurant and 
change jobs than to break the law.



The original restaurant at 321 Commercial Street was forced to close in 1964 to make way for a 
parking garage serving a nearby government building. (Yes
piece of me dies every time I do.) The Sunset Boulevard location has a bar called the 321 
Lounge, presumably in honor of the original restaurant.

. Yes, a little

The two different restaurant names - Taix French Restaurant and Les Freres Taix - were 
reportedly confusing to diners, and the Sunset Boulevard location dropped "Les Freres" from its 
name.

In 2012, the intersection in front of Taix was officially designated Taix Square by the City 
Council. Intersections are typically named after important Angelenos - very few restaurants 
receive the same honor.

Alas, the good times will be coming to an end, at least for a while.

Taix has been a Los Angeles institution for 92.5 years. It's popular with couples, families, 
hipsters, Francophiles, foodies, city bigwigs, and Dodgers fans (Dodger Stadium is 5 minutes 
away). It even managed to survive Echo Park's decline into LA's scariest drug den (before the 
hipsters moved in). But the restaurant business has changed a lot, and in the 58 years that Taix 
has been open in Echo Park, the building's six banquet rooms are used less and less.

A building Taix's size, on a lot as big as Taix's, costs serious money to maintain. And in order 
for a business - even a legacy business - to stay open, it has to make enough money to cover 
expenses. That's hard to do when wholesale food prices have risen, labor costs have risen, and 
much of the building isn't being put to sufficient use.

Raymond Taix's son Michael, who currently owns the restaurant, sold the property in August 
2019 for $12 million and is leasing the building as a tenant. The real estate developer which 
now owns the property plans to build a housing and retail complex, which will include a smaller 
version of Taix (6,000 square feet vs. the current 18,000 square foot building).

The plan is to store the bar, lounge, and signage, and reinstall them in the smaller future space - 
essentially shrinking Taix, but keeping everything that makes Taix what it is.

Except for the current building. Unless the developer decides to somehow convert the existing 
building (which I seriously doubt will be the case), it's doomed.

As of this writing, Taix is still open. Go while you can - no one knows for sure when the 
developer will get the go-ahead to start construction. And when it starts, count on waiting a good 
18 months before Taix reopens.

Posted by C.C. de Vere at

Labels:



7/23/2020 ESSAY: Feel Free To Cry When You See The New Plans For Taix. We Did: LAist
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QC 23 people are Tweeting about this71

The proposed development is comprised of two separate structures linked by pedestrian 
bridges. Taix will occupy a 6,000-square-foot space on the ground floor of one of them, 
alongside several other restaurants and retail establishments.

THAN EVER
It's a massive change from the current French Revival-style structure which has been home to 
Taix since 1962

I'm no architecture critic, so this is just my gut reaction as a frequent and avid diner. Visually, the 
bland, boxy development is so aggressively charmless, it's hard to believe it was designed by an 
architecture firm. It was.

DONATE TODAY

Sure, all things change. Tastes, culture, real estate, neighborhoods. And Los Angeles needs all 
the residential units it can get. But do these developments have to be so uniformly ugly? Do we 
need vet another shirring example of Mcllrbanism? (We ran i rake cred>1 for that term.)

ruffles

■1 i
In recent years, most people weren't going to Taix for the food. They were going for the 
ambiance. Taix was a perfect spot to sink into a chair and cozy up while sipping a martini or 
slurping a bowl of onion soup.

muiminim
|.R«moIf you're not going to keep any of that, if you're going to replace it with some slick generic 

nonsense, you might as well drop the name Taix and call it Another Corporate Gastropub You 
Can Forget About Two Minutes After Finishing Your Overpriced IPA.
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The ex tenor of Tarx (circa 1956) when it was located at 321 Commercial St. City Hail and the U.S. Courthouse and Post Office are 

visible in the background (Security Pacific National Bank Collecbon/Los Angeies Public Library Collection)

Taix (pronounced "tex"1 is one of the oldest restaurants in Los Angeles. It opened in 1882 as 
Taix French Bread Bakery at 321 Commercial Street. Back then, the area surrounding the old 
plaza was a hub for French immigrants Over the decades, the bakery expanded and became a 
hotel with a full restaurant.
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7/23/2020 ESSAY: Feel Free To Cry When You See The New Plans For Taix. We Did: LAist

In 1962, "Les Freres Taix" opened in Echo Park. Two years later, the original restaurant was 
razed to make way for an office building, and the Sunset Blvd. establishment became Taix.

It would be great if Holland Property Group had understood what made Taix special and cared 
enough to hold onto some of that but real estate has no room for sentimentality.

Aside from maybe a few pictures on the walls as a nod to the establishment's history, does this 
new iteration of Taix even deserve the name?

MORE ON TAIX

■ A History Of Echo Parks Iconic Taix Restaur m On its SQih Apmver*a--y

Editor's Note: This story has been updated to more accurately describe Taix's original location.

Our news is free on LAist. To make sure you get our coverage: Sian up for our daily 
coronavirus newsletter. To support our non-profit public service journalism: Donate Now.

"My job is to connect hungry Angelenos — through food — to the 
culture, history, people, and neighborhoods that make up our 
city."

ELINA SHATKIN
COVERING FOOD

What questions do you have about food in LA?

0/240

Your contact info
Well be in touch if we look into your question.

Email address Zip codeName

Q Sign me up for the LAist newsletter!
□ Please don't publish my name 

Q I am over 16 years old
□ I accept the Terms of Service

Submit

Email or tweet Elina

Powered by Hearken | Terms of Service | Privacy Policy

News happens every day. Here at LAist, our goal is to cover the stories that matter to you 
and the community you live in. Now that we're part of KPCC, those stories (including this one 
you're on right now!) are made possible by generous people like you. Independent, local 
journalism isn’t cheap, but with your support we can keep delivering it. Donate now.

f] FACE BOOK REDDITTWTT7ER PRINT

2003-2020 Southern California Public Radio. All rights reserved. Terms of Use & Privacy Policy.
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Keeping Taix French Restaurant open

By Mike Taix 
May 28, 2020
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Mike Taix is the owner of Taix French Restaurant

I feel the need to share the facts as they relate to the proposed redevelopment of the 
Taix restaurant site. I understand this an emotional issue for some, but not more than it 
is for to me, as I grew up in the restaurant and have worked there for multiple decades. 
Over the course of several years, I turned the restaurant from a position of losing money 
in the mid 1980s through an evolution that slowly returned the menu and decor to reflect 
its original Country French roots resulting finally in what was a profitable enterprise, B
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ensuring it's survival through the '90s and early 2000s. In this changing business climate, 
it has continued to require shifting the platform so it can continue to serve shifting tastes 
in Los Angeles, and especially Echo Park. It is fortunate that we took the initiative to 
explore how to best redevelop our site and lay the foundation for a new and improved 
TAIX; had we not taken these steps, the restaurant would very likely be closed today.

5/30/2020 Keeping Taix French Restaurant open | Viewpoints And Ideas | theeastsiderla.com

Viewpoints and Ideas

The Viewpoints & Ideas section is where Eastsider readers can express their 
opinions, start a conversation and share ideas on neighborhood issues, problems 
and potential. The views expressed in this piece are those of the author(s).

To help explain this evolution, I would like to share a brief history. Taix French Restaurant 
was founded in 1927 serving Country French cuisine family-style at long tables downtown 
on Commercial Street. There were a few booths available for an extra 25 cents. The 
federal government seized the site through eminent domain despite the family's 
resistance. Knowing this ominous outcome was to befall the restaurant, my grandfather 
made plans for a "new" Taix on the eastern portion of the present location at 1925 Sunset 
Boulevard in 1962. The two restaurants coexisted between 1962 and 1964, when the 
downtown location was torn down and subsequently left fallow for a number of years.

Les Freres Taix (named for my father and uncles) was opened in 1962 under a different 
concept, not family style, instead booth and tablecloth service. In 1969, a major 
renovation included the addition of banquet rooms, a wine shop, the porte cochere, 
parking lot, a new bar and the cocktail lounge. The 1970s brought a more continental 
menu and some neighborhood blight. In the 1980s, continental cuisine began to lose 
favor, and the business had slowed. We then embarked on an effort to slowly return to 
our roots through menu change and a room-by-room remodeling to impart an older look 
to reflect "Country French Cuisine since 1927". This process continued into the 2000s, 
adding many older-looking features such as tin ceilings, patinated mirrored walls, brick 
wainscoting, light fixtures, wood paneling, paint color inside and out, and more. We also 
simplified the name back to Taix French Restaurant. The establishment has been ever 
evolving, and little is left from the 1969 renovation.
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Our small business had been fortunate enough to purchase a huge building, and parking 
lot. However, property taxes, debt service, insurance, excessive and expensive old 
building maintenance still come due. It became increasingly apparent that we no longer 
needed a large parking lot, when more and more of our patrons are using alternate 
transportation, such as Uber and Lyft. Organizations that used to meet weekly or monthly 
are far and few between, most no longer exist, causing the demand for banquet rooms to 
steadily decline. Realizing that our business plan was no longer aligning with the unused 
space that we were continuing to pay for, I started looking for developers who could help 
modernize our facility and create the right sized, viable Taix.

5/30/2020 Keeping Taix French Restaurant open | Viewpoints And Ideas | theeastsiderla.com
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A rendering of the Reservoir Street side of the new complex that would rise on the site Taix restaurant and adjacent 
parking lots.

Courtesy Holland Partner Group

Over a dozen developers were carefully examined, and we ultimately decided to move 
forward with Holland Partner Group and sold the property in the summer of 2019. HPG 
has a history of building quality and thoughtful developments throughout Los Angeles 
and Southern California. Their vision of what this corner of Echo Park could be, with 
placemaking and the additional energy housing provides, were aligned with the ideas we 
had for our business.
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The last few months have further reinforced the long term need to adjust our business 
plans. This transaction for redevelopment has kept us open through the "Safer at Home" 
directives. The structure of this transaction essentially saved us. Our sales have 
significantly dropped, and the restaurant costs are not nearly being covered. I shudder to 
think what would have happened if we still had property taxes and a mortgage; we would 
not have survived Covidl 9. While there are many people writing about this 
redevelopment who are saying they are avid supporters of our restaurant, we are not 
seeing this support in day-to-day business. We have been there for the community over 
the years and ask you to understand that we continue to be committed to bringing 
French cuisine to Echo Park, but we ask you to be realistic that we were destined to shut 
down had we not decided to sell and redevelop. Taix will not be able to remain open in 
the old building for many of the reasons cited above. What we hope for is that the 
community support our desire to remain a constant in your neighborhood and help 
support this redevelopment. This will be the only way Taix can exist.

5/30/2020 Keeping Taix French Restaurant open | Viewpoints And Ideas | theeastsiderla.com

Our family's small business has been a part of the Echo Park community for decades, and 
I appreciate your support as we modernize our facilities and adjust our business plan to 
reflect our needs and customers' dining habits. I am excited to imagine a place that 
transforms a mainly unused facility into a central gathering point for the community, 
creating a space for my restaurant that more closely aligns with our needs, and provides 
desperately needed housing as a bonus. My family and I are so grateful for your support 
as we work through the redevelopment process, and we look forward to sharing our 
plans and hearing our community's thoughts in the weeks and months ahead. We 
additionally ask that this might be good time to remind our neighbors, friends and 
patrons that we remain open for dinner take-out and delivery during these tough times. 
We certainly appreciate your business.

Merci.

Have an opinion or idea you want to share?

Here's are some guidelines for sharing them with Eastsider readers:

• The Eastsider welcomes submission on timely topics and issues that are specific to our 
neighborhoods

• The writer or writers must live, work or are active in our Eastside communities
• The submission must be no more than 750 words
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6/6/2020 Mail - Charles Fisher - Outlook

Brief history of French restaurants in LA

C.C. de Vere <losfrangeles@gmail.com>
Thu 6/4/2020 11:30 PM

To: arroyoseco@hotmail.com <arroyoseco@hotmail.com> 

Charlie,

Here is my history of the Taix family and their
restaurants: h»p5://fj'enchtowrKOMfidential.blogspot.com/2020/03/we-need-to-talk-abouMaix.htiTil - feel free 
to edit it down if needed. (Note: it's widely believed Marius Sr. was the one running the speakeasy. I checked, 
and he died the year before the alleged confrontation took place, so it must have been the restauranteur.)

I've compiled the following "Cliffs Notes" version of French restaurants in early LA. I've left off in the 1930s, as 
Prohibition effectively killed the French Colony (Taix is one of the only survivors).

Let me know if I should delve further into the 20th century.

C.C.

History of French Restaurants in LA

Los Angeles had at least one French-owned restaurant at least as early as 1853 - Jean La Rue's on Los Angeles 
Street. La Rue's was dirty and crude, but popular. Harris Newmark noted "The food made up in portions what 
it lacked in quality, and the diner rarely had occasion to leave the place hungry."

Eugene and Philippe Gamier bought Rancho Los Encinos in 1869 and operated a stagecoach stop and 
roadhouse on the premises. The brothers had the adobe house's dining room painted with faux marbre 
panels and served such excellent food that Andres Pico (brother of Pio Pico) made a point of bringing VIP 
guests to the rancho for breakfast, in spite of the 15-mile horseback ride required to do so. Despite the end 
of stagecoach service in 1876, the brothers continued to operate a tavern on the premises until they lost the 
rancho to foreclosure in 1878. (Sharp-eyed visitors to Los Encinos State Historic Park may notice that the fake 
food in the dining room is French in theme.)

Frederic Guiol and Louis Vieille ran a restaurant (name and exact dates unknown) in the Lanfranco building on 
Main Street. Vielle, who passed away in 1872, was well-known for his considerable cooking skills and was 
often called French Louis or Louis Gordo ("Fat Louis"). Newmark, describing the restaurant situation in the 
1860s, stated "the first recollection I have of anything like a satisfactory place is that of Louis Vieille..."

Charles Raffour bought the Bella Union Hotel in 1875, renamed it the St. Charles, and conducted a cafe on the 
premises.

Eugene Aune built Santa Monica's first house in 1875 (Santa Monica technically did not exist yet), operating a 
well-known restaurant on the ground floor. In "My Seventy Years in California", Jackson Graves describes 
Aune's dinners thusly: "Razor back clams on the half shell; then as delicious a soup as ever a Frenchman 
made; some sort of fish caught out of the ocean that morning, cooked exquisitely. After that a roast-chicken, 
duck, goose, or turkey, or a filet of beef, or game in season, with appropriate vegetables. Then a salad. Then 
either a Spanish Omelet or Omelet Souffle followed by cheese and black coffee. To each guest he served a 
bottle of French wine..."
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Cafe des Alpes (later expanded into Hotel des Alpes) was opened by Frenchmen Boisseranc and Condre to 
meet the demand caused by heavy French immigration. The building was removed when Arcadia Street was 
re-routed (per a 1980 archeological survey).

By 1876, C. Casson and Benjamin Flotte were conducting the Oriental Cafe with a Prussian partner, H. Schmitt. 
Despite the name, the restaurant was "situated next to Chevalier's pharmacy on Main Street, opposite the 
Pico House, and boasted that everything was in true European style."

The Pico House had its own French restaurant on site, complete with French-language menus. In the 1870s, it 
was managed by "French Charlie" Laugier.

Victor Dol, the first Paris-trained chef in Los Angeles, founded the Restaurant Francais at 221 N. Main Street in 
1886.

Victor Dol is best known for the Commercial Restaurant, founded in 1877. A brick-lined courtyard with a 
decorative fountain led to the very first restaurant in Los Angeles that had real floors instead of packed dirt. 
The restaurant was popular with opera stars, politicians, well-heeled visitors, and sophisticated Angelenos.

In 1889, Victor Dol opened a Los Angeles branch of his San Francisco restaurant, Maison Doree, and proudly 
advertised it as a West Coast equivalent of New York's famed Delmonico's. Dol imported Brie from France for 
Maison Doree.

Louis J. Christopher and his wife operated a restaurant at 112 N. Spring Street, which grew into a mini-chain 
of five Downtown-area restaurants which included soda fountains and doubled as confectionaries. 
Christopher also produced ice cream locally.

Philippe Mathieu opened his eponymous sandwich shop in 1908, opened two other short-lived restaurants 
with his brother Arbin, and is widely credited with inventing the French Dip sandwich. Arbin Mathieu operated 
a deli in the Lanfranco Building. Philippe the Original is now in Chinatown, but its three preceding locations 
were all located in the French Colony/Civic Center.

Firmin "Frank" Toulet opened Francois, or Frank's Cafe, in Hollywood in 1919. He later took on Joseph Musso 
as a business partner and hired Jean Rue to create the menu that remains largely unchanged today. Musso 
and Frank is the oldest restaurant in Hollywood and one of the oldest in Los Angeles.

Marius Taix Jr., a pharmacist by trade, opened Taix French Restaurant inside the Taix family's Hotel du Champ 
d'Or in 1927, partnering with Louis Larquier (a French-born baker and restauranteur). An account from 1932 
states "The Taix French Restaurant did so well that within six months after the Los Angeles City Hall was 
completed to tower in majestic whiteness over the old French District, the restaurant was known all over 
Southern California!" The Echo Park branch opened in 1962. The original restaurant was torn down for a 
government facility in 1964.

French restaurants active by 1932 include the Paris Inn ("most famous European cafe of its type in America"), 
La Boheme Cafe overlooking Hollywood, and the Charcuterie Francaise.
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Building Permit History 
1911 W. Sunset Boulevard 

Echo Park

March 25, 1929: Building Permit No. 7853 to construct a 1-story, 26’ X 66’, 
stone-tile restaurant building with metal lath and plaster interior 
partitions, at 1911 Sunset Boulevard on Lots 2, 3 and West 50 
Feet of Lot 1, of the Lake Side Tract.
Owner: Mrs. Ona Spaulding 
Architect: Edgar E. Butler 
Contractor: Not Listed 
Cost: $3,500.00

April 23, 1929: Building Permit No. 11098 to place steel frames for illuminated 
sign.
Owner: J. W. Botwin 
Architect: None
Engineer: Paul Bateman (signed permit)
Contractor: Neosign Co.
Cost: $40.00

Building Permit No. 12016 to make an addition of 8’ X 17’ of 
stone tile for vegetable room with restaurant.
Owner: Ona W. Spaulding 
Architect: Ed E. Butler 
Contractor: Owner 
Cost: $225.00

May 2, 1929:

November 5, 1934: Building Permit No. 15001 for the erection of sign according to 
accompanying plans.
Owner: Noah Botwin 
Architect: None 
Engineer: None 
Contractor: Mann Sign Co.
Cost: $280.00



Building Permit No. 9700 to add toilets.
Owner: N. Botwin
Architect: None
Engineer: George J. Fosdyke
Contractor: None
Cost: $300.00

June 10, 1935:

July 22, 1938: Building Permit No. 22987 to erect a one story brick building to 
be an addition to present restaurant and be used for a cocktail 
lounge and a toilet room.
Owner: Ona W. Spaulding 
Architect: Charles F. Plummer 
Engineer: J. J. Rees 
Contractor: Not Let, None 
Cost: $2,500.00

Building Permit No. 24277 to build a one story 26’ X 30’ brick 
addition to existing building.
Owner: Botwich Cafe 
Architect: Charles F. Plummer 
Engineer: J. J. Rees 
Contractor: None 
Cost: $1,000 .00

August 3 1938:

October 7 1938: Building Permit No. 33073 to install a tile bulkhead.
Owner: Spaulding
Architect: None
Engineer: None
Contractor: P. H. Miller
Cost: Not Listed

November 8, 1940: Building Permit No. 45432 to replace fire damage to roof and
dining room ceiling - No additions or changes. Replace as 
before fire - Less than one square of shingles off roof..
Owner: W. B. Taylor 
Architect: None 
Engineer: None 
Contractor: Uree H. Radford 
Cost: $90.00



March 21, 1946: Building Permit No. LA07838 to add 24’ X 30’ masonry 
addition to cafe.
Owner: Ona W. Spaulding 
Architect: None 
Engineer: None 
Contractor: None 
Cost: $1,500.00

March 29, 1946: Building Permit No. LA9047 to add 28’ X 125’ frame addition 
to existing building.
Owner: Ona W. Spaulding 
Architect: None 
Engineer: None 
Contractor: None 
Cost: $7,400.00 $900.00

April 10, 1946: Building Permit No. LA10351 to wreck demolish and remove 
residence at 1921 Sunset Boulevard.
Owner: Lucile O’Neill 
Architect: None 
Engineer: None 
Contractor: None 
Cost: $200.00

July 29, 1946: Building Permit No. LA18406 to remove house from Lot 3, 
Lake Side Tract to Lots 33 and 34, Tract No. 4178.
Owner: Martin M. Hunt 
Architect: None 
Engineer: None 
Contractor: Owner 
Cost: $2,000.00

December 27, 1946: Building Permit No. LA32419 for proposed addition required
for proper sanitation & fire regulations, for increased kitchen 
area, food storage, replace toilets & lockers & dining.
Owner: O. W. Spaulding 
Architect: None
Engineer: Macintosh & Macintosh 
Contractor: Once Selected 
Cost: $40,000.00



July 18, 1947: Building Permit No. LA16747 for addition 38’ X 131’ 
- frame & stucco exterior.
Owner: Ona W. Spaulding 
Architect: Henry E. Bean 
Engineer: Henry E. Bean 
Contractor: None 
Cost: $20,000.00

1 story

October 2, 1947: Building Permit No. LA26077 to see plans for Permit No. 
16747/47 change arrangement on non-bearing partitions and 
enlarge opening into existing building.
Owner: O. W. Spaulding EtAl 
Architect: None 
Engineer: Palo Y. Lyarla 
Contractor: Owner 
Cost: $100.00

Building Permit No. LA18812 to complete work authorized on 
Permit #16747 (1947) changes and make corrections listed on 
final inspection sheet dated Jan - 21-1949 - No additions.
Owner: O. W. Spaulding EtAl 
Architect: None 
Engineer: Palo Y. Lyarla 
Contractor: Owner 
Cost: $500.00

August 12, 1949:

October 25, 1949: Building Permit No. LA25240 for new canopy at front of bldg...
Owner: Botwin
Architect: None
Engineer: J. M. Sexton
Contractor: Owner
Cost: $300.00

November 10, 1949: Building Permit No. LA27115 to enlarge small dining room,
construct fire place & conc. walls on both cocktail lounge & 
small dining room with knotty pine.
Owner: Botwins Restaurant 
Architect: None 
Engineer: None 
Contractor: Owner 
Cost: $1,000.00



December 18, 1949: Building Permit No. LA29768 to erect sign on roof.
Owner: O. W. Spaulding EtAl
Architect: None
Engineer: J. M. Sutton
Contractor: None
Cost: $200.00

October 2, 1947: Building Permit No. LA26077 to see plans for Permit No. 
16747/47 change arrangement on non-bearing partitions and 
enlarge opening into existing building.
Owner: O. W. Spaulding EtAl 
Architect: None 
Engineer: Palo Y. Lyarla 
Contractor: Owner 
Cost: $200.00

Building Permit No. LA02535 to construct steel canopy at side 
of Bldg. 6’ X 8’ & increase size of dining room # 2 as shown on 
plans.
Owner: O. W. Spaulding 
Architect: None 
Engineer: J. M. Barton 
Contractor: Sampson 
Cost: $300.00

January 10, 1950:

Building Permit No. LA96294 to erect 1 4’ X 7’ metal & plastic 
neon projecting sign.
Owner: Rafael’s 
Architect: None 
Engineer: None 
Contractor: Brite Light Neon 
Cost: $600.00

August 28, 1961:

Building Permit No. LA13318 for adding 8’ X 10’ exterior 
canopy, interior alterations & addition (Exit vestibule).
Owner: Mr. Taix 
Architect: None 
Engineer: G. Sexton 
Contractor: Mr. Simpson 
Cost: $2,000.00

June 19, 1962:



Building Permit No. LA14014 for adding stucco and wood trim 
to front only.
Owner: Taix Brothers 
Architect: None 
Engineer: Saxton 
Contractor: Harold Simpson 
Cost: $3,000.00

June 27, 1962:

Building Permit No. LA14263 to change size of existing 
vestuble to 8’6” X 12’ on LA13318//62.
Owner: Mr. Taix 
Architect: None 
Engineer: G. Sexton 
Contractor: Mr. Simpson 
Cost: $200.00

June 19, 1962:

July 6, 1962: Building Permit No. LA14737 for revising permit 14014/62 
(Exterior changes).
Owner: Taix Brothers 
Architect: None 
Engineer: Geo Sexton 
Contractor: Mr. Sampson 
Cost: $125.00

Building Permit No. LA29582 to erect one 6’ X 6’, 1’ X 4’ & 
one 1’ X 4’ metal & plastic post signs.
Owner: La Casita 
Architect: None 
Engineer: None 
Contractor: G. M. Neon Corp.
Cost: $500.00

January 29, 1963:

October 2, 1963: Building Permit No. LA53386 to add 690 s. f. 2 story 14’ X 26
& 5’ X 30’ 9” 24’ high addition to enlarge existing restaurant.
Owner: Les Feres Restaurant
Architect: None
Engineer: G. F. Sexton
Contractor: Owner
Cost: $15,000.00



Building Permit No. LA56176 for revise footing - LA53386/63. 
No change in plot plan.
Owner: Les Freses Taix Restaurant 
Architect: None 
Engineer: G. F. Loxton 
Contractor: Owner 
Cost: $300.00

January 14, 1964:

February 27, 1964: Building Permit No. LA59825 for 222 sq. ft. illuminated roof 
sign being relocated.
Owner: Les Freres Taix Restaurant 
Architect: None 
Engineer: Vincent Kevin Kelly 
Contractor: Nite & Day Sign Co.
Cost: $500.00

April 16, 1964: Building Permit No. LA63902 to install suspended ceiling, first 
floor.
Owner: Pierre Taix 
Architect: None 
Engineer: None 
Contractor: Owner 
Cost: $300.00

February 18, 1966: Building Permit No. LA19282 to erect water tank on roof.
Owner: Los Freres Taix Restaurant
Architect: None
Engineer: J. M. Sexton
Contractor: Owner
Cost: $300.00

Building Permit No. LA70274 for a 43’ X 134’ one story & 
partial basement addition.
Owner: Les Freres Taix
Architect: Nelson, Moffatt & Wolverton
Engineer: None
Contractor: Mr. Sampson
Cost: $165,000.00

January 11, 1968:



July 23, 1968: Building Permit No. LA70929 for shoring for installation of new 
basement.
Owner: Les Freres Taix Restaurant 
Architect: Nielson, Moffatt and Wolverton 
Engineer: Geo. J. Fosdyke 
Contractor: None 
Cost: $500.00

March 17, 1969: Building Permit No. LA84312 for a 4’ X 8’ projecting sign. 
Owner: Taix Restaurant 
Architect: None 
Engineer: None
Contractor: Three Star Sign Co.
Cost: $800.00

Building Permit No. LA09687 to install steel beam in inerior 
kitchen masonry wall opening (previously cut).
Owner: Taix Restaurant 
Architect: None 
Engineer: Wilson & Thompson 
Contractor: Andre V. Pastor 
Cost: $2,000.00

May 29, 1970:

Building Permit No. LA21171 to install ceramic tile, walls and 
quarry tile floor.
Owner: Taix Brothers 
Architect: None 
Engineer: None 
Contractor: Andre Pastor 
Cost: $6,000.00

January 4, 1971:

November 4, 1975: Building Permit No. LA16239 to alter existing office & dining 
room by relocation of stair (1-hr occupancy separation).
Owner: Les Freres Taix Restaurant 
Architect: Nielson, Moffatt & Wolverton 
Engineer: Geo. J. Fosdyke 
Contractor: McCormick Construction 
Cost: $18,000.00



February 15, 1979: Building Permit No. LA77720 for interior alterations-convert 
wine shop to banquet room-change of use - interior work only. 
Owner: P. Taix 
Architect: R. C. Nielsen 
Engineer: None
Contractor: Gallow Const. Co. Not Selected 
Cost: $3,000.00

July 6, 1990: Building Permit No. VN79218 to install a 4’6” X 12’ steel and 
plastic wall sign on porte cochere.
Owner: Taix Restaurant 
Architect: None 
Engineer: None 
Contractor: 3 Star Signs 
Cost: $2,970.00

July 30, 1991: Building Permit No. LA78691 to remodel 2 bathrooms to 
comply with handicap.
Owner: Mike Taix 
Architect: None 
Engineer: None
Contractor: Royce Construction 
Cost: $13,000.00

October 24, 2000: Building Permit No. LA05462 to redo signage with one porte 
cochere roof sign state “Taix French Restaurant”, one 
illuminated double sides projecting sign, two wall signs.
Owner: Raymond M. and Toni R. Taix 
Architect: Victor Montgomery 
Engineer: None 
Contractor: Owner 
Cost: $8,741.00

October 25, 2000: Building Permit No. LA05481 for fa?ade and storefront remodel 
(See PCIS comments). Work including cosmetic finish repair, 
add (4) metal trellis with concrete footing (3) wood trellis and 
(10) wood shutters.
Owner: Raymond M. and Toni R. Taix 
Architect: Victor Montgomery 
Engineer: None 
Contractor: Owner 
Cost: $21,972.00



October 10, 2001: Building Permit No. LA19176 is supplemental to 
2000LA05462. Change contractor from “Owner-Builder” to 
Malia Construction, Inc.
Owner: Raymond M. and Toni R. Taix 
Architect: Victor Montgomery (per previous permit)
Engineer: None
Contractor: Malia Construction Inc.
Cost: $0.00

October 10, 2001: Building Permit No. LA19193 is supplemental to 2000LA05481 
for change from “Owner-Builder” to contractor. No fee, Dept. 
error.
Owner: Raymond M. and Toni R. Taix 
Architect: Victor Montgomery (per previous permit)
Engineer: None
Contractor: Malia Construction Inc.
Cost: $0.00
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All Applications Must be Filled Out by Applicant
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BUILDING DIVISION

3

DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING AND SAFETY

Application to Alter, Repair or Demolish
To the Board of Building and Safety CommUaloneri of tho City of Lo« Anuuloa:
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BUILDING DIVISION

3 DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING AND SAFETY

Application to Alter, Repair or Demolish
Ta tha Board of Bulldlna and Safety Commlulooera of the City of Loi Anaalcai

Application I» hereby nrndo to tho Board of Building and Safety Commlaalonm ... ... ____ . , ... .
Superlntomlont of Building, for u building permit In accordance with the description nnd for tho purpose hereinafter aet for 
application l« made Bubject to tho following conditions, which uro horeby agreed to by the undersigned applicant and which 
deemed conditions entering Into tho exordia of tho pormlti

Flrit; Tlint the permit does not grant any right or prlvllego to oroct any 
portion thereof, upon any ntreot, alloy, or oilier public place or portion thereof. .

Second! That the permit does not grant nny right or privilege to use any building or other structure therein deacribed, or any 
portion thoreof. for any purpoeo that 1b, or may hereafter bo prohibited by ordinance of the City or Los Angeles.

Third! That the granting of the permit doc« not affect or prejudice any claim of title to, or right of posemlon in, the proporty do- 
acrlbud In euch permit.

of the City of Loa Angolea. through tho offlco of tho 
on and for tho nurnosa horelnaftor

amco
forth. Thla

. . ahull bo

building or other structure therein described, or any

REMOVED FROM REMOVED TO
• a... Block... .—... Block..Lot.Lot- aO

TAKE TO 
ROOM No. 248 
(2ND FLOOR) 
CITY CLERK 

PLEASE 
VERIFY

>*Tract—Track. O
x
°

t
• ’b£ 5
a

TAKE TO 
ROOM No. 6 
(MAIN ST. 
FLOOR) 

ENGINEER 
PLEASE 
VERIFY

.. = 'aId

.F. B. Pi Boole..-y-Pa,.Page-Book. Io-t .StreetFrom 
. To No

x
..Street) ° £.................. ...........................

(USE INK OR INDELl^E PENCIL)
1. What purpose is the present Building now used
2. Wlmt purpose will Building be used for hereafter ?.

...... ..........
■£Vci'.......

Phonixh3. Owner’s
4. Owner’s
5. Archilect's name—
6. Contractor's Miat....^^4M(y2y.lZ.S2* -..y..——-.....
7. Contractor's .CgfT.&k Lxi.■.

8. VALUATION OP PROPOSED^yOgli*.
9. Class of present Building—-V

10. Number of sloiies in height..
11. Slate how many buildings are on this lot.
12. State purpose buildings on lot arc used for.

Phone.
Phone..

fna/udtag tU?

tL..TZ^../rkt;.^o. of rooms at present..... y. ......
...Size present Building.A’-A/

y y<o

(Apartment Home, Hotel, Rosldonco, or auy other purpoeo.) .

13. Wliat Zone is Property in 7---------- --—--------- -—,-------- ------ ----
STATE ON FOLLOWING LINES EXACTLY WHAT ALTERATIONS, AUDITIONS, ETC., WILL BE

MADE TO THIS BUILDING:

'&OL..-ZC

I have carefully examined and read the above application and know (he same is true and correct, nnd that all provisions of (he Ordinances and Laws governing Building ComlruetiorTmll he complied with, •whether herein specified or not. ..
(Sion —.... ... .

(Ownor or Autliorlatd Attnt.)0T OVER ' r
RTMENT U8£ ONLYFQ\

Application chookfd and founds •'Cctafop'hero'whcn^piir °‘ K> f rr^:%./^lMUad,Al^
gyty? } _______ _

“ 5

allPERMIT NO. f........ .. ....... .. cnaoie>
t and found to conform to Or* 
inancaa, Btata Lawa, ato.

9)/'
I

• Plan Examlnar

yj<y *
2395Clark

T



!S
O

Size of new addition...
Material of foundiffiar
Size of Redwood MudsilIs—y -Sue of interior bearing sludsf^T 
Size of exterior studs....of inferior non-bearing stud3 
Size of first floor joists—»£2«tS5ritf:.)(i 
Will all Lathing and Plastering Comply with Ordinance 
Will all provisions of Stale Housing Act be complied with?. " '

I have carefully examined nnd read the above blank and kn6w the same is Irue and correct, and 
that all provisions of the Ordinance and Laws governing Building Conslructionvwill be complied with, whether herein specified or not. " ->

(Sign

.NOyOf Stories in height. 
—^Lsize wall__ f'..

14. X.f

SSfze focnings. lepih below ground...i 
iSnwK—

15.
16. st..

17. zx
--Second floor joists.-rrrr18. x.

19.
20.

(Owner or Authorized Agont.)

FOR DEPARTMENT USE ONLY

O.K.APPLICATION
O.K.CONSTRUCTION 7
O.K.ZONING
0. K.SET-BACK LINE
O.K.ORD. 33761 (N. S.)
O-K. .'//FIRE DISTRICT

REMARKS
i

t

J.T

T OI».
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— W
ARTMENT flU t*

3 OF BUILDING AND
BUILDING DIVISION

Application to Alter, Repair, Move or
ot Ad CMp •! Ldd AsmIniItUtacW Ikfitr CMBlNlMin WU« OHjr «f Lds ArkIm, Brngt ttolirlW^Ma tmuui M (irtK. nil a 

tnlwln^ MUIWM Iri tlgiM Mliail mWliim

DET

ft•*I uU«Ml(i«*f

■—asLrjsar* *• •** ■»» ---------
.fctnhntm m a, MjlNiMteitniki

removed from

u»»***'
ft* ku»» <b

REMOVED TOr

Lot.......: loft.

* .
Tract

*
| y-y*"} l9lx Sunset Blyd

■ UlKMil

55555* } 193.X Sunset Blvd

} R^servoit and Alvarado

ICafe o4. Perpooe of PRESENT building............. Families Room.
■iimm mMtfwa

..ryAtL*«MI. Vm of building AFTER alteration or moving.
Noah Botwin

Jlwnlliea Room
V? »,

a, Omm

; 4. Ornette addreae

#. Ctertiftcated Architect 

Engineer

-

i*il Sunsat Blvd!tr
V*. State£
K*

State
....teate N»----------------

TR/Z?*: f. Contractor....................
«, Ceatractorte addrm...... Sf /.b

VALUATION OF PROPOSED WORK S~^-«£#J=:
_ Date WwteawterikMapiNOWl

It. M tea an* «tea mof«et J . _
- lwlltWS n.Ul, iHMLrtM«m Horn, or ■» alter rnnyne.

fltea of existing butiding-Tp-x..—-Humber of stories high..........Height to highest point—
Brick _ . . , . SteelExtenor framework

Amm-

T.i.

*.
1 cafe

30
11.

• t*d*IS. Clate of building------------- Material of existing walls
Dsgeribe briefly and fully all proposed construction and work: 
Erection of sign according to acco!*P*hying plans

-

i

'ill ia Application on other Sida and Sign Statement (OVER)f

FOR DEPARTMENT USE ONLY r»
PSRM1T> /I rtn DkMH

^ - 7 izisrJS2U-

NOV -5 iSa4150t)l 2L*
%

t-J&r
hminr/■ / r

7d'
gp ll



V
o

»

PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS, mmi etlatr date mutt U Sled If ragalNd.

NEW CONSTRUCTION
..x.yA......Number of Stories when complete.....

Depth of footing below ground 

Material Exterior Walls....

1

Size of Addition.... x....Size of Lot..,.;
Material of Foundation..'....
Width Foundation Wall..
Size of Exterior Studs..... ...xl.f... ... Size of Interior Bearing Studs.....
Joists: First Floor........x...../<Se(y6na Floor... x...Rafters...x...Roofing Material

I have carefully oxnmlned/Snd read both aides of this completed Application and know the aame la trua and cometilad 
horoby certify and agree, If / Permit le issued, that all the provisions of the Building Ordinances and State Laws win l* 
compiled with whothor herein specified or not; also certify that plans and specifications, if required to bo fllad, will CoBftSsB 
to all of tho provlelone of the Building Ordinances and State lawi.

!........ Width ofFooting....
.......Siza'of Redwood Sill. ,x.

.X.

Sign Here.......
(Owner or Aethertoed Amt)

By......

FOR DEPARTMENT USE ONLY

Fire Diitric|V^ 

A— Zonlne______________

Application. Termite Inapectlon...Set back.
Construction. Forced Draft Ventll._____I Street Widening---

The building (and, or, addition) referred to in this AppHca- 
tion is, or will be when moved, more than 100 feet from

(1) \TREINFORCED CONCRETE
Barrels of Cement.....
Tons of Reinforcing Steel.

(2)

>**.
jgtxm.1

Sign Here. 2'6^"»>«a^"Aj^rtL
(8) (4) ANo required windows will be obstructed. There will be an unobstructed passageway at least toa „ 

feet wide, extending from any, dwelling on lot to a Public 8tr«* 
or Public Alley at least 10 feCtln width. ' ’

Sign Here.....
♦.ySign Here >’

Owner or Ant&orlfurf Astat. A
•’i

REMARKS: ..

XI

c-

4

I ,

t
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All Applications Must be Filled Out b-^Applicant
41■Ida- Form 1 PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS 

and other data muat alio be filed

1

BUfLOiNG DIVISION

DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING AND SAFETY

Application for the ErectionofBuildings
CLASS ft

To the Board of Bulfd.’na and Safety Commliilonor* of tho City of l_o» Angeles:
Application Is herj’by made to tin Board of IJtUldlng and Safety Commloatonera of the CUy of Los Anpclea, through tho office of 

the Superintendent of Building. for n b\\ Idlng permit In uceoidanco with the description nnd for the purpose hereinafter act forth. Thin 
opp.fcatlcn is made subject to the following conditions, which aro hereby agreed to by the undersigned applicant and which shall bo 
deemed conditions entering Into the exercise of the permit:

r First: That the permit does not grant any right or privilege to erect any building or other structure therein described, or any 
portion thereof, upon any street, alley, or other public place or portion thereof.

Second; That the permit docs not grant any right or privilege to use any building or other structure therein described, or nny 
portion thereof, for any purpose that Is, or may horoaftor be prohibited by ordinance of the City of Los Angeles.

Third; That the granting of the pormit does not affect or prejudice any claim of title to, or right of possession In, tho proporty 
described In such permit.

Lot No.... ------- Block....
(Description of Property) 2iTAKE TO 

ROOM No. 6 
REAR OF 
NORTH 
ANNEX 
1«t Floor

CITY CLERK 
PLEASE 
VERIFY

O 3aO «>* Q

32S2S&._ o
*
o

h
a

District No. P. B. Page.M. B. Page.. Ida*TAKE TO 
FIRST FLOOR 

z« SO. 
BROADWAY

1 c~S\K
i1? U_......................

, (Location of Job)
No. Street

II ilUli) i

° VtENGINEER
PLEASE
VERIFY

22
R,INDELIBLE PENCIL) o(USB

1. Purpose of Building——..
2- Owner’s mdie
3- Owner’s address-- ......
4. Architect’s name
5. Contractor’s name-
6. Contractor’s address

.No. of Rooms. .No. of Families..
Phone.

Wjleifcj^unl w-9 Ltcd Architect or Liceniec^nglneer under Stale Act

-------------Phone....
No]

z■35s*
___________ eZL-

X -----------------feet

TOTAL VALUATION OF BUILDING j ns.,ud^5iSmen?*and- A$S5aS;tota
f completed Building. ,

Any other building or permit for n building on lot at present ?--!>£X.- 
9. Size of proposed building..//-TT..Y—'...x._/Xi^L-.-.Size of lot___.JO?.
10. Number of stories in height..../........ Height to highest point-_
11. Material of foundation.. ..C&O**-?...:..,____ .Character of soil—
12. Material of exterior walls—UStLCZg-
13. Material of interior construction...
14. Material of floors
15. Material of roof..

i7.
8. —How used?.

M±tl

C J 4;16. Will all Lathing and plustcrmg comply with Ordinance? .... 
What zone is properly in ?.—C2r..2.~..?i?.s..X..X..17.

X have carefully examined nnd rend the above application and know the same is true and correct, and 
hereby certify and agree, if a permit is issued, Hint all of Hie provisions of Ihe Building Ordinances will be complied with, whether herein specified or not; also certify that plans and specifications herewith 
filed conform to allfof the provisions of the Building Ordinanccsiand State.
OVER#

Laws^7
0. ...

Authorlacd A
(Sign Here)

.1(Owner

/— •}FOB DEPARTMENT USE ONLY

1
Ocd SpaolflCculona checked—] Application checked and found

k 2,

Stamp htfe^when parmlt laPERMIT N/ Cl

_____-

9700 JUAI10 /33b'm.Pli^/aaminar CitricJF
.—c

z*I (PI
mm



tr~~

FOR DEPARTMENT USE ONLY

O.K.APPLICATION

O.K.CONSTRUCTION

OPZONING O.K

SET-BACK LINE O.K.

£O.K. ,ORD. 337C1 (N. S.)

<2*.2"FIRE DISTRICT O.K.

REMARKS

w

It:;-'-

-4 ‘ < . * ■■ .



4P%U5E-1NKTOR-- 
EtlDLB PENCIL-iim-r-m * woCITY OF LOS ANGELES

DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING AND SAFETY
BUILDING DIVISION

Application to Alter, Repair, Move or Demolish

(so3 9*^6 ■
T» tia Boon! •! BaCdlDi ul d*l«ty CnaUilwn at Ill atf >1 Lm Aoidoai

. AypUoDthm U MruM U tbo Bmt! of OaUdlaa aad Bof.tr Conmlialoaon of tho Olty of Uo A an loo, Uroafk tho olflio of Uo Bopotfo* 
Uhfwl of Ball tint, for a bhUdllf mill la aooonUaoa with Uo daifriptloa ood for tko purport lioioloaflor ool forth. Thli aoolltatloa U and. oak- 
gctU tko fallowlaa loadlltoaa. »klik ata karabr aaraod la kr tka uadmliaod appllcaat and which Ikall hi daraad wadlttoaa oatartaa lato tka axanlia

* Ptroti'lThat Ua porailt doaa aot mat air rfaht or irlolltta to omit air kalldloi or oUir atrorluro tktiola doatrlhod, or tar lortlta UsaiMt, 
apoa aai atritl, aJItr. or othir mkllo Plata or »onlom tkaroof.

Socaadl That lha pormlt doaa not front anr ««kt or pritUiio to bio any bulldlm or othor ilraotara tkarala daaarfkod, or any portion tkanof. 
far Ur aarpoia that la, or may htraofur ba nrohlbltid by ordloanto of tho city of Loo Antolaa,

Third) That tbo motley of tho panalt dflro aot affoct or projudlco air aloha of tUla to, or rltbt of pooqffojca la lw* —-p.i. daacrlbad la aiak
-—*1 ' '

Lot...../..;.....Lot

Tract- Tract.

|...... ItJL.....-JlLc^kXsZ&AfA.....
' —, <Hotj«rN«mbw end Street) .

Pw*ent location of boUdlnr
e* 11

122.
New location of building mmmusts

Hoaje Nnmbvt and Elr««t) *

±r....../z/^..££22..
w*

Deputy.
Between what
crola »treet*

-.Families..'.....:..Rooms.1. Purpose of PRESENT building.
2. Use of building AFTER alteration or

......... iPAMim
....Mm........$U>Gr

Storv,B*eidenc». As 'tinrnt Home, or anr ol PO)

.Rooms.
S. Owner<wat ...Le:.. i. .Phone.C." •j
4. Owner’s address.

]/A.2m...SSL
........LiccniB No J.LQA...........Pbon 3U2&&3

6. Certificated Architect
Licensed Engineer..

' 7. Contractor
6.

...... ................................^^SdD^fiiccnso No.... ..........Phono........ -.........—._

} *£+S2£L.
8. Contractor's address..

I Including *11 labor and materiel and ail permanent 
lighting, heating, ventilating, water aupply, plumb
ing, fire eprinkler, electrical wiring end/or elevator 
equlpmont therein or thorcoo. -9. VALUATION OP PROPOSED WORK

„ „ State how many buildings NOW) yQ a
10. on lot and give om of each. J ....VtjfSLC.

t I Beildeact. Hotel, Apartment Bouev, or any otficrpurpoie.

11. Size of existing building.^..jc..)2?....Number of stories high...£.. Height to highest point/.iZZ.,

—Material of existing walls..:f^lfeC<^,...Exterior framework-r^#^'.^
Describe briefly and fully all proposed construction and work:

i

12. Class of building..
Wood or 6Ui

...&JU4......4.....-------------rife
..... isrz,

•wa.-fSt... . . .a

tern

Pill in. Application on othor Side nnd Sign Statement

'lU/ro
(OVER)

r _________ DEPARTMENT USE ONLYj^tj^<7
IkhoelAutlahi chad)ad Zaa•/J 75 '

Vo 3
'/@W
1 iss&ftuar

SS'/kr
PERMIT

Fh
lea* and Fire DLetrlct

aNo.
Correetlove

“"I)
Stref

32987 rt- Ft. JUi Ijjslhcation, and AypUtatlau 
&* appra»,d .

AppUAtlaa aid approaedriam
1ri

& 3S
3 iramREBT--

ladudad Vfl

Id,fOad *17 Rapulrad
Volualloa■aa-l i

“>a|



PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS, and other data must bo filed if required.

NEW CONSTRUCTION
Size of Addition.^-^’.....x.^T.?.Size of Lot..Number of Stories when complete../
Material of Foundation....C*?V<i>.,.,.\Vidth of Footing/.*.?
Width Foundation Wall.... g !(k'L
Size of Exterior Studs........
Joists: First Floor...x.. .Second Floor

I havo carefully examined and read both sides of this completed Application and know tho same is true and correct and hereby certify and agree, if a Permit Is issued, that all the provisions of the Building Ordinances and State Lavra will ba compiled with whethor horcin specified or not; also certify that plans and specifications, If required to be filed, will conformII of the provisions of the Building Ordinances and SMJteJaws. - __ £7/7

Sign Here.........................................

■1fl U "Depth of footing below ground
...Size of Redwood Sill Material Exterior Walls..,x.

.Size of Interior Bearing Studs,

..Rafters.2....x./ff..Roofing Material.....<'j7?*W*'^ftr...
x ■X.

.X.

to a

- (Owner or Authorked Agent)

By

FOR DEPARTMENT USE ONLY

Application, Fire District.. Termite InspectionBldg. Line....
ConstructlonY. .... Zoning Forced Draft VenUl....Street Widening...

The building (and, or, addition) referred to in this Applica
tion is, or will be when moved, more than 100 feet from

a(1) (2)REINFORCED CONCRETE
Barrels of Cement. .Street
Tons of Reinforcing Steel. Sign Here.

(Ownrr or AnthoHicd Agent)

(3) (4)No required windows will bet obstructed. There will be an unobstructed passageway at least ten (10) feet wide, extending from any dwelling on lot to a Public Street 
or Public Alley at least lOfeet in width.
Sign Here. /y....cjg\'

Owner or ”'* ' **
Sign Here

yw// (Owner or Aolborlsed Agent)

.... ' >

vyWNnnonaurHomaso ar"1

REMARKS: ..

....checking......................

...

«,h....i.A*........................ ..> _ jr-ftCrC.—&-

I

mmmi

HEALTHDEPARTME
ofutmtATiew

A-+

!•••«•««
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j»SB INK os 
SSDtUBLZ rZXCTL9. cmr of los angfj.es 0 

DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING AND SAFETY 
BUILDING DIVISION

Application to Alter, Repair, Move or Demolish

•«

3
T. |W Iwl •< SrtUlajr ud Stltty CmmbImUmk *1 lb* Cltr ,1 Lm

J"*? Kf ” lhf-C.**rJ •tf'rtilMKiut SafttrCnmUatoean s> tka City •( Ut Aanto. Iknvii U* oSle* •! Um l«T>«ria- 
SlHi?;* for • kkWlau iwnUt l« accord**** wiU Ik* dMcrirtto aid f»r lb* inuMta hnliiftw Mt f.ttk- til* MpUtallwi la **d* nk- 

iTW SS£u* '"'l'h *'* k*T*b>r «• by »b« eedanljtwa applicant and wblab •ball b* dxntd acadlUona into lb* «n<ii

* .pi JF\s&flfistf’*" u "**w k,md,,• * •“* *** n *”
urjaWA* «at^wya^wjsais? WaSjst ,tni,,,r- ^ «-**«• ,r«»^ *«*

j___ u.7*1’*' Tb*t u* af **• f*n«lt S*H art a»**t *r yraiadj** *«T rials *f till* tc, ar Haltcl pe*inilea la, tka property d***iik*4 la *atb

tREMOVED FROM REMOVED TO

Lot.------ Lot.
I

••••• ia*a****aa**aa*ia**ar*i rtiirt,.',..*a.i>i

Tract—„..., Tract___
1

1
/e2Preeent location ) /'of building J

New location of bunding
(Bni* Kiabo ud Stnrt)

(■ni*Kmkt/ud atnrt)
Between what croes street* J- ’Deputy.’

i,.......
(Blox*; R**id*n*f, Apartairat Bfhtt, Bowl, or any other parpo««)

Use of building AFTER alteration or moving^J^r^i^L*........ Families.

Owner (Prim xtm»),..Yz....................... ............................

Owner’s Address......

Certificated AxMteci(2(£.#/:!&?2^..2>ui.

Licensed Engineer.—.^.

Contractor..... ..................

/
X. Purpose of PRESENT building Families. —Rooms....
2. Rooms.
S, ___Pfcoas.

/§2hZ...... 44.

.Phono .Y./2jkZQ
Y u 'A Y( V

'&&&&&£&»*a_____5.

State... License No
State..—License No._

6. Phone.,Zi*<W>*«*»«,.... /
7. .Phone.......

'Ineludine an labor and sutariri and all pnanah /_ .
Uabifne, baatlnr, xntnatlnr. «at*r nnw, plumb- I » frj 0^7, 'fS f ) 
to, fir* ipriniltr, *l*etrirtf wlrto aaj/or riairator f ?d"l|f"»SK.!.dA.W, 
festortl tirtrin or )k**»c*. J J

8. Contractor’s Address....-...................

9. VALUATION OF PROPOSED WOR 
10. State how many building* NOW 1„..._..,.„C

on lot and give use Of each. J _ (RrtU*nc*,Hot*],.kp*ilai*ntHoni*,of*nr ott*rporpott)

XI. Sine of existing building.J—..^//.....Number of stories high../...... Height to highest point—Zh!.^

a.

Class of building.
Describe briefly and fully all proposed construction and work:

.Mnterial of existing walls. ..Exterior framework..,®^
(Woodor Slrtlj

12.

(

=2j
- VjF..... ia»*tMi*M.(.y*

——**<*.,«*.*• -f—
•W-. I»»«»»» **»»*»»ak\» a **••»*•».

a>4>«M*l**'
Fill in Application on other Side and Sign Statement (OVER)

FOR DEPARTMENT USE ONLY *>■toPERMIT »0, Mae* *

...............

Sp*cl£utl*ei thaclud Zm* WreMalrlrt

r j-'w Na

Mi-Um. etnrt Wktotovarta*d "<yr
-jte*-AepUcgUrtd.

Ft. * I-•» •ig».

22/2 a/'i
'Yy4 mnnfuir:—i

-----fc^L_

PI
'rarfiairtela gSJSS1£

. 1
I»-

r -



%
Is1

PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS, and othar data mutt U filed if raqulrad.

NEW CONSTRUCTION
Size of Addition.i2ja....x*2K£,..Size of Ix>t..,t£'5?..x./&<?..Number of Stories when complete.J...

Material of Foundation _Width of Footing.. /.C ..Depth of footing below ground..../..—..
Width Foundation Wall....
Size of Exterior Studs....
Joists: First Floor...x-- .Second Floor....x.. .Rafters

I have carefully examined and read both tides of this completed Application and know the tame is true and cc 
hereby certify and agree, if a Permit is issued, that all tho provisioni of the Building OMinancei and State Laws 
compiled with whether herein specified or not; also certify that plans and-specificatfons, if required W be filed, will conform 
to all of the provisions of the Building Ordinance! and State lawn ,

Sign Here..

*
f.1

*3*tv?....Size of Redwood Sill.rrnTTx__—.Material Exterior Walls.j^w:

¥-.....-Size of Interior Bearing Studs.
..2’...x-.^!?JSoofing Material.

■...jc..... H
4U. .

and
b«

J?A

(Owntror AulhortxtAAnnt)

s.

7

By.
i

FOR DEPARTMENJKlSE ONLY

Bldg. Linet UMttXApplicati Fl Termite Inspection,.,n:tio Zoning........... Forced Draft VentU..Construe ......... Street Widening.......... .

The building (and, or, addition) referred to in this Appli
cation is, or will be when moved, more than 100 feet from

(1) (2)ORCED CONCRETERE

Barrels of Cement.. .. -Street
Tons of Reinforcing Steel. Sign Here...

(Owntr or Author***! A«tnt)

(3) (4)No required windows will be obstructed. There will be an unobstructed passageway at least ten 
(10) feet wide, extending from any dwelling on lot to a Public 
Street or Public Alley at least 10 feet in width.
Sign Here......... .... ... ..... .......... .Sign Here...

(Owner or AatborlMd A««nt) (Owner or Authorised Agent)

REMARKS:

certify that’ ' tfier e' I s'.........I hereby 

no general contractor for this.
...•»« ».<

l....... .or work£ .

.... .(SiEUSd)..-
J

I.

•»

»»!*•

1«»" ‘Olrta-Xiba .!•**«•*••*• '•""•"I

¥/
*



USE INK OR 
INDELIBLE PENCIL

CITY OF LOS ANGELES 
DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING AND SAFETY 

BUILDING DIVISION

Application to Alter, Repair, Move or Demolish3
T« tka Board af Building *Bd Safely C«tnmljilDB*r» of (ba City of Lot Angalaii

AppIUalion li hereby mada lo the Board of Building and Safety Commlaslonera of the City of Lot Angelas, Ihroogh the offlea of tha Bapertn- 
i * . Plti ' for ,balldinf Permit In accordance with tha deecrlptlon and for the purpoee hereinafter iet forth. Thla application la aaade sub-
jrct to the following eondltlona, which are hereby agreod to by the undersigned applicant and which ehaH be deemed condltlona entering Into tba cxarclae 
of (he permit:

Flrati That the permit doe* not grant any right or privilege to erect any building or other itmcture therein deacrlbed, or any portion thereof, 
opod any atre«t.aJley or other public pltee or portion thereof.

Second: That the permit dote not grant any right or prlvllage to use any budding or other structure therein described, or any portion thereof, 
for any purpoee that la. or may hereafter be prohibited by ordinance of the City of Lot Angelee.

Third! That tha granting of tha permit doe* not affect or prejudice any elalm of title to. or right of poaeeealon In. the property deoerihad In such
permit. REMOVED FROM REMOVED TO
Lot.... Lot,

Tract. Tract...

............
(Home Number and Street)

- IBoaij Md Blml)

Prcwnt location 
of building 1...mi

Approved by 
City Engineer.New location 

of building

Between what 
cross street! } Deputy.

1. Purpose of PRESENT building rvtf....Families
(Store, lUaldcQc, Apartment Bom., Hot.), orin, other purpoft)

Families
.Rooms,

2. Use of building AFTER alteration or moving. .Rooms.
S.p..tf...ul.dLhY.(r_Owner (Print n*o.)S. .Phone........

4. Owner's Address.
State
License No. .
State
License No.

License No, £.#?,3.fr.... PhoneAlS.J..7P.S".
Tile Setting Ord.

"• Fee $1.00
| SCw'.l.rrtftnrs..........

Keg. NoTrSLjL3-

5. Certificated Architect. .......... Phone.........

Licensed Engineer.6. ....... Phone
P. H. MILLAR

JGOO'fcCHO-RAnK.AV.E-7. Contractor
Contractor’s Address..8.

Including all labor and material and all permanent 
lighting, heating, ventilating, water aupply, plumb
ing, flro aprinklar, alactrical wiring and/or git.-::: 
equipment therein or thereon.IVALUATION OF PROPOSED WORK9. evator

I10. State how many buildings NOW 
on lot and give use of each.
Size of existing building....

(Residence, Hotel, Apartment Home, or any other purpoee)

.Number of stories high....
.Material of existing walls......

Describe briefly and full^^fwsposed constructor a$d work:

.Height to highest point
Exterior framework....

11. ,x.

12. Class of building.
(Wood or Statl)

......y

i (OVER)Fill in Application on other Side and Sign Statement
T

4

FOR DEPARTMENT USE ONLY
Ft*PERMIT N PUas and Speclf.caliona checked Zona Fire District

3ump k»r* whaa 
Permit It leaned

No.
Bldg.iiaa Street Wida.lagCorrection* veriftad

15:5073 FLFt.
^Application checked and a^provadPlane, Soeclflcatlonc and Applications 

rrehecked and approvad ■Jr-
-^'bhmuh

Required faeaiili
Vtlumtloa Inchtdfd Ttt—A

b.mPLANS
loipectorFiled withFor Plaaa Se*

-i*n**4 ..



PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS, and other data must be filed if required.

NEW CONSTRUCTION

Size of Addition Size of Lot Number of Stories when complete
Depth of ’ting (•••low ground .

Material Exterior Walls

x ..x
Material of Foundation Width nf Footing 

Sue of Red'Vf od PillWidth Foundation W.-.l' x
Size of Exterior Studs Size of Interior Bearing Studsx x
Joists: First Flour x . . Roofing Material .......

1 have carefully exair ir .-H and read both sides of this completed Application and know tho same is true nnd correct and 
hereby certify and agree, if a Permit is l-'su-.si. tha! all tin —. visions of the Building Ordinances and Stale Laws will be 
complied with whether hi rein specified c r not. also certify that pi.- n. and • peri/ications. If required to be filed, will conform 
te nil of the prevision? of tN Budding Ordinances and Stale laws . , „

P //.

Second Floor .Raftersx .x

Siirr. Hero • r ,«•<*> - » V. ,nl

i’v.

FOR DEPARTMENT USE ONLY
rr .0 InspectionApplication Fire District Lit

Draft Ventil.......S'rift WiJ mintConstruction Zoning

U) 1 (21 •efs-red to in this Appli- 
•'v - ’00 f?etfromREINFORCED CONCRETE TV- ’ ui'-'inq \ zA 

- v.-” tv-'-tier. •
Barrels of Cement ... -Street
Tons of Reinforcing Steel .. "■ ! Sign ’I ujwr.-

(3) (-1) Th-m will be an unobstru iguwav at least ten(10) vide, extending from •••• dwelling on lot to a Public Street or Public Alley at lei-: 1> • :n *-idth
Sign Here............ ... .......

No required windows will be ob
structed.

Sign Here. IfiwnM'iP AijtV. '«!?*«•(n«T»f ft Anthorincd Agent!

REMARKS:



,4v
I USE INK OB 

INDELIBLE PENCIL»>i(. rota I
CITY' OF LOS ANGELES 

DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING AND SAFETY 
BUILDING DIVISION

Application to Alter, Repair, Move or Demolish3
Ta tha Board of Building and Safety CommUaionara of tha City ol Loa Angelas!

Appllcntion In hereby made to tho lioerd of Building and Safety Commissioner* of tho City of Loo Angales. through tha offlca of tha Baparin- 
tondont of Bulldlnir, for a building permit In uccordance with the description nnd for the purpose harelnafttr net fo«h. Thla application (• nada'aub* 
Jeet to tho following conditions, which ar« hereby agreed to by tha underalgned applicant and which shall be deemed conditions entering Into tha axarclie 
of the permit!

Flrat: That the permit doc* not grant any right or privilege to erect any building or other structure therein deacrlbcd, or any Portion thereof, 
upon any atrcct, alley or other public pine© or portion thoreof,

Smcond: Thni the permit dors not grant any right or privilege to uie any building or other structure therein described, or any portion thereof, 
for any purpose that la, or may hereafter be prohibited by ordinance of tha City of Loa Angelas.

Thirdi That the granting of the permit docs not affect or prejudice any claim of title to, or right of posaesslon In, tha property described In aucb
permit.

REMOVED FROM REMOVED TO

Lot. Lot.

' Tract. Tract

Present location 
• of building i (House Number and Street)

Approved by 
City Engineer.New location 

of building ! (House Number and Street)

Between what 
cross streets 1 Deputy.

dC/1. Purpose of PRESENT building Families.. .Rooms....
(Store. R«cldenct, Awtni«nt H«t»e, Hotel,on, other purpoee)

2. Use of building AFTER alteration or moving^^eg Families. Rooms.
MtM*..

......

.... xtfCe&UL.......... .0...

.... ./ri..........

.....S. Owner (Print N«r»e>. Phone..
4. Owner’s Address -te

state..License No..
Slate..License No...
State.......License No.

imdSg.

5. Certificated Architect. .Phone.......

6. Licensed Engineer, ..... Phone.
St

d&.fet/M7. Contractor ... ...Phone.
F77Tcy.jzffl.8. Contractor’s Address...

Including iff labor and matarUl and all pel 
lighting, heating, ventilating. water supply, 

a) wiring and/or .

ianent-\lamb- I * 
f valor ( f1f:9. VALUATION OF PROPOSED WORK inr. Rre aprlakiar, 

aqulpmant therein n.

/
I10. state how many building* NOW 

on lot and give use of each.
11. Size of existing building.... 

building. S-PP.....

(scribe briefly am

(accidence, Hotel, Apertroent Houee. or airAthrr parpoie)

.Number of stories high.. ...Height to highest point.x.
Material of existing walls.'Exterior framework, 

'ully all proposed construction and work:
12. Class of

(Wood orStaal)

■±.A.

fOVER)ion on other Side and Sign Statement_ rfrsfr'
Yfs 4 - FOR/DEPARTMENT USE ONLY

Fill ■-V LL
Fee...............JS£2—PERMIT NO: Fir# DlftrictPlans and Specifications checked Zona

3 9 tamp here whan 
Permit Is faauad

No.
Street WidanJoyBldg. UnaCorrection* verified

7Z /AO rvuv -o iwuV Ft.i Ft.

w •tSn* and Application! Appl cajlon^hacked and _a£jyajra«l-^-

Tlud^ifb ' / SPRINKLER

’vaJuarionTncFudf d

.Plant; ""Srit'j recbcckeiUi
»

7
PLANS

Impactor
Foi («

wrfrmnui,}7Rac'd

7



PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS, and othor data must be filed if required.

NEW CONSTRUCTION
Size of Addition .Size Number of Stories when complete....

. ...Depth of footing below ground..
Material Exterior Walls.

,x. ,otx

Material of Foundation..
Wifi lb Foundation Wall,-.. ..
Size of'Exterioi' Studs....
Joists: First Floor...x...Second Floor.(/....x./Rafter*

I have carefully examined and read both sides of this completed Application and know the same is truo'al
hereby certify and agree, if a Permit is issued, that all tho provisions of the/Bullding Ordinances and State ,____  __
complied with -whether herein specified or not; also certify that plans and specifications, if required to be filed/will conform

II of the provisions of the Building Ordinances and State laws. / / / -•"7 /)

Sign Here........................................ .

---Width of Footing..
.. ...Sizt/of Redwood Sil, ■X.

... x./....../.....Size/f/lnteribr Bearing; Studs .x.

.xl____ RooiTrT

correct and 
aws will be

to a

(Owner or AjjCnoi d Ag</t)
By.

FOR DEPARTMENT USE ONLYJ

Application Fire Distric! Bldg. Line ....... Termite Inspection.... ....

Construction Zoning Street Widening.. ...... Forced Draft Ventil.

(1)
REINFORQJSD CONCRETE (! The building (and, or, addition) referred to in this Appli

cation is, oy^M be ,when moved, more than 100 feet from
'~y ’ /' i! 1 1 JBarrels of Cement, l

../...Street'Tons of Reinforcing Steel ■i i Sign Here../.),..
(Owner or AuthoringAtrent)

—* l>(3) (4) There will be a); unobstructed] passageway at least ten (10) /TH wide, extending from any dwelling on lot to s». Public 
Streei!L:'Tiib]i(tey ley at least 10 feet in width. i

Here.

No required windows will be ob
structed. o

J
SiSign Here. \... • «s»v...... • • •

(Owner or £athorlrcd A«ent)(Owner or Authorized Agi . <&
REMARKS: . . - ;/-> •

. Q;’
«*»>*« cr ;■

i

\ j. J O ■ ; S". ■ O:>o \
Q: y“OrO ('>

■O'
n »

■ o

.V

'e'

.#...
*>I• * -S*

w

t t



\ 'f. ■ I
Wjm'

* , V

APPLICATION TO - J#

• alter; repair
MOVE OR DEMOLISH , BUILDINGDIVISION: '

V s ,.M J .
T, '0

3 • JrCTTd.B-S'-
^ • 01*1? Ofim ANGELES ..
. ■# .DEPARTMENT . '

■*» ■:*i *j, ,
_'L_-*?» •%. r~~. SAFETY

om o i

. , • ‘ Lot™. Lot,..
Tract...

A,A,--•*‘>1*»*«*T*I

LATrabi..,.
("VPresent iocatlon.' 

of building 
New location 
of building

■ , Betw eeen-wh at- *■'*'cross streets- f
USE INK OR INDELIBLE PENCIL

‘-JXL&.}~
st/

(Ifturt Number and Street)
Q--r-A»*+'/••ir Approver! by 

City EngineerI

}■■■•■

, I*****
—her nnd Street).(HotLMi N;

Sm V' ■■ ■
Deputy. .* •

.Rooms:.......----- - —Families'./.7If 1. Present use of building.----r (Store, Bwclltnr, Apamhent'Houie. Hotel or other purpose)

.... .—Families. .....
--- 2. State howicing budding hc3 been

AT"3. Use of buUdfog AFTER"
A -{. Owner ....C/lLztv..

■—Tcfca,--Owner's- Address J-AlfjL

■ed^for present. -wqnpnncy,
*-Rooms..-----

Phone___ _—......
.on 10' “*"V

,V7'.™
.....-p.p......* j5L~...JSTSfe

J?hrmc —
State

.........License No.
State

—......License No.

ILicensed Engineer .............
-8. Contractor ..
9. Contractor’s Address ........

10. VALUATION OF PROPOSED WORK { 
buildings NOW) ...mLY&J

.Phonff.
Phone.

~t-

Including all labor and material and all permanent i . 
lighting, heatlnn. ventilating, water supply, plumb-1 r. 
pig. fire sprinkler, electrical wiring and elevator - V-- 
equipment therein or Jhereon.

Xu. State how ma 
• on lot'anffelvi

..v-a-rev-•Kot»l..>r.,ah<S.fStorertw •ep AJ
to highest point./Jk30—sf-oxkUng Inuidin-F—13

e
,oaf*V Exterior framework.......—13. ateriaj Exterior

(Wood or Steel)(Wood. Steel or Maaonn 
-.. 14. Describe briefly all proposed"-construction and work:

----------..^y.

Lm-jZ2ZZ<*

............

. v T v

\ . NEW CONSTRUCTION . .
/-Size of Lot_gS>iwftte.n..—..Number of Stories when complete_«ry***—, .

■Wklth.o.f Wall------- -..—SkfcflfcEster Joists..--x.:..
•J ’’. 15, Size of Addition- 

^ir-^-rFeating,'- Widths
^ 17. Size oFStu3s....'..._..Vx..'.~/.'..diSterial. of • Floor,

■WC..:..

-Depth in Orrmnd
_____ -—Sizeof flatters.......jc..T ype of Roofing.

I hereby certify ihafto the best of my knowledgennd belief the nliovi; dpplii 
iwilding or construction work will comply with all laws, and that in the &<Jn| '
I will not employ nny person in violation of the Labor *' 'men's Compensation Insurance.

ontlie work authorised thereby 
California relating to Work-

rlred Agent) j
\-Sign here.....)

w»c*/®r A
By-4 .j

FOR DEPARTMENT USE ONLY
PLAN,CHECKING (2) REINFORCED 

—CONCRETE—
<D C3)-^—Tire, building-referjedito in this Ap- 

•—-pHcationewilLbejiiattL.thgU-LOOJt-.from
r...v-,W---- —-/-Street

•i_hhu4-ReccipUSo. Bbls2Ss. - Cement-v- O**’

—Totis-aFReftwr-r^'
forcing' Steel — Sign herea Owner .or Acthorl/d A rent /

' ' .............“curk /. ■/ Key Lai .7 “

Corner t.ot Koyed

i__ GROUP MMuiupiu No. : inside-Cot
---------occoponts • • "-T." .

- V fo-t-V—' • - - - C^ettot
' . elans »mt SpecIflraUoM theckeiJ,

Lot Size

—Ft./de alter , C1* fi
'U

,I'-
i'iro DistrictZone-- PERMIT No. District 

Map Sa._,___UIJj. L’iho "itirrocSlSonlnt—"
V■sr.~

-TXT ;jvj^x
‘,g 'Sbunp' kcM when''D»tB»n I* Issued '

orr/tlon Veriilod Tot-.... "vi.
AppUcaUoulchockad and approved “

Vt. ■i
‘f-f—1—»

cIuotT —ns end

, Clerk-sriiiVRm—

>far .reel ,-iV. ^ PLANS' ‘ -h't
. mipectBn1 I'nitS*'.J 'HjsrrarT “KKawTOT S|lH)rlBed-akauJrt<l

AlVAtBlf^tazIlid^d
Vet-tNB.'77>

t
RocM ■ >- j a :rr- t-tt- _/'•)'i ••7 *:

i
-1 r'. yx~?s ‘‘, «l V. ►... V-M-d* •dlV
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3 APPLICATION TO it 
ALTER, REPAIR •■' - ' , • , J8UIl*OlNQ_AND_SAEEJS___

MOVf OR DEMOLISH ; BIRLDING'diVISION .Alkpn.^..,..'■>,,,,,1.,,^,ltl,r,„ „li

r-

rTfiwm'iwiiaM i ii ■ 11 ii
SSSBSr y" *
Lot t * EM ! 4U• " —Ui—“S****»M« > .jvxrar19i r

Tract....n* •'•■V
!&}age:. ’ preecnt locatlon • of building .

' ’ 'BWt JoCatifSfi ‘ ‘V-'fof bulWIng .,

. USE INK OR INDELIBLE Pipage riff
1, present' use of building,^!$!Sfe^/ifeS!fe3$:^..A(._.,..—

’ 1 (Sfurn. »vre)in*. Ap»rtai*ot iW, Hotel or otW

(a «a »»••*«.<« t> * »-
jr«i«•» - • •• —-T'^iy*v' »u«*' «•»*' W*. »‘l

•I*'"’’ V-:Approvedby------ ~■ .City Engineer - ■5(- .v®»4i .. >»..•,» •(’4 «
SLi.J _weputy.

'i
wFanj.ilies^ji ..........'Rooms.

.A, //'• *1$, State how long building has been used^-fur preif 
3,"' tfie of building AJTERTilteraiion' of mov 

.U/Y :L

ff *
4. ‘Owner Q/}. Ar.
5. Owner's Address -=/$ £?.**:—tC/L

l&MM • i
(PlDit m+M..—.ijp, O.'feV

---------- .License No
Slate

License. No...........
State '.License No—.—.

J. ..S ,

6. Certificated Architect........
7. Licensed Engineer-...
8. Contractor __ ___

....9; Contegrt-orte Adrlrriec—~----------  -.. _____ ___ —  _________ —

10. VALUATION OF PROPOSED WORK
m ( ‘ 'wjuipjiiMU tfcSofo ot thereon.

. State how many bullrings 
on lot and give use aftSwaiJ

12. Size of existing buildinj
■■’• ■—1 &r~ -Material-ExterjoF'-Walls,,;

14=-- -Describe briefly all proposed construction and work: .

...Phone.
-Phone
Phone.

iiO-iwMnnUt," rrt'
“/H eu.. ..«mh

r^rr*' ' •/ * rN -
...............;•!

and nil *n
V-eiuvntor' »

i-jc/.^iT.-Number of stories high-----

U NOW v..a* A— ,.•>**»**•*«»
(Stow, Ofratybitf* Apartmt&t Ifaiu*. ftotel or other purpiMW) .

..(Height to highest point./,—.. 
■Kvtepioi1 framework.,.

(Wotei ox Swell(Wood, Slerl or-MMMWT)—

....«**•*&£*

-.4.a.

— '•*»**

NEW CONSTRUCTION . . .
15. Size of Addition..Sire of Loti/i^ift,....x„^-S,|K-N«ff|ber of Stbries.when complete..ic!j85jw. ".
18. Footing; WidUy-Vf. ...Uepth -in- Ground;..,__ .Width of Wall....^.......Size‘oLFkief-feists. ^ ~ *

17. Size of Studs.... 5~..x...^......Material of -Fl>wr„.&;&iSi.ze of. Raiters..t5.;x.i^;!Fype of Roofing...
I hereby certify that to the best of my knowledge and belief the above,application is correct and that tills 

building or construction work will comply with ail laws, and that in UiAdoing of tho work apthocMcd therebv 
I will not employ any person in violation of tho Labor Cpde of the State of .California relating to Work
men’s Compensation Insurance. . . Vx/flff1. . J * . /Q A •

• • ' • ' . ' • Sign her©:

..ri

(Owner er AuUiorlud ASK'D

~1 ' ' By
FOR DEt*AimiENT USE ONLY

PLAN CHECKING uV'RKtRFORcKD 

'Cements

TuT 13)The building referred to in this Ap
plication will be more than 100 ft. from

___ Street
Receipt Nq,_. 
”Vs$«ti®n '?...
Fee Paid $..../.

•ii~

• Ton* of Sein- 
forcing Steel Sign hare --

Oirotr or AaU»>rt«d -Vrwit' A

w
“/*'—.

AMAxlnium No. 
Occupawta.

V TtTTEpTYPE GROUP •w? -rr^reee jrMr-eltfT
,—..rt tWo Ml*y —

7

WofmSCotnor l»t X.JJ4Corl

*ssr .nr, BEb3and Sped«c»Moiur OwcJwa

e 3
Tilinta •» ”

PERMIT No..
'Z- ‘ fkl.xu.

i*Wui.y kS-^*Corrccllolj VorimnJ . Li'JteSL. ri
■«

Vvo,vz-
it

~'-fZ
**«*!

' clttiL. Jp«cWtiU«n»

warew1’-—"

. **
-v jfcrik&t ..

laKPua-a^wtr** _ ..ruj.ao« num^Hi,

’.J/Tf
a.,’xV; t. ,• . i«f- -

PtANS -

-bupxxw t
• 'V ■**•

■J-ataaML—
/j'. j/.. 
•■vfSWqZf.

» ttt
iTw

tl
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DWAKTUGKWT •

BUILDING AND SAFETY 
BUILDING DIVISION

0 applicatioh-to- a
ALTER, REPAIR 
OR DEMOLISH

T
Lot ....*' .,.i.

Tract ... rT„

Location of Building. .

. .4 I • **»'« * *avr.

/jfzM .MzE&tof(Haim Nirrfl&r *nd Street) jJJ '

..Cfcl2l)cuL<au>6a .

• nan WK14X.

Approved by 
City Engineer

Deputy. .Between whnt cross street'!
USE INK OR INDELIBLE PENCIL
1. Present use of building......(Store, Dvrellfn*, Apartment lloyja^Iotel or othor puroaaa)
2. State how long building has been used for present occupancy,-Ayi.
3. Use of buikiing AFTER alteration or moving,—.....
4. Owner ...A.U-C.#../,.£■■■......CZZAZej. CL...........-
5. Owner's Address .../.. - - - — -

• 6. Certificated Architect
7. Licensed Engineer .....
8. Contractor ---- -------
9. Contractor’s Address ....

' , Inc'.mtin* alt labor and malarial and *3 c
10. VALUATION OF PROPOSED WORK "I ir5p"(Si jprlrS5a?r«t^trlc*i 'efirin* *»J '•OUlSnatsit therein or tftereoK,

. State how many buildings NOW)........
on tot and give uso of each. (_J

12. Sue of existing building../.AjxI'.'.. ...Number of stories high!
13. Material Exterior Walls.—

..... • Families-.., Looms... ixtedauiwaf

♦

~X—..... Families.. ...//./.<«■ JRoora^~^—~
___________

] UbHfeJL
~~x..... ....

%..... -P. 0.4
StateLicense No..----
State....---- License No.,
State ——— 

. „—License No......—

f .. ... Phone
...... .Phono— ,..
.... . Phone.

•**« .•aw a*

X, .z.« Ha:
-JL..... .

x tT'

u <*\»«**
rr ' iStwo. DtetalUn*. Ajnrrtm Hots**. ?fa;*l or othor tntrpo**)

•err Height to highest point.— 
__... Exterior framework.....

CX —«<t— -

(Wood or Steal)(Wood, Steal or Uaaonrjr) .
14. Describe briefly all proposed construction and work:

dlXlHI

£oLU< i
1e >eiMat*»«. wiaaai.aati

itMlaaat «»••••«•>

**•*'.•*•
NEW CONSTRUCTION ' .

it..— ....Number of Stories when complete...
.Width of Wall__ ___.Size of Floor Joists. _,Jt.----

IS. Size of Addition____ JC...---- -
18. Footing: Width........... .(Depth in
17, Sire of Studs.....„...x. ........Material

St

... .Site of Rafters... jL__.Type of Roofing—
I hereby certify that to the best of my knowlodgeiuRI belief tho above application Is correct and that this 

bundling or construction work will comply with all laws, inW In the doing of the work authorlxed thereby 
I wflj not employ nHy person in violation of the Labor Code-of the State ofCaJifflmla relating, to Work
men's Compensation Insurance. ' -"V si J *. .«/y/7

' Sign .r xMdAgMOn j
'JLuJZxUa*c<£»

ifSgl
(Qynrr of Ai-*

FOR department use only
PLAN CHECKING U) ReInPoRcedCONCRETE tela

The building referred to in this Ap
plication will be more than 100 ft from 

...»... Street
Receipt No----- .
Va'Uadsn . ... 
•Foe Paid $....... .

Bfcii." 
Cement,

au»iH..a

• -•■n—*•-
Tons of Rein
forcing Steel ■ Sign here .

O enter of AnUtothtcd *t«l............ . cWWX *
GROUP. TvXWWT"

Occupant!
LocjhnTKi Outdo Lot it*rut

Cwwr Im tote

.. root row alter 
. . . Ft. (Id* alterCorner Id*

Mane and Specification! check ad 'HnTBSfflct—No. sMatrlrt M ap No.vm\ TSHirtST
lueMfcet* <*«m* 
Permit te hnte

CorrecUon VerlneT Pm.-rt■ XpfhcaUeacWlua and appeared .

APR 10 1946Plan*. apecliraiiona awl AppUcaUeei rrctaecked and approved. . 2^ .■-----u...Wei • sp PUBIS'
lkap*cWVwRajuT** iBsrear s>«ta«|d iww
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t
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tAWUCAffOH FOR M-™S&rSr'^ 
• RELOCATION OF • y building 3&n> a#*®**

. BUILDING

i.

2

11tr
-!« C~-•***■* WL-.

- BUD.PING DIVISION

ZXI Tostatf
Lots...

Tract....... ----------------------Tract... .....ZS*n
.%*«nocatto J.....Z£*&,.....
Of btjUaitlR f « ■ « . - . (Hou»* MttBU*raaElr««

I^Kpw location > ---------
O? InSdiOa ) r . . »IM»* KattSer *i-.d Ctteatl
B^emwhtt J .PA-hlk-----*- Qf?££#&J*tA£.f.'... —
USE INK OR INDELIBLE PENCIL

I * 1- Present use of building-........
J v_ Istore, Swelling. ApurtliMM Hotta*. BOW M Ollier'JRWpcW) . _ .

r^^riTi^t^ungIn'^SETliR~RcTacalion.^/r-^A'jl-.-^-/-. MPr^tTZ.:: 
r~X owner ....

ltN#«l..4c»UlM<

i
v Ai >.IV(

—r

........r

___ Families-------1.____Rooms.. J£......

Phone
66 CAGTtxj£*%■ .tfjt.L.A _._P. O.

State
\£J>........' V! -£• Owner’s Address.

4 5- .Certificated Areliitect...... . .
y^*jbJTacensed Engineer.................. ^

7- Contractor .7......7_..................... . ..'... .......-....—License No............. ....—.....
8- Contractor's Address Sr^ ’ *&¥%*

llBliUn/^ieatltfa. ven^UeUaz. writer eupp^'ptumb-t ^ " “
1u«. (litr rprinjtter, electrical wiring ei>d- elevator j 9-2Ng-....................... ...—_ • equipment therein or thereon.

?.. IQ* State hov? many buildings now) j!f0’(SUk.... ...... .... ........... _......................... Show new Plot Plan on
. on now lot and- give use of each) "^siaw. bwi’)^A^t«^Cno'*»- Hotel or other purposo) back of Application

11. Size of building to he m©vcd..i?.£jc. 4*.#.Number of stories high—%.... Height to highest point
o ob

License No...... ......Phone----
—Phone-...No... :.*

Ud!
% VALUATION OF PROPOSED WORK

t .

,12. Material Exterior Walls:........... —*.fet ?. ............
' • .. • , (Wood, Ct«t or Mejwory)

'■“p/ JSescribehriefly allpropo'sed canstructTonand worjt:
.....£X4tOr... ................................................

...6AA-----------------------------------------------------------------1-----------------------
^J8Xm.£&o.__ jUlaA £a.tj£JU.PA......UAU*S.—

^ ___
‘ -vAkftfcL &.G ....&ZMX-:

NEW CONSTRUCTION -
. Size of Lot—ss____x...*   Number of Stories when complete,..------

Size of Floor Joists..... ,x.
Type of Roofings------

..... Exterior framework
. (Wood or Steel)

s.

r. ".u

..•‘Ife Size of Addition.._____

. 1&_ Fepfijg: Width

. 16. Siao^f Studs.--

...,x..

.... I^cpth in Ground-.__

........Material of Floor....
—... .Width of Wall. 
_____Size o?ft afters..

*»»»•»
.at. ..JC.

!.*. ' , * hereby certify that to the best of my knowledge and belief the above application is correct and thatthis 
■t’v bwidin^ or construction work will comply with all laws, and that in the doing of the workauthorized thereby 

employ any person in violation of the Labor J^ode of the §tate of^Callfornia^relating to Work-

(Owner orAuthoc
mpenzation Insurance.

Sign here...,»■ i/Mttrtt)i ;i. i
FOR DEPABTMhNf USE ONLY

Application Fee Receipt gL..
Pita Amaoved .J3..ZM.z4..L ..Bond FoU»..A.<5?. 

"Surety Bond Posted. Date. jm,..2l l^ 7I.-----------

■**-wT./k PLAN CHECKING
• yt-ii-. - u.w „ .m >TTr’9-’ 'am, s.

^mr*3J£L*...<
Cash Bond Posted. Date- 

Lot ns lerffor TEuSECTNoT-
Qcofuta v.

out I
& rttlrtXT tUey

. au»y
fl)I

d __4.) Career Let "j:
*•■mm** I. a pei

District /pjZ xf<?
M«p N«. / 1J?. -v*y ?

■ib'^t witagg1irk-
’VeiAHI ^-----

v US?
T e "IH—...^5-n. itc*-
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£k Application to

ALTER, REPAIR \

OR DEMOLISH !3
\ Tam Bd

st-icwr or tos anoklki
DErAETMKNT’

or. •
BUILDING AND SAP®***** *,

BUILDING DIVISION

1

i£&±aL____________
&& fi/c 7r*ef MS6*42

/f///****/$&

hot No.

Tract-.

' Location of Building-

■-•i**-'•»**'

Approved by 
City Engineeriitwi)(Home K(w»li*f A

ea» *»#«*•*
Deputy.V Between What crossitWWfi*—-------

USE INK OR INDKUBLFPENCRr
. .....—— .
Uttcire, DwplUnr, Ap*rtm»ot ’Unm. Motel or other purpoee)

KIHUMC--.—homilies.-...

-...FamiIIcs...r-^.-r:--z'RoOTrtC.’r.' , 1. Present use at bidldlng_I.jC8#.

2. State hove long building has been used for
3. Use of building AFTER alteration or tnovin,

‘ 5. Owner’s Address 
t • 6. Certifieated. Architect
___J7» Licensed Engineer .....

. 8. Contractor —-----
9. Contractor’s AcWtress~- .. .

, tecluainr Ml t»bor >n<l mMirul »nd *u «*«tn»n*ni i

10. VALUATION OF PROPOSED WORK jMkM&Sl^V’SsFSsIS?I 5
'jKjutemwit or ttuxw,

•• -«t State hwr many feulldtoM NOW) ------ -—
on lot ftfttt Rive U« Of «RCh. . J {Star* OweUln*, Apitimjutt Hot**#, HqUI «* othtT purpose)

157 Size of existing buildtag^i^x.^S-Nuraber of stories high.... /..... height to highest point
' 13. Material Exterior Walls—/£lfM3£jL—--- —...... .............    Exterior {t'an:ework..,~*7f*!(.-^^'.'.

(Wood or 8M*t)

__JRhono...,.*.,,
..P. O____Ls&.... fcS3fcM&0wt
Slat* d

.License Ne~.State.Lteenje No.,.
Lloenie No...

iKtot N«nw>

Phone

m
.phi

/
ste»*

l . ' (Wood,SUMw Mwury)
1 14. Describejwiefly all proposed construction and work: -

------ ................................................................................................................
____...

*

,«««. v-»v»

nt*.nwr«v*-'

t#V*e * i .Vt*VUMM<
•***»

NEW CONSTRUCtlOj^A^vA &*.
_ J?* Size of Addilion^j£L...x/5k$C—Shw of I^LJffiK--JsMl(X^...-Number of Stories when complete.,./.—.’ 

16. Footing: Width.#i£..,-.Depth in. Gtdund_/r..lfe—..Width of Wall.—jfif.Jl-Slzc of Floor loists..^.’.k/)iL_ 
If, Size of Studs—..Material of FIoOr.l3»fw/size of Rnftcrs...„,„x *~Typc of Roofing.653J£*»—. ”

I hereby certify that to the best of 
J building or construction work will con 
: 1 will not employ any person In viola

—mea’a-Compensation. Inanruc*.

my knaaMn and belief the above application is correct and that this 
nply with sfl laws, and that in the doing of the work authorised thereby 
ittan of the Labor Code of the, State of California relating to Work

- <X2^JS*w - . - -.sign bare

ass?Aawu•■• Laa ij& Byt
1 TGtnsmxrmm xmmttx

m
iff*

snsr 5S
The building referred to in tin's Apr 

plication will be more than 100 ft; from
* Street

CONCRETEReceipt Na
ValuationtJSlJSkL&.
FeePni* t^SSjSL-

Bhn.
I Cement

J
i at fieta-t Sign hereSteel V«M«h Q»»»r f AeWeetted *l»»lccnr"TPBFrT5Si5BF SB SC

WtAlWMI

teTBSSSP 
C - '"X—?

tuW mass

►tfay L« ' 
,(w»«(m*tjw

OMwoa
V /

W2&BBSSSSTiiBIfraBBSSS
ff< .

• ^
"EUc'.'tl**

e PERMIT N*. nutki**rso>-
1

*
total

324ID ■; n rv
i-ftA KS*a i /Ww.•awerec '

FEANS / 31
r-***,'
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3
M APPLICATION TO 

ALTER, REPAIR 
OR DEMOLISH

r;- ♦v: GffKUUMlUl
/ MTAsnoofr

tommxo akp mm -
BUILDING DIVlStON

<

/Lot No. -►j
C* 9

'A?T 
z£?5&3&&'4JCLJkJCA

~&j&umr.'pjl

: «,T*-4 »

r-1
AtpowlbrCirfctswtLocation of Building.',

■ «5
XSctwren what mss streets—^:? 0****L

- LSI: INK OB LVDEUBLE PENCIL / S~ ' * .
L Prreect use of hifldlng........... W5

' ^ av»3at-JLpwfimt Ito*,nitu f t|m 1
t, State tow fang building "-ba* been used for'prtaent occbjancy.
L> U»* of bal^ynj 
4L Owner ..>. - .—
5. Ownts't Address 
A Certificated, Architect

. 1 ’ e

’ 7. Uroraed Engineer >—
- 3- Ccstr&rior .Pacific Outdoor AdvertHkw .

t. Cootractar** Address JBftSJSCrflUflrt^ A 

13. VALUATION OF PROPOSED WORK

—Families—.,.. Racers

23£*js*£L-—
^faceiPos—SSL— Bocma—;

•t

'**\-
^r^“CAg*otiI03

"fiSTlwttST&iiit* KMft&te*.
-F. O.

* - State ■------ UaewtXa---------
State
Licterelfc______
jB£.*-3a

■c-

Pics*.
■Ptxs*.'cx*sr<iis-

igS
./ur.-jri ii ■ -«■».■-r >■ u. .

T'.— i
Number of

ii. State tor znacy bufleBca* NOW 
1 = . on Jot and fir* e*e of each.
r 1L Sta} cf existing building——
; 23. Material Exterior Watte ... /
. ,■ IL; Describe briefly *11 prcpcotd corstnfctloo and work; y ■%

>■ • ^3ZC/tetfz„SZSB„£jZ£7AJ3d&JrL-^JLJZA£AilSzC&AL...______ ____ ,

! ^ ft- JO
high-/___ llrtghfc to highest pdnt-^Jl—
£*■<£■.’,..- , Extqfor fremersrk—ffrc r.&■■...,

• ^ * tw-M-te-o *

X

IHMIMinteMQrt

I

T
14 «•• a-wwi

NEW CONSTRUCTION
Sire of Lot'—.x -...

Depth in GrorocL-----
.—Material of Floor

, , * hereby certify that to the best of reyhaowMxo and belief the *Wn appEestfocrb correct sad that this 
building or construction workwflj comply with *U law*, and that in (bo dofaaz of lie work asrtiweixed thereby 
I win not employ any person la violation «f tho Labor Cod* of iW State at CallloroU relating to W«rit- 
BiwaCowpensationlBTaraac*. * . «* w^L

—Number of Storic* when ccmpbto— 
Sire tf Flocr ic-ist*___x,

13. Size qf Addition.——^_x 
‘ 1 :«L Footing; Width

• IT. Six* e£ Studs-
.Width of'WaU 
Sbecf Raftenx

Per
,-Vtf

Wk DE^AittM^NT tiskONLV
By.

i. ; J
>LAN tilitCKlhO 157W

TbftfcoBcUng referred to In this Ap
plication wfll b* mere than 100 ft. frem
—J— -..... . —__—Street

SceeiptNo—
■Valuation t__——
r#*P»M *---------- -

TO* tijadbb

Bkte. • 
Croat—-----
Toe* of JW»-.- tonang Steel

«
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lv»T Si SS 1
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-✓'lO, VALUATION OF PROPOSED WORK- - (SWSSSK^SEa^SSTS/ lyte-- 1 ‘ ’ ’ . (wsujpweet tbmia
'//Ur State hoar many bufadta*! NOW? - ________

’ 7 °*V *tv* V** el «dh- _ J isior*. tnmfmt. Aptnamt H»W. Bot.1 Mr oOwc atya—»
;| IX Size, of existing builjllag j^^'.x/iC^LNumber of stories high—/l   - Height to highest point-LC-jI— . .

wej£LJ-... . Exterior fraateWorkUStzSf^X.
(W«M «r nitti

j f - •■

4
Families!---------- - Rooms—
—'..——... .,.■.. Phone __iuCh—1

*

2^
lU^dsisi^dmZk.

■
_p,o.___
State
JuJMnae No. 
'Stata ■ 

.Jicenie No.• KUti
—License No.

r /1¥ Phone:
■LPbos*. 
—Pbooa.

<
' i'i ■ - 4

A,___:.T
7T- A "is

F-0-or Saw.
t

'.. Ift .Material Exterior Wajis 

’ 14,' Describe briefly ail proposed construction and work:
(Wood. JW.IT Uuontyl

t
. . * 1 -J' Q

‘
I

JZs**o-S/r ’£yssf/*7c+- mv/t 'Cr^T?
“ , . . .. . SK...-U

f\ S+ £sr}& lm‘ '
t:T

v'J -7
»

■JSfcr/S ^2fcdU
„ - NEW CONSTRUCTION

At=iJ--------Size of Lot

-r- ^—4 * *

;i • i
>. i.

15.. Size of Additlo
'18,’Fopttog: Width..------jiDepthr in Ground----

■ 17. Site of Studio__ail......Material of Floor

Number of Stories when complete. 
Size of Floor Jot r*».Width of Wall LX

I .’Ffpeof.Size of Rafter* JC
. -.' I peraby certify tliat to the best of niy knowledge and belief tbe above application is correct and that this 
building or construction work wilt comply with all laws, and that in the doing of the waric authorized tBereby 
I will^not employ any person in violation df tlie. Labor Code of the State.-ef California'relafmg-to W«k- . 
»m'i, ^onipcnsatioh Insnrlnee. f *. . - ^.....^

— : s f; ’ Z/'. *°"** * Aettuea^.AjMeU
.

.1V
DISTRICTorrtcE _ » By

\ *•il • fDR DEPARTMENT USE ONLY V
i .. x y llah

Date-I^lLlll
IU ,

CHANGE Or OCCUPANCY 

sq-rt
i.«i3it Bide- Per-

Cart, of 
Occupccicj

Are* of Bldg,

Date ----------

Receipt No— 

Fee Paid $-

FEESNo.. 1

T•» iruUoq i.XiAfeUrL—
X. A

Total.
•" J

MuUMSKt; x«.
”"~1 . .

• 'J -
IxMiM x«y net , Laiabs Zi. m, UlejV

niTktawi-sU — dated XteeUB-

Conn itef . Csimi t«c K*ytd

t,C—Mttj —
petnUhau: ducked ' •' iut _ .

'uut&flgz3=.
t v* Untxtct

TEasmnS Diiti^ct - ^” C*Mtp ■•<«.__r_'7X4—"^2- Ne. iweziBr .««-;i s .Mflyerlfled / • #

•y/jfcaas ....
bua.!. •K'ldciHoia tne rtpplKallen 

tvfratt*-

'£-----

1, • *4'; j*.VFt Ft
1 : atuee'tetswte* 'renait.i* lmcd

>r»4:Vr*

' l
:*n«

*
o’Tv.n

', Vtfell L'-v5.- •- PLANS- T7 SraSSZBF<•MlfroocT U»9«ctfaawuy LupKter I .‘.Sr«d3»d—aeqalrtd 
V*>*eUoa ZBclaateVM_ _N«

ll«K*.
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application to •
ALTER, REPAIR,OR DEMOLISH

*"*- ; i 4 AND FO& A
aVltj F, YOA}<UwCert»ficate of Occupancy0

o

i\f MW ANOW-W* 
BKfAttTMS.NT

BUILDING AND SAFETY
o o-------

BUILDING DIVISION

o-3
Lot No.

4/, n i'd. o oTract
/£_/ 5”_

(House Number »nri Strmttl yZZZ

o
ApprovttPbf 
City Engineer

oLocation of Building___
O-

n°" °

Between what cross streets. Deputy. 0

2£g^,
oUSE INK OB INDELIBLE PEN 

I. Present use of building___
(Store, DareJUnr. Apartment HomegjElolel or other purposel

•2. State how long building has been used for present occu^ncy___

Ou/ O Families. P.ooms- o~*
0-V

FTER alteration or movtog^^
’’oxssxd£j9____ ....................... ,__

License No 
StateUctcje Nt
State
License No

.?Rooms.3. Use of bu
4. Owner
5. Owner’s Address
6. Certificated Architect
7. Licensed Engineer
8. Contractor ,
9. Contractors Address

es
°o °Phone O

o o ©0*v O'
Phone.

<U?qZZ. Phono.

l-2etone
TSo 02)

lnel®lns aE labor am! »9ienUand «I) prnrunjni'l -■'7 —r~V? "T" 
beatme. Oe:ian*._Tentllauiut water auoply. plumb- —<, £/ ^5/ /Z—/• „
lai Are- aprluOjh electrical wirln* and elevator j ----------------— (A—
eqtnpmcnt^e^rf or tbvroc. O

» f10. VALUATION OF PROPOSED WORK 4

11. State how many buildings NOW 
. on lot and give use of each.

12. Size of existing building All_ 
’ 13. Material Exterior \leXXC£SC

! O(State. Dwelling. Apartpenc Home, Hotel or other purpoaej

timber of stories high—Z-A zniieiglg to highest point 
Exterior framework.■5 e o' (WoWjyr Steal(Wood. Steel or Maaonzy)

-14. Describe briefly all proposed construction and work: o O

9o

o oo<*
NEW CONSTRUCTION

Size of Lotis. sizfnrsaanh
16. Footing: WjttC
17. Size of Sufis

Number of Stories when complete 
Size of Floor Joists—

V X

Width of WalL°Dept&So^Ground 
Z__Mad^l>Kf

x.
.Type of Roofing—_—.

y knowledge and b&icf the nbovc application i?correct and that this • 
will coiifply with olTfaws, and that in the doing of the work authorized thereby 

I will not employ any person'!3~>icJalion of the Labor Code of the State of California relating to Work
men’s Compensation Insurance. °

Size of Rafters 2. X.toor.
I hereby cmitytifiat to the beir 

building or construction
i

(Owner <g Autlg«aed AsencQDISTRICT 
OFFICE - OBy o.

FOR DEPARTMENT USE ONLY
. PLAN^CHECKING *

in?
0 o X
'ZCHANGE OF OCCUPANCY

oVgidg-——_S^Date Bldg. Per. 

OccupmSy
Area

Date
Ft FEESReceipt Nor; 

Valuation f
A^SZ

Receipt 
Fee-f-aid S

o.« zFee Paid S. 'dotal&
TSPE GROUP I Maximum no.

8ZZ%17>» ,
uki^ronctu costuetK

Ton* of Kelxr- 
forciDc Sutl_________

oJiuldB Lot Key Lot 

- Coiner Xty.d

Clef*Lot Size

*A o

Coiner Let JC-

rw xJIoy ■" 

——Ft. »Ido *ttej
~8~r

°o
A OBbU- 

CtmeaL _
O

£L
I’Lirj ond SpeclflCaUpnj checked

■M.J4 nrtiL
/one I'm District

SS2J&,PERMIT Si o
C- 2- DUCricC Mop No-No.

UIdC. Line ittext WidenlnjCorrecUoa VenUed

(S8L •#, dr Id «i Kt.rt O>-T A*.
Citu if»*srKr

AppI a check«tt(and asproved

■ fpj /°
rf V. y—4 cleric—' 

sraixKuaa 
SptclitifS^ratnalreil 
vamOm Ir.tfodrf 

.T«---------- No

1n icadon* and AppLtextion 
id approved, • / ^

uumdc-
r« o

PLANS 7
Continuous
Inspection

£L'if
Imp actor -

4^ /4r^-—
KUed witiiFor PUna St*

Koc’tL €
a y
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LT£R# REPAIR, OR DEMOLISH
AND FOE A

S&qoR Certificate -of Occupancy. .

***%£$&

V TT

1

- haH-W** 
OF DO* AWUUS 
Mnxnaxt

■ at

gPjLDPfG AXD SAIOT 
BUILDING DIVISION

*0*

r

■4LS&J2L
%Lot Ho.

Tr*rt .

tocation of Buiidip

Hr-

n«. ZZfctSElX... ,-ik*
/ /• /s'ZS'cj PKxjf -£&*/97r bfx L

' U y / 'MSZ
* 7 / ■ I ; *

< •

. t "lwhat crop jstKcfe
DttWK OE IND^DLS PENtfIE£>/ ‘ ^

: JL Present ti»e of building,_______

. ‘2. State how long buildk g has been used for present occvpaxxy±^*t&iJjA>/£
', 5L Use of 'building AFT© alteration or moving Jb— 
i~ Owner Z-£#.tJ../oZ/SL ** >

tl» Ownertt Addroo SJJAycjGs/Ze.

A-

>4

'4

____ Families.
Hotel or o«s«r rcrpoool 4

Room*-—f
r

cl—L
i■( -Rocms-rJlFamilies

—Phona
J

4£*—p.a——:—;—
State . ! ; . i
Lteeaa# No.___L, L
UtXm-Ha.-Jj&S
State •* : ■

————-—————— .■■„—Xtaeae Met—>•<-—-
■VContractor’s Address------- 5S&&...

Ift VALUATION <^F PROPOSED WORK W5WSBS

3( buCdlpei KOW)-_.
dtae of a^L— I «**.»«=**
g bullinggrd .jZj,V£Kumber of ^tttrl
4rWjto!jis«C‘"^ ^ ‘

: i
' A. Certificated

:7v Liceowd Fngirieei

ft Cootf actoc ,—Lj

Jfboaa—*. 

■Pt»qyg!.,.Z.

....' Tfctew . £*.£?.

• J

*■ ■ <3T» -
*S027&„u

:

It, - State bow ma 
• -«* lot and *i

l£ Size of exist
■ 13; Material Exit

14 Describe briefly

Urn *** MloSMr j«5moj-

—-Height la 1 dgheit'p
.'Exterior framewSji^iSS^C

fWooO ee

ies

! : i (Wood. SlMi Umnrp

y *4 propowd construction and work;

--------------------J-

l
I

JL-JL.

it
o*U

• . .4

1i

NEW CONSTRUCTION'

e of Lot
t

• -__Number of Stories efcea dempiete-----^
Width cf Wall—L-~Sh* ofj Floor JcdzU 

of Rafter*
t of my knowfcdg* and belief the abora appBeatloa 1* wmet sal that thk 

only with all Dies, and that la the doing of the work authorized tbmhy . 

lion of t5e Labor Code of the State »f California relating to ff«L

is. Sizoof rraaroop.
Footing: WidthC- 

ITc SiM cf StudxXC
\ hereby wrt«Lu 

hnlMln* « eoiztwttl 
I wrill net employ ^ylpmon In 
aaae’t Compeimtiort fnj*------------ *

Dtmucx 
WIC*'_

l

.Dept&Se^Grmmd. JUa »-

t.—,.TypeofRocftpg....,-,.Jripor.

>t to

orance.
Si*ai [bwwjitAi

\ Btrr? r1 - TT..- FOK DEPARTMENT USE ONLY

iWT355
ZS Agwc 4~ 

Raaalpt No-^H^* YL_
Valuation 4-

nkPaldt--------LLCT-L.

Wlht rGxouf f:

MG

r
CHANGE OF OCCUPANCY 

Area ot Bid*—. - - Sg. Ft
WiU

r

BMj.

FEES CkLo< . . ___
Oxupaoey

«ali—.4L-r<.

Date

Reccpt No
Fee Paid 1

**. .
Mk • 'ortX*?Lmc

if net *H«r

HI,SftiSfll Onir CM CwnrM(i»< ae* »h(
.- *
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At. I fen - rfCAIR - demolish5 iWmbAPPLICATION TO
AND FOJt CERTIFICATE OP OCCUPANCY

DEPT, or BUILDING AND SAFETY .CITY or LOS ANGELES
1v Applicant t* Caqipl«t> Numbered Item* Only. 
%. Plot Plah EMulritl on lack of Oriiliui.INSTRUCTIONS:

AMOVED %j1, LEGAL 

OESCR
' BLK, TRAi A DDR> V-

■ Pr<r€ / <
2. BUILDING ADDRESS -

Ht '4

4
Jt

LU9 V " ¥
■JSDIET. MAPL*>)

ZONE g

1911 Sunset Blvd.
REETS ) T~

a
\n

3. BETWEEN C
f a

anS'
4. PRESENT USE OF BUILD

- Best&uront
NEW USE OF BUILDING FIRE D15T., , ..

ZPC/&o/9lzf
INSIDE

f e '
>1 *

it
■ ‘'Same * ■?

i
5. OWNER'S NAME

ItefifreL* s
4, OWNER'S ADDRESS

PHONE

KEY
4-

P.0. ZONE cor: lot

Same REV. COR, s7, CERT, arch. STATE LICENSE PHONE LOT SIZE r

Bjc Z.C^az ~
state license phone$, Lie. ENGR,

' STATE" LICENSE PHONE9. CONTRACTOR REAR ALLEY

Brite Lite IT eon 161718 Bo. 29275 SIDE ALLEY
10. CONTRACTORS address

10960 Burjb&nk fflvd;
P,0. ZONE BLDG. UNE XIIq »Hollyy^od

*

HEIGHT .NO. OF EXISTING BUILDINGS ON LOT AND USE11, SIZE OF EXISTING BLDG. STORIES

TL
£ISTjlCT OFFICE

BL

50* x 45* 18*X 1- Restaurant
3 1911 Sunset Blvd*

12. MATERIAL JQ WOOD Q METAL Q CONC. BLOCK ROOF 

EXT. WALLS: STUCCO □ BRICK □ CONCRETE

13 VALUATION: TOINCLUDEALL FIXED ' ‘
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE 
AND USE PROPOSED BUILDING.

□ WOOD Q STEEL .ROOFINC 

CONST. □CONC. Q OTHER

SPRINKLERS
REQ'D.
SPECIFIED

nn
VALUATION^ AP^ROy^P^ AFFIDAVITS

$ 600.00 n
►

Am. s'zQSaoasi
r - 4« Tt 7*

15- NEW WORK: OV

CHECKED V 
< /A x

sfiF^

STORIES ‘ HEIGHT APPLICA

8
OfWALLS DWELL.

UNITSzJ-
< Describe)

CORRECTIONS VERIFIED SPACES
PARKINGMetal & Pl&stio iTeoix Pro j. Sign*

I certify that in doing the Work authorised hereby I will not 
employ any person In violation of the Labor Code of the State 
of California relating toywprkmenjr^comjbensation-insuran“

Siflhed
Thlt Form Whan Properly Validated 

the Work Defcribed. . .

GUEST
ROOMS

plans Approved

APPLICATTON^P^^D RLE WITH

Lv,
INSPECTOR CQNT./INSP.'i Permit to Do

5

p.p^^r* I.F. o.s. c/oocc: S.P-.CP:<;

-......Ao -
Ul XA96294s

m*zm *9 66 5 0 i ca \ui o
i ___ GRADING_____— P.C. Ne»- __ CR1T. SOIL- _____CONS.-
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v\
3 APPLICATION TO ALTER - REPAIR - DEMOLISH 

AND. FOR CIRTfFICATE OF OCCUPANCY
w*B4a '

CITY OF LOS ANGELES DEFT. OF IU!

1. Applicant la CM|hta Numbered Items Only.
2. Piet Plm Kmtml m tack if Ordinal.INSTRUCTIONS:

I
m ■,

|. LEGAL LOT

DESCR. 1-2-3 •

ILK. . TRACT ADDRESS APPROVEDy 1

Lake Side Tr. ■ BJA
2, BUILDING ADDRESS -

1911 ‘Sunset Blvd.
OIST. WAP

138-205 >
2 ...J. BETWEEN CROSS STREETS

.Reservoir.
ZONE

■ C-2-2-0 g , /AlvaradoAND
NEW USE OF BUILDING4, PRESENT USE OF BUILDING

Re 3 at ur ant
r ■FIRE D1ST.

II lOO/Qlfe*
ihsIde

Same
5. OWNER'S NAME

Mr. Taix J
PHONE

KEY
fclmr i '4, OWNER'S ADDRESS

zAbove
P:0. ZONE COR. LOT t '

REV. COR.
7. CERT. ARCH. LOT SIZESTATE LICENSE PHONE

/lW? Irreg.
, _ STATE LICENSE ,

3480 D@ 42334
3. Lie. EHGR.

G-. Sexton
PHONE \ -

^ CONTRACTOR

“a , p.jl zone7

REAR ALLEY

SIDE ALLEY
BLDG. LINE10, CONTRACTOR'S A-

■ *
• 11. SIZE OF EXISTING BLOG: STOWES/ HEIGHT

86x6lxl44
BO. OF EXISTING BUI ON LOT AND USE BLDG. A

22______
DISTRICT OFFICE T

i‘IS1

3 1911 Sunset Rlvd._________ _______________ __________
127 MATERIAL ^ WOOD QTBETA^jg CONC. BLOCK I ROOF , Q^WOOD Q.STEELIROOFIM SPRINKLERS ' 

EXT. WALLS: Q STUCCO Q BRICK □■CONCRETE CONST. ■□ CONG Q On<E|(|9/7 [ SPEOF1ED ,

N
LA

n 1

13 VALUATION: TO INCLUDE ALL FIXED ■
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE » 4
AND USE PROPOSED BUILQIN6. >

14. SIZE Of ADDITION ^PWES HHC|«Z

CIA'S*
RK: TEXT, WALLS J ROOFING / / :I

Ir^fi?ipi\/itsrafc±6nsi ^P:6:>

nbu/e
I certify that in doing th 

employ any person In vi 
of California relating^)

Signed
This Fetm 

the Work Described.

AFFIDAVITS

000 ►
. r. ■.APPLICATION) JCHE

Valencia
i

3

DWELL.
UNITS-

15. NEW
(Oeserite)

11

SPACES 
U PARKING

!NS]
■^k

•f

GUEST 
ROOMS -

Yeby 1 will-not PLANS APR 

' ‘ ‘ ie State
'sa Mon/insurance.

ft^6rk author 
on of the.Ld 

workmen's'KBn
ir e 0 1

FILE!apiarpli

■M
CONT. 1NSP.INSPECTORn 1 Properly Valmated fe a Permit1 te Do

O
 Q

4
11 
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CO NT. JNSp. I

C/0

Property Jratidipl h a Permit Do

G.P.I.^

TisyectorWfiffa
•fee Work Deacrtbed.

CROUPTf7?r
w^_

JUN-18-62 • 4 3 9 87 B 
JUN-Z7-4Z 45888

JU^/ftZ 4 58 89

HI-4

4
IL

mP.C. Ho GRADING CHIT. SOIL

O.S.IF.

3 - APPLICATION TO ALTER -REPAIR - DEMOLISH
AND FOR CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY

Farm 8-3*
Hr d

CITY OF LOS ANGELES DEFT. OF 8U1L0ING AND SAFETY

1. Applicant to Complete Numb*rod Item* Only.
2. Plat Plan RttnirN on lack of Original.

tU - r' INSTRUCTIONS:k

1. LEGAL LOT 

DESCR.
TRACTILK. ADDRESS APPROVED

MHB -
t

1 & part lot 2 Lakeside. 11 ■

2. BUILDING ADDRESS. D1ST. MAP

’1^8-205 g .
ZONE,, r 5

G-*2-£-0 I .

» ,

m Sunset Blvd.
CROSS STREETS3

Regervoir
4. PRESENT USE OF BUILDING

Restaurant?____
5. OWNER'S NAME

Talx Rro there
4, OWNERS ADDRESS "

fiflffifi aa above
7. CERT. ARCH-

Alvarado St*AND
NEW USE OF BUILDING. FIRE D1ST.

Same
i

PHONE INSIOE

KEY
COR. LOT 7CX £ZONEp. o;
REV. COR.

STATE LICENSE PHONE : LOT SIZE £ 1

\iig. UC. ENGR.

Saxton
f. CONTRACTOR

STATE LICENSE PHONE

, SB 206 DU.92334
“77 77 Z STATE LICENSE PHONE

fy firei6] \JJrms~7/ys

Ino, Legal
HEAR AUCY

J

I -f 772=^0 >
P.O. ' iONE

SIDE ALLEY
10. CONTRACTOR'S AODRESS BLDG. LINE

11. SIZE OF EXISTING ILDG.I STO RtES HEIGHT NO. OF EXISTING BUILDINGS ON LOT AND USE BLOG. AREA

liq8xi too ll
DISTRICT OFFICE3 JA>1911__Sunset

” MATERIAL X® WOOD
Blvd >

□ METAL □ CONC. BLOCK ROOF Q WOOD Q STEEL ROOFINC

CONST. □

SPRINKLERS 
REQfO. , 

C1FIED

12 n
EXT. WALLS: Q, STUCCO Q BRICK Q CONCRETE

13. VALUATION: TO INCLUDE ALL FIXED 
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED-TO OPERATE 
AND USE PROPOSED BUILDING.

4Q0WER . QD1l^Cf
TTfFI DAVITS

n > •
ITION 'PROVED

►
14. SIZE OF ADDITION " RATION CHECKED y rSTO

S ;
> X

ROOFING15. NEW WORK: 
(Deicrlbt)

EXT. WALLS PLAN owau.
UNITS

i®aSS*xsxK®^ste°fi®Stv^
I certify, that In dolnjjrotf'work authori^fheYeby J will Tot pi 

employ any person inXMfatibn of thgj-loir Cope orthe State 
of California relati^Q^^wo^kmerys cmppgnsatlon/insurance.

CORRECTIO SPACES
PARKING

F1E0

w
GUEST
ROOMS

ION APPROVED FILE WITHAtP
< 't

:' 
■■

ro
vr

r
o m
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o o

o
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3 Form MAPPLICATION TO ALTER - REPAIR - DEMOLISH
AND FOR CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY

DEFT. OF BUILDING AND SAFETYCITY OF LOS ANGELES

1. Applicant te Complete Numbered Items Only*
2. Plat Plan Required on Back of Original.INSTRUCTIONS:

ADDRESS APPROVED £

B±IA______ '£
LOT1. LEGAL 

DESCR.
BLK. TRACT

Lake Side Tr. 1;
2. BUILDING ADDRESS D1ST. MAP

IQ11 Sunset Blvd. ■A*
►

3. BETWEEN CROSS STREETS

Reservoir
4. PRESENT USE OF BUILDING

,3
> '£

TT 100/91/^
INSIDE ' J J ,

xxth^u.

____Alvarado
NEW USE OF BUILDING

___ Same____
S-2-2sQAND

FIRE D1ST.

__Restaurant
5. OWNER'S NAME

Mr. Taix
PHONE

KEY
6. OWNER'S ADDRESS

Same
P. 0, ZONE COR., LOT

REV.<C0R.
s*

7. CERT. ARCH.

None
STATE LICENSE PHONE LOT SIZE £

xV *

STATE LICENSE PHONE8. LIC. ENGR.

Q-. Sexton 3480 DU.42334 Irreg.
STATE LICENSE9. CONTRACTOR

Mr. Simpson
PHONE REAR ALLEY

4T720 WE.64260 SIDE ALLEY
P. 0. BLDG. UNEIQ. CONTRACTOR'S ADDRESS ZONE

1311 S. Orange Dr.

uisiRiflT DFTicl

NO. OF EXISTING BUILDINGS ON LOT ANO USEHEIGHT11 SIZE OF EXISTING BLOG. STORIES

86x6lxl44 11 15

3l9H Sunset Blvd.
127 MATERIAL □ WOOD □ METAL Q CONC. BLOCK ROOF Q WOOD Q STEEL ROOFINC

EXT. WALLS: Q STUCCO Q BRICK □ CONCRETE CONST. □ CO

LA
SPRINKLERS
REQ'O.
SPECIFIED

n□ n

ol13 VALUATION: TO INCLUDE ALL FIXED 
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE 
AND USE PROPOSED BUILDING.

iOJYAPJ AFFIDAVITS

$ 200 4.
HEIGHT/APPLICATION CHECKSTORIES14. SIZE OF ADDITION

8*6x12 1 11 .cia
15. NEW WORK: 

(Describe)

ROOFING P DWELL.
UNITSWiuceo

:ocompo

1

stlbul^w lONSVEf I SPACES
PARKING

GUEST
ROOMS

PLANS APPROVEDHereby I Avill not 
ig/Lode of fne State 
lensation insurance.

ig the work auth| 
riolation of then 
to workrndhX d

I certify that in dot 
employ any personj^ 
of California reljlfriw FILE WITHAPPROVEDAl

<2^ __LAI3318/62
cont. insp: ' T

Signed y
This Fowl 

the Work Described.
INSPECTORen Properly Validated is a Permit fo Do

-7/tjm-g—■-

W- W-iArim^i
O.S. C/0I.F.

Aft*/
G.P.IS.P.C.

700

o o
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3 Form 1*3APPLICATION TO ALTER - REPAIR - DEMOLISH
AMD. f6* CKRTIFICATK OF OCCUPANCY

CITY OF LOS ANGELES DEFT. OF BUILDING AND SAFETY

1. Applicant to Complete Numbered Item* Only.
2. Pl«t Plan Required en Buck ef Original.INSTRUCTIONS:

ADDRESS APPROVED1. *-«AL
PESCR.

LOT BLK. TRACT

1-2-3 Lake side Tract 3&
2. BUILDING ADDRESS1911 Sunset Blvd
3. BETWEEN CROSS STREETS '

Alvarado St
4. PRESENT USE OF BUILDING

Restaurant

OIST. MAP

138-205 >
5----------------- i
C-2-2-0-S

ZONE

GlondazoAND

NEW USE OF BUILDING

Same
FIRE D1ST.

II I5. OWNER'S NAME

Taix Brothers
PHONE INSIDEi

KEY
tcor. lot thru*■ °W“§gnset Blvd

P. 0. ZONE

REV. COR.
7. CERT. ARCH. STATE LICENSE PHONE LOT SIZE

f. L1C. ENGR. STATE LICENSE PHONE

3480Geo SofotPE mrm
47720

$m*e—9. CONTRACTOR

Mr. Sampson
STATE L NE REAR'

1
SIDE ALLEY* I

10. CONTRACTOR'S ADDRESS ZONE BLDG. LINEP. 0.

I
t

HEIGHT NO. OF EXISTING BUILDINGS ON LOT AND USE11. SIZE OF EXISTING BLDG. STORIES BLDG. AREA I
160x6Qfc 1 12 I

DISTRICT OFFICE3 1911 Sunset Blvd
127 MATERIAL QLWOOO Q METAL (TjjCONC. BLOCK ROOF 

EXT. WALLS: □ STUCCO QCBRICK Q CONCRETE

Q WOOD □ STEEL ROOFINC 

CONST. □ CONOTHfo

SPR1
OREQ'D.

SPECIFIED
313 VALUATION: TO INCLUDE ALL FIXED 

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE 
AND USE PROPOSED BUILDING.

V/ AFFIDAVITS
n
►i

14. SIZE OF ADDITION HEIGHT APPLICATION CHECKED
(

§f 15. NEW WORK: EXT. WALLS
, (Detcribe) _________

Revising permit 14014/62 
. (Exterior oranges) y,

I certify that in dojjj^fne work autho ‘ 
employ any persoiMrfviolation ofAle Lj 
of California zetaflnS to workrneirv-C0

ROOFING PLANS DWELL.
✓UNITS

SPACES
PARKING

CORRECTIONS Jfl

UBTpPRi

OLk

GUEST
ROOMS

fed hereby I will not 
or Code 
pensatio

‘ the State 
insurance. FILE WITHN APPROVEDAPPL

Started ,
Tm Farm 

! rite Werk Described. 
Iype

i ECTORhen Properly Validated h a P te Do

MAX. OCC.GROUP c/oO.S.l*P•

1

G.P.I..P.C.

& \JZ2z
JUL—6-62 
JUL—6-62

47519 
4 7 5 Z0

C 2 CS 1.00
1 CS 2.00

s
1... c
i

corn._ C»IT. SOIL— P.C. Ne. 6BADINQ..
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LEGAL DESCRIPTION
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4
APPLICATION TO COWSTrW NKW BUILDING 

AND POR CVRTiPICATI OP OCCUPANC*1
US Farms'll '

DIPT. OP BUILDlNC AMD SAFITYCITY OP LOS ANGELES
I a UppHCMv fl waUiU|P^»U IrWIWWDO
2; Plat PUa Rayilmd.au lack tf

INSTRUCTIONS*

2Z1. LEGAL LOT' ‘ 
DESCR.

:/

* ilk; * , TRACT

R. JOB ADDRESS Vh . .

1911. B*a*«t Ilf*,1

DJST. MAP ^ 2

VW*f ■ j
A ' * /.

)

rrSX3^r_I .R, BETWEEN zone 7, ■.STRI

-«• x S';!** 4* A l-i« it 4*t.

4. PURPOSE OF BUILDINC ♦ X

■ ?m« Blge.'
R. OWNER'S NAME i -PHONE

- 'il
Jm Oulift

s*
-4 a.I

4. OWNER'S ADDRESS >v. ZONE COIE.P,0;SOX
I

REV. COR.-

‘ 7. CERT. ARCH. LOT SIZESTATE LICENSE NO. L PHONE .
r V

R. LIC. ENG*. STATE ‘LICENSE NO.^ PHONE I
- 5( *

i I
L-L

•« CONTRACTOR

OJI.ee— C»rp.
10., CONTRACTOR'S ADDRESS

26? 8»ulU St»

11. SIZE OF NEW BLDG.

REAR ALLEYSTATE LICENSE NO. , jPHONE
*

1926607 flu29566 ,EY
.ZONE BLDG. LINE- -P.*0* BOX

Ittrtwk. OillL
I

HEIGHT NO, OF EXISTING BUILDINGS Off LOT AND USE

Ml
BLDG. AREA - 'STORIES

Boot Slgay j 

1 ini unit bita.

Oaf•1-
- DISTRICT OFFICE

LvJL
12. MATERIAL Q WOOD JJ] METAL Q CON C, BLOCK

• - EXf. WALLS: Q STUCCO Q BRICk - □ CONCRETE ,

. IS. VALUATION: TO INCLUDEALL FIXED 
' EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE 

: AND USE PROPOSED BUILDING. .

SPRINKLES 
, REQ'D. ”
specified

iQWOOD Q STEEL ROOFINGROOF

COliST. £]CONC. 'QOTHER

' w non approved AFFIDAVITS

3
i■ $ 600i‘00 5

sApimvil#f driveway IbcbHbw punt be sbtalaad fmm the De- ijv>^

• paftmaiit ef Public W*da befera aacuriug Build!i»f Penult. checked
i i * ( . i-

AX

Y
DWELL.

-UNITSt
£

I certify that in doing the ytock aUttvorired hereby I will' not 
employ anyperson fn vfoUtlbn of the Labor Code of thf State 
of California; relating to workmen's compensation insurance, 
and I have ftad reverse side of application,,

This' Feriu WMr PryarijM/alidatadJa a PenuttJa Da

CORRECTIONS VERlfl 

PLANS APPROVED'

SPACES . 
PARKING

ED

i

GUEST v 
ROOMS

S’
is .

’PROVED FILE WITH

CONT. INSftINSPECTOR

/■

os. c/o. ^YPfr2) „ GROUP MAX.OCC. PC.

J ‘ Ok r
.f.c. p,i m i.p. 'i <

d 2.

(

-a \
in

i m 3*JM-29-63 ON 9 53 ?. B
»
WO

JVk r v-,v/;;tad

i V
qrAdinc chit. soil

*P.C N* - ICONS.
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■ SCOPE OF PERMIT
This permit Is ah application for inspection, the fssviance of which l& hot an approval or an author

ization of-, the work specified herein. Thli permit does hot iufhdrize or perrhit, hor shaii .lt m construed 
r as authorizino or permitting the vlpfation or failure to tiompiy with any applicable, (aw. Neither the City
■ of Los Angeles, hor any board/ department^ officer or employee thereof make ahy Warranty or -shall be
'* responsible for the performance Or results df *Srnyrwerb. described’herein, or fher condition of the property 

or soil upon whtoh such work is performed/'' S^cX "91 ^Q20'2 LiA<M»C,)
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•APPLICATION TO ALTER - REPAIR - DEMOLISH
AND FOR CIRTIFICATf OP OCCUPANCY

MS Form B4

* '

* CITY OF Ufc ANGELES DEPT. OF BUILDING AND SAFETY
w

1. Applicant In Complete Numbered Item* Only.
2. Piet Plan Required un Reck uf Orljlnel.________

INSTRUCTIONS:

BLK.LOT1. LEGAL 

DESCR.
TRACT ADDRESS APPROVED

?
VPI

Afct&ohsd) y y Lake,Sid§* T^. y , s \
2. BUILDING ADDRESS (/*$? /<: r/ e?// /!& T *t>r J

1911 Sunset^lvd. J it

(See RJA
, ST. MAP

38-205
f3, BETWEEN CROSS STREETS

Alvarado
ZONE

C2-7-Q tReservoiAND

4. PRESENT USE OF BUILDING NEW USE OF BU1LDIN RE P
, E

A/a(3Q) sRestaurant
~rma5, OWNER'S NAME

Les Peres Restaurant
4. OWNER'S ADDRESS

1Q11 Sunset Blvd.
7. CERT. ARCH.

PHONE 'V.
jexsj %

KEY
ZONE COR. LOTP.0 <

^o^TAluCMiSE 

^VXfcfE^LICENSE PHONE

LA REV. COR.
gLOT SI2EPHONE

§. LIC. ENSR.

DU 42334TO- w. s«xtAn
. CONTRACTOR TE LICENSE PHONE REAR ALLEY

.! 9 Al SIDE ALLEYOwner_________________
10. CONTRACTOR’S ADDRESS ZONE BLDG. LINEP.O.

SS
m

■i Above
0. OF EXISTING BUILDINGS ON LOT AND U5E 

1 -

BLDG. AREANG BLOG. STORIES H

mLzz

“§,ti\gunset Blvd.
EhgUnCONC. BLOCK ROOF 3  ̂WOOD Q STEEL IROOFL 

CONCRETE CONST. Q CONC. Q OTHElC 

AST & o [vali

DISTRICT OFFICE

/-- A.

SPRINKLERS a 
REQ'O. AJO rt 
SPECIFIED g
AFFIDAVITS

12, MATERIAL Q WOOD

EXT. WALLS: Q STUCC

fl VALUATION: TO INCLUC 
’ EQUIPMENT REQUIRED.

and use proposed^*
14 SIZE OF ADDITldPL, 1

14x26, -

J.
APPSpVED,

$
HEIGHTSTORIES APPLICATION CHECI

24
>1

2 §i

DWELL.
UNITS

:CK£DPJ
"“8W>
/e/t larve. I 1/& / et^n<

work/authorized hereby! will SL/ 
Tt^yiolation of the Labor Qjope of I PLANS APPROVED 
OTtlngKTO workmen's com/5ejisatl6n 
att^reverseyslde otAppUb "

15. NEW WORK*.
do(i

Z. 2add SPACES
PARKING

£it j^doji certify!^ 
not employ ai _ 
the State of Cal 
insurance/ and i

GUEST
ROOMS

ss *la
Ion. FILE WITHAPPLICAHfN APPROVED

/72&£<a
iav4

's&?.Signed, r .
Thi* Form When Properly VaH3fttd i 

the Work Deaerlbed. / 1/blst

t
CO NT. INSP.INSPECTOR IPermit to Do

TEpTi. C/0O.S.’type I. GROUP MAX. OCC.

? TO*
“UEC-2.-63 5999 6 £
..OEfi-2 -63 * 599 9 7 *

I.F.V&zS.P.Co

™ id £r'

5341 7
• • Z — 2CK 30.40

m \~m, m

^AzlPqsxk. soil

o
Li
Lf>

* ■ s V *
ur i*

i
A ‘‘

p.c. nq.S-4837 grading. CONS.

____ U-
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SCOPE OF PERMIT

’ Tl L ’n op plicah .n tor in
of the vpecihnd K-renn. Thi permit c

»S JLfhori/ing c-r pVf-rrnHir,^ the violation «.r fail'-re
of Lo> An any bevrj,

'n>itjr for fJiL' p' eftirm. nco Cf re>uiU 
ro<l upon \vhbh soch *crk ix per/ormod

»'chon. too of ehlch v net .n approval or , n ju'njr-
. rv; k nt'^honz*' or pirmt, ror MtII it bo o:n.,t rued 

to c.r v,irh an/ o.pplic. HI? l.-cw. Neither rh^ City 
d»--pjrtnru nt, offio'-t or cmr-b^p thrr^of rn.An ^r»y Ajrrpnty or ih^ll bo 

■:l on/ Y\ o*‘k dented herein, or ths condition cf the poperty 
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STORIES HEIGHT

1 15

,7£TJ ROOFING\ WALLS DWELL.
UNITS

PLANS^15. t

Revise footing —• LA534*!F/63
« I certify that In doing ti/work author!
. .notaroploy any oarsonJn violation 

■ tha State of CallromlvTOatlng to 

l ftm/ranca^and

i SlgwdDl 

; vtfcta tnrm/ri 
tW Work Di

VERIFIED SPACES 
PARKING

CO

rtby 1< 
if Cod«

will
GUEST
ROOMS

Of PLANS

,tl6ni

I ha of Apgfkatkxv kTlONJtfPROVED FILE

Z m
CTOR

raIWatad Is a Pit« Propart;
AAUlW

cTo

■•"V
i.p. o.s.&p.i.S.P.C.2

y

a*

*
JAN-14-64

JAN-14-64

01751 C

0175Z E 
-GUO

i i

t CS 1.63

1 CS 2.50

•56176 Z 

•56176 Z
o yes x x

CONS,CHIT. $01GSADINQP.C. N*W ^ v

3^
W city or

AmiCATIOH TO. ALTER - REPAIR - DEMOUSH 

Ahd hm cmnncATi or occur an cr

.JWjBmw
" i?

LOS ANGELES DEPT. OF atltLDlHO AKP SAFETY

1* AppIkMt «• Caaa>ftla NmaWnd Itawa Onfy* 
2» PfrP Plan Raaahad aa jack mf Orfenaf.INSTRUCTIONS*

*' SSS. 32au
X auiLomo ADDRESS '

1911 aunset Blvd#
3* .aETWfEN CROSS STREETS ' 1

~ Alverado
4, PRESET^ USE OF tUILDING '

Restaurant
“5* OWNERS NAME ' ..

Les prases Taix Restaurant

msfauc
Tf

APPROVED
Lakeside Tr*

DIST.

136-205 s 

(5-2-2-0 IGlendaleAND
0/ RUILDtHC
(33) same

NEW USE 0 FfHTOl
H

**rax|PHONE INSIDE

KEY rf, OWNER'S ADDRESS

1911 sunset Blvd*
ZZ 7, COT, ARCH.

COR. LOTZONEP.O.

/REV. COR.

LOT SIZE
Ino.

STATE LICENSE PHONE
l v
i

Legal, ’ f, UC. ENWt '

. G P Loxton
% ' CONTRACTOR

owner

STATE LICENSE PHONE

3480 DU 42331A

? REAR ALLEY 

SIDE ALLEY

STATE UCENSE PHONEft
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SCOP« OF PERMIT
This perfnit is an applicaficn for Inspection, the Issuance of which Is not an approve! or an AUfhor- 

lotion of tno work specified herein. This permit does not authorize or permit nor shall if he cppftnJiKt^ji 
authorfol/iQ or pernutfTosi thp violation or failure -to comply YfUh^ny applicable i^w. Neither K;e City^J 

of Los Angeles, nor any board, department officer or employee thereof make any warrantor shaU b* 
responsible for the performance or results of any work described herein, or the condition of the pypperty 

’ or soil uppn Whfch such sVork Is performed,^ (See^Sec^ 91.0202 LAJ^IX,) ‘ '
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^RIPAIR - DEMOLISH

and for cnmncATi or occurancy

SO APPLICATION TO

CITY OF LOS ANGELES
)

0*.INST* i
2. PIN Plan Kaaaltad Ma«fc if C

1. LEGAL I LOT 

DESCR.
SLK. TRACT

fatty /

2, BUILDING AOMESS U %
DIST. %L ♦

1911 Sunset Blvd.

S. |BETWEEN CROSSSTKETS

ReserjrtSaA'fe.t.
at
Kes t^ursrn^ -%

. OWNER'S NAMe4

Les Fref'os

. OWNER'S ADDRESS > *' i

1911 Surfsej; sftvd. L.A

CZ-2ANoAlavardo St.

. PRES FIRE PtST^NEW USE OF BUILDING
same

I«3Z
lx Restaurant /a-O >KEY

P» 0. ZONE COIL LOT

. CERT. ARCH. STATE LICENSE RHONE LOT SIa.
/t°none

. UC. ENGIt V . STATE LICENSE PHONE

Vincent Kevifi^Keliy 124,914- ©114-52

^“We^'Day SI^oT*

^—

I
REAR ALLEY

-ISIDE ALLEY
10. CONTRACTORS ADDRESS '

2127 Santee St.
11. SIZE OF EXISTING BLDG^STORIES HEIGHT

P.O. ZONE BLDG. LINE

Jf -.i» _______________________
\I,HO. OF.JSmiHC BUILDINGS ON LOT AND USE , BLDG. AREA I

<- ^ . A
> < «r • DISTRICT OFFICE

_______ zy
Q STEEL j NOOFlIK SPRJNKLEJB

□ t*™** SPARED

^ 1911 Sunset Blvd. -

“laT MATERIAL WOOD Q METAL Q CCNC. BLOCK] ROOF

EXT. WALLlrgySTUCCQ □ buck □ CONCRETE CONST. , £

13 VALUATION: TO INCLUDE ALL FIXED ifcZ b[UU ,(J(J V. ~ 
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE C IIQQIoO.'
AND USE PROPOSED BUILDING. ▼ ___

8
VAjjJftpON APPROVED AFFIDAVITS

0 Q 2-4 ^

4e 3 90*

DWELL. “
UNITS

14. SIZE OF ADDITION STORIES

222 sq. ft. tfoof sim

HE! i CHECKED

pftiIS. NEW WORK: EXT. WALLS
(DtKrite) _______________

S.F. Ilium roof sign being 

relocated

I certify that in doing the work author); 
employ any person in violation of the Lab 
of California relating to workmen'/ com

ROOFING
#

CORRE! SPACES
PARKING

PI GUEST
RDOMf^^

FILfr-WiTrf

I hereby I will not 
Code of the State 
isafcion insurance. APPLICATION APPROVED

Si, A.
CONJ^. 1NSP.ECTOR

la DaThis

■*-£S | IJ.mtiF iro l 9jL S.P.C.to

m
oj%. C/06.P.I.

(?/£•i-------
097Z6 C *59825 Z

•59825 Z

2 CK 228
1 CK 3J0

3

I

EB-27-6H 09727
~n

PX. No.
'_T- T.l. /■S--A.W*.. f. JtL -L
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3
APPLICATION TO ALTER - REPAIR - DEMOLISH 

AND POE CKRTIflCATI OP OCCUPANCY

MSFtei*)No 505
CITY or LOS ANCQ.es PEAT. OF BUILDING AND SAFETY

1. Applicant to Complete Numbered I tom Only. 
2« Pint Plan Knirfrri m Pack of Original.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. LEGAL 
DESCR.

LOT ELK. TRACT ADDRESS APPROVED

2. BUILDING ADDRESS JOIST. MAP

8-2051911 Sunyet Blvd 1:
3, BETWEEN CROSS STREETS

Glendale Blvd
4, PRESENT USE OF BUILDING

Restaurant
5, OWNER'S NAME jdr

PlerreL^fmkd^
4, OWNER'S ADMCTA^^

ZONE

C-2-2-0|
fire pist; " ?
11/100/91 1

tnru f

AlvaradoAND
NEW USE OF BUILDING

(33) same
PHONE

DU 91265
INSIDE

KEY
iP.O. ZONE COR. LOT
fc.

11. SIZE OF EXISTING BLDG. STORIES I H^gln^ NO. OF EXISTING BUILDINGS ON LOT AND USE

gfl

REV. COR.
%7, CERT. ARCH. STATE LICENSE PHONE LOT SIZE
£

no legalf. UC. ENBR. STATE LICENSE PHONE

*•
STATE LICENSE PHONE REAR ALLEY 7

SIDE ALLEY
ZSNE10. CONTRACTOR'S ADDRESS P.O. BLDG. LINE

BLOG. AREA

Restaurant100x100

3

DISTRICT OFFICE

w 1911 Sunset Blvd*
12, MATERIAL □ WOOD □ METAL □ COWL

EXT. WALLS: Q STUCOPgf BRICK □ CONCI

ft. VALUATION: TO INCLUDE ALL FIXED 
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE 
AND USE PROPOSED BUILDING.

Suspended f!lg.. AV/tT f/aor
15. NEW WORK: EXT. WALLS “ > ' flWOFINS

(Drscrilw) _________

Il_A
WOOD Q STEEL ROOFING SPRINKLERS 

CONC. p OTHER C^^Cff^ED

25$

n

5VALUATION AFFIDAVITS

29602 £
OB 12266

$ 300.
STORIES14, SIZE OF ADDITION Gl TON CHECKED

we yf
IECKED " .

3

5§rj OWELL, 
f UNITS

r1
3*

SPACES
PARKING

1

MC,1 certify that In doing the work authorized hereby I will _ 
not employ any person In violation of the Labor Code of P 
the State of California Mjatlnjpto workmen's compensation 
insurance/ an^Ob^e-jreaq reverse side of Application. ~l

GUEST 
ROOMS

FILE WITH

atSigned -/-JL—/L
Tbls Fomi When Pi

the Work Described.
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SCOPE OF PERMIT
'This permit is art, c?4>c^ticn for the issuance of which Is not an approval or .an author*

Ration of the worfv specjS^ei herein. This * cnrut <Sog4 not cuthorizo of peimit/ nor snail it bo construed 
as authorizing ecpermitt^ the violation, vf failure to comply with any applicable* law. Neithor the City 
of Los ^igeleS/ nor any ln-zrd, dspartmerT,, officer cr cmplcyco thereof make any warranty or shall bo 
responsible far the pcrtamonce or results >J any work aescrited herein, or the Condition oF tha property 
•or soil vpon which such w; f,k is performed._____  'Sea See. 91,0202 LA.MX,)



3
APPLICATION TO ALTER - REPAIR - DEMOLISH

AND FOR CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY
DEPT, OF BUILDING AND SAFETY 'CITY OF LOS ANGELES

1. Applicant to Complete Numbered Items Only
2. Plot Plqn Required on Back of Origlnol.

CENSUS TRACT
INSTRUCTIONS:

TRACTBLK. DIST. MAP1. LEGAL [LOT 
DESCR. : Lakeside 'tr. 338=2.0-51-2 pfc.ofR

NEW USE OF BUILDING 
( )

2. PRESENT USE OF BUILDING ZONEl
___L17 rest^uraiLi;_____
3. JOB ADDRESS '

1911 Sunset Blvd.

G=2.-2.rQsam^
FIRE DIST.

ii ioo/gij.5
4. BETWEEN CROSS STREETS ,

Reservoir i
INSIDE COR. LOT 

REV. COR.ilfiruAlvarado st.AND
PHONE LOT SIZE5. OWNER'S NAME *

Ltfs preres Taxlx Restaurant
6. OWNER'S ADDRESS I

1911 Sunset Blvd.__________________

Inc. lefeal
P.O. BOX ZIP

STATE LICENSE NO. PHONE7. ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER REAR ALLEY

z
fI SIDE ALLEY

STATE LICENSE NO. PHONE

XE 206 ^84-07^7
STATE LICENSE NO. PHONE

BLDG. LINE8. ENGINEER

_____ J..EL- Sextos_______________
9. CONTRACTOR • 1

____ owner y _______ '_____
10 "SIZE OF EXISTING BLDG. STORIES I HEIGHT

100x150 l&2j 20

/
AFFIDAVITS

29602 
OB 12266

»
NO. OF EXISTING BUILDINGS ON LOT AND USE

one1
11. MATERIAL OF 

CONSTRUCTION
ROOFEXT. WALLS • FLOOR
comp cone

12. JOB ADDRESS , „ ,
T.911 Sunset Blvd.

DISTRICT OFFICE

3 LA
13. VALUATION: TO INCLUDE ALL FIXED 

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE 
AND USE PROPOSED BUILDING.

GRADING
yes300$

14. NEW WORK: 
(Describe)

CRIT. SOIL

/erect water tank on roof
HIGHWAY DED.
no 705

."IEW USE OFBUILDING

______

AzZ^^ 'MAX. OCC.

SIZE OF ADDITION STORIES HEIGHT FLOOD

ions.TYPE SPRINKLERS
REQ'D
SPECIFIED

VALUATION APPROVED

lSLOG. AREA TOTAL PLANS CHECKED ZONED BY

1 PT
WELL.
UNITS

GUEST
ROOMS

SPACES REQID PROVIDED 
PARKING

PLA IS API D Flu

A* icWWNAPPROVEDCONT. INSP.P.C. No. INSPECTOR

IgTXp.c. s.p.c. o.s. C/0 TYPIST
£65 i f7 ks

ZIIf|-18*66 0 9 7 8 7 

0 9 7 8&

•19282 X — 2 CS 
•19282 X — 1 CS

1.63 ,
</)

318-66 2.50
ao

STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY

I certify that in doing the work authorized hereby I will not employ any person In violation of the Labor 
Code of the State of Californio relating to workmen's compensation insurance.

"This permit is an application for inspection, the issuance of which is not an approval or on author
ization of the work specified herein. This permit does not authorize or permit, nor shall it bo construed 
os authorizing or permitting the violation or failure to comply with any applicable law. Neither the City 
of Los Angeles, nor any boord, department, officer or employee thereof moke ony warranty or shall be 
responsible for the performance or results of any work described herein, or the condition of the property 
or soil upon which such work is,performe{)." (See Sec. 91.0202 L.A.M.C.)

Signed .1 DateNome

2/1.4-ADDRESS APPROVED BJAnfhony-Bureou of Engineering
SEWERS AVAILABLE

NOT AVAILABLE
DRIVEWAY APPROVED
HIGHWAY DEDICATION REQUIRED

COMPLETED
FLOOD CLEARANCE APPROVED
APPROVED FOR ISSUE 
FILE*Conservation

PRIVATE SEWAGE DISPOSAL 
SYSTEM APPROVEDPlumbing

APPROVED UNDER 
CASE#Planning

APPROVED (TITLE 19) 
(L.A.M.C.-S700)Fire

APPROVED FOR
Traffic

‘T
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MS Fflffl B-3—Rfo-66

APPLICATION TO ALTER-REPAIR-DEM0L1SH
AND FOR CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY

3
£r3

CITY OF LOS ANGELES 
DEPT. OF BUILDING AND SA

CENSUS TEAI'. Application to Complete Numbered Item* Only 
2. Plot Plan Required on Back of Original.INSTRUCTIONS: IWTjW.ystftfT 1 »lk.

-.-£*2*3^5^
UlLDING

1. LEGAL 
DESCR.

TRACT

Akeslde,.MB=6._^2Z{.3.
NEW USE OF BUILDING 7

ill?___Same__________________

efc Blvd. and 192^ Sunset Blvd,

DIST. MAP

138=205-zoiJE2. PRESENT USE 0

. Ll?___Restaurant 11=2=2
FIRE DIST.3. JOB ADDRESS

flRIBI COR. LOT 

REV. COL

4. BETWEEN CROSS STREETS

Reservoir__________
5, OWNER'S NAME

___ Les Frere.g_Talx

ru
Alvaradp___

PHONE *

385=1265

AND
LOT SIZE

Irreg.
4. OWNER'S ADDRESS P.O. BOX ZIP

1911 Sunet Blvd
REAR ALLEY7, ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER STATE LICENSE NO. PHONE

Nielae V/QlvertonsT£20^E,.M^36lMoffatt & SIDE ALLEY
BLDG. LINE8. ENGINEER 3

AFFIDAVITS9, CONTRACTOR STATE LICENSE NO. PHONE

Owner ____
10. SIZE OF.EXISTING BLD APF325 

AFF29602 

OB 12266

AfP^S'OS~7

k

1
STORIES, HEIGHT NO. OF EXISTING BUILDINGS ON LOT AND USE

p.n.e__restaurant88 xl44 Vi
11. MATERIAL OF EXT. WATLS

CONSTRUCTION - , .
conc/wood fr.stucco
12. JOB ADDRESS

J9.li- Sunset Blv.d,

ROOF FLOOR

.WQ.Q.d/s.QlfapO

1-9 IS" SOVIET SUVD.

oonc
DISTRICT OFFICE

3 Mi13. VALUATION TO INCLUDE ALL FIXED 
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE 
AND USE PROPOSED BUILDING

ING

fisa§58
P 09

14. N EW WORK: 
Dewribe)

OIL

One, story & partial basement addn
fUGHWAY DED.

NEW USE OF BUILDING

Same
SIZE OF ADDITION STORIES HEIGHT

43 x 134 1 •iNS.TYPE GROUP . VALUATION APPROVE

Inept_________V B-2- q3'i'saaiit:
lloNED BY(jle&pm/SL)EA MAX OCC.

:.st flr>
PQANSCHECXE

ft SPACES REQ'D, PROVIDED 
PARKING Yf~S~

>CONT'INSP'COA/C &“ 4A'3000

' 52.^8 w

GUEST . , r 
ROOMS

PLANS APROVED
UNITS

INSPECTOR'API II
I

TY1Hp.c. o.s. c/o

Plan check expire* lix month* after fee i* paid. Permit expires one year after fee it paid or six month oft« 
fee i* paid i^conjtruction is not commenced.

m m
#•

r6 4
7>

1 JAN 11-68 X-2CK 52.7801569 LA
S3

STA+EMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY
-I certify that in doing the work authorized hereby I will not employ any person In violation of the Labor 
Code of the State of California relating to workmen's compensation insurance.

"This permit is on application for inspection, the issuance of which is not an opproval or on author
ization of the work specified herein. This permit does not authorize or permit, nor shall it be construed: 
as authorizing or permitting the violation or foilure to comply with any applicable law. Neither the City 
of Los Angeles, nor ony board, department, officer or employee thereof moke any warranty or shall be 
responsible ior the performance or cesults^pf any work described herein, or the condition of the property 
or soil ugtyn yvhich such worlds pejform.

Signed

(See Sec. 91.0202 L.A.M.C.)

DateNamej(Owlfr<or>AjfnI)i

11

uADDRESS APPROVEDBureau of Engineering
SEWERS AVAILABLE

DRIVEWAY APPROVED

YW?..HIGHWAY DEDICATION REQUIRED 

(Tcompl expo
2:

SFLOOD CLEARANCE APPROVED

APPROVED FOR ISSUE 
FILE#Conservation

PRIVATE SEWAGE DISPOSAL 
SYSTEM APPROVEDPlumbing

APPROVED UNDER 
CASE#__________Planning

APPROVED (TITLE 19) 
(L.A.M.C.-S700)Fire

APPROVED FORTraffic
. s



The attachment on the ensuing permit is pasted and 
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r« M»S Form B-3—R1Q-6&

APPLICATION TO ALTER-REPAl R-D EMOLISH
AND FOR CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY3

CITY OF LOS ANOaES 
DEPT. OF BUILDING AND SAF

CENSUS TRACT1. Application to Complete Numbered Items Only
2. Plot Plon Required on Bock of Original._____INSTRUCTIONS:

tACT1 . LEGAL 
DESCR.

LOT BLK.

1
2. PRESENT USE 0 BUILDING

</'7 Restaurant
ZONE
^-2.-2-

NEW USE OF BUILDING

Restaurant( )
FIRE DIST.3. JOB ADDRESS

1911-1925 Sunset Blvd.___________________
£t5£rz.vDi« Yrr. 

GlfciidalTrDlvuK
INSIDE -<SR 18P 

REV.C&t

4. BETWEEN CROSS STREETS

Alvarado KEYAND
LOT SIZE5. OWNER'S NAME PHONE

Les Freres Taix Restaurant
ZIP6. OWNER'S ADDRESS P.O. BOX

1911-1925 Sunset Blvd.
REAR ALLEY7. ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER

Nielsen. Moffatt and Wolverton
STATE LICENSE NO. PHONE

482-8361 SIDE ALLEY
BLDG. LINESTATE LICENSE NO. PHONE

S149 482-5480
8. ENGINEER

Geo. J. Fosdvke
AFFIDAVITS9. CONTRACTOR STATE LICENSE NO. PHONE

HF/=.35^J
.4^32-52.^,

-oB-

10. SIZE OF EXISTING BLDG. NO. OF EXISTING BUILDINGS ON LOT AND USESTORIES HEIGHT

11 MATERIAL OF 
CONSTRUCTION

EXT. WALLS FLOORROOF

DISTRICT OFFICE12. JOB ADDRESS

1911-1925 Sunset Blvd.
3

7 A-
GRADING13. VALUATION TO INCLUDE ALL FIXED 

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE 
AND USE PROPOSED BUILDING $500.00

carr.:14 NEW WORK: 
(Describe)

SOIL

Shoring for installation of new
HIGHWAY DED.

FLOODHEW USE OF BUILDING SIZE OF ADDITION STORIES HEIGHT

CONS.TYPE SPRINKLERS
REQ'D
SPECIFIED

VALUATION APPROVEDGROUP

BLOG. AREA TOTAL PLANS CHECKED Mjj)EOJi^MAX OCI

WT)?FILEDWUL.
UNITS

'LANS APR(IT SPACES REQ'D PROVIDED
R(

37
PAR

P.C. No. 0 ICATIBH approved

a
PECTORCONT.INSP.

P.C. o.s. C/0 TYPISTS.P.C. G.P.I.fjO B.P I.F.2-8 ■3so2
Plon check expire! six monthi after fee is paid. Permit expires one year after fee is paid or six month aftoi 

fee is paid if conitruction is not commenced.

C •7§9E9 N
W 6 8R 2 t1 3

«/>
a
x

1
STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY

I certify that in doing the work authorized hereby I will not employ any person in violation of the Labor 
Code of the State of California relating to workmen's compensation Insurance.

"This permit is an application for inspection, the issuance of which is not an approval or on author
ization of the work specified herein. This permit does not authorize or permit, nor sholl it be construed 
as authorizing or permitting the violation or failure to comply with any applicable law. Neither the City 
of Los Angeles, nor any board, department, officer or employee thereof make ony warranty or shall be 
responsible for 
or soil upon wi

Signed

he performance 
ch such Wprk i£

ork described herein, or the condition of the property 
(See Sec. 91.0202 L.A.M.C.)

suits of on
mei

Name Dote

HfSZl
LOwner or Agent)

-W/V^yZADDRESS APPROVEDBureau of Engineering
SEWERS AVAILABLE

NOT AVAILABLE

DRIVEWAY APPROVED

HIGHWAY DEDICATION REQUIREO

COMPLETED

FLOOD CLEARANCE APPROVED

APPROVED FOR ISSUE 
FILE#Conservation

PRIVATE SEWAGE DISPOSAL 
SYSTEM APPROVEDPlumbing

APPROVED UNDER 
CASE#__________Planning

APPROVED (TITLE 19) 
(L.A.M.C.-S700)Fire

APPROVED FORTraffic
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FREEWAY CLEARANCE 
FLASHING LIGHTS 
MOVING PARTS 
ANIMATIONS 
OTHER .

Yes □ 
Yes □ 
Yes □

TRAFFIC APPROVAL C 

BOARD APPROVAL C 
CONT. INSP.

SIGN
REQUIRES: i

P.C. No.

P.C.

Plan check expirei six months alter fee is paid. Permit 
fee is paid if construction is not commenced.

>

..............mu* im3 c

.......mm* im* c
.........3

FILED WITHVALUATIONlsPPROVED

PLAJiS C1ECKED FREI CLEARED

5
,TEPL 'APPROVED

INSPECTORAPP ATION APROVED

o.s.I.F. TYPIST
z

expires one year after fee is paid or six months after

•84312 X 
•84312 X

6 CK 358
1 CK 558

STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY
I certify thot in doing the work authorized hereby, I will not employ any person in violation of the Labor 
Code of the State of California relating to workmen's compensation insurance.

"This permit is an application for inspection, the issuonce of which is not on approval or an author
ization of the work specified herein. This permit does not authorize or permit, nor sholl it be construed 
as authorizing or permitting the violation or foilure to comply with any applicable low. Neither the City 
of Los Angeles, nor any board, department, officer or employee thereof moke any warranty or shall be 
responsible for the performance or results of ony work described herein, or the condition of the property 
or soil upon which such work is performed." . (See Sec. 91.0202 L.A.M.C.)

Signed
________________(Owner or AoeM?___________________\ Name Date

DaltonADDRESS APPROVEDBureau of Engineering
HIGHWAY DEDICATION REQUIRED

Completed

APPROVED FOR ISSUEMunicipal Arts Commissioners

Board of Building 
Safety Commissioners

APPROVED FOR ISSUE 
FILE a

APPROVED FOR ISSUETraffic

APPROVED UNDER 
CASE a___________

Pfenning

APPROVED FOR ISSUE 
FILE a

Conscrvotion

C/OS.P.C. G.P.I.

Reservoir & Alvarado BAS 8-5— R12.W

APPLICATION FOR INSPECTION OF SIGNS CITY OF LOS ANGELES 
DEPT OF BUILDING AND SAFETYs 1. Applicant to Complete Numbered Items Only.

2. Plot Plon Required on Back of Original.____
CENSUS TRACT

INSTRUCTIONS:

138-poq

Z0K,2

1, LEGAL 
DESCR

LOT BLK. TRACT

lake Side..tr.a
PE OF SIGN PR NEW WORK

8 double face S^gn
2.

4’ easier*" 6x
FI3, JOB ADDRESS

1911 Sunset Blvd. I
4 OWNER’S NAME “

Taix Restaurant
LOT (TYPE)
cor

PHONE

LOT SIZE
irreg

5. OWNER’S ADDRESS
same

PO BOX ZIP

STATE LICENSE NO. PHONE6. ARCHITECT OR ENGINEER

STATE LICENSE NO PHONE REAR ALLEY7. CONTRACTOR

/Three Star Sign Co. SIDE ALLEY
PHONE BLDp LINE8. LENDER BRANCH OFFICE

AFFIDAVITSTOTAL COPY AREA9. SIZE OF SIG

4x8
HEIGHT ABOVE

GRADE FT. ROOF FT
10. ILLUMINATION TO BE USED: SINGLE FACE □ DOUBLE FACE JgX

NONE □ DIRECT □ INDIRECT □ FLASHING □ OTHER
FRAME OF SURFACE11. MATERIAL OF 

CONSTRUCTION
SUPPORTING FRAME SURFACE OF SIGN

DISTRICT OFFICE12. JOB ADDRESS

$
IA1911 Sunset Blvd.

VALUATION TO INCLUDE ALL FIXED 
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE 
AND USE PROPOSED SIGN

GRADING13.
s800.00 hillside

HIGHWAY DED.

yes
SIZE OF EXISTING BUILDING TYPE ROOF CONST,14. STORIES EXT. WALLS

rrc/ee*
TYPE OF SIGN OR NEW WORK CONS.

e er'n iix /
ZONED BYFREEWAY

CLEARANCE
NOTREQUIREOja«—, 
REQUIRED 'C

FREEWAY CHECKI

Petritus

□
 □□

2 
2 

2 
00

0
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B&S B-3—R1248

________ DEPT. OF BUILDING AND SAFE1Y

INSTRUCTIONS: 1. Applicant to Complete Numbered Items Only. 2, Plot Plan Required on Back of Origin*!-

3
** CITY OF LOS ANGELES

APPLICATION TO ADD-ALTER-REPAIR-DEMOLISH
AND FOR CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY

1. LEGAL 
DESCR.

BLK. TRACT CENSUS TRACTLOT

19561 lake Side Tract
2. PRESENT USE OF BUILDING

i 17 Restaurant
NEW USE OF BUILDING

17) Same
DIST. MAP

138-205
3. JOB ADDRESS ZONE

1911 Sunset Blvd. 02 -2
4. BETWEEN CROSS STREETS

Reservoir St,
5. OWNER'S NAME

FIRE DIST.

.....Two________
LOT (TYPE)

_Thru/lnt
LOT SIZE

and Alvarado St
PHONE

sTfi 1 y e s tauxant6. OWNER'S ADDR CITY ZIP

1911 Sunset L.A. Irrec.
7. ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER STATE LICENSE No. PHONE

STATE LICENSE No. PHONE

;/l,lson & Thompson___ SE._j.3gQ___254-2636_____

.90-618.4
BRANCH

8. ENGINEER ALLEY

/
STATE LICENSE No. PHONE9. CONTRACTOR

_____ Andre V. Fast.or

BLDG. LINE

222rl661
AFFIDAVITS10. LENDER ADDRESS

23523 
OB 12664 
AFP 35657

STORIES NO. OF EXISTING BUILDINGS ON LOT AND USE11. SIZE OF EXISTING BLDG. 

WIOTH L_ .RESTAURANT

Compo

LENGTH 3
12. MATERIAL OF EXT. WALLS

CONSTRUCTION
CF EXISTING BLDG ;-----■>, OtUCCQ

ROOF FLOOR

Cone
1 3. JOB ADDRESS DISTRICT OFFICE

3
1911 Sunset Blvd. LA.

14. VALUATION TO INCLUDE ALL FIXEO 
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE 
ANO USE PROPOSED BUILDING

GRADING

Yes9 2,000.00
CRIT. SOILIS. NEW WORK- 

(Describe)
zInstall Steel beam In Intr, kitchen

HIGHWAY DED.

Yesmasonr?/ wal 1 opening (PMY<oijSi-Y CUT)

NEW L'SE OF BUILDING SIZE QF ADDITION STORIES | HEIGHT

Re staurant LSAMe) I /vo/ve

Now Bfig.
FLOOD

/
GROUP SPRINKLERS

REQ'D
SPECIFIED

TNSPFfflION ACT1V TY 
COMB f'GENTl MAJ.S. CONS

CONS,

JL
BUDG. ARE

02/BIII-1 A .YeZ
MAX. OCC. TOTAL PfAiJSCI

hZgml 3 ko ms void
PARKING REQ'D PROVIDED 
SPAC"

FILE WITHDWELL.
UNITS

GUEST
ROOMS

APPROVED

3iZdL Z a i
CONT. INSP. INSPECTORP,C. No. . ^

aOL£S
ICAR

Uo J
B.P., Q& Ik, \ C/O TYPISTP.C. S.P.C. G.P.I. O.S.

Imi /------------7-15.. .J--------------------- -------------------L
PLAN CHECK EXPIRES SIX MONTHS AFTER FEE IS PAID. P 
FEE IS PAID IF CONSTRUCTION IS NOT COMMENCED.

se 1
IT EXPIRES ONE YEAR AFTER FEE IS PAID OR SIX MONTHS AFTER

r 7.156 CKX2
Z 85 5 3 c 

Z855U r

UJOt
o —

HAY-2^70 1CK
UJ
2

oruI
X

STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY
I certify that in doing the work authorized hereby I will not employ ony person in violotion of the Labor 
Code of the State of California relating to workmen's compensation insurance.

"This permit is on application for inspection, the issuance of which is not an approval or on author
ization of the work specified herein. This permit does not authorize or permit, nor shall it be construed 
as authorizing or permitting the violation or failure to comply with ony applicable low. Neither the City 
of Lcs Angeles, nor ony boord, department, officer or employee thereof moke any warranty or shall be 
responsible for^the perfy<m?>^ce or results of any work described herein, or the condition of the property 
or soil upon is performed." (See Sec. 91.0202 L.A.M.C.)in ;ucti woj

Signeik?"5 Nome Date
(Owner or Agtnll

6/28/10ADDRESS APPROVED BylerBureau of Engineering
SEWERS AVAILABLE

NOT AVAILABLE

DRIVEWAY APPROVED

HIGHWAY DEDICATION REQUIRED
COMPLETED

FLOOD CLEARANCE APPROVED

APPROVED FOR ISSUE 
FILE#__________ { ^Z.4&A.

Conservation
PRIVATE SEWAGE DISPOSAL 
SYSTEM APPROVEDPlumbing
APPROVED UNDER 
CASE #__________Planning

APPROVED (TITLE 19) 
IL.A.M C.-S70D) 
APPROVED FOR

Fire

Traffic - .
■■ ■■
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3
2 t.B

_______________________________________________________________________________________ mictm s/feiv

INSTRUCTIONS: 1. Applicant to Complete Numbered Items Only. 2. Plot Plan Required an Back af Original*

APPLICATION TO ADD-ALTER-REPAIR-DEMOLISH' AND FOfc CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY DEPT. OF DUJLCITY OF LOS ANGELES

1. LEGAL 
DESCR

CENSUS^^gBLK. TRACTLOT
Lake Side Trac;lfl-5

NEW USE OF BUILDING
Same

2. PRESENT USE OF BUILDING
Restaurant

DIET WAP
138-2054717 )
ZONE3. JOB ADDRESS

1911 Sunset Blvd. C2-2
4.. BETWEEN CROSS STREETS

Reservoir
FIRE DIST.

Alvarado IIAND
5. OWNER'S NAME

Taix Bro hers
LOT (TYPE)

Int thru
PHONE

484-1265
6, OWNER'S ADDRESS

1211 Sunset Blvd.
LOT SIZE

irre^
CITY ZIP

Log Angeles
7. ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER STATE LICENSE No PHONE

8, ENGINEER ALLEYSTATE LICENSE No PHONE

z
BLDG. LINE9. CONTRACTOR STATE LICENSE No PHONE

206 lfl+i 222-1661 /Andre jg3-g& Pastor
AFFIDAVITSADDRESS10. lender BRANCH f~ r-

If P 523STORIES ’ NO. OF EXISTING BUILDINGS ON LOT AND USE1. SIZE OF EXISTING BLDG. 

WIDTH ll
!§

OB -ALENGTH

iltf
qROOF |FLOORT2, MATERIAL OF T

CONSTRUCTION |
OF EXISTING BLDG -gy—>;

EXT, WALLS

comp iVJDQCI cone
13. JOB ADDRESS DISTRICT OFFICE

3
ipil Sunset _Blvil

14. VALLATION TO INCLUDE ALL FIXED 
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE 
AND USE PR0PQ5ED BUILDING

GRADING
yes6,000.00s

IB. NEW WORK: 
(Describe)

CfJIT. SOIL

Oeram-ln tile, walls Find quarry
HIGHWAY OED,
yes

r-i 1 p fl nnr
HEIGHT FLpODSIZE OF ADDITION STORIESNEW USE OFvBUlLDING

(17)restaurant
INSPECTION ACT1V TY CONS.TYPE group SPRINKLERS 

REQ'D 
SPECIF) EO

I
n/c COMB /V a-2 SHKpAAJ s. CONS

ZONED BYMAX. OCC

n/c
TOTAL ■SHECKB&BLOG, AREA

n/c Lyle

Z
FILE WITHPARKING REQ'D i PROVIDED I PAAILj APPROVED 

SPACES n/c !
DWELL.
UNITS

GUEST
ROOMS

/ j

1 Mrn^

INSPECTORCONT, JNSP.P.C. No.

/C
TYPIST:o.s. C/0G.P.I.

36. sir
P.C. S.P.C. B.P.

/ / A
rv -I

J~L±
PLAN CHECK EXPIRES SIX MONTHS AFTER FEE IS PAIO. PERMIT EXPIRES ONE YEAR AFTER FEE IS PAID OR SIX MONTHS AFTER 
FEE IS PAID IF CONSTRUCTION IS NOT COMMENCED

>-

g

JAN-4-71 • 0 0 7 Z Z •21171 V!/> 1CK 36.50
ezrIU
£
aLi

STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY
I certify that in doing the work authorized hereby I will not employ ony person in violation of the Labor 
Code of the State cf California relating lo workmen's compensation insurance,

"'This permit is an opplicotion for inspection, the issuance of which rs not an approval or on author
ization of the work specified herein. This permit does ncl authorize or permit, nor shaII it be construed 
as authorrzmg or permitting the violation or failure lo comply with any applicable law, Neither Ihe City .

rtment, officer cr employee thereof make any warranty or shall beof Lc* Angeles, nor any board^
responsible fer the performance" or resets of any work described herein, or the condmon of the properly 
or soiJ upon which ch Wftffk rs pcr/arrrJedZ

L(

1 See Sec. 91.0202 L A M.C )

Signed cry Name Dale
(Owner c.r Agppt)

ADDRESS APPROVED i -ii-7~i:r>n1tonBureau of Eng neenng

oFC n&t 

aoplicalle 

Lauer l-Ui-71

ISEWERS AVAILABLE

NOT AVAILABLE

DRIVEWAY APPROVED

HIGHWAY DEDICATION REQUIRED
COMPLETED

FLOOD CLEARANCE APPROVED

APPROVED FOR ISSUE
file t;______ ___Conservation
PRIVATE SE.WA6F. DISPOSAL 
SYSTEM APPROVEDPlumbing

APPROVED UNDER 
CASE #__________P'annmg
APPROVED (TITLE 19) 
(LAM C-S700IFire
APPROVED FORTraffic
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APPLICATION FOR INSPECTION — ADDITION-ALTER-REPAIR-DEMOLISHAND FOR CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY3 CITY OF LOS ANGELES B&S B-3—R5.75 
DEPT. OF BUILDING AND SAFETY

A C:l7.INSTRUCTIONS: Applicant to Complete Numbered Items Only.

1. LOT TRACTBLK DIST. MAP
1j2,.3,4&5 Lakeside tract • 138-205LEGAL

DESCR. CENSUS TR.
1956.00,

2. PRESENT USE OF BUILDING
<177' Restaurant .

cyNEW USE OF BUILDING
<17. > same

ZONE
C2.-2

3. JOB ADDRESS------:---------------- :----------
1911 Sunset Blvd.

CJ FIRE DIST.
2LU
LOT (TYPE)
cor

4. BETWEEN CROSS STREETS
Alvarado St.

' S. OWNER'S NAME • -
Les Freres Taix Restaurant .

AND COReservoir St..
PHONE

484-1265
LOT SIZE
inc legal6. OWNER'S ADDRESS

same
CTTY - ZIP

LA 900.26
a7. ENGINEER

Geo. J. Fosdyke
ACTIVE STATE LICENSE No. ALLEYPHONE

_______________________________Cf. fl/q ■ - 48.2.-5480 g8. ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER 1 , ACTIVE STATE LICENSE No. PHONE" fTT
Nielsen, Mof£att.&. Wofirerton C2077 48.2-83ffS

9. CONTRACTOR ~ ACTIVE STATE LICENSE No, PHONE '
McCormick Const . ZACJ S'? PL3-3337

/
BLDG. LINE
/
AFFIDAVITS

see map 

CCPD
lO. BRANCH 

LENDER
ADDRESS

IZE OF EXISTING BLDG. I STORIES HEIGHT
141 . length15.o .ir^eg 1/2, \2>

12. CONST. MATERIAL I EXT. WALLS
of existing bldg. I masonry/w,d ■ |- :-wd/c.omp 

1911 Sunset Blvd.. »

11. s
WIDTH

NO. OF EXISTING BUILDINGS ON LOT AND USE
. 1 rest..

ROOF aooR
• cone

DIST. OFFICE13. JOB ADDRESS

3
»

LA
14. VALUATION TO INCLUDE ALL FIXED - 

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE
AND USE PROPOSED BUILDING ___. .. _

is- _

relocation of stair (/-HR., $CCu&J^?PA<<lti-rroM\

.......................

A/1 C__________
PARKING RETD PROVIDED............................... ...

01 /y: a

CRIT. SOIL
$ 00.0.. /.

8-2)
rm/bv

GRADING
/.ves
HIGHWAY DED. .
yes-
FLOODDRIES HEIGHT

/KED CONS.
.'/ *rr>
ZONED BY

occ.
LDG. MAX

jsLQ,
AREA OCC.

ans
PCATION APPROVED WITHowaL.

UNITS
GUEST
ROOMS

FH
Q.

/
'^sSEcrwH-Aamu
J|G8f^| MAJ.S.

SPRINKLERS CONT. A/o tPECTOR
EQ'D 1NSP. COMI CONShLSLSPECIFIED

H522F<3^'r).
JTYPIST •-P.C. G.P

BIPIRES

P/o. o.s.B.P
£1P>C-.N«3/ / / PLAN CHECK EXPIRES SIX MONTHS AFTER FEE IS PAID; PERMIT 

[/ MONTHS AFTER FEE IS PAID IF CONSTRUCTION IS NOT ^COMMENCED.
ONE YEAR AFTER FEE IS PAID OR SIX

OCT-2 7-75 3 0 1 6 5 U —6(pK .97.75 

NOV—4-75 3 Z 7 2 E °i6239 V — V

O>;

UJ »«n
in
a

I ✓1 ✓
V>**■

T o
, STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY,, ’ f

I certify that In doing the work specified herein I will not employ any person in violation of the Labor 
Code of the State of California relating to workmen's compensation insurance. _ ’

"This permit is an -appl ication* for-inspection, the issuance’of which is not an approval or an author
ization of the work specified herein. This permit does not authorize or permit, nor, shall it be construed •” 
as authorizing or permitting the violation or failure to comply with any applicable law. Neither the City 
of Los Angeles, nor any board, department, officer, or employee thereof make any warranty or shall be 
responsible for the performance or results of any work described herein, .or the condition of the property 
or soil uporrswhich such work is performed." - (See Sec. 91.0202 L.A.M.C.)

Signe Signature/Date(Owner nr AgenL havin'] Property Owner's Consent!

IBureau of
Engineering

CHln 10-?j)-75ADDRESS APPROVED
7^SEWERS 

?/- rr-
SEWERS AVAILABLE j

SP'-
0 .SEWER/PLUMBING REQ'D, '

MflUUfUUi

NOT APPLICABLE
SFC PAID

/{/3/7r
SF? DUE

DRIVEWAY

REQUIREDHIGHWAY DEDICATION
COMPLETED

FLOOD CLEARANCE
NO FILE QAPPROVED FOR ISSUE Q 

APPROVED (TITLE 19) (L.A.M.C.-S700)
Conservation

Fire
HOUSING AUTHORITY APPROVALHousing
APPROVED UNDER CASE #Planning
APPROVED FORTraffic
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appljcaWon Fol

cirt-DF 10s aSgeles

INSFICTION — to ADD-ALTER-REPAIR-DEMOLISHANO FOR CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY/j^3 BAS 8-3 (88.711 
WO AND SAFETYDEPT. OP BUILD

Applicant t* Compltlt Numtorad Items Only.INSTRUCTIONS:

BLK TRACTL®T DIST. MAPI.
138 205

wr.oo

1,2,3,4&5LEGAL

DESCR.
Lakeside Tr.

CEN

NEW USE OF BUILDING
^"HMWfrant

ZON
^2-2

2. PR
same< >(

Sunset Blvd.3. JO FIRE.DIST.
two

4- Bwmmas
LOT TYPE . .

cor.lnt.
AND Glendale Blvd.

5. 0^smx PHONE LOT SIZE
irreg.•4-g 4- - i *2.<US

TJirWnBet Blvd.
CITY 9oo£SLA

7. ENGINEER BUS. LIC. NO. ACTIVE STATE LIC. NO. PHONE ALLEY

/
3. AW.0RM,|T«s

Limn-ierVEsm$<r 4sct36i
BLDG.. LINE

7en

B- "gggPSW-Goftfl.fr. mm- afT^35657
29602 
33523

OB12266A

ACTIVE

10. BRANCH 
LENDER

ADDRESS CITY

11. SIZE OF EXISTING BLDG. 
WIDTH

_ _ STORIES HEIGHT

/3*-ll 15-6
NO. OF EXISTING BUILDINGS ON LOT AND USE

LENGTH
12. CONST. MATERIAL 

. OF EXISTING BLDG. m >
EXT. WALLS ROOF FLOOR

.coneIcomp

1911 Sunset Blvd.
13. JOB ADDRESS DISTRICT OFFICE

3
LA

14. VALUATION TO INCLUDE ALL FIXED 
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE 
AND USE PROPOSED BUILDING

SEISMIC STUDY ZONE
$ 3,000

IB. NEW WORK:
(DMcribtl

GRADING
ves

HIGHWAY DED.

—yes—

lnt. altgerations-convert wine shop to

Banquftt rm-eftange & use - lnt. work only
r BUILDING
tp-C.CifeCU^.VCl>\4-'

SIZE OF ADOITION STORES HEIGHT FLOO

2
NEW USE OF

LXL
TYPE PUNS CHECKED, . 

______
PLANS APPROVED

GROUP BLDG.
AREA

CONS.Aic.OCC.
z phone-
Ravare

MAX TOTAL ZONED BYDWELL.
UNITS OCC.

API ION APIGUEST
ROOMS

PARKING
REQ’D

PARKING PROVIDED 
STD. COMP.

FILE WITH
He

arn.SPRINKLERS INSPECTION ACTIVITY 
COMB | <£ap| MAJ.S. |~CONS

INSPECTOR
INSR.

ireo

[bp -g*g**o 2ZSZI ZG.P.I. C/0 O.S.S.P.C. P.M.P.C. 21.25
WORKER’S COMPENSATION INSURANCE CERTIFICATE

_______________ ON FILE____________ |«ggfr yY)t -fZ_____________________________
PERMIT EXPIRESjj^l 2^^|FTER JjEtyl^JP^DgR ]R DAYS ^FTER FEE l^PAID y COJJJJfUglOJJSJj^NOT COM

ENERGY: TYPISTP.C. NO•YY6469 KCB

2ER. ■

1CK 25.00i FEB-15-T9 595 8 3 C *77720 UUJs
l

■ LIMIT OF FERMIT
"This permit is an application for inspection, the issuance of which is not an approval or an authori

zation of the work specified herein. This permit does not authorize or permit, nor shall it.be construed as 
authorizing or permitting the violation or failure to comply with any applicable law. Neither the City of Los 
Angeles, nor any board, department, officer or employee thereof make any warranty or shall be responsible 
for the performance or results of any work described herein, or the condition of the property or soil upon 
which such work is performed." (See Sec. 91.0202 L.A.M.C.)

Signed .7^*
(Owiwr or Aunt haring

1

Signature/Oate

DSlton 1-24-79
ly Owntf’l Coiwnt). ALSO, sign sutrmont on reverse side. If applicant.

ADDRESS APPROVEDBureau of 
Engineering DRIVEWAY

REQUIREDHIGHWAY DEDICATION

COMPLETED

FLOOD CLEARANCE

SEWERS AVAILABLE av»-7fSEWERS

ffffC fro be det 
affto^-oee-ilp ■

NOT AVAIUBLE

tew
WbaBtl

SFC RAID a-/y-7<?
SFC NOT APPLICABLE SFC DUE

PRIVATE SEWAGE SYSTEM APPROVEDPlumbing
APPROVED FOR ISSUE □ NO FILE Q FILE CLOSED □Conservation
APPROVED (TITLE 1») (L.A.M.C.-S700)Fire
HOUSING AUTHORITY APPROVALHousing
APPROVEO UNDER CASE ttPlanning
APPROVEO FORTraffic

| DWELLING UNITSRECEIPT NO.Construction Tax
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DtFT OF BUIIDIM AND SAWY

1

Cl) y OF IOS AHOElCSAPPLICATION
SIGNSFOR OF

SPECTION^ y ? Q Q ^I D fi 3 4 0
INSTRUCTIONS: 1. Applicant to Complala Numbered Kama Only. 2. Plot plan Required on Back of Original.

IN

1. (LOT
LEGAL 
DESCR,

DIST. MAP
1_3.8B2Q.5_
CENSUS TRACT
1957

BLOCK TRACT COUNCIL
DISTRICT
NO.1,2,3,4,5 Lake Side Tr 4

S. TYPE OF SION OR NEW WORK
(19) Wall Sign

t. JOB ADDRESS

ZONE
C2-2

ON-SITE OFF-SITE
SIGN£.

□SIGN
FIRE DIST.EXP. DATE

□ TEMP._____ 1911 Sunset B1
4. BETWEEN CROSS STREETS
__________Park_______

II
tor (TYPE)
lnt

AND (MP 6-42)
S. OWNER'S NAME
-------Taixs Res tag-antf. OWNER'S ADDRESS
------- 1211 ..Sunset B1
7. ARCHITECT OR ENGINEER

PHONE LOT SIZE
Irreg

uh
ZIP

ACTIVE STATE LIC. ^BUS. LIC. NO. PHONE ALLEY

i. ARCHITECT OR ENGINEER ADDRESS ZIPCITY BLOG. LINE

BUS. LIC. NO. ACTIVE STATE LIC, NO, PHONE
________ 215114___ 68Q.-35.Q.0.

». QUALIFIED INSTALLER AFFIDAVITS
ZI14173 Star Signs

IS. INSTALLER S ADDRESS CITY
308 S. Crocker St
IF EXISTING BUILOINOlTYPE ISTORIE LA

ONlffTWiME-ES NO. OF EXISTING BUILDINII. SIZE OF ____________
WIDTH 168ENGTH 100 i u FROM GRADE I FROM ROOFIt. SIZE OF SIQN TOTAL C PY AREA OVERALL HEIGHT P.C. REQ’O»->• I416"X121 54 so ft 15. I

5“

STREET GUIDE OIST. OFFICE
_________ 19-11—Suds e.t-.BJ____________14. VALUATION TO INCLUDE ALL FIXED EQUIPMENT “ 

REQUIRED TO OPERATE AND USE PROPOSED SIGN f SEISMIC STUDY ZONE
7 Q 7 Q

SUPPORTING FRAME
^aleel—

FRAME OP COPY 8UR OF SIGN1«. MATERIAL OF SIGN 
CONSTRUCTION

GRAOING FLOOD
meJr.a-1

IS. TYPE OF SIGN OR NEW WORK
Wall .Sign____________17. ILLUMINATION
□ NONE XXINTERNAL □ EXTERNAL

^JINGLE FACE □ DOUBLE FACE HWY. DED. CON8.

?S£o BYA. bdeir
□ FLASHING □ OTHER
□ REVOLVING □ NONE

FILE WITH1S. NO. OF SIGNS OR 
GAS TUBE SYSTEMS

. NO. OF ADDITIONAL 
1 BRANCH CIRCUITS

NO. OF CONTROL 
DEVICESI i 1i—Ii; PLANS CHECKED TYPISTCONT.

INSP.PERMIT FEES
ch6IQN8/Q. T. SYSTEMS 15 . 00 INSPECTORFREEWAY CLEARANCE

ADDITIONAL CIRCUITS
B « S B-5 (R 8.80)4 ELECTRICAL SERVICE

clr37 CF/03790 03:49:25PM VK03 T-0630 C 15
39.50 

109.00

4 CONTROL DEVICES DATE EUILD PLAN CHE 
LOG PER COME 
I COHHERCIAL

-4 ISSUING FEE 10. 00 TRANSPORTATION 
DEPT. CLEARANCE797m< BU3Q. PERMIT 0.50clrlW, 00 ^iHE STOP 2.9839.50 DATE TOTAL 

«• CHECK
151.98
151.98F.H.S.P.C. 6.1. .50

4 4>.i. I.F.O.S
i.98

< P.C. NO.« ■"WBBfcAt# 1.8 90VN 792IScc
M Uflfcu a saortar ptiM ol Clm# An bm. fshad by an olllelil adkin. pisn eftsek

apprpvsl ripirr* on* yssr slMrlhs fi< li piidsnd Ws permit txpIfH two yaaraafitr if* I— If p*ld w 1M diy* »ft*r Ihs ft* l» paid)! construction li nol cornmenod._______

DECLARATIONS AND CERTIFICATIONS
LICENSED CONTRACTORS DECLARATION

1t- I hereby affirm that I am licensed undar Ihe provisions of Chaplar » (commes«Nng wllh Section 70OM of DMaion 3 ol/he
llcanaa la In full fore# and affaci. /f\,i /t . /*./C
5-lb.

Bualnaaa.aod Professions Coda, and
Data—.
Conlraj

iALxV.. Lie. Claaa 
'a/Malling Addraaa—

OWNER-BUILDER DECLARATION
SO. I haraby affirm that I am exempt from tty Contractor'* Uoenee Law for the tcfcrmio? rtaecn (Sac. 703l.fi, Bualnaaa and 

Profaaalona Coda: Any city or county which requires a parmll lo conafruct, altar, Imprcva. dtmoliah, or rapalr any alruciura, 
prior lo lla laauanca, alto raquiraa lha applicant for auch parmlt to flit a algnad aiaiamant lhal ho la Hcanaad purauanl lo lha 
provlalona of lha Conlraclor'a Llcanaa Law (Chaplar • (commencing with Sactlon 7000) of Division 3 of lha Buslnasa and Pro
fessions Coda) or lhal ha la exempt Iherafrom and lha basis for the allsgad exemption. Any violation of Saclfon 7031.5 by 
any applicant for a parmll subjects lha applicant lo a civil penalty of nol more than five hundred dollara (J5O0).):
□ I. as ownsr of the properly, or my employees wllh wsgss as their aola compensation, will do lha work, and lha struclu/e 
nol Iniandad or offered for aala (Sac. 7044, Bualnasa and Prolaaslona Coda: Tba Conlraclor’a Llcanaa Law doaa nol apply

to an owntr of properly who builds or Improvea Ihereon, and who doaa auch work hlmaalf or through hla own amployaaa, 
provided lhal auch Improvements are not (ntandad or ollarad lor aala. ll, however, lha building or Improvement la told within 
on* year of completion, the owner-builder will hav* th# burden of proving lhal he did not build or Improve for ihe purpoee 
of Ml#.). *■ . *

□ I, ae owner of lha property, am exclusively contracting wllh licensed contractors lo construct lha project (Sac. 7044, 
Bualnaaa and Professions Coda: The Conlraclor'a Llcanaa Law does nol apply lo an owner of properly who bulfda or Improves Ihereon, and who conlrade for auch pro|ecta wllh a coniractor(s) licensed pursuant lo lha Conlraclor’a Llcanaa Law.).
□ I am exempt undar Seo.

Dale________ .___ .. ,,,

la

—. B. A P. C. for this raaaon-------------------------------------------------------
. Owner’s Signature - - - - ----- ... ...

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION DECLARATION
*1. I haraby alflrm that I have a certificate of content to eelt-lnsure, or a carllflcala of Workar’a Compensation Insurance, or 

a certified copy thereof (Sec. 3SOO, Lab. C.). •
Policy No.. .Insurance Company.

Hied copy la hereby furnished.
Itflled wj|h lha Loa Angelas City Dapl. of Bldg. AdSafaly. /

A------------- Applicant’s Senator.----KM*!.---&
Applicsnt’a ftfalllt\{ Address-----------------------------1------------------------ JL—

CERTIFICATE OF EXEMPTION FROM WORKERS' COMPENSATION INSURANCE
**■ I certify lhal In lha performance of the work for which (his parmll la Issued, I ahall not employ eny person In any manner 

so as lo become subject lo lha Workers’ Compensation Laws ol California.

I
Dal

Applicant's Signature- ...... r • ------ - - -----------------
NOTICE TO APPLICANT: If. after making thla Carllflcala of Exemption, you should become subject lo Ihe Workers' Com
pensation provlalona of lha Labor Coda, you mutt forthwith comply wllh auch provlalona or this parmll ahall be deemed 
revoked.

Date

CONSTRUCTION LENDING AGENCY
gartcy for lha ps^^ancs of lha work for which Ihls permit la Issuedtt I hereby srflrm that (hare la a construction It 

(lac. 3097, Civ. C.).
Lender's Nam*---------------
Landar'a Addraaa---------- --

14. J certify lhal l have reedlhle application and atala that lha above Information la corracl. I agraa lo comply wllh all oily 
and eounly ordinance* and ilata lawa relating lo building conilrucllon. and haraby authorize rapraaaniaiivae of ihle city to 
anlar upon lha above-menlloned property for InspaclJon purpoaaa.

I realize that ihls permit la an appllcallon for Inspection, that 11 doaa not approv# or author!*# th# Work apaclllad htrsln, 
that H does nol aulhorlzs or parmll any violation or fallura lo comply wllh any applicable law. lhal neither lha city of Loa 
Angelas nor any board, department, officer or employee thereof make any warranty or shall ba responsible for the perform
ance or results of any work described herein or lha condljlon of lha property or soil upon which auch work la performed.

(Owner or aganl/aving property owner’s coneani) Position 7 ' Date
Slgntd



> 7 9' Or-!0 /^ODREaSAPWlOVE^ A |‘ * ‘Bureau ol 
Engineering 
CITY PLANNING

HIGHWAY DEDICATION ’

OFF SITE CLEARANCE:
LEGAL DESCRIPTION:

COMBINED SION AREAS

Existing Sign Area
1. Ilium. Canopy Sign 

- 2. Monument Sign ...
3. Pole Sign..........
4. Projecting Sign....
5. Roof Sign....
6. Wall Sign....
7. Window Sign.
8. Proposed__

n

WHL- — Sign ___ 
Total Area

Signs Facing P^P..
Allowable Combined Sign Area... Mk
Actual Combined Sign Area 
Allowable UUatL Sign Area.....

Sian Area.....
glA/P

&iJPM'Actual 
Proposed Sign Facing

ON PLOT PLAN SHOW ALL BUILOINQS AND SKINS ON LOT

r

i
3

%T5

z-

\
\

\ AmM / 

feofs&ti

5
t fair

"Ai
I

£So st>
*>6y ~~ mho si6,J

C&P9PA pQf.

^JS^r &LA/P

so



CITTOflOSANGEUS OtPE OF BUILDING AMD SAffiTY TO ADD-ALTER-
„ - „ - , REPAIR-DEMOLISH

i fi J d 0 0 ( .) AND FOR CERTIFICATE
^ ' OF OCCUPANCY

APPLICATION
FOR

INSPECTION3
INSTRUCTIONS; 1, ApplIcanUo Complete Numbered Items Only.

iMoS
COUNTY BEF. NO.1. BLOCK TRACTLOT

. LEGAL 
DE5CR. 1-5 (all) Lakeside Tract MP6-42

m
US TRACT

NEW USE OF BUILDING3. PRESENT USE OF BUILDING
i(I6i restaurant. same.

3. JOB ADDRESS DIST. COUN.OItv®E
AND

------Alvarado-St-
213-484-1265

St. PHONE LOT SIZE
:e

«S ADDRESS
Sunset Blvd

CITY ZIP
90026LA

7. ENGINEER BUS. LIC. NO. ACTIVE STATE LIC.JfO. PHONE ALLEY

B. ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER 

9. ARCHITECT OR ENGINEER'S ADDRESS

BUS. LIC. NO. ACTIVE STATE LIC. NO. BLDG. LINEPHONE

ZIPCITY AFFIDAVITS
AFF 29602 
^FF 35657 
AFF 32523

PHCNE10. CONTRACTOR
Royce Const

11. SIZE OF EXISTING. IlDG. 
WIDTH

BUS. LIC. NO.
Dorft ■ 481331

ACTIVE STATE LIC. NO.
818-765-3906

N0.*)F EXISTING BUILDINGS ON LOT J
I - < ^

AND USESTORIES HEIGHT
LENGTH

FLOOREXT. WALLS ROOFIt. FRAMING MATERIAL 
• OF EXISTING BLDG. »->-

STREET GUIDE13. JOB ADDRESS

3
1911 Sunset Blvd

14. VALUATION TO INCLUDE ALL FIXED EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE 
ANO USE PR0PO5EO BUILDING

DIST. OFF. P.C. REQ'D
13,000%■ LA

Y&
ADING SEISMIC

,B* JSErtS3"K remodel 2 bathrooms to ccnply(with HC
HWY. DED.

yes
FLOOD

SIZE OF AOOITION

cc... r) '3^y,TYPIST

STORIES HEIGHT
-

NEW US

PLANS CHECKEDTYfE
OCC. AREA

mTOTALDWELL
wins

MAX
OCC.

INSPECTORNG PROVIOED 

COMP.
II ACTIVITYGUEST ____ ,

fl09.97j '“h/Jlft

%73

PARKING
REQ'D EQ.MAJ.S.CS GEN.

CQNT.
INSP. 8 E S B-3 (R.7/S8)4

< 06/04/91 10:5l:55AH LAOS T-5732 C 14 
109.97< BUILD PLAN CHE 

g ONE STOP 
° TOTAL .m

Claim* to* 'alii— ol 
poanlti muMb* Wad: I.Vflminooo 

ol parmaoi ol hr. 2.20
112.17
200.20
BS.03

F.H. OI 2. WHlWl 
aipiiailoo ol axtamlon ror Buying

Irc-n Oala ol
3 CASH4-

775.0 O.SS. CHANGEipOatx. o* ■. L S. SECTIONS 2Z.12 
10.13 LAM C.2.20 S

SPRINKLERS
REffDSPEC. 1 I1 SUNSET BLVD4 ISS.OEF.

LA4-
To yg$(had by an ohkal action. plan ch*c«

P.C
Lt<'
07/30/91 ll:23:20fttl LA04 

ELD PER CCTOIER 
El COHflERCIAL 
ONE STOP 

TOTAL 
CHECK

T-4715 C 09 
129,38

UM.lilM.l-NH>
1,0 Olr* •«* Ih. >N I. ptfd II W"Mn>cUO. W rol eorvn,fK»<l

2.73
2.64

134.75
134.75

91LA 78691

DECLARATIONS AND CERTIFICATIONS
. LICENSED CONTRACTORS DECLARATION

I hereby affirm that I am licensed undar tha provlalona of Chapter 9 (commencing with 
Business and Profaaalona Coda, and my llcanaa la In full forca and alffct,
Oala 'Afei&L Lie. Claaa /3 Lie. Number 3 >,

OWNER-BUILDER DECLARATION
17. I haraby affirm lhal I am axampt from lha Conlraclor'a Llcenac Law lor lha following raaaon (Sao. 7031.5, Bualnaaa and 

Profaaalona Coda: Any city or county which requlrae a parmll lo conalruct.' altar. Improva, damollah, or rapalr any atructura, pri’or to f(s Issuance, a (so requires (ha appllcaal far auch p*m)t lo tila a algned tlalemenl that ha la Ucenad pursuant to lha 
proviaiona ol tha Conlraclor’a Llcanaa Law (Chapter 9 (commencing with Section 70001 of Dlvlalon 3 ol Ihe Bualneaa and Pro- feaatona Coda) or that ha la axampt tharafrom and tha baala for the allaoad axemption. Any violation of Section 7031.5 by 
any applicant tor a permit aub|acla tha applicant to a civil penalty ol not mora than fiva hundrad dollars ($500).):

□ I, aa cwnar of lha proparly, or my amployaaa wllh wagea aa lhair aole companialion, will do lha work, and lha atructura 
nol Inlandad or offarad for aalo (Sac. 7044, Bualnaaa and Profaaalona Coda: Tha Conlraclor'a Ucanao Law doaa not apply 

lo an owner of property who bullda or Improves Ihereon, and who doca auch work htmaalf or through hla own employees, 
provided lhal auch improvements are nol Inlandad or offered for aala. II, however, lha building or Improvement la fold wllhln 
one year of completion, the owner-builder will have lha burden of proving lhal ha did nol build or Improva for tho purpose

Contractor

la

of sale.). .
□ I, aa owner of lha properly, am exclusively contracting with hcanaad contractors lo conalruct the project (Sac. 7044, 

Buiinesa and Profaaalona Coda: The Conlraclor’a Llcanaa Law doaa not apply to an owner of property who bullda or Improves 
such projacla with a conlraclor(a) licensed pursuant to lha Conlraclor’a Llcanaa Law.), 
_________ _ B. A P. C. for thla raaaon

Ihereon, and who contract* foi
□ I am exempt under Sac. _

_______________________Owner'* 6lgnatur*--------------------------------
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION DECLARATION

■11lrm lhal I have a ctrllffCBt# of consent lo eall-lnaura, 
copy thereof

Data
a carllflcala of Worker's Compensation Insurance,18.1 haraby

a certified ..Lab. C.).
F\Policy No.. iCoi

. □ Carllflad copy la haraby furnished.
-CT-Canlfled copy lajlled with lha Loa Angela* Clly Dapl. of Bldg. A

ippUcanfe Signature.Oala
'.Applicant's Mailing Addraaa

CERTIFICATE OF EXEMPTION FROM WORKERS’ COMPENSATION INSURANCE
1». I certify that In lha performance of lha work for which thla permit la Issued. I shell nol employ any parson In any manner 

so aa to become subject lo lha Workara’ Companialion Laws of California.
------AppUcanl'e Signature-----------------

making this Carllflcala ol Exampllon,
Cod*, you must forthwith comply with

CONSTRUCTION LENOING AGENCY
affirm lhal there la a construction landing agency lor tha performance of th* work for which thla parmlt la laauad 
Civ. C.).

Oala.
you should become subjacl to lha Workara' Con- 
•uch provlalona or thla parmlt shall b# deemedNOTICE TO APPLICANT: II, alter 

paniatlon provlalona ol the Labor revoked.
*0. | hereby

(8a c. 3097.
Lender's

21.1 certify that I have read this application and atala lhal Ih* above Information la corraci. I agree lo comply wllh all clly and county ordinances and stale laws relating lo building construction, and hereby authorize representatives ot thla city to 
infer upon the above-mentioned property for Inspection purpoaaa. - ,

1 I realize that thla permit la an application for Inspection, lhal It doaa not approve or authorize the work specified herein, 
that It doaa not aulhorlze or parmlt any violation or failure to comply with any applicable law, that neither th* city of Loa 
Angalea nor any board, department, ofllcaxFop-amploya* thereof make any warranty or shall be reiponalbl* for th* perform
ance or raaulta qp'aay work described haoiiyof tha condition of tho property or soil upon which auch work la perfotmad. 
(Sea Sac. 91.02;

’a Addr

C)

J&stSut.T' 7 JrSigned 4
7?(Owner or agent hiving property owners content) Position Oala
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l o b,‘ o o TO;j- .jA A A
ADDRESS APPROVEDBureau of

Engineering DRIVEWAY
HIGHWAY
DEDICATION

REQUIRED
COMPLETED

FLOOD CLEARANCE
SEWERS 

RES, NO. 
CERT. NO.

SEWERS AVAILABLE
NOT AVAILABLE
SFC PAID

SFC NOT APPLICABLE SFC DUE

Grading PRIVATE SEWAGE SYSTEM APPROVED
Comm. Safely APPROVED FOR ISSUE □ NO FILE □ FILE CLOSED □ _
Fire, TO. ^ i v»'APPROVEO (TITLE 19) (LA.M.C--S700) s'
Housing HOUSING AUTHORITY APPROVAL
Planning V * ‘ .APPROVEO UNOER CASE #
,Transportation APPROVED FOR

| DWELLING UNITSConstruction Tax RECEIPT NO.

LEGAL DESCRIPTION

ON PLOT PLAN SHOW ALL IUILDINGS ON LOT AND USi OF EACH
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I 1911W Sunset Blvd
1 14 " - 00048 -1 - 01447Permit ff:

Plan Check #: CCI2082 
Event Code:

niim.
a

Ref.W:
i

Ready to-TssueCity of Los Angeles - Department ofBuilding and Safety
APPLICATION FOR INSTALLATION 

AND INSPECTION OF SIGNS

Status:
Status Date: 10/24/00 
Printed on: 10/24/00. . .10:51:00

Sign

Back.RoomPlan Check
iqock umn esc MAP WET -

2 MB 6-42
rARctLtP«rrpo

139-5A207 30
tfOOKTACVr/lROL

5404 - 001 -034
I. TRACT

LAKE SIDE TRACT 1

i. PARCEL INFORMATION
Alley -15'
BAS Branch Office - LA 
Council District -13
Community Plan Area - Silvcrlakc - Echo Park

Census Tract - 1956,000 
District Map - 139-5A207 
Energy Zone-9 
Fine District - 2_____

Hillside Grading Area - YES 
Hillside Ordinance - YES 
Highway Dedication - YES 
Earthquake-Induced Liquefaction Area - YES

ZQNttsn C2-1L/
ctiocrorom 

ORD- 165167 
(3RD-168273 
AFF-911787208

-V-V S. CHECKLIST ITEMS

*. FftQPCRTY OWNER. TENANT. APPLICANT INFORMATION

Taix, Raymond M And Toni R And 3586 California Blvd PASADENA CA 91107

C.' Tounc

o

PROPOSED tISt
19 Sign

fttiESCRgnos or work

ONE PORTE COCHERE ROOF SIGN STATES TAIX FRENCH RESTAURANT, 
ONE ILLUMINATE DBL SIDES PROJECTING SIGN, TWO WALL SIGNS.

TtXISTtNGUSE

fs.

C‘

Kcr information and/or inspection requests originating within LA County,T- *■ *FNc rnSilt* Vwi TAIX FRENCH RESTAURANT

Call toll-free (888) LA4BUILD10. APPLICATION PROCESSING INFORMATION

BLDG. PC By: Tienjen Wang 
OK for Cashier Sam Chang 
Signature: —

T3 Outside LA County, call (2l3>-977-694). (LA4BUILD-524-2645)
DAS PC By: 
Coord: OK: 
Date:

W/0#: 04801447

LA Deoartjaent of Build iris-and'Safety 
,. 'U 03" (17 023016 WZ4/W Q<:27pn

' ■ BLDG PERHIT.XOnh
- EL COMttERClALs■ one stoP'Surch

hYS DEV FEE1 
HISCELLANEOUS-- 
CHY FLAK SllRCtf

For Cashier's Use Only
t.

It. PROJECT VALUATION A FEE INTO>MATIt>S H«al FctPotod

Permit Valuation: 58,741...........................

FINAL TOTAL Sign 
Permit Fee Subtotal Sign 
Supp. Plan Check 
Fire Hydrant Refuse-To-Pay 
E.Q. Instrumentation 
Supp. OS. Surcharge 
Supp. Sys. Surcharge 
Planning Surcharge Misc Fee 
Supp. Planning Surcharge 
Permit Issuing Fee 
Signs or Gas Tube Systems Fee 
Additional Branch Circuits/Circuits

Sewer Cap ID:____________

PC Valuation:
*334.94

*1.84
*6.74

*20.21
*5.00
*9.69

37(j.42 Electrical Service Fee 
305.94 Control Devices Fee

12.00
0.00

0.00

1.84
. -HTrrotai £l£:

Ho Feet
wo fee wo fee: no fee: 

COtinUHITY DEVELOPMENT DfPT 
; : Add.rJ'4^1.1;ti;.sunset BLVD 

'.L.A. ' ‘ ■

6.74 *378.42
*378.4220.21

5.00
9.69

17.00
0.00

- • i ••
0.00 v Auth:. > 1Q0 .*4. JDD0003 - 

C0M>0EV'. • Jlea t.
Total Bondfsl Due:

OOLA 05462lkAUACUMBITS 1 
Piot'Plan

1 >



‘Sign# H»677(P)/lfofFaces 1
Sign* 109677(PJHclghi from Grade 133 Feet
Sign* 109677 (P) Sign Area 505qft
Sign* 109677 (P)Sign Length 20.8Feet
Sign* 109677 (P) Sign Width 4 J Feet
Sign* 109677(P)Stfcct Frontage 168Fcct
Sign* 109679(P)# of Faces 2
Sign* 109679 (P) Height from Grade 23 Feet

' / t r ii l 11 {i I .
Sign* 109681 CP) Sign Length 4Fjpt 
Sign* 109681 (P)Slgn Width 2 Feel 
Sign* 109681 (P) Street Frontage 168 Feet

1111 *
Sign* 109679(T’Jljlumln»tedSign 
Sign* i0967$(P)Slgn Area 32Sqft 
Sign* 109679(P)Slgn Length 8 Fed 
Sign* 109679(P)Sign Width 4Fcet 
Sign* 109679(PJStrcct Frontage 168Fccl 
Sign* 109681 (P)* orFaccs 1 
Sign*. 109681 (P) Height from Grade 6.5 Feet 
Sign* 109681 (P)Sign Area 8Sqft__________

14, AffXICATlON COMMENTS la iW rvrat iliat 117 bci (La. HO ii filed to 
aapjdry. It U patubfe ikjt addilfoa*) Iftfarmatlon 
il>l Mi beta caplarrd ilrdryiltily h aol prinirtL 
NcvrrtWfu, lW lafarautJaa pn«t«d kadi octtdj 
Ikui reqalrrd by Scc6am ItC 4the Huhb sad 
Safety Cade of tic Stiu «f California.

lit ft«Mii^Bd3Kiicl£Eag>
It. CONTRA CTO R- AUrHlTTCT. A ENG) VEER NAME

(O) Owner-Builder 
(A) Montgomery

ADDRESS CLASS LICENSE* those «
0

Victor 3701 S Higuera St, San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 Cl 1090

Unless a shorter period of time has been established by m official action, pkm check approval expires one and a half yean after ihe plan check fee hai been paid. Thii permit expires two yean after 
the building permit fee has been paid or 180 days after the fee has been paid and construction has not commenced or if work lj suspended. discommued or abandoned for a continuous period of 180 
days (See. 91.0602 LAMC). Claims for refund of fee* paid must be filed wrrina cne year from the dale of expiration for permits granted by the Dept of BuDdingASafety (Sec. 22J2 A'22.13 LAMC).

| 17. LICENSED CONTRACTOR'S DECLARATION " ‘ "
I hereby affirm under penalty of perjury lhal I am licensed under the provision* of Chapter 9 (conanencing with Seebon.7000) of Division 3 of the Busuxis and Profession* Codci-and my license ts 
in fall force and effect If doing work on a residential property. 1 certify that l bold a valid certification as > Home Improvement contractor^ BAP Code, Section 7UtL2c. The following applies 
B contrador* only*: I understand the limitations of Section 7057 related to c^y ability lo take prime contracts or subcontracts Involving fpecLiity trade*.

Uc. No.:

to

License Class: Prim: Sign:

18. WORKERS1 COMPENSATION DECLARATION
I hereby affirm, tmder penalty of pofury. ono of the fblfo^ngcfecbrstionr -
□ I have and will maintain a certificate of consent to self insure for workers* compensation, ax provided fox by Section 3700 of the Labor Code, for the performance of tbc work for which this permit 

is Issued.
s "

l
□ l ha\c and wfll maintain workers*! compensation insurance, as required by Section 3700 of the Labor Code, for the performance of ibe work for which this permit is Issued. My workers* 

compensation insurance carrier and policy number arcC‘ Cartier Policy Number: __________________________________

I certify that fo the performance of the work for which this permit ii issued. I shall &m employ any person fa any manner so as to become subject to tbc workers’compensation laws of California, 
and agree that if (should become subject to the workers’ compensation provisions of Section 3700 of the Labor Code. 1 shall forthwith comply with those provisions.

DateJfl

S'

r> Sign: □ Contractor □ Authorized Agent

WARNING: FAILURE TO SECURE W COMPENSATION COVERAGE IS UNLAWFUL, AND SHALL SUBJECT AN EMPLOYER TO CRIMINAL PENALTIES AND CIVIL FINES UP TO ONE HUNDRED 
THOUSAND DOLLARS (StORCOO). tN ADDITION TO THE COST OF CoitPESSATIOH. DAMAGES AS PROVIDED FOR N SECTION J704 OF THE LABOR CODE INTEREST. AND ATTORNEY'S FEES

r^.
c* 19. CONSTRUCTION LENDING AGENCY .

1 bcrcbyjffiroi undcrpcrulty of perjury tfal Uictc Isa eonnnierionleoding i^oNy for" ihe perfomonee bflhe work fbenhicK this permilijUiued (See, 3097."C!vB Code).
r-_

Lender*! am: ■' Lenders iddrei.:_________
20. ASBESTOS REMOVAL £0

Noofieation of Aiboioe removal; P [< aol appliublo. □ Letter wu uai io the AQMD or EPA Sign: . . LSC

21. OWNER-BUILDER DECLARATION

-D 0T*Date

1 hereby affirm under penalty of perjury that i am exempt i^om the Cocuaocrs License Law for tbc foliowiejg reason (Section 7031 J. Bus biess and Professions Code: Any city or county which reqaires a permit 
to construct, alter, improve, demolish, or repair any structure, prior to its issuance,-also requires the applicant for such pemtii to file a signed statement that heor she is licensed ptfsuarH to the provisions of the 
Contractori License Law (Chapter 9 commencing with See. 7000 of Division 3 of the Business and Professions Code) or that he or she is exempt therefrom and die basis'for the alleged exemption. Any vioUticn 
ofSection 7031_5 by any applicant for a pc rtdi subjects the.app| rears to a civil penalty of not more than five hundred dollars (5500).):
wl|udie owner of the property, cr my employees with wage** as their sole eon yensarion, will do the work, and the structure a not tra coded or offered forsale (Sec. 70+4, Business ^fProfessions Code: The 
Y Coatjactors License Law docs not apply to an owner of property who builds or reproves thereon, and who does such work himself or herself or through bis or her own employees, provided that tuck 

improvements are oof intended or offered for salc^ Jfr however, tbc building or improvement is sold within one year from completion, the owner-builder will have the burden of proving that he or she did 
, not bttild or Improve for the purpose of sale)
O 1, as the owner of the propeny, am cxclujiydycoimacring with licensed contractors to construct the project (Sec, 7044, Business &. Professions Code: Tbc Contractors License Law doci not apply lo ah 

owner of property wbo builds or [ntproverihercbn, And who contracts for such projects with a contractors) licensed pursuant to the Contractors License Law.)
□ 1 am exempt under Sec, ______ , Bus. St ProC Code for the following reason:_____________________________________________________________________ ________

A *

1°Sign-. Owner Q Authorized Agent'Data

, 22. FINAL DECLARATION
I certify this, l havo n^titis.appljcaiion and ittfo thiuhc above infrxmsrioa ls corraa. 1 spec to comply wfih all city and county ordinances and sate law s relating to building docStmidcw, and bcieby amhorize 
representative of iJtif c o^lo enfer upon the abov'e^roenooned property far inspection purposes. I realise thu this pcrraii is an appGcanco for inspection and that k does not approve or authorise die work specified 
herein. Also thai it docs not authorise or permit any violation or failure to comply with aoy applicable law. Funhcrroore, that neither the City of j-os ^ngclcs nor any boani, depamnau officer, or employee 
thereof make toy warranty, nor shall be responsible fot five performance or rosuhs of any work described herein, nor the condition of the propeny nor the soD upon which such «fOrk is performed l fieiha; affirm 
under penalty of perjury, that the proposed work wiD nor destroy or ttareasonably interfere with any access or utility easenvetx Ixkwigrog to olhen snd located oq my property, but in the even^ such work docs 
destroy or unreasoosMy interfere with such easemei^, eaieiaci>t(s) atis&cjoO' to the holders) of the easement wiU be prodded (Sec. 91.0106.4 J.4 LAMC).

I !

’ C6Dale: / ' / tel Owner □ Co«rebtor-C3 Authdt1. AgojtPrfac^ Sign:



PLOT PLAN ATTACHMENTCOUNCIL DISTRICT 13

00048 - 10000 - 014471911 W Sunset Blyd Permit Application H:
Plan Check#: CC12082 
Initiating Office: METRO 

Printed on: 09/08/00

Sign City of Los Angeles - Department of Building and Safety

PLOT PLAN ATTACHMENTBack Room Plan Check 15:47:12
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1911 W Sunset Blvd 00016 - 10000 - 15434Permit ft:
Plan Check ft: CC12082
Event Code:

'*>1;
Ref. U:

Bldg—Alter/Repair 
Commercial 
Back-Room Plan Check

City of Los Angeles - Department of Building and Safety
APPLICATION FOR BUILDING PERMIT 

AND CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY

Status:
Status Date: 10/24/00 
Printedon: 10/24/00

Ready to Issue

10:19:28
Bt/KTK LQ1Y.I ABB Map rtf a

2 M B 6-42
PARCEL ID IT HTTP

139-5A207 30
I- BOOK/PAPE/PAtten.
5404-001 -034

I. TRACT

LAKE SIDE TRACT l

J. PARCEL INFORMATION Alley - 15'
BAS Branch Office - LA 
Council District - 13
Community Plan Area - Silvctlakc - Echo Park

Census Tract - 1956.000 
District Map - 139-5A207 
Energy Zone - 9 
Fire District -2__________

Hillside Grading Area - YES 
Hillside Ordinance - YES 
Highway Dedication • YES 
Earthquake-Induced Liquefaction Area - YES

WAS): C2-1L/

dJtoaauaas 
ORD-165167 
ORD-168273 
AFF -911787208

f. CHEOaiST ITEMSTO
i r*-
i_

f. PROPERTY OWNER. TENANT. APPLICANT INFORMATION 
Chma(i):

Taix, Raymond M And Toni R And 3586 California Blvd PASADENA CA 91107iC
Tcaisi:o

O PROPOSED USE «- DESCRIPTION or WORK
FACADE AND STOREFRONT REMODEL (SEE PCIS COMMENTS).
WORK INCLUDING COSMETIC FINISH REPAIR, ADD (4) METAL TRELUS 
WITH CONCRETE FOOTING, (3) WOOD TRELUS, AND (10) WOOD SHUTTERS. 
SEE APPLICATION (700048-10000-01447 FOR SION PERMIT.

T.EMSTTMFgfE 
17 Restaurant

C'
For infotmallon and/or inspection requests origmjriog within LA County,MPHp ntSltft-UMi TAIX FRENCH RESTAURANT

Call toll-free (888) LA4BUILDto. APPLTCATIOV PROCESSING INFORMATION

BLDG. PC By: Tienjen Wang 
OK for Cashier: Soon Cho 
Signature:

Outride LA County, call (2l3)-977-694l. (LA4BUILD - $24-284$)3
DAS PC By:
Coord. OK: __;
Date:

W/0 ft: 01615434ForCajhier’i Use Only

II. PROJECT VALUATION A FIE INFORMATION nut Ftc fried
Permit Valuation: $21,972 PC Valuation: LA'Department-tir Bin I'd ins and Safety 

if i<? W'ttSXQSA tft/25/00 0S:36AM .

BLDG' PERMIT COtlM 
PLA« MAINTENANCE 
t-7 COMMERCIAL 
OflE STOP SURCH 
syt DEV PEE . - 
CITY PLATT BURCH 
'HSCELLANEOUS

398.20
339.75

FINAL TOTAL Bldg-Alter/Repair 
Permit Fee Subtotal Bldg—Alter/Rep 
Handicapped Access 
Supp. Plan Check 
Plan Maintenance 
Fire Hydrant Rcfuse-To-Pay 
EQ. Instrumentation 
Supp. O.S. Surcharge 
Supp. Sys. Surcharge 
Planning Surcharge Mlsc Fee 
Supp. Planning Surcharge 
Permit Issuing Fee

Sewer Cap ID:___________

$339.75
$10.00

♦4.61
♦7.09

$21.26
$10.49

♦5.00

0.00
10.00
4.617.09

21.265.00 Tobol'Duet 
T-*o Feet

$398.20 
$398 20

MO fee: no fee no fee
VuiWVi 11 development dept

r: m-l-U. -SUNSET BLVD

10.49
0.00

Total Bondfs) Due: i 1.
I -A. .

Authi-IDQ 4/ QD0003__:_‘. 
Depti COD

IL ATTACHMENTS

Plot-PlaiT ;
CiriLA 05481



■lXSTRUCIU«ILiNVIXTO»V . i- 't ' -i ■ / ; i Iki:i i, ■ /I I ' Idll' .Ill'll

N

R XrmCATION COMMENTS
SEE 99000-10000-000)0 FOR CMU BACKGROUND INFO FOR THIS PROJECT. FOR DAS: MIKE WOOD HAS DETERMINED ON 
11/11199 BY EMAIL TO COLIN THAT NO DAS UPGRADE WILL BE TRIGGERED FOR NEW AWNINGS, & REPLACEMENT OF DOORS OR WINDOWS. THEREFORE NO DAS UPGRADE SHOULD BE TRIGGERED BY THIS PROJECT AS A WHOLE. EMAIL ON FILE Wmi 
ART WONG.

U ifcc rml (bat may bai (La. 1-M) Ii filled lo 
tapAdtj. II ii ptnlblt I Bat Adrtjtionil (ofonnitJoa 
lUl Iai beta tipiuNdKtnikily li Ml pfinttd. 
Nnujultu, the 1,/arAUlloA printed herein ricreds 
thAt reqnlitd by Seetj*. Iyjl5 of the HeAltb And 
Safety Code M ibe Staff el Cihfornli.

ic CONTRACTOR. ARCHITECT. A ENGINEER NAME ABPMSS

(O) Owner-Builder 
(A) Montgomery

CLASS LICENSE* PHONE*

0J
Victor 3701 S Higuera St, San Luis Obispo, CA 9340! Cl 1090

Urdcts a shorter period of time 1us beca established by an official action, plan check approval expires one and a halfyears after the plan check fee has been paid. This permit expires two years after 
the building pcrotii fee has been paid or [SO days after the fee has been paid and construction Km not commenced or if work is suspended, discontinued or abandoned fora ccmtinilom period of ISO 
days (Sec. 98.0602 LAMC). Claims for refund of fees paid must be filed within oac year from the date ofexpiration for permits granted by the DcpL of Budding & Safety (Sec 22.12 4c 22.13 LAMC)

l7-LICENSED CONTRACTORS DECLARATION
I hereby affirm under penalty of p my ihil 1 am licensed under the provision! of Chapter 9 (commencing with Seel ion 7000) of Division 3 of tho Dullness and Professions Code, and my license k 
in full force and effect. If doing work on a residential property. I certify that I hold o vab'd certification *s a Home Improvement contractor per EbtP Code. Section 7 Id 0,2c. Tbe following apph’cs to 
B contraciors oofy: I understand the limiraitoai of Section 7057 related ro my ability to take prime contracts or subcontracts involving specialty trades.

License Class: Sign:Lie, No.; Print:- ^4.

IS. WORKERS* COMPENSATION DECLARATION
fbtreby affirm, under penalty of perjury, one of the following declarations; -
□ I have and will main lain a certificate of consent to self insure fix worim* compensation, as provided for by Section 3700 of the Labor Code, for the performance of the work Cor which this permit 

is issued.

□ 1 have and will maintain workers's compensation insurance, as required by Section 3700 of the Labor Code, for the performance of the work for which this permit is Issued. My workers'
compensation insurance carrier and policy Dumber ore:

Carrier: Policy Number:

[ certify that in the performance of the work for w hkh this permit ts issued, J shall not employ any person in any manner so as to become subject to the workers' compensation laws ofCalifomia, 
md agree that If! should become subject to the workers* compensation prox’isttms of Section 3700 of tho Labor Code, I shall forthwith comply with those provisions,

for
WARNING. FAILURE TO SEClMWORKEAS* COMPENSATION COVERAGE IS UNLAWFUL, AND SHALL SUBJECT AN EMPLOYER TO CRIMINAL PENALTIES AND CIVIL FINES UP TO ONE HUNDRED 
THOUSAND DOLLARS (J 100,000), IN ADDITION TO THE COST OF COMPENSATION. DAMAGES AS PROVIDED FOR IN SECTION J?06 OF THE LABOR CODE, INTEREST, AND ATTORNEY'S FEES

erDmcIO i^p'&'OSign: □ Contractor □ Authorized Agent

r-.
O' 19. CONSTRUCTION .LENDING AGENCY

I hereby affirm under penalty of perjury that there it a cootoucdon loading agency for the pci fothiahec of Ihe work for which thia permit is iisued (See.'3097,Civil Code).

r--
Lender1! pamo:. Lender's address:.

20. ASBESTOS REMOVAL
s net applicable □ Letter was sent to the AQMD of EPA Sign:____________

21. OWNER-BUILDER DECLARATION

"O
-Notification of asbestos removal: Date: /__L

l hereby affirm under penalty of perjury that I am exempt from tbe Contractors License Law for the following reason (Section 7031.5, Business and Profaufoni Code: Any city or county which requires a permit 
to construct, alter, improve, demolish, or repair any structure, prior to its issuance, also requires the ippbeant fix such parrot to file a signed statement that he or she tj'Hcensid pursuant to die provirions of the 
Contractors License Law (Chapter 9 commencing with See. 7000 of Division 3 of ihe Business and Professions Code) or lhal be or she Is exempt therefrom and the bos b for tbe alleged exemption. Any violation 
tlfgceticxi 7031J by ipy applicant for a permit subjects the applicant to a civil penalty of not more than five hundred dollars (S50Q).):

Ai die owner of ihe property, or my employees with wages os iheir sole compensation, will do tbe work, aod the structure is not intended or offered for sale (Sec. 7044, Burin eu & Professions Code: The 
H Lobtraciors License Law does not apply to an owner of property who builds or improves thereon, and who does such work himself or Kmclfor through hb.or hcr.own employees, provided that such 

improvements arc not ini ended or offered fqr sale, If, however, the bmldtog or improvement is sold within one year from completion, the ownej-builda will have the burden of proving that he or she did 
' nol build or improve for ihe purpose of sale)
□ I* as the owner of ihe property, am exclusively contracting with licensed coruractonto cooscructihc project (See. 7044, Business & Professions Code; The Contractors License Law does nol apply to an 

* owner of property who builds or improves ihereon, tnd who contracts for such projects with a contractors) licensed pursuant to the Contractors Liceosc Law.)
□ I tun exempt under Sec,,

• ■ i i
Bus. 8c Prof Code for the following reason:

7° 7f,A, f£U/ ~zjPA7$r- aô
^Ownef □ Authorized AgeniSign:. Dai

1 22, FINAL DECLARATION
J certify lhal \ have read this ipplJcaiion and note that the above information ix correct, 1 agree to comply with oil city and county ordinances and stole laws relaxing lo building comtnxtioo, and hereby auhorfre 
re presen lanvej of this city to eider the; above-mentioned property for inspection purposes. 1 realize thax this parrot is an application for inspection and lhal h doei not approve or tutborire the work specified 
herein. Also thal tl doe* nol authorize or penmil any violation or failure to comply with any applicable law. Furthermore, that neither the City of Lo* Angeles nor any board, department officer, or employee 
.thereof make any warranty, nor shall bo responsible for Uje performance or results of any work described herein, nor (he condition of the property nor (be soil upon which UK-h work is performed. 1 futher affirm 
Anti trr penalty of perjury ‘that the proposed work wifi not destroy or unreasonably interfere with any Access or utility easement belonging to others and located on toy property, but m the even! such work docs 
destroy or unreaionaNv interfere with such easement, a lubiorute eaiementfs) ofij&CTory to the holders) oftJio easement will be provided (Sec, 91.0106.43.4 LAMC).

" Cfc '

t

-fo ’ .
Date:____ / l/ ZM Owner □ Contractor O Author. Agent~LJ$hZ2h.Print: Sign:

) <
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COUNCIL D1STR.IC r 1.1 PLOT PLAN ATTACHMENT

Permit Application #: 00016 - 10000 - 154341911 W Sunset Blvd
Bldg-Alier/R^pnir *

Commercial

Back Room Plan Check

Plan Check H: CC12082 
Initiating Office: METRO 

Printed on: 09/08/00

City of Los Angeles - Department of Building and Safety

PLOT PLAN ATTACHMENT 15:28:26
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1911W Sunset Blvd 00048- 10001 - 01447
Printed: 10/10/01 11:23 AM

Permit #:
Eh) Plan Check #:
HP Event Code:

City of Los Angeles - Department of Building and Safety

APPLICATION FOR INSTALLATION 
,_____ AND INSPECTION OF SIGNS

Sign

Last Status: Ready to Issue 
. Status Date: 10/10/2001Over the Counter Permit

BtOCK LOTflVI, TRACT
LAKE SIDE TRACT

AB& mafrw
2 MB 6-42

UOfflMASBtAltCtL
5404 - 001 -034

fARCtL ip ttmxt

139-5A207 301

3. PARCEL INFORMATION
Alley-15'
BAS Branch Office - LA 
Council District -13
Community Plan Area - Silverlake - Echo Park _ 

MXE<S>: C2-1L/ ____________________________

Census Tract - 19S6.000 
District Map - 139-SA207 
Energy Zone - 9 
Fire District - 2_________ .

Hillside Grading Area - YES 
Hillside Ordinance - YES 
Highway Dedication - YES 
Earthquake-Induced Liquefaction Area - YES

jLnaaMEffls 
ORD-165167 
ORD-168273 
AFF-911787208

i/> s.enwKt.isT ITEMS

t. TROTERTV OWNER.3EWANT. A W.tCAXTINFORMATION 
Ovkttcr(ft)'

Taix, Raymond M And Toni R And
C

3586 California Blvd PASADENA CA 91107

O
Taunt.

Cr*

o rnorostPiisE 
(191 Sign

y.Pt?CRirTO.aQEWQttK
SUPPLEMENTAL TO 00048-10000-01447. CHANGE CONTRACTOR FROM 
*OWNER-BUILDER“ TO MALTA CONSTRUCTION, INC.

-/.existing use

Ln
1rv For information and/or inspection requests originating within LA Coony,WdmnSltft.l'K-. TAIX FRENCH RESTAURANT

Call toll-free (888) LA4BUIU)10. AW.ICATtON rHOCESSIXG INFORMATION
BLDG. PC By.
OK for Cashier:

Outside LA County, call (213)-977-<$94K (LA4 BUILD *524-2845)
DAS PC By:

[odesto Valenzuela Coord. OK: J______ I ■,

— Date: vD\L^\Q|
W/0 fc: 04801447 LA Department of Building and Safety 

LA 01 17 040627 10/10/01 03U8PH
For Cashier's Use Only

Signatu nC^O.
LMATION FlttU Fee PeriodII. PROJECT VALUATION 41

Permit Valuation: S $0.00BUILDING PERHIT COWPC Valuation:

NO FEE DEFT ERROR0.00 Additional Branch Clrcuils/Circuits 
0.00 Electrical Service Fee 
0.00 Control Devices Fee

FINAL TOTAL Sign 
Permit Fee Subtotal Sign 
Plan Check Subtotal Sign 
Fire Hydrant Refuse-To-Pay 
E.Q. Instrumentation 
No Fee - Department Error 
O.S. Surcharge 
Sys. Surcharge 
Planning Surcharge 
Planning Surcharge Misc Fee 
Permit Issuing Fee 
Signs or Gas Tube Systems Tec

Sewer Cap ID:________

0.00
0.00 Subbobalt

Carry Over FROM TranS 040626 
Tobol Due:

Carry Over TO Tran* 040628: .
OILA

$0.00
0.00 $0.000.00
0.00 $0.00

$0.000.00
0.000.00
0.00

Total BondlsT Due:
»■ attachments



liSIlUCTIM ttgjflMXj v ?4 *

U. ATM1CAT1QK COMMENTS la tkf rvtail iK*l ii)r boi (Lt 1*14) U filed t« 
capacity, li Is poivWe thil additional In formationtint bai bem cap taped drctnuriei^y It not (rriatpd. Never!hrtrti, the tn formula* printed herein rttccdi that required by Seed on 1*115 ofik lleahb and Safety Code of the State of California.

I*. CO.YTRACTOB. ARCHITECT. * ENGINEER NAME OPPRESS

(C) Malia Construction Inc
rno>r.i<
714)238-7878

CLASS LICENSE*

B 7254593911-I E La Palma Ave, Anaheim, CA 92807

Unless a shorter period of time has been established by an official action, plan cheek approval expires one and a half year* a/I cr the plan check fee has been paid, Tbit permit expires two year* after 

ihe building permit fee has been paid or 180 days after the fee has been paid and construction has not commenced or if work is suspended, discontinued or abandoned for* continuous period of ISO 

days (See. 98.0602 LAMC). China for refund of fees paid rmut be filed within one >ear 6 n the dale of expiration for permits granted by ihe Dept, of BuDding & Safety (Sec. 22,12 &. 22.13 LAMC).

17. LICENSED CONTRACTOR S DECLARATION
I hereby afEruumder penally of perjury thai lam licensed under the provisions of Chapter 9 (commencing, with Section 7000) of Division 3 ofih<uBusjnen and Professions Code, and my license is 

in foil force and effect. I/doing work on a residential property, I certify lhal l hoW a valid certification as a Home Impro vena ail contractor per BJLP Code, Seel ion 7J 50.2c. The followup applies to 

B contractor* only: I understand ihe find canons of Section 7057 related to my ability to lake prime contracts or subcontracts involving specialty trades.
vO

Lkense Class: Lie. No.: Print Sign:

IS, WORKERS* COMPENSATION DECLARATIONo l hereby affirm, under penalty of perjury, one of the following declarations: " - "

□ 1 have and will maintain u ceni Scale of consent to self insure for workers' compensation, as provided for by Section 3700 of the Labor Code, for the performance of ihe wotk for which this permit

is isiued.o
1 have and will maintain workers's compensation insurance, at required by Section 3700 of the Labor Code, for ihe performance of the voA for which this permit k usual My uerlcrt* 

compensation insurance carrier and policy number are:

□
cr

Carrier Policy Ntsmberi_______________________________________________________

I certify ihai bi (he pcrfortruncc of (he work for which litre permit ii rutted, t shell nol employ any person in any manner so os to become subject to the workers1 compensation laws of California, 

and agree that if [ sboutd become subject to the workers* compensation provisions ofSection 3700 of tbe Labor Code, I shall forthwith comply with those provisions.

o □
c

Sign: □ate: l □ Contractor □ Authorized Agent □ Ownerf
*7 -

WARNING FAILURE TO SECURE WORKERS’ COMPENSATION COVERAGE IS UNLAWFUL AND SHALL SUBJECT AN EMPLOYER TO CRIMINAL PENALTIES AND CIVIL FINES UP TO ONE HUNDRED 

THOUSAND DOLLARS (S 100,000), fN ADDITION' TO THE COST OF COMPENSATION, DAMAGES AS PROVIDED FOR IN SECTION JTOdOF THE LABOR CODE INTEREST, AND ATTORNEY'S FEES

LP 19. CONSTRUCTION LENDING AGENCY
I hereby affirm under penalty of perjury that there Is a torul ruction lending agency for the performance of the work for which this permit is bsued (See, 3097. Civil Code).r^.
Lender’* nunc;. Lender's addmv________________

20. ASBESTOS REMOVAL
Notification of Asbestos removal: □ 1* ooi applicable □ Loner was lent to tho AQMD orEPA Sign;____________________

=~J 21. OWNER-BUILDER DECLARATION
l hereby a ft vrm under penalty of perjury lhal Jam exempt from the Contra mors License Law for ihe following reason (Section 70)14, B tubes* and Professions Code: Any dry or county which requires a permit 

to construct, nlicr. Improve, demolish, or repair any suuciurc, prior 10 its issuance, also requires the applicant for such permit lo file ■ signed statement that be or she is liccaued puramnl lo the provisions of the 

Contractors License Law (Chapter 9 commencing with S©^ 7000 of Division 3 of the Business and Professions Code) or that be or she is exempt therefrom and the basts for tbe alleged ewmprfon. Any vfoltbon 

of Section 7031.5 by any applicant for a permit subjects ihe applicant to a dvfl penalty* of nol more than five hundred dollar* (S50O).):

□ I. as die owner of the property, or my employees with wages as their sole compensation, will do ihe work, and tbe structure is not intended or offered for sale (See. 7044, Business Sc Pro fe is ions Code: The 

Contractors License Law docs not apply to an owner of property who builds or Improves thereon, and who does such work himself or bend for through his or her own employees, provided that such 

improvements are not intended or offered for sale. If, however, ihe building or iroprov'eroent Is sold within one year from completion, ihe ow«M>uildcr will have the burden of prov ing ih*i he or she did 

not build Of improve for the purpose of sale)

□ L as ihe owner of ihe property, am exclusively coruracting wilh licensed ecru rectors to construct the project (Sec. 7044. Business & Professions Code: The Contractors License Low does nol apply 10 an 

owner of property who builds or improves thereon, and who contracts for such projects with i contractors) licensed pursuant to the Contractors License Law.)

□ 1 am exempt under Sec.

c
Dale: /__/

Bus, & Prof Code for the following reason:

□ Owner □ Authorized AgentPrint; Sign;. /__/Dale:

i 22. FINAL DECLARATION
) certify thai I have read this application and state that the above information is correct. [ agree to comply wfth all city and courty ordinances and state laws relating to boDding construction, and hereby authorize 

representatives of this cijyio enter upon the above-mentioned properly for Inspection purposes. I real ho that this permit b an application for inspection and that d docs not approve or juhocue the w o<k specified 

herein. Ais6 that it docs noi authorize or permit any violation or failure to comply with any applicable bw. Ftmhcrmorc, that neither ihe City of Los Angeles nor any board, department officer, or employee 

thereof make any warranty, nor shall be responsible for the performance or results of any work described herein, nor the condition of ihe property nor the so3 upon which such work is performed. \ further affirm 

under penalty of perjury, dot the proposed work wifi not destroy or unreasonably Interfere with any access or utility easement belonging to others and located on my pro perry, but in tho event such work does 

destroy or unreasonably interfere with such easement, a substitute easements) satiifrciory to the holders) of the easement wifi be provided (See. 91.0106.43.4 LAMC).

/o,/tt,oyDace; □ Owner □ Cormclor O AuUxml Agent



1911 W Sunset Blvd 00016 - 10001 - 15434
Primed: 10/10/01 12:19 PM

Permit #:

Plan Check #:

Event Code:

I*®
o
o

City of Los Angeles - Department of Building and Safety

APPLICATION FOR BUILDING PERMIT 
AND CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY

Bldg--Atier/Repair

Commercial

Over the Counter Permit

&
Last Status: Ready to Issue 

Status Date: 10/10/2001IV
fv
a ARB MAP REFBLOCK I mm PARCEL ID X (PIN)

139-5A207 30

a. BOOK/PA GE/P A RCEL
5404 - 001 - 034

I. TRACT

2 MB 6-42LAKE SIDE TRACT I{.A
juni

IN
CO
ii
bJ

Hillside Grading Area - YES 
Hillside Ordinance - YES 
Highway Dedication - YES 
Earthquake-Induced Liquefaction Area - YES

Census Trad • 1956.000 
District Map ■ I39-5A207 
Energy Zone ■ 9 
Fire District - 2

Alley - 15'
BAS Branch Office - LA 
Council District - 13
Communir.yJ’lan Area^ Silverlake - Echo Park 

ZONEIS): Ci'-l LI

t. DOCUMENTS

ORD -165167 

ORD - 168273 
AFF-911787208

CM S. CHECK LIST ITEMS

if*,
c 6. PROPERTY OWNER. TENANT. APPLICANT INFORMATION

Owners)'
Taix, Raymond M And Toni R Ande; PASADENA CA 911073586 California Blvd

C T enanv

Afrpikam (Rclai»n*Sip Contractor)

PROPOSED USE A. DESCRIPTION OF WORK7.EX:ST1NG USE 

(3 7) Restaurant SUPPLEMENTAL PERMIT TO 00016-10000-15434 FOR CHANGE FROM 
OWNER BUILDER TO CONTRACTOR. NO FEE, DEPT. ERROR.

»
For information and/or inspection requests originating within LA County.in9JKIN, TAIX FRENCH RESTAURANT

Call toll-free (888) LA4BUILD10. APPLICATION PROCESSING INFORMATIONcz Outside LA County, call (213^977-694). (LA4BUILD - 524-2845)
BLDG. PC 
OK for Chs

DAS PC By: 
Coord. OK WO#: 01615434For Cashier's Use Onlyla

l&IWol
idr: Jei

*^V^_Date:Signature:

11, PROJECT VALUATION f FEE INFORMATION Fifiil Fee Period

Permit Valuation: SO
LA Departtaent of Bui Id ins and Safety 

LA 01 17 04-0640 10/10/01 03s37PHPC Valuation:

BUILDING PERU IT COfiil $0.00FrNAL TOTAL Bldg-Altcr/Repair 
Permit Fee Subtotal Bldg-Aller/Rep 
Plan Check Subtotal Bldg-AIter/Rep 
Fire H yd ran: ReFuse-ToPay 
E.Q. Instrumentation 
No Fee - Department Error 
O S. Surcharge 
Sys. Surcharge 
Planning Su-charge 
Planning Suxharge Misc Fee 
Permit Issuing Fee

0.00
0.00 NO FEE DEPT ERROR0.00
0.00

Subtotals $0.000.00
O.OC Carry Over FROM Tranr 040639 $0.000.00
0.00 Total Dues

Carry Over TO Trani 040641; $0.00
$0.000.00

OiLA 19193
Sewer Cap ID: Total Bond(s) Due:

17. ATTACHMENTS



13. STRUCTUREJNVTNTOFY

(4. APPLICATION COMMENTS In the even) (bat July box (Le. l-HS) is filled (o cipadty. It Lj possible (hat dliioiul taforQuiioo (Snt has been captured electronically is not primed- Nevertbekas, the information printed berrin esceeds required by Section 19825 of the Ifeallh and £ afety Code of ihe State of Cali fomi a.
li. Building Relocated From:

CLASS LICENSE#

B 725459

PHONE#IA. CONTRACTOR. ARCHITECT. A ENC1NEERNAME

(C) Malia Construction Inc

ADDRESS

391 l-I E La Palma Ave, Anaheim, CA 92807 714-238-7878

Unless a shorter period of rime has been established by an official action, plan check approval expires one and a half years after the plan check fee his been paid. This permit expires rwo years after 
the building permit fee has been paid or 180 days after the fee has been paid and construction has not commenced or if work is suspended, discontinued or abandoned for a continuous period oflSO 
days (Sec, 98,0602 LAMC), Claims for refund of fees paid must be filed within one year from the date of expiration for permits granted by the Dept, of Budding & Safety (See. 22.12 & 22,13 LAMC).

17# LICENSED CONTRACTOR S DECLARATION
I hereby affirm under penalty of peijury that I am licensed under i he provisions of Chapter 9 (commenting with Section 7000) of Division 3 of the Business and Professions Code, and my license is 
in full force and effect. If doing work on a residential property. I certify that 1 hold a valid certification as a Home Improvement contractor per B&P Zode, Section 71$0.2e The following applies to 
B contractors only; I understand the limitations of Secbon 7057 related to my ability to take prime contracts or subcontracts involving specialty trades.

Sign,Print;License Class, Lie. No :*
J8. WORKERS’ COMPENSATION DECLARATION

1 hereby affirm, under penalty of perjury* one of the following declarations:
□ I have and will maintain a certificate of consent to self insure for workers' compensation, as provided for by Section 3700 of the Labor Code, for ihe performance of the work for which this permit 

is issued

l have and will maintain workers's compensation insurance, as required by Section 3700 of the Labor Code, for the performance of the woik for which this permit is issued. My workers' 
compensation insurance carrier and policy number are:

□
* -

Policy Numl<nCarrier
I certify that in the performance of the work for which this permit is issued, I shall not employ any person in any manner so as to become subject to the workers’ compensation laws of California, 
and agree that if l should become subject to tbc workers' compensation provisions of Seel ion 3700 of the Labor Code, I shall forthwith comply with those provisions.

O

c:. □ Contractor O Auihorized Agent □ OwnerDate:Sip:

WARNING- FAILURE TO SECURE WORKERS’ COMPENSATION COVERAGE IS UNLAWFUL AND SHALL SUBJECT AN EMPLOYER TOCRJMtNAL MBs ALT1ES AND CIVTL FrNES UP TO ONE HUNDRED 
THOUSAN'D DOLLARS (S 100,000). IN ADDITION TO THE COST OF COMPENSATION, DAMAGES AS PROVIDED FOR IN SECTION 3706 OF THE LABOR CODE, INTEREST, AND ATTORNEY'S FEES,

> < 19. CONSTRUCTION LENDING AGENCY
I hereby affirm Linder penally of penury that ihere is a construction lending agency for the performance of the work for which this permil is issued (Sec, 3097, Civil Code)

_____________________  Lender's address:________________

20. ASBESTOS REMOVAL
□ Letter was sent to Lhe AQMD or ERA Sign.______________

2L OWNER-BUILDER DECLARATION

Lender's name.

c: i__ LDate:Notification of asbestos removal. Q Is not applicable

I hereby affirm under penalty of perjury that I am exempt from the Comraaors License bw for the following reason (Section 2031,5, Business and Professions Code: Any city or county which requires a permil 
to construct, alter, improve, demolish, or repair any structure, prior to its issuance, also requires the applicant for such permit to file a signed statement that he tyr she is licensed pursuant io the provisions of the 
Contractors License Law (Chapter 9 commencing with Sec, 7000 of Division 3 of tbe Business and Professions Code) or that he or she is cxempi therefrom and the basis for ihe alleged exemption. Any violation 
of Section 7031.5 by any applicant for a permit subjects the applicant to a civil penalty of not more than five hundred dollars (S500).):
□ I, as the owner of the property, or my employees with wages as their sole compensation, wQI do the work, and the structure is noi intended or offered for stle (Sec. 7044. Business & Professions Code: The

Contractors License Law does nol apply to an owner of property who builds or improves thereon, and who does such work himself or herself or through his or her own employees, provided that such 
improvements arc not intended or offered for sale. If. however, the building or improvement is sold within one year from completion, the owner-builder .vill have the burden of proving that he or she did 
not build or improve for the purpose of sale) ,

□ I, ns the owner of the property, am exclusively contracting with licensed contractors to construct the project (Sec. 7044, Business <k Professions Code: The Contractors License Law does not apply to an 
owner of property who builds Or improves ihereon, and who contracts for such projects with a contractor^) licensed pursuant to (he Contractors License Law)

□ I am exempt under Sec, Bus. &. Prof. Code for the following reason:

O Owner □ Authorized Agent/ LDate.Print: Sign:.

22- FINAL DECLARATION
I certify that I have read this application and stale that the above information is correct I agree to comply with all city and county ordinances and stale laws relating to building construction, and hereby authorize 
representatives of this city to enter upon the above-mentioned property for inspection purposes. I realize that this permit is an application for inspection and lhal rt docs not approve or authorize the work specified 
herein, Also that it does not authorize or permit any violation or foilure to comply with any applicable bw, Furthermore, that neither the City of Los Angeles nor any board, department officer, or employee 
thereof make any warranty, nor shall be responsible for the performance or results of any work described herein, nor the condition of the properly nor the soil upon which such work is performed. \ further affirm 
under penalty of perjury, lhal the proposed work will not destroy or unreasonably interfere with any access or utility cascmcni belonging id others and locates on my property, but in the event such work docs 
destroy or unreasonably interfere with such easement, a substitute easemem(s) satisfactory to the holdofs) of the easement will be provided (Sec. 91 0106.4 3,4 LAMC).

A) ,<z&'/ . □ Owner □ Contractor □ Author. AgentDate:Rrint:
C7



Les Freres Taix
Photographs
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Les Freres Taix, 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, July 15, 2020 (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher)
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Les Freres Taix, 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, July 15, 2020 (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher)
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Les Freres Taix, 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, July 1, 2020 (Photograph by Annie Sperling)
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Les Freres Taix, 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, July 15, 2020 (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher)
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Les Freres Taix, West facade, 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, July 1, 2020 (Photograph by Annie Sperling)
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Les Freres Taix, porte-cochere, 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, July 1, 2020 (Photograph by Annie Sperling)
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Les Freres Taix, satellite view, 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, January, 2020 (Photograph by Google Earth)

Les Freres Taix, view from approaching from the East, 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, July 15, 2020 (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher)
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Les Freres Taix, East facing sign, 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, July 15, 2020 (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher)
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Les Freres Taix, rear facade, 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, July 15, 2020 (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher)
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Les Freres Taix, brick part of original Botwin’s, 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, July 15, 2020 (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher)
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Les Freres Taix, awning support poles, 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, July 15, 2020 (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher)
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Les Freres Taix, brick in front planter/bulkhead, 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, July 15, 2020 (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher)
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Les Freres Taix, main tower and sign, 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, July 15, 2020 (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher)
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Les Freres Taix, neon cocktail sign, 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, June 26, 2020 (Photograph by Annie Sperling)
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Les Freres Taix, main tower and sign in 2005, 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard (Kent Kanouse Photographer)
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Les Freres Taix, main tower and sign circa 2012, 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard (Unknown Photographer)
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Les Freres Taix, front entry and gable, 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, July 1, 2020 (Photograph by Annie Sperling)
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Les Freres Taix, front planter brick, 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, June 13, 2020 (Photograph by Annie Sperling)

Les Freres Taix, half timbering and bulkhead on West facade, 1911 W Sunset Blvd, June 26 2020 (Photograph by Annie Sperling)
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Les Freres Taix, porte-cochere over main entry, 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, June 15, 2020 (Photograph by Annie Spirling)
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Les Freres Taix, main entry and hall, 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Nov 2014 (Unknown Photographer)
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Les Freres Taix, Main entry, 1911 W Sunset Boulevard, Apr 21 2019 (Photograph by E. Betancourt)
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Les Freres Taix, interior hallway, 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Jul 2018 (Photograph by Matthew Morrison)
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Les Freres Taix, main dining room before redecoration, 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, November 2014 (Photograph by B. R.)
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Les Freres Taix, main dining room after redecoration, 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Nov 23, 2019 (Photograph by Margaux C.)

j

Les Freres Taix, chandeliers uncovered, circa 2014 (Photographer Unkowen)
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Les Freres Taix, chandelier with new shade, tin ceiling, 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, 2020 (Unknown Photographer)
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Les Freres Taix, dining room, 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Dec, 2019 (Photograph by Jenna Didier)
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Les Freres Taix, Second dining room, 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Nov 2014 (Unknown Photographer)
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Les Freres Taix, mural in banquet room, 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, circa 2019 (Unknown Photographer)
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Les Freres Taix, 321 Lounge, 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Nov 2014 (Unknown Photographer)
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Les Freres Taix, 321 Lounge, 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, unknown date (Unknown Photographer)



Taix French Restaurant
Photos of original building
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Taix French Restaurant in Champ d'Or Hotel, 321 Commercial Street, just before demolition in 1964.
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Taix French Restaurant in 1950s, before courthouse was built behind it.
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Taix French Restaurant circa 1960, showing proximity to Civic Center.
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Taix French Restaurant circa 1960.
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Taix French Restaurant circa 1960, family style dining

Botwin ’s Restaurant
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The current Taix building as Botwin’s in 1941. (LAPL)
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Les Freres Taix, city designation of Taix Square sign, 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, July 30, 2020 (Photograph by Carol Cetrone)
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Les Freres Taix, 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, August 12, 2015 (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher)
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City of Los Angeles 
Department of City Planning(Ji

m m 9/18/2020
PARCEL PROFILE REPORT

PROPERTY ADDRESSES Address/Legal Information
1911 WSUNSET BLVD PIN Number

Lot/Parcel Area (Calculated) 

Thomas Brothers Grid

139-5A207 30

1910 W RESERVOIR ST 4,737.8 (sq ft)

PAGE 594 - GRID D7

ZIP CODES PAGE 594 - GRID E7

90026 Assessor Parcel No. (APN) 

Tract

Map Reference 

Block

5404001034

LAKE SIDE TRACT

RECENT ACTIVITY M B 6-42

CHC-2020-5524-HCM None

CPC-2020-3140-CU-MCUP-DB-SPR- Lot 1
HCA Arb (Lot Cut Reference) 

Map Sheet

2
ENV-2020-5525-CE 139-5A207

Jurisdictional Information
CASE NUMBERS Community Plan Area 

Area Planning Commission 

Neighborhood Council 

Council District 

Census Tract #

LADBS District Office

Silver Lake - Echo Park - Elysian Valley 

East Los Angeles 

Echo Park

CD 13 - Mitch O'Farrell 

1956.00

Los Angeles Metro

CPC-8125

CPC-2020-3140-CU-MCUP-DB-SPR-
HCA

CPC-1995-357-CPU

CPC-1986-255

ORD-176825-SA38A
Planning and Zoning Information

ORD-165167-SA2310
Special Notes 

Zoning

Zoning Information (ZI)

None

[Q]C2-1VL

ZI-2452 Transit Priority Area in the City of Los Angeles 

ZI-2374 State Enterprise Zone: Los Angeles 

Community Commercial 

Yes

ORD-129279

ORD-111561

ENV-2020-3141-EAF

OB-12266-A
General Plan Land Use 

General Plan Note(s)

Hillside Area (Zoning Code)

Specific Plan Area 

Subarea

Special Land Use / Zoning 

Historic Preservation Review 

Historic Preservation Overlay Zone 

Other Historic Designations 

Other Historic Survey Information 

Mills Act Contract 

CDO: Community Design Overlay 

CPIO: Community Plan Imp. Overlay 

Subarea

CUGU: Clean Up-Green Up 

HCR: Hillside Construction Regulation 

NSO: Neighborhood Stabilization Overlay 

POD: Pedestrian Oriented Districts 

RFA: Residential Floor Area District 

RIO: River Implementation Overlay 

SN: Sign District 

Streetscape

Adaptive Reuse Incentive Area

AFF-35657

AFF-32523
No

FG
None

None

None

No

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

No

No

None

None

No

No

No

None

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website. For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zimas.lacity.org
(*) - APN Area is provided "as is" from the Los Angeles County's Public Works, Flood Control, Benefit Assessment.
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Affordable Housing Linkage Fee 
Residential Market Area 
Non-Residential Market Area 

Transit Oriented Communities (TOC) 
RPA: Redevelopment Project Area 
Central City Parking 
Downtown Parking 
Building Line 
500 Ft School Zone 
500 Ft Park Zone

Medium-High 
High 
Tier 3 
None
No
No
None
No
No

Assessor Information
Assessor Parcel No. (APN) 
Ownership (Assessor) 

Owner1 
Address

5404001034

1911 SUNSET INVESTORS LLC C/O C/O CHRIS RIHA
1675 S MARLOW AVE STE 404 
PORTLAND OR 97225

Ownership (Bureau of Engineering, Land 
Records)

Owner
Address

TAIX, RAYMOND M. ET AL
3586 E CALIFORNIA BLVD 
PASADENA CA 91107
TAIX, RAYMOND M. (ET AL)
3586 E CALIFORNIA BLVD 
PASADENA CA 91107
0.682 (ac)
2100 - Commercial - Restaurant, Cocktail Lounge - Restaurant, Cocktail 
Lounge, Tavern - One Story
$6,225,000
$2,805,000
07/03/2019
$12,000,120

Owner
Address

APN Area (Co. Public Works)* 
Use Code

Assessed Land Val. 
Assessed Improvement Val. 
Last Owner Change 
Last Sale Amount 
Tax Rate Area 13
Deed Ref No. (City Clerk) 809

5-76
4-446
3-947
2200779
2200778

Building 1 
Year Built 
Building Class 
Number of Units 
Number of Bedrooms 
Number of Bathrooms 
Building Square Footage 

Building 2 
Building 3 
Building 4 
Building 5
Rent Stabilization Ordinance (RSO)

1929
DX
0
0
0
18,418.0 (sq ft)
No data for building 2 
No data for building 3 
No data for building 4 
No data for building 5 
No [APN: 5404001034]

Additional Information
Airport Hazard 
Coastal Zone 
Farmland
Urban Agriculture Incentive Zone 
Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone

None
None
Area Not Mapped
YES
No

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website. For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zimas.lacity.org
(*) - APN Area is provided "as is" from the Los Angeles County's Public Works, Flood Control, Benefit Assessment.
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Fire District No. 1 No
Flood Zone 
Watercourse
Hazardous Waste / Border Zone Properties 
Methane Hazard Site

Outside Flood Zone
No
No
None

High Wind Velocity Areas
Special Grading Area (BOE Basic Grid Map A- 
13372)
Wells

No
Yes

None
Seismic Hazards
Active Fault Near-Source Zone 

Nearest Fault (Distance in km) 
Nearest Fault (Name)
Region
Fault Type
Slip Rate (mm/year)
Slip Geometry 
Slip Type
Down Dip Width (km)
Rupture Top 
Rupture Bottom 
Dip Angle (degrees)
Maximum Magnitude 

Alquist-Priolo Fault Zone 
Landslide 
Liquefaction
Preliminary Fault Rupture Study Area 
Tsunami Inundation Zone

0.19869912
Upper Elysian Park
Los Angeles Blind Thrusts
B
1.30000000
Reverse
Poorly Constrained
13.00000000
3.00000000
13.00000000
50.00000000
6.40000000
No
No
Yes
No
No

Economic Development Areas
Business Improvement District
Hubzone
Opportunity Zone
Promise Zone
State Enterprise Zone

None
Redesignated until Dec 2021
No
None
LOS ANGELES STATE ENTERPRISE ZONE

Housing
Direct all Inquiries to 

Telephone 
Website

Rent Stabilization Ordinance (RSO) 
Ellis Act Property

Housing+Community Investment Department 
(866) 557-7368 
http://hcidla.lacity.org 
No [APN: 5404001034]
No

Public Safety
Police Information

Bureau
Division / Station 

Reporting District

Central
Northeast
1181

Fire Information
Bureau Central

Batallion 11
District / Fire Station 20

Red Flag Restricted Parking No

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website. For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zimas.lacity.org
(*) - APN Area is provided "as is" from the Los Angeles County's Public Works, Flood Control, Benefit Assessment.
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CASE SUMMARIES
Note: Information for case summaries is retrieved from the Planning Department's Plan Case Tracking System (PCTS) database.
Case Number: CPC-2020-3140-CU-MCUP-DB-SPR-HCA
Required Action(s): CU-CONDITIONAL USE 

MCUP-MASTER CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT 
HCA-HOUSING CRISIS ACT 
DB-DENSITY BONUS 
SPR-SITE PLAN REVIEW

Project Descriptions(s): DENSITY BONUS FOR SIX OFF-MENU INCENTIVES PER LAMC SECTION 12.22-A,25(G)(3), A CONDITIONAL USE FOR
INCREASED DB GREATER THAN 35% PER 12.22-U,26, MCUP FOR ALCOHOL SALES PER 12.24-W,1, AND SITE PLAN REVIEW 
PER 16.05 FOR A 74-FOOT TALL, 6-STORY MIXED USE PROJECT WITH 170 UNITS, OVER 13,000 SQUARE FEET OF GROUND 
FLOOR COMMERCIAL.

Case Number: CPC-1995-357-CPU
Required Action(s):
Project Descriptions(s): SILVERLAKE/ECHO PARK COMMUNITY PLAN UPDATE PROGRAM (CPU) - THESILVERLAKE/ECHO PARK COMMUNITY PLAN

IS ONE OF TEN COMMUNITY PLANS THAT ARE PART OF THE COMMUNITY PLAN UPDATE PROGRAM PHASE II(7-1-95 TO 12
31-96)

CPU-COMMUNITY PLAN UPDATE

Case Number: CPC-1986-255
Required Action(s):
Project Descriptions(s): AB-283 PROGRAM - GENERAL PLAN/ZONE CONSISTENCY - SILVER LAKE AREA - COMMUNITY WIDE ZONE CHANGES AND

COMMUNITY PLAN CHANGES TOBRING THE ZONING INTO CONSISTENCY WITH THE COMMUNITY PLAN. INCLUDES 
CHANGES OF HEIGHT AS NEEDED. REQUIRED BY COURT AS PART OF SETTLEMENT IN THE HILLSIDE FEDERATION 
LAWSUIT

Data Not Available

CONTINUATION OF CPC-86-255. SEE GENERAL COMMENTS FOR CONTINUATION.
Case Number: ENV-2020-3141-EAF
Required Action(s):
Project Descriptions(s): DENSITY BONUS FOR SIX OFF-MENU INCENTIVES PER LAMC SECTION 12.22-A,25(G)(3), A CONDITIONAL USE FOR

INCREASED DB GREATER THAN 35% PER 12.22-U,26, MCUP FOR ALCOHOL SALES PER 12.24-W,1, AND SITE PLAN REVIEW 
PER 16.05 FOR A 74-FOOT TALL, 6-STORY MIXED USE PROJECT WITH 170 UNITS, OVER 13,000 SQUARE FEET OF GROUND 
FLOOR COMMERCIAL.

EAF-ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Case Number: OB-12266-A
Required Action(s):
Project Descriptions(s): Data Not Available

A-PRIVATE STREET MODIFICATIONS (1ST REQUEST)

DATA NOT AVAILABLE
CPC-8125
ORD-176825-SA38A
ORD-165167-SA2310
ORD-129279
ORD-111561
AFF-35657
AFF-32523
FG

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website. For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zimas.lacity.org
(*) - APN Area is provided "as is" from the Los Angeles County's Public Works, Flood Control, Benefit Assessment.
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TAIX FRENCH RESTAURANT
1911-1929 West Sunset Boulevard; 1910-2018 West Reservoir Street

CHC-2020-5524-HCM
ENV-2020-5525-CE

Correspondence from Property Owner



Allan J. Abshez

Partner

Direct 
Main 
Fax
aabshez@loeb.com

310.282.2099
310.282.2000
310.919.3982

10100 Santa Monica Blvd. 
Suite 2200
Los Angeles, CA 90067

LOEB5. 
LOEB LLP

Via E-mail (lambert.giessinger@lacity.org)

November 25, 2020

Cultural Heritage Commission 
City of Los Angeles 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Re: December 17, 2020 Cultural Heritage Commission Hearing: Taix Restaurant HCM
Nomination; 1911 Sunset Boulevard;

Honorable Members of the Cultural Heritage Commission:

We are writing on behalf of the Taix family to summarize the previous information 
provided, and to respectfully request that the Commission support the Taix family’s Restaurant 
Preservation Plan by taking the following actions:

recommend that the City Council designate the site of Taix Restaurant, but not its 
building, as a Historic-Cultural Monument under Criterion 1 of the Cultural Heritage Ordinance;

1.

based on the substantial evidence in the record, adopt the findings and 
recommendations attached hereto as Exhibit A; and

2.

recommend that the City Council condition its designation on the implementation 
of the Restaurant Preservation Plans and Illustrations attached hereto as Exhibit B

3.

The Taix family greatly appreciates the Commission’s interest in, and has no objection 
to, Taix Restaurant being designated as a Historic-Cultural Monument provided that it is done in 
such a way that recognizes the real challenges the business is facing, and that supports the Taix 
family’s efforts to respond to those challenges so that they can continue their legacy business. 
For the Commission’s convenience, we reattach Mike Taix’s letter of September 22, 2020 as 
Exhibit C regarding these matters.

Supporting the preservation of a legacy business, such as the Taix French Restaurant, is 
consistent with the objectives of the Cultural Heritage Ordinance. But, as discussed in our 
previous submissions, the unique and varied issues facing legacy businesses as historic-cultural 
resources - and specifically those faced by Taix Restaurant - are beyond the reach of traditional 
preservation tools, such as preservation ‘mandates.’ Indeed, in this case the application of such

Los Angeles New York Chicago Nashville Washington, DC San Francisco Beijing Hong Kong www.loeb.com
For the United States offices, a limited liability partnership including professional corporations. For Hong Kong office, a limited liability partnership.

19796955.1
225322-10008

mailto:aabshez@loeb.com
mailto:lambert.giessinger@lacity.org
http://www.loeb.com
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tools would do more harm than good by defeating the ability of the Taix Restaurant to evolve in 
ways that would enable it to continue as a living historic-cultural resource.

In our previous submissions, we demonstrated that: (1) Taix Restaurant has been 
repeatedly recognized apart from its brick and mortar - and despite repeated changes in its 
location, building, dining format, service style, menu and decor over the years - as a cultural 
resource of the City of Los Angeles;1 * and (2) the Taix Restaurant should not be designated under 
Criterion 3 of the Cultural Heritage Ordinance because it does not embody the distinctive 
characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of construction, or represent the work of an 
important creative individual or possesses high artistic values. 2

The Commission’s broad mission is to support preservation of the City’s cultural 
heritage, and the City’s monument program is not limited to mandating building preservation. 
Existing precedent establishes that the Commission has flexibility and creative discretion in how 
to best discharge its mission, and that the Cultural Heritage Ordinance permits more nuanced 
analysis of how best to support the preservation of a resource. For example, where there is a 
recognition that a historic-cultural resource is something that may be distinguished from a 
building, the site of the resource - rather than the building - may be designated as the Historic- 
Cultural monument. Furthermore, to support the continuation and vitality of a living resource, 
change to - and even the demolition of - monument structures may be permitted as a condition of 
monument designation (as in the case of Monument No. 543, the Farmers Market at Third and 
Fairfax). In addition, as a condition of monument designation, the removal, relocation, and 
repurposing of character-defining tenant improvements may also be authorized (as in the case of 
Monument 829, the Goldstein Office Tenant Improvements).3

Supporting the continuation of the Taix French Restaurant will further the purposes of the 
Cultural Heritage Ordinance, and the Taix family’s request to the Commission is consistent with 
the Cultural Heritage Ordinance precedents we have cited. The Taix family’s Preservation Plan 
will: (i) keep the restaurant at its current site; (ii) eliminate and reduce unnecessary building and 
property overhead that restaurant revenues can no longer support; (iii) move the restaurant into 
right-sized premises with new infrastructure; and (iv) retain the restaurant’s identity through the 
incorporation of character-defining features, while responding to current public tastes and 
preferences. Most importantly, we hope that the Commission will recognize and acknowledge 
that Taix Restaurant must - as it has done repeatedly before - adapt and change if it is to 
continue as a living historic-cultural resource.

1 See 1987 and 2017 City Council Resolutions
See October 1,2020 and November 11,2020 submissions of Architectural Historian and Preservation 

Planner, Kathryn McGee
3 See November 3, 2020 submission by Allan Abshez of Loeb & Loeb.

2
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We again thank the Commission for its thoughtful consideration of these important issues 
and the Taix family’s proposal, and we look forward to responding to the Commission’s 
questions and comments at the upcoming December 17th hearing.

Sincerely,

Allan J. Abshez 
Partner

Attachments

Michael Taix
Councilmember Mitch O’Farrell, 13th District

cc:

19796955.1
225322-10008
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EXHIBIT A

DISCUSSION

SurveyLA, the citywide historic resources survey, identified the subject property as potentially 
“individually eligible for local listing or designation through survey evaluation,” found “significant 
in the area of commerce as the founding or long-term location of a business that made a 
significant contribution to the commercial history of Los Angeles.” The SurveyLA record states: 
“Taix French Restaurant has been located here since 1962. Established in 1927, the restaurant 
was originally located downtown in the Champ D'Or Hotel, which itself was founded in 1912 by 
the Taix family. However, it appears to meet local criteria only and may not meet significance 
thresholds for National Register or California Register eligibility.”

Taix French Restaurant is historically and culturally significant as a “legacy business.” In 2015, 
the National Trust for Historic Preservation recognized that the preservation of legacy 
businesses represents a desire to preserve “intangible elements of culture and community that 
these businesses have created over time” and presents unique preservation issues. Leading 
preservation advocates, such San Francisco Heritage, have acknowledged that “[d]espite their 
effectiveness in conserving architectural resources, traditional historic preservation protections 
are often ill-suited to address the challenges facing cultural heritage assets.”

The subject property does not meet Criterion C/3/3 of the Cultural Heritage Ordinance. The 
current Taix French Restaurant building is an amalgam of styles and additions to the original 
Botwin’s restaurant building made in 1936, 1938, 1946, and in the late 1960s. Given the current 
building’s limited architectural expression and its lack of cohesive design intent, it is not an 
example of the French Normandy architectural style, as asserted by the Applicant. Its French 
Revival-themed architectural elements, added to the building in the 1960s, are not related to the 
historic context of the period revival styles that proliferated in the earlier Twentieth Century. The 
interior of the restaurant was reconfigured in 1969, and extensive remodeling projects were 
implemented in the late 1980’s through the 2000’s, the majority of which were part of a 
comprehensive remodel designed by Nadel Architects, Inc. Most of the public testimony in 
favor of monument designation related to intangible personal experiences at the restaurant, 
rather than the restaurant’s architectural design or its tenant improvements.

The subject property meets Criterion A/1/1 of the Cultural Heritage Ordinance in that, as a 
legacy business, it is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the 
broad patterns of our history and cultural heritage. Taix French Restaurant has been twice 
recognized apart from its brick and mortar - and despite repeated changes in its location, 
building, dining format, service style, menu and decor over the years - as a cultural resource of 
the City of Los Angeles that remains dear to the hearts of many Angelenos. However, the Taix 
family has informed the Commission that the revenues of the restaurant can no longer support 
the overhead associated with its current property, over-sized building, and aged and outdated 
infrastructure, and that if Taix French Restaurant is to continue to serve the community it must 
move into move into right-sized premises with new infrastructure that also respond to current

19796955.1
225322-10008
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public tastes and preferences. Accordingly, mandating retention of the existing building may 
have the unintended adverse consequence of extinguishing Taix French Restaurant as a 
historic-cultural resource, which would conflict with the intention of the Cultural Heritage 
Ordinance.

The Taix family has emphasized its family business has previously adapted and changed over 
and over in order to survive over its nearly 100 years in business, and has presented the 
Preservation Plan the Taix family plans to implement in order to overcome the current 
challenges it is facing. The Taix family indicates it has no objection to the subject property 
being designated as a Historic-Cultural Monument provided such designation supports their 
ability to their efforts to respond to the challenges they are facing so that they can continue Taix 
French Restaurant as a legacy business.

The Cultural Heritage Ordinance authorizes the designation of “sites” as Historic-Cultural 
Monuments. Existing Cultural Heritage Ordinance precedent also establishes that in 
furtherance of enabling the continuation of a living resource, change to - and even the 
demolition of - monument structures may be permitted as a condition of monument designation. 
See, e.g. Monument No. 543 (the Farmers Market at Third and Fairfax). Existing precedent 
also establishes as a condition of monument designation, the removal, relocation, and 
repurposing of character-defining tenant improvements may also be authorized. See, e.g. 
Monument No. 829 (the Goldstein Office Tenant Improvements).

Pursuant to their Preservation Plan, the Taix family proposes to: (1) keep the restaurant at its 
current site; (2) eliminate excessive and unnecessary building and property overhead that 
restaurant revenues can no longer support; (3) move the restaurant into right-sized premises 
with new infrastructure; and (4) retain the restaurant’s identity through the incorporation of 
character-defining features while responding to current public tastes and preferences.

Supporting the continuation of the Taix French Restaurant will further the purposes of the 
Cultural Heritage Ordinance. Based on substantial evidence, preservation of the Taix French 
Restaurant as a historic-cultural resource requires that it be able to respond to economic and 
social challenges that compel changes in its current physical premises. The Taix family 
Preservation Plan will enable the continuation of Taix French Restaurant at its present site, and 
includes character-defining interior and exterior features that will continue to convey the 
historical significance of the restaurant and justify the inclusion of its site on the City’s list of 
Historic-Cultural Monuments.

For all of these reasons, the Cultural Heritage Commission recommends the City Council 
designate the site of Taix French Restaurant, but not its building, as a Historic- Cultural 
Monument under Criterion 1 of the Cultural Heritage Ordinance. The Cultural Heritage 
Commission further recommends that the City Council condition its designation as a historic- 
cultural monument on the implementation of the Taix family Preservation Plan as outlined in the 
plans attached hereto.

19796955.1
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EXHIBIT B
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VIEW 1 - Sunset Blvd/Park Ave intersection
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VIEW 2 - Sunset Blvd looking West
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VIEW 4 - Paseo looking East into Taix bar
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VIEW 5 - In Taix bar looking North
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VIEW 6 - In Taix at hostess desk looking North-East
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Kathryn McGee

Architectural Historian | Historic Preservation Planner

kathryn@mcgeehistoric.com

November 11, 2020

VIA E-MAIL

Cultural Heritage Commission
Office of Historic Resources, Los Angeles City Planning
221 North Figueroa Street, Suite 1350
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Attn: Melissa Jones, City Planning Associate

Taix Restaurant HCM Nomination, Commissioner Site VisitRE:

Dear Honorable Commissioners:

In preparation for the upcoming site visit to the Taix Restaurant (1911 W. Sunset Boulevard) on 
November 12, 2020 regarding the Historic-Cultural Monument (HCM) nomination for the property,1 the 
following provides information on the history of construction and alterations of the Taix Restaurant and is 
supported by attachments including historic and current maps and photographs.

Summary

The current Taix Restaurant building is an amalgam of styles and additions made in 1936, 1938, 1946, 
and in the 1960s, which are described chronologically below. The existing south facade of the Taix 
Restaurant includes features from the earlier Botwin’s Restaurant, such as the low clinker brick wall 
along the elevation, the lava rock cladding near the entrance, and the eave supported on angled posts in 
the east bay of the elevation. When Taix moved to the property in the 1960s, a few elements of French 
Revival style were incorporated with the aforementioned features from Botwin’s Restaurant. Given the 
building’s limited architectural expression and its lack of cohesive design intent, it does not appear to be 
an example of the French Normandy architectural style, as asserted by the HCM nomination. 
Additionally, alterations have been made to the exterior and interior since Taix moved to the property, 
and those are documented below.

1929-1962: Property History Prior to Taix (figures 1-5)

In 1929, the earliest portion of the building was constructed as a restaurant (see figures 1-2). In 1936, the 
building was expanded to the east and the south facade was modified with Streamline Moderne details for 
tenant Botwin’s Cafe (see figures 3-4).2 In 1938, the building expanded again to the west.3 In 1946, 
another addition was made with a new entrance corresponding to the Botwin’s Cafe “Sierra Room,” 
remodeling the facade with brick and wood veneer, adding the existing low clinker brick wall along the

1 4 ‘Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination Form, Taix French Restaurant,” prepared by Charles J. Fisher for applicant Annie 
Sperling, Silver Lake Heritage Trust, August 24, 2020.

2 “1911 Sunset Boulevard,” Application to Alter, Repair, Move or Demolish, City of Los Angeles, Department of Building and Safety, 
Permit No. 22987, August June 26, 1936.

3 “1911 Sunset Boulevard,” Application to Alter, Repair, Move or Demolish, City of Los Angeles, Department of Building and Safety, 
Permit No. 24277, August 1938.

19725305.2
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4south facade, and adding the existing lava rock flanking the south facade entrance (see figure 5).' 
Botwin’s Cafe remained in the building until at least 1960,5 when the tenant changed to Rafael’s 
Restaurant, which only stayed about two years.6

1962: Taix Restaurant Moves to the Property (figures 6-8)

Upon moving to the property in 1962, Taix Restaurant adapted the facade for its own use, retaining some 
features from Botwin’s Cafe (the low clinker brick wall along the south facade, the lava rock cladding 
near the south facade entrance, and the eave supported by angled posts in the east bay of the south facade) 
and adding elements of French Revival style architecture, including the front gable, stucco finish, faux 
half-timbering, and wood sash windows with shutters (see figures 6-7). The new added details were 
focused at the south facade. There was no architect for this work though engineer George F. Sexton and 
contractor Harold Sampson were listed on the building permit.16 Regarding the interior configuration, in 
1962, the main entrance lead from Sunset Boulevard into a central lobby and bar, which opened up 
directly into the main dining area, with a large fireplace along its north wall (extant), and a bar in the 
existing Garden Room.17 There were dining rooms to the east (corresponding to existing Dining Rooms 1 
and 2), and there was one small banquet room (corresponding to existing Banquet Room 2).

1968-1969: Taix Restaurant Expands to West, Adds Cocktail Lounge, Wine Shop, and Banquet 
Rooms (figures 7; 9-10)

In July of 1968, permits were issued for expansion of Taix Restaurant to the west with a substantial new, 
one-story addition plus a basement (see figures 7-10).18 The south facade of the addition included the 
existing tower element at the southwest corner and extended the application of stucco, faux-half 
timbering, and wood windows with shutters. Additionally, the work extended the low clinker brick wall 
from Botwin’s Restaurant to the west along the facade. Alterations were designed by the architectural 
firm of Nielsen, Moffatt & Wolverton.

The interior of Taix Restaurant was reconfigured as part of the 1969 expansion, encompassing a 
substantial amount of new space in the west portion of the building, adding the Foyer, Cocktail Lounge, 
Wine Shop and Banquet Rooms. The Foyer had a vaulted (curved) ceiling, half-timbering trim, and 
stained-glass windows on the walls, and accessed a new retail Wine Shop, Banquet Rooms, and basement 
to the north and new Cocktail Lounge to the south, expanding the restaurant’s capability to host large 
groups of people.

A new Banquet Corridor extended north. (The existing brick base and wood trim were added in the 
1990s.) The Banquet Corridor provided access to new restrooms (Restroom 1) as well as a large banquet 
room that could be divided into two spaces (Banquet Room 1). The Cocktail Lounge, added south of the 
Foyer, was anchored by a fireplace in its west wall and incorporated a long bar with a cherry wood top 
with built-in shelving for wine behind along its south wall. This room was framed by a scalloped ceiling

4 4‘1911 Sunset Boulevard,” Application to Alter, Repair, Move or Demolish, City of Los Angeles, Department of Building and Safety,
Permit No. 07838, 1946.

5 Los Angeles Street Address Directory, March I960: 758.
Los Angeles Street Address Directory, October 1961: 426.

Los Angeles Street Address Directory, July 1962: 354.
16 Other work on the exterior included addition of an 8’x10’ canopy extending from the west elevation (1962), addition of new signs 

(1963), addition of a 690-square-foot second story at the northeast corner of the restaurant (1963), and addition of a water tank on the roof near 
the northeast corner of the building (1966), though the tank was replaced in the 1980s.

17 The configuration of the interior in 1962 can be deduced from notes on later drawings (from the 1968 alterations), Sanborn maps,

6

and building permits.
18 1911 Sunset Boulevard,” Application to Alter, Repair, Move or Demolish and for Certificate of Occupancy, City of Los Angeles, 

Department of Building and Safety, Permit No. 70274, July 11, 1968.
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along the north and south walls, while the wall surfaces were clad in flocked wallpaper. The Sunset 
Boulevard entrance remained in its original location, leading into the newly configured Alcove Seating 
Area where there was a cashier stand adjacent to a central brick feature wall. Also in 1969, the former bar 
was converted into the Garden Room, serving as a private dining space. Dining Rooms 1-3 were retained 
in their existing locations. A certificate of occupancy was issued in August of 1969. The Wine Shop was 
closed in 1979, when it was converted into a private dining room.

Late 1980s-2000s: Removal of Facade Windows and Interior Remodeling (figures 11-34)

Extensive remodeling projects were implemented in the late 1980s through the 2000s.19 The following 
alterations were implemented in the 1990s, the majority of which were part of a comprehensive 1998 
remodel designed by Nadel Architects, Inc.:

• Wine Room: Existing perimeter shelving including engaged columns was added. The central 
ceiling medallion was also added.

• Cocktail Lounge: Existing fire door was added along the east wall, built-in seating was 
reupholstered, and service station partition walls were added along the east wall.

• Banquet Corridor: Existing brick veneer at wall bases and wood trim was all added.
• Restroom 1: Restrooms were remodeled with all fixtures and finishes replaced.
• Banquet Room 1: Early wallpaper was removed. Ceiling and wall finishes were replaced.
• Banquet Room 2: An acoustical tile ceiling was removed and replaced with the existing finishes. 

The existing wall art, which appears to be acrylic on canvas, was painted by an artist named 
Biller in 1964 and moved within the room in the 1990s to the existing location. Biller’s other 
work is unknown.

• Alcove Seating Area: Reception desk was moved to its current location in the southwest corner. 
The existing wood frame bordering the entrance to seating area, extending north from the brick 
feature wall near the fireplace, was added.

• Garden Room: Existing wall mural was added in 1990, painted by Sylvia Johnson, whose other 
work is unknown.

• Dining Room Corridor: Existing wood door frames were added. Early wallpaper was removed, 
and walls were painted.

• Restroom 2: New accessible restrooms were added.
• Dining Rooms 1-2: Existing north walls were added, enclosing the dining rooms from service 

spaces. Acoustical tile ceilings were removed and replaced with the existing ceilings. 
Contemporary metal paneling was added to ceilings and new wallpaper was added to walls. 
Several simple engaged columns or furred out walls were added along east and west walls to 
create visual balance and provide space for new electrical wiring. The existing fluted doorframes 
were added. Stained glass windows along the south wall were replaced with the existing fixed 
windows with etched glass. Dining booths were replaced with the existing booths upholstered in 
floral fabric. Configuration of U-shaped booths around the perimeter remained generally intact, 
but central U-shaped booths were replaced with smaller, contemporary booths in a new 
configuration.

• Dining Room 3: The acoustical tile ceiling was removed and replaced with the existing ceiling. 
All other finishes were changed to existing.

20

19 Information provided via email from current owner, Michael Taix, February 18, 2019.
There is a local artist, Les Biller, who was active in the 1960s, though it is unclear if the art in Banquet Room 2 is his work or that of 

another local artist with a similar name.
20
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Many other wall and ceiling finishes were changed throughout during the 1990s, including replacement of 

all original wallpaper and carpeting, where it existed; replacement of furniture; and replacement of light 

fixtures.

The extensive alterations in the restaurant’s interior were well-noted by the public. One restaurant 

reviewer criticized the new 1990s decor, noting:

“While there is a hammered tin ceiling, the decor otherwise is straight from the 70s: mauve and 

gray booths, frosted glass, shiny brass fixtures. Unlike other Los Angeles landmarks— 

Phillippe’s, the Pantry, Musso & Frank—the ghost of Raymond Chandler does not linger here.
21

Due to the negative feedback on the decor, subsequent changes were made to introduce faux historic 

elements into the interior an attempt to return the interior to its French roots, such as incorporating new 

wood paneling and trim.

Regarding signage, in the late 1990s, the “Les Freres” script was removed from the east facing Taix roof 

sign, as the restaurant was doing business as “Taix French Restaurant” and no longer using the name “Les 

Freres Taix.” South facade signage other than the “cocktails” sign, was altered during 1990-2017 as well. 

The existing signage was added to the porte cochere after 2000.
22

The following exterior and interior alterations were interior implemented since 2000:

• Roof: The flat portion of the roof was reroofed and the pitched portions of the roof were patched 

and repaired due to damage caused by graffiti. Evidence of patching is visible.

• West Elevation: Entrance doors were replaced with existing.

• Cocktail Lounge: Existing wood paneling was added to the walls, new upholstery was added to 

the base of the bar, existing wood caps (beams) were added to the scalloped ceiling, original wine 

racks in the back bar were replaced with shadow boxes and cabinets, and existing built-in booths 

and freestanding furniture were added.

• Garden Room: Existing glazed wood doors were added to the west wall and the existing wood 

coatrack was added to the west wall, north of the doors.

• Dining Rooms 1-2: Existing mirrored wall surfaces were added.

• Back of House: Existing wood paneling on the hallway walls was added.

• 2nd Floor Office: The second-floor office space was remodeled with all new ceiling, wall and 

floor finishes.

Summary of Alterations since 1968-1969

The following provides a summary of alterations since Taix Restaurant expanded the building in 1968

1969. At the exterior, Taix Restaurant has sustained alterations to the south facade, including removal of 

windows and shutters in the west portion of the facade; replacement of window sash and glazing in the 

east portion of the facade; removal of original lanterns that hung under eaves in the east portion of the 

facade; and alteration of curved walls surrounding secondary entrance door in the east portion of the 

facade (see figures 11-14). Slate roofing material at the pitched portions of the roof is generally intact, 

though some areas have been patched with incompatible material. At the interior, the overall 

configuration of interior spaces is generally intact from 1969, though there have been substantial 

alterations to materials, especially in dining rooms, implemented as part of remodeling done in 1998 and 

in the 2000s (see figures 15-34). While many decorative features of the Foyer, Alcove Seating Area,

21 Michelle Huneven, “Old Enough to Know Better,” Los Angeles Times, November 6, 1992: 112. 
Information provided via email from current owner, Michael Taix, February 18, 2019.22
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Cocktail Lounge and Garden Room are intact, remodeling work has also changed many wall, ceiling, and 

floor finishes, and light fixtures, as well as furniture, throughout.

I look forward to answering the Commission’s questions at the upcoming site visit.

Sincerely,

Kathryn McGee

19725305.2
225322-10008



Taix Restaurant Historic and Current Maps and Photographs
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Fig 1: Prior to Taix Restaurant moving to the property, the building had a substantially smaller footprint 

and was occupied by Botwin’s Restaurant, 1932 (source: UCLA AirPhoto Archive)
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Fig 3: Botwin’s Restaurant expanded the original building footprint to the east and modified the facade with a 

Streamline Modeme design, 1940 (source: UCLA AirPhoto Archive)
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Fig 5: Botwin’s altered it’s original Streamline Modeme facade and added the low clinker brick 

wall (extant), c. 1940-1960 (source: drawing from menu, Flickr, user: Jericl Cat)
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Fig 6: Taix Restaurant moved to the property in 1962-1963, adding the front gable and faux 

half-timbering, 1964 (source: UCLA AirPhoto Archive)
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Fig 7: In 1968-1969, Taix Restaurant expanded to the west, adding the comer tower and cocktail
lounge, wine shop, and banquet rooms at the interior (source: McGee, 2018)
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Fig 11: Taix Restaurant, south facade, view north, after 1968 (source: Charles Fisher, presentation to Cul

tural Heritage Commission, October 15, 2020)
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Fig 12: Taix Restaurant, south fagade, view north with notes indicating alterations (source: McGee, 2018)
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Fig 13: Taix Restaurant, south fagade, view northwest, c. 1964 (source: George 

Geary, L.A. ’s Legendary Restaurants, Solana Beach: Santa Monica Press, 2016: 75)
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Fig 15: Taix Restaurant, interior, alcove seating area, band playing in front of fireplace, 

view northeast, early view, undated (source: Taix Restaurant)
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Fig 16: Taix Restaurant, interior, alcove seating area (fireplace detail), view northeast with
notes indicating alterations (McGee, 2018)
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Fig 17: Taix Restaurant, interior, Alcove Seating Area, view southeast with notes indicat
ing alterations (McGee, 2018)
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Fig 19: Taix Restaurant, interior, Garden Room, looking toward west wall dividing room 
from Alcove Seating Area, view southeast with notes indicating alterations (McGee, 2018)
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Fig 20: Taix Restaurant, interior, Garden Room, view northeast with notes indicating al
terations (McGee, 2018)
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Fig 21: Taix Restaurant, interior, Cocktail Lounge, view southeast with notes indicating 
alterations (McGee, 2018)
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Fig 22: Taix Restaurant, interior, Cocktail Lounge, view east with notes indicating altera
tions (McGee, 2018)
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Fig 25: Taix Restaurant, interior, Banquet Room 1 (Alsace Room), view west with notes 
indicating alterations (McGee, 2018)
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Fig 26: Taix Restaurant, interior, Banquet Room 2 (Bordeaux Room), view northwest with
notes indicating alterations (McGee, 2018)
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doors view southeast with notes indicating alterations
(McGee, 2018)
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Fig 29: Taix Restaurant, interior, dining room 1, view southeast, early view, undated 
(George Geary, L.A.’s Legendary Restaurants, Solana Beach: Santa Monica Press, 2016: 77)
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Fig 30: Taix Restaurant, interior, dining room 1, view southwest with notes indicating al
terations (source: McGee, 2018)
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Fig 31: Taix Restaurant, interior, Dining Room 2, view north with notes indicating altera
tions (McGee, 2018)
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Fig 32: Taix Restaurant, interior, Dining Room 2, detail of etched glass in window in south 
facade, view south with notes indicating alterations (McGee, 2018)
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Fig 33: Taix Restaurant, interior, Dining Room 3, view southwest with notes indicating al
terations (McGee, 2018)
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November 4, 2020

Cultural Heritage Commission 
City of Los Angeles 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Taix Restaurant Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination; 1911 Sunset BoulevardRe:

Honorable Members of the Cultural Heritage Commission:

We are counsel to the Taix Restaurant Preservation Plan. We appreciate the 
recognition that the Commission expressed at its October 15th hearing that our city’s cultural 
heritage is more than bricks and mortar, and that it includes its people, their traditions and their 
beloved institutions such as legacy businesses. We are also thankful for the Commission’s 
interest in the challenges facing the Taix family in its effort to preserve their family’s legacy 
business - Taix French Restaurant - which has been a continuous part of the City of Los 
Angeles’s identity for almost 100 years notwithstanding the many changes that have been 
occasioned to its location, building, dining format, service style, menu and decor over many 
years.

This letter responds to several questions asked by the Commission about how it can 
support the preservation of legacy businesses, such as Taix Restaurant, the flexibility and tools 
available to the Commission for this purpose under the Cultural Heritage Ordinance, and some 
of the existing Cultural Heritage Ordinance precedent for supporting the Taix Restaurant 
Preservation Plan.

A. The Emergence of Legacy Business Preservation as a Central Historic 
Preservation Issue

The alarming increase in the loss of beloved local businesses and arts and culture 
institutions in the face of social and economic change has emerged as the paramount 
preservation issue of the day.1 Internet retailing, changes in consumer preferences, rising 
operating costs and rents, generational succession issues, and the COVID pandemic; these are 
only a few of the challenges facing the owners of legacy businesses struggling to continue.
And, how best to retain and support legacy businesses is also clearly the #1 Preservation 
Topic of the day. See Exhibit A, Steve Lopez, Los Angeles Times, October 11, 2020, "The Los 
Angeles we love is dying in 2020. We must fight to save it.” Nita Lelyveld, Los Angeles Times,

1 San Francisco Heritage, Sustaining San Francisco’s Living History: Strategies for Conserving Cultural 
Heritage Assets, September 2014 (hereafter, the "San Francisco Heritage Report”), at page 4.
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October 30, 2020, "Will the pandemic turn our favorite old-time L.A. shops and restaurants into 
memories, or can we do more together to save them?”

In 2015, the National Trust for Historic Preservation recognized that the preservation of 
legacy businesses represents a desire to preserve "intangible elements of culture and 
community that these businesses have created over time” and presents unique issues. 
Preservation leaders across the nation - traditionally focused on architecture and monuments - 
are responding to calls to develop new tools for identifying and protecting intangible social and 
cultural resources.

2

San Francisco Heritage, the Bay Area’s counterpart to The Los Angeles Conservancy, 
has been at the forefront of the effort. Previously known as "San Francisco Architectural 
Heritage” the organization dropped the word "architectural” from its name to acknowledge the 
importance and centrality of the issue. In his July 2020 presentation to the California 
Preservation Foundation, San Francisco Heritage CEO Mike Buhler explained:

“Our intent in doing that was to be able to broaden our focus to encompass not 
just historic buildings, but to encompass the broad range of historic resources that define 
our communities, which even more beloved than buildings I would argue are the legacy 
businesses that are community anchors in neighborhoods throughout the city. ”’Q

Significantly, San Francisco Heritage acknowledged that "[d]espite their effectiveness in 
conserving architectural resources, traditional historic preservation protections are often ill- 
suited to address the challenges facing cultural heritage assets.4 These protections are 
inadequate because the challenges faced are individual to the business owners concerned, and 
because these challenges are fundamentally entrepreneurial, rather than architectural. Most 
importantly, meeting these challenges often requires legacy businesses to change - and often 
to relocate - in order to survive; which can place the owners of legacy businesses at seeming 
odds with typical preservation sentiments and advocacy.

Based on its in depth study of the issues involved, San Francisco Heritage has 
acknowledged that legacy businesses often need to change, and that they can often 
successfully relocate while preserving their character-defining features. As Mr. Buhler noted in 
his July 2020 presentation:

“...if they’re forced to relocate, as many today have moved several times 
throughout their history, they remain on the legacy business registry but oftentimes they 
can take some of their defining physical features with them, such as a neon sign, such 
as a bar back, or whatever it might be. So oftentimes those physical features that are 
protected are movable and go with the business to their new location."

2 Seven Tips for Protecting Legacy Businesses,” National Trust for Historic Preservation, November 17, 
2015, https://savingplaces.org/stories/seven-tips-for-protecting-legacy-businesses#.XSObm3JYZPY, 
accessed July 17, 2019.

‘The Doctor Is In: Learning from the Legacy Business Program in San Francisco,” presentation to the 
California Preservation Foundation by Mike Buhler, President and CEO of San Francisco Heritage, , 
originally recorded online July 2, 2020, https://californiapreservation.org/events/legacv-business/, video 
location at 09:55 minutes.
4 San Francisco Heritage Report, at page 4.

3
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B. The Preservation Challenges Facing Taix Restaurant

In his September 22nd letter to the Commission, Mr. Taix detailed that the particular 
threats to the survival of the Taix Restaurant primarily stem from the restaurant’s "over-sized 
and aged building and infrastructure - and the property taxes, operational, staffing maintenance 
and insurance costs associated with them.” Mr. Taix also pointed out that change is nothing 
new to the Taix Restaurant, and that the City of Los Angeles has recognized in two separate 
City Council resolutions that the significance of Taix is not in its building or decor, but rather in 
the fact that the restaurant "continues to be a family affair” where "the warmth, camaraderie and 
simply good food and services remain the same” despite the fact that "circumstances, time and 
places have changed... ”5

Recognizing that Taix would have to adapt and change in order to survive (as it has 
done before), the Taix family is implementing a preservation plan that has four key components:
(1) keep the restaurant at its current site; (2) off-load building and property overhead that 
restaurant revenues can no longer support; (3) move the restaurant into right-sized premises 
with new infrastructure; and (4) retain the restaurant’s identity through the incorporation of 
character-defining features while responding to current public tastes and preferences.

The components of the Taix family’s preservation plan are consistent with the 
approaches to legacy business preservation identified by San Francisco Heritage and, as 
discussed below, the Cultural Heritage Commission can recommend that Taix Restaurant be 
designated a Historic-Cultural Monument consistent with its role under the Cultural Heritage 
Ordinance while supporting the Taix family’s preservation plan.

C. The Cultural Heritage Commission’s Broad Role

The Cultural Heritage Commission need not regard itself as a monument or building 
preservation commission perse. The Commission’s broad charge is to support preservation of 
the City of Los Angeles’ cultural heritage, and existing precedent demonstrates that the 
Commission has discretion, flexibility, and that it can be creative about how it approaches this 
important objective.

Under the Cultural Heritage Ordinance, the Commission is not limited to recommending 
"buildings” as monuments. The Commission may also recommend that "sites” be designated as 
monuments. The Commission may also recommend that "structures” (such as tenant 
improvements, apart from "buildings” and "sites”) be designated as monuments. In addition, 
Section 22.171.11 of the Cultural Heritage Ordinance gives the Commission broad authority to 
take "all steps necessary to preserve Monuments not in conflict with the public health, safety 
and general welfare, powers and duties of the City of Los Angeles, or its several boards, officers 
or departments.” Section 22.171.11 also empowers the Commission to assist in the creation of 
civic citizens’ committees, and private funds for the acquisition or restoration of designated 
Monuments.

D. Informative Cultural Heritage Ordinance Precedents

5 City Council 1987 and 2017 Resolutions attached as Exhibit B
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The following discussion identifies several existing precedents under the Cultural 
Heritage Ordinance that are applicable to consideration of the Taix Restaurant Preservation 
Plan.

1. Monument No. 543: The Farmers Market at 3rd & Fairfax

Monument No. 543 (The Farmers Market at 3rd & Fairfax), designated by the City in 
1994, provides clear precedent under the Cultural Heritage Ordinance for allowing changes in a 
Historic-Cultural Monument to occur in order to preserve the historic-cultural resource 
concerned. The City recognized that the importance of the Market was not its original 
structures, but in its setting and collection of Mom and Pop businesses, and accordingly 
adopted special conditions to the Monument designation to allow changes to the Market’s 
structures (including the demolition of structures) to occur so that the individual businesses that 
comprise the Market as a historic-cultural resource could change and evolve. See Exhibit C.

Specifically, in its designation resolution the City Council found that “in order for the 
Market to operate as it has over the past 57 years, it is recognized that the Original Farmers 
Market Area will change over time...” Therefore, “it is the intent of the City Council that 
modifications of the Original Farmers Market Area shall be liberally allowed...” The Council 
accordingly directed that “Cultural Heritage Commission staff shall routinely approve individual 
stall construction (including demolition for retail stall reconstruction and remodeling or 
reconstruction of retail stalls).”

Like the Farmers Market, there is a need for change in the premises of Taix Restaurant 
if the restaurant is to survive as a living resource to the community and legacy business. 
Therefore, the Taix family requests that, as in the case of Farmers Market, the Commission 
recommend the designation of the site of Taix Restaurant - rather than its building - so that 
Taix Restaurant can reopen in new right-sized premises with new restaurant infrastructure - at 
its current site - and with new features (such as indoor-outdoor dining) that respond to current 
public tastes and preferences.

Monument No. 829: The Goldstein Office Tenant Improvements2.

Monument No. 829 (the Goldstein Office Tenant Improvements), designated by the City 
in 2005, provides clear precedent under the Cultural Heritage Ordinance for designating tenant 
improvements apart from the buildings in which they are located, as well as allowing those 
improvements to be moved to entirely new premises and repurposed. Specifically, the City 
designated tenant improvements (interior wall treatments, floor tiles, and ceiling panels 
designed by John Lautner) located within an 850 square foot office suite on “a non-site specific 
basis,” and stipulated that they could be disassembled and moved to an entirely new location, 
where they would have to be adapted into new space. See Exhibit D. The tenant 
improvements at one point were to be installed by LACMA at the former May Company building, 
which has since sold and redeveloped as the Academy of Motion Pictures Museum.

Consistent with the legacy business preservation approach identified by San Francisco 
Heritage, the Taix Restaurant Preservation Plan also calls for the relocation of specified 
character-defining Taix Restaurant tenant improvements that convey the significance of the Taix 
Restaurant as a historic-cultural resource into new right-sized, efficient, restaurant space. 
Specifically, Taix’s original signage, cherry wood topped bar, and wall sconces will be removed
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and reinstalled at the restaurant’s current site. Wallpaper, mirrors, and other ceiling and 
banquet materials that cannot be relocated without being irreparably damaged will be replaced 
with new materials inspired by the restaurant’s current appointments as depicted in the October 
1st submission by architectural historian, Kathryn McGee. As explained in Mike Taix’s October 
15th presentation to the Commission, the incorporation of these original and recreated 
character-defining features - coupled with the new restaurant’s design - will help reestablish the 
ambiance of the Taix Restaurant, while allowing the restaurant to become more efficient, 
updated, and responsive to changing public tastes.

Accordingly, the Taix family requests that the Commission condition its recommended 
designation of the Taix Restaurant site with the stipulation that the specified character-defining 
features be reinstalled substantially in accordance with the plans submitted in Ms. McGee’s 
October 1st submission to the Commission.

3. Monument No. 958: Bob Baker Marionette Theater

Finally, there is precedent under the Cultural Heritage Ordinance for the City for allowing 
substantial change to a designated Monument without finding that its historic-cultural resource is 
diminished. Specifically, in 2009 the City designated the Bob Baker Marionette Theater as 
Historic-Cultural Monument No. 958. In 2015, the City approved substantial alterations to the 
property to facilitate the development by The Albert Group of a 102-unit mixed-use project 
based on a Mitigated Negative Declaration. See Exhibit E. In its impact analysis, the expert 
historic consulting firm of Chattel, Inc. acknowledged that only “limited spaces of the subject 
property” are to be retained, and explained that those retained spaces would be repurposed to 
entirely different uses (specifically, as the apartment building lobby and a tenant common room). 
The Marionette Theater itself would no longer continue, and all new mechanical, electrical and 
plumbing systems were authorized to be installed at the property. The City Council found, 
consistent with Chattel’s analysis, that with the installation an interpretive art display reflecting 
the Marionette Theater’s history (as well as HABS documentation) impacts to the designated 
Monument resource would be mitigated to a less than significant level consistent with the 
Secretary’s Standards.

Despite the alterations authorized, the Bob Baker Marionette Theater remains a Historic- 
Cultural Monument. But, it has been lost as a beloved institution and living historic-cultural 
historic resource. In the case of the Taix Restaurant, the City has the opportunity to preserve a 
living historic-cultural resource by supporting the Taix Restaurant Preservation Plan; an 
opportunity that should not be lost.

Conclusion

As Michael Taix stated in his September 22nd submission, the Taix family acknowledges 
the well-meaning intentions of the Silver Lake Heritage Trust and the Los Angeles Conservancy, 
but as leading preservation voices and experts around the country are now coming to 
understand, preserving legacy business such as Taix Restaurant is not something that can be 
accomplished - or mandated - merely by applying the traditional approaches and tools of 
historic preservation. It is essential that the real challenges faced by legacy business operators 
be understood and that their reasonable needs be supported. As San Francisco Heritage has 
acknowledged, change is not necessarily the enemy of preservation and must sometimes be 
embraced in order to accomplish preservation. Indeed, constraining the Taix family’s ability to
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allow the Taix Restaurant to evolve to meet the challenges facing it would have the unintended 
consequence of actually putting an end to the Taix Restaurant as a cultural resource, force the 
Taix family out of business, and leave the City and the Echo Park community with a lifeless, 
soulless, vacant edifice betokening yet another institution that “used to be.”

For all of the foregoing reasons, the Taix family respectfully requests that the Cultural 
Heritage Commission recommend the designation of the site of Taix Restaurant, but not its 
building, as a Historic- Cultural Monument under Criterion 1 of the Cultural Heritage Ordinance, 
and that the Commission find that:

6

(1) The Taix Restaurant is significant under Criterion 1 of the Cultural Heritage 
Ordinance, but not under Criterion 3;

(2) The primary significance of Taix French Restaurant as a historic-cultural resource is 
as a commercial use and legacy business that has been dear to the hearts Angelinos for almost 
100 years despite many changes in its location, premises, decor, service format, and menu;

(3) Preservation of the Taix French Restaurant as a historic-cultural resource requires 
that it be able to respond to economic and social challenges that compel changes in its current 
physical premises;

(4) The Taix family Preservation Plan (as outlined in the plans attached to Ms. Magee’s 
October 1st submission) will enable the continuation of Taix French Restaurant at its present 
site, and includes character-defining interior and exterior features that will continue to convey 
the historical significance of the restaurant and justify the inclusion of its site on the City’s list of 
Historic-Cultural Monuments.

We again thank the Commission for its thoughtful consideration of this important issue 
and look forward to responding to its questions and comments at the Commission’s hearing on 
the nomination.

Sincerely,

Allan J. Abshez 
Partner

Attachments

Michael Taix
Councilmember Mitch O’Farrell, 13th District

cc:

6 In her October 1st submission, architectural historian Kathryn McGee also demonstrated that Taix 
Restaurant does not qualify for designation under Criterion 3 of the Cultural Heritage Ordinance.
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Column: The Los Angeles we love is 

dying in 2020. We must fight to save it

By Steve LopezColumnist
OCT, 11. 2020 I 6 AM 
8-10 minutes

Bruce Abraham, 67, can recall his first trips to Vroman’s Bookstore 

in Pasadena.

He was 5 at the time.

“It would be heartbreaking to see this place fall,” said Abraham, a 

retired paralegal who lives in Sunland and visits the store “several 

times a week” for periodicals, books and browsing.

Upstairs, in the children’s book section, Alicia Procello and her son 

Martise told me they’re longtime customers, too. I asked Martise, 

now 12, how old he was when he first came in.

Two,” he said.

“You can’t reinvent this place,” said his mother.

And let’s hope nobody has to. But Vroman’s has put out a plea for 

help to customers, saying the coronavirus may do them in. So has 

Chevalier’s Books in Larchmont Village, another beloved local 

institution.

They’ve joined a growing list of local mom-and-pop stores and 

independent restaurants that are in trouble or have already shut



the door for good. Given that we have no idea how long it will take 

for commerce to return to normal, I’m beginning to worry about 

what the Greater Los Angeles landscape is going to look like after 

the pandemic.
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The Pacific Dining Car near downtown Los Angeles, with its late- 

night breakfast and tuxedoed staff, may not be taking on any more 

passengers, having sold off its fixtures and gone to selling steaks 

online. Stan’s Donuts in Westwood is finished after 55 years, and 

Chinatown’s Plum Tree Inn has checked out after more than 40 

years.

I was talking to L.A. Councilman Mitch O’Farrell, who told me a lot 

of the businesses in his district are struggling, and then he 

mentioned that Musso & Frank Grill in Hollywood was suffering 

because it wasn’t set up for outdoor dining or takeout service.

My heart flipped. L.A. without Musso & Frank — which just turned 

100 — is not L.A. They’d probably put an Outback Steakhouse 

there and I’d have to move to San Francisco or somewhere.



But not to worry.

“We’re undoubtedly going to open again,” said owner-operator 

Mark Echeverria. He told me the restaurant owned the building, so 

there’s no rent payment stacking up. In fact, he said, the restaurant 

is still covering healthcare premiums for its furloughed staff. But 

he, too, worries about Los Angeles post-virus.

“I am afraid L.A. is going to lose some of its historical identity,” 

Echeverria said. “I think as a city we need to rally around our 

history and support it as much as we can.”

OK, sure, change can be a good thing, and we live in an ever- 

evolving city. But can’t we keep some of the old, along with the 

new?

“Friends, the past few months have been the most difficult in our 

company’s 126-year history and Vroman’s needs your help to stay 

open,” the Pasadena bookstore’s owners wrote in a tweet to 

21,000 followers.

I’m going to admit to two things:

One, a preference for local mom-and-pops over corporate 

businesses. They are, after all, a big part of the appeal and the 

spirit of Los Angeles, the land of a million scrappy, independent 

forays.

And two, a soft spot for Vroman’s.

With all the books, cards, magazines, stationery, housewares and 

novelties, it’s like a small department store, but you can always 

find a quiet, carpeted corner, plop down with a book and feel as if 

you’re in your own living room.

It’s where we took my now-17-year-old daughter when she was



learning to read and loved browsing the store’s huge second-floor 

children’s section, which was better than going to Disneyland. And 

long before that, my wife and I would meet at Vroman’s and then 

go to a movie next door at the Laemmle, which, by the way, is a 

local treasure that was struggling to survive even before the 

pandemic.

Actually, I have to admit to a third thing, even though it’s 

unflattering.

Last week, I wanted to buy a book for a friend, and without a 

second thought, I went into my Amazon account to buy it. Just 

after that I got an email from Vroman’s owner, asking if I wanted to 

drop by and talk about his struggle to survive.

What a fool and a hypocrite I’d been. With several months of 

limited travel and brick-and-mortar shopping excursions during the 

pandemic, I’d become even more addicted to the convenience of 

e-commerce. When I realized I could have ordered the same book 

from Vroman’s, or picked it up in person, I tried to cancel my 

Amazon order, but it was too late.

Joel Sheldon, the majority owner, did not kick me out of his store 

as penance for my sin. And I tried to redeem myself by buying the 

same book for another friend. But he said that for a store that had 

survived wars, recessions, the advent of big-box chain bookstores, 

e-books and even Amazon — the last two years were its most 

profitable ever — Vroman’s was reeling.

“Sometimes you get caught up in what I call sweeps of history, and 

it doesn’t make any difference how smart you are or how strong or 

well-financed,” Sheldon said. “You can be swept away by a tidal 

wave. We’re in a pandemic and it’s a tsunami.”



There’s a cruel irony in what’s happening to independent 

bookstores, Sheldon said. With more downtime, people are doing 

a lot of reading, but they’re not as inclined to leave the house, so 

they’re shopping on Amazon even though Vroman’s is a good local 

option for buying books online.

It’s a case of the rich getting richer, while neighborhood anchors — 

the kinds of places that are invested in their communities, and give 

them a sense of history, place and identity in a land of 

homogenous behemoths — slip further into peril.

UCLA professor Paul Ong told me he’s still analyzing research on 

the impact of the coronavirus on independently owned businesses 

in several Los Angeles neighborhoods, but some preliminary 

trends are already clear.

“On average, businesses in ethnic neighborhoods ... are not faring 

as well,” said Ong. “We suspect that a number of these have gone 

under, and we’re talking to some community folks close to the 

ground who are saying that many of these businesses will not be 

back.”

Ong said Sherman Oaks, Larchmont Village and Venice have held 

on, but Chinatown has been hard hit, partly because of the 

xenophobia around whether the virus originated in China. In some 

ethnic neighborhoods, Ong said, merchants didn’t appear to have 

access to financial resources, or language barriers kept them from 

making full use of government assistance.

Another factor has to be that service industry jobs have been 

decimated, and residents of low-income ethnic neighborhoods 

have been devastated by both COVID-19 and lost spending 

power. But largely Latino Boyle Heights has fared pretty well, Ong



said, and one theory is that major hospitals in the neighborhood 

help anchor the micro-economy.

The thing we can all do, if and when we have money to spend, is 

keep it close to home, which is a way of investing in all the 

independent store employees, as well as our neighborhood 

treasures.

At Vroman’s, third-grade teacher Lisa Gee was looking for books 

by poets Carol Ann Duffy and Seamus Heaney.

“I’d rather pick up a physical book here than look it up online, 

where you can’t browse,” said Gee, who drops into Vroman’s a 

couple of times a month. “I like coming here because this is the 

kind of place you don’t see anymore.”

Mary Paster, a linguistics professor and resident of Upland, drove 

in to fill a basket with books as her way of helping Vroman’s 

survive.

“Bookstores are important and a dying breed, and Amazon is just 

killing off all the independents. I would hate to lose this one, which 

has been here 126 years.”

People have long said that with thousands of books, pens and 

stationery, handbags, greeting cards and knickknacks for every 

room of the house, you can’t go into Vroman’s and not find a gift.

“I like their stuff,” said Paster, who displayed several items in her 

basket. “I’m doing some early Christmas shopping.”

steve. lopez@latimes. com
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Will the pandemic turn our favorite 

old-time L.A. shops and restaurants 

into memories, or can we do more 

together to save them?

By Nita Lelyveld
OCT. 31. 2020 | 5 AM 

10-12 minutes

Who realized how wide open our lives were until the pandemic 

shrank them down last spring?

Who really thought about what a privilege it was to be able to 

explore our city freely — to peer into its windows and shop in its 

stores and eat out at its crowded restaurants and frequent its 

crowded bars?

Who stopped in the course of a busy day out in the world to 

acknowledge how important such daily habits were in keeping the 

Los Angeles we love alive and vibrant?

Now every week there is news of more longtime businesses 

closing, given the final shove by pandemic neglect after holding on 

for so many years.

This week it was Jerry’s Deli in Studio City, which announced on 

Instagram that it was shutting its doors “for the foreseeable future” 

after 42 years on Ventura Boulevard.



To say that 2020 has been a year of uncertainty would be an 

understatement,” read the post. “The world as we knew it has 

changed and is still changing.

One day, our world is so big. The next it shrinks. It gets smaller 

than small.

u
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I’m hoping our narrower lenses can have at least this upside: that 

they can help us focus in collectively on those one-of-a-kind L.A. 

places that we’re willing to fight hard for and resolve not to lose.
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Kieran Wright, in an iPhone photo, seems to be in scale with his

miniature creation of the Tiki-Ti bar inside his apartment.

(Genaro Molina/Los Angeles Times)

I’ve been thinking about that a lot since I discovered the work of 

Kieran Wright, who moved to L.A. from New Zealand three years 

ago, and used to love to seek out his new home’s most distinctive 

historic businesses and roadside attractions. He researched the 

oldest restaurants and visited them one by one. He sat in the very



oldest, the Saugus Cafe in Santa Clarita, which opened in 1905, 

and imagined those who’d been there before him, the stars who’d 

visited while filming nearby in Hollywood’s Golden Age.

This year, after he was first furloughed and then laid off from his 

suddenly nonsensical Qantas Airways job marketing the delights 

of Australia to Americans, his life shrank smaller than most. The 

pandemic turned him into a miniaturist paying tribute to our 

treasures.

For the past seven months, from a nook in the corner of his mid

city bedroom, Wright has been meticulously creating 

heartbreakingly perfect tiny versions of some of the L.A. area’s 

most beloved old-time spots: the Tiki-Ti bar on Sunset Boulevard, 

Rae’s Restaurant in Santa Monica, Taix in Echo Park, Fugetsu-Do 

in Little Tokyo.

When from the confines of my little home office I recently stumbled 

upon his rendering of that Little Tokyo confectionery, which opened 

in 1903, its evocative power took me by surprise. My eyes welled 

up. I thought, how long has it been now since I’ve been there?

■
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ill
Kieran Wright’s miniature creation of Taix French Restaurant. 

(Genaro Molina/Los Angeles Times)

All over Los Angeles are these places we’ve long loved — which 

aren’t seeing that love so much right now. I am worried about their 

survival and about their employees. I am worried about how many 

of them will be there to welcome us back when we come out of our 

cocoons.

In the normal course of life, of course, many of us love such places 

erratically. Sometimes we forget about them. We discover new 

spots or we move too far away. We mean to visit more often than 

we do.
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(Genaro Molina/Los Angeles Times)

When The Times was downtown, I would wander into Fugetsu-Do 

about once a week and buy something small and beautiful,



perhaps a little mochi in the shape of a mushroom or a plum. But 

then the newspaper moved to El Segundo and I stopped by less 

often.

And then this spring, those of us who were able to do so stayed 

inside our homes to stay safe and mostly gave up such visits 

altogether.

This isn’t the normal course of life — and so many of the beloved 

places we aren’t patronizing enough are hurting. So many already 

have disappeared with barely a word.

Before the pandemic, we would often get a little advance notice.

“Now it’s often like a very abrupt death,” said Adrian Fine, director 

of advocacy for the Los Angeles Conservancy, a nonprofit 

membership organization that tries to draw attention to and help 

protect and revitalize L.A. County’s historic architectural and 

cultural resources.

Last fall, the conservancy began highlighting L.A.'s legacy 

businesses, which it defines as places that have been around for a 

quarter-century or more and are mainstays of their communities. 

On its site and on social media, it has been telling stories of such 

places, which are often family owned, and asking people to share 

more of them. The hope is to proactively draw attention to a 

diversity of longtime businesses from neighborhoods all over the 

city, to help get them support and attention before they’re in crisis 

and on their last legs. The pandemic obviously has given the 

campaign a different kind of urgency.

That is one reason why the conservancy plans to do everything it 

can to bolster a fledgling effort to create a city-sponsored legacy 

business program.



In the summer of 2019, City Councilman Curren Price proposed 

that the city’s Economic and Workforce Development Department 

study programs other cities have created to help legacy 

businesses, and report back with recommendations. The City 

Council passed his motion that September. But the pandemic 

slowed things down. Now the EWDD, with help from the city’s 

Office of Historic Resources, is readying to present the report.

San Francisco offers one great model, said city planner Ken 

Bernstein, who manages the Office of Historic Resources. That 

city, in an effort to preserve its uniqueness in the face of rampant 

development, first created a registry of legacy businesses in order 

to promote them and then set up programs to offer financial and 

technical assistance to the businesses themselves and grants to 

landlords that agreed to extend their leases for 10 years.

In L.A.'s current financial crisis, new spending isn’t possible, 

Bernstein said — but the city’s recognition and promotion of legacy 

businesses could help them a lot. And there might be ways to 

create private and philanthropic partnerships to offer financial 

support.

“We see this as building upon our work in helping to preserve the 

places that help define Los Angeles’ identity. It’s not only about 

preserving significant architecture,” Bernstein told me. “When you 

have a business that operates for decades and then suddenly 

closes, it’s one of the factors that immediately generates a sense 

of loss or cultural displacement within that neighborhood and that 

begins to undermine a community’s sense of well-being and 

cohesion.”

Wright, the miniaturist, understands this — which is why he gave



away his Fugetsu-Do miniature, choosing a winner from among 

those who showed him that they’d donated at least $20 to the Little 

Tokyo Small Business Relief Fund. His giveaway raised about 

$5,000.

“These places are so much more than just brick and mortar,” he 

told me.

Wright fell in love with L.A. right after moving here, by the way, in 

that special transplant way I know well, when you can’t believe 

how much more there is than the cliches you’ve been fed, how 

much history and texture there is in a place often typecast by 

outsiders as hollow and history-less.

In New Zealand, there were ersatz, American-style ’50s diners, 

with shiny black-and-white checkerboard floors.

In L.A., Wright found himself in real ones, well worn and scuffed. 

He loved them especially for that wear.

And it is that evidence of lived history — rust on the Rae’s sign, a 

dumpster and trash bag alongside a grime-smudged brick wall at 

Tiki-Ti — that helps make his miniatures seem so extraordinarily 

alive.



j

(Genaro Molina/Los Angeles Times)

He got the idea to make the first miniature, he said, early in the 

spring, when he and his boyfriend saw Walt Disney’s miniature 

collection on a visit to the Walt Disney Family Museum in San 

Francisco. Then he was having breakfast at Rae’s, admiring its 

Googie style, and wondered if he could figure out how to make a 

miniature version. He spent a lot of time watching YouTube how-to 

videos and got help from other California miniaturists.
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(Genaro Molina/Los Angeles Times)

When he started posting his work on Instagram as @smallscalela, 

people immediately started asking to buy it. Annie Given, an L.A. 

native, reached out right away when she saw his miniature Tail o 

the Pup, which has been in storage far longer than he’s been in

3



L.A. and which he reproduced from photographs. She used to go 

to the hot-dog-shaped hot-dog stand every Sunday after Hebrew 

school, she told me. It’s dear to her heart. And now her miniature 

of it has proud placement in her Hancock Park living room.

Joshua Tuberville, who has loved places with history since earliest 

childhood growing up in Camden, Ark., whose downtown “was 

kind of frozen in the ’50s or ’60s,” told me he started messaging 

Wright right away after Tiki-Ti posted his really small version of the 

already very small bar. He suggested Wright make a version of the 

wonderful facade of Morgan Camera Shop, which has long sat 

empty on Sunset Boulevard. Then he commissioned one for 

himself. Like Given’s miniature, it has prominent placement in his 

living room in Jefferson Park.

“You want the great places to survive,” he told me. “And I hate to 

see places that are not blight getting demoed to build something 

unremarkable.”

L.A. landmarks that did not survive, by the way, are the specialty of 

another miniaturist, C.C. de Vere, born and raised in L.A., whose 

homages to the disappeared can be found on Instagram under the 

poignant name @littlelostangeles.

“There’s so much that’s gone but so much that’s left that’s worth 

saving,” she told me.

Maybe as a city we can come together to help.
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EXHIBIT 4

94-1721062
RECORDf 0/FILED IP) OFFICIAL RECORDS 

RECORDER'S OFFICE 
LOS ANGELES COUNTY 

_ CALIFORNIA

& /UlSEP 191934MIN.
* PAST

RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
AND WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO:

} FREE RECORDING REQUESTED 
(Govt. Code-Sec. 6103))

)
)

CULTURAL HERITAGE COMMISSION 
433 S, Spring St., 10th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

) ■

SI[) FREE
J- - V-- /-

» mJ* L»i

RESOLUTION
HISTORICAL RESOURCES DESIGNATION

(Public Resources Code Section 5029; 
Government Code Section 27288.2)

Pursuant to Los Angeles Administrative Code Section 22.126, on July 24, 1991,

the City Council of the City of Los Angeles designated the hereinafter described property

Historic-Cultural Monument No. 543.

The property is located within the County of Los Angeles and is coftimonJy known as:

Farmers Market (Original Farmers Market Area & Gilmore Adobe, Including Farmers Market Dell 

Clock & Original Gilmore Co. Office, as Included on Sits plan with Stipulations Adopted by City 

Council on 7/24/91)

3rd Street and Fairfax 

Los Angeles, CA 90036

The legal description of the property is:

Assessor's Parcel #5512-0034)01 to 011

Portion of Tract 7944 and Rancho La Brea Tract Per Map Recorded in Boot I Pages 2S9 &. 290 of 

Patents, County Recorder Office .



if

The current property owner is:

Moses Leraer

9879 Santa Monica Boulevard 

Beverly Hills, CA 90212

A
}L ’'fey ofExecuted thisI certify that the foregoing is true and correct. 

, \9^/ at Los Angeles, California.

\/f Q.
By A
Nancy-Fecn^a^o- 

Cotmnission Executive Assistant 

CULTURAL HERITAGE COMMISSION, 

acting for the CITY OF LOS ANGELES.

_ j .. V*-r- ,’c '. f-. r ■ •*v>

CERTIFJCA TiON
ST A TE OF CALIFORNIA

CO UNTY OF L OS ANGELES,

/, City dark of the City of Los Angelas and ex-officio Cferk of the City 
Council of the City of Los Angeles, do hereby certify end attest the foregoing to he 

fuff, true and correct copy of the origins} City Counci! action of 7-24-91 from 
C.F. 91-0436. On this date. the Council approved the inclusion of the Farmers 
Market (Original Farmers Market Area & Gilmore Adobe, Including Farmers Market Dell 
Clock & Original Gilmore Co. Office, as_fncfuded on Site Plan with Simulations 
Adopted hv City Council on 7/24/31) in the fist of Historic-Coif urai Monuments on fife 
in my office, and that i have carefully compared the same with the original

}
ss.

a

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand, and 
affixed the Seal of the City of Los Angeles, this _VV_day
of AuouS+ , fSjtL-

City Clerk of the City of Los Angeles &

/lllS
rr-x i C 1

By.

94 1721062



' iTY OF LOS ANGELE
CALIFORNIA

cultural ajfa<rs 
C0MHIS90N

CULTURAL AFFAIRS 
DEPARTMENT

«3 5. STRING STL I Rn, FLOOR 
LOS A»S£LE3LCA soon C213]

n*»s K
julc a soua \XA

WLTO V. KXK,ubua. CA Cun. jua
CO10FIJ. mm-

WJdT
KftfflT L bJSHER 

LJHO* »(C*
AftM^ANT CCMt*AL hMr^cAitCir
SAIWSUL AWS PaM 

SJumsojjj^ jlrts cotter 
CITY HALL MIC« C-AF r rw

cultural xEmTAde pro«w/
TOM 3HADLEY

MAYOR
CULTURAL HERITAGE 

CQHME5StQrt 
?FA JUUftJlT S- UUOVAH

7

rtANK Uflrp mfncHTSHouseAugust IS, 1391 FT] LX AJTTS P1*«JULM 
GALLERY TNEJkTRC 

JUNy&R i-RtX -CCMTZR

TwCASH) SKfe ala

kJJKXD- * BG&S reur«L mwnw a '^WOPW
KtLCH MAcnc«QirnK£H PUffUWMWS ARTS ANHCt

LOS AKtLE! 
/womaPhy Csmm 
CmNO PHOTO C£NTTO 

>^CCTOAJ?Tf AftTS CCNTtR 
HLIflO^AI. ART CLaLLEfTT 

PSPFQ#WJn5 ARTS pqQGOAM 
THE TRlfCflFUH

Hr. SanJc Hllty, President 
A.F. Gilmore Company 
€301 West 3rd Street 
LosAngeles, CA

CERTIFIED MftXL. 
RETURN RECEIPT 
REQUESTED WATTS TOWERS

WATTS TOWERS ARTS CCFfTM
90036

CfTY HALL HSALLdrr 
WW-LJAM dUHTSTIU.

L O'.:cr; ■ fr •>■■

fOriginal Fanners Market area and Gilmore Adobe, 
including Farmers Market Dell Clock and original 
Gilmore Company Office, as included on site plan with 
stipulations adopted, by City Council on 7/24/9I.)

Ip]'+
i r ' . V*

Dear Mr. Hilty,

Tills is to advise that the Los Angeles city Council, by action 
taken on July 24, 1991, has confirmed the Cultural Heritage 
Commission's declaration of your above property as a Historic— 
Cultural Monument. Accordingly, the property will be added to the 
list as a Historic-Cultural Monument Ho.543.

Should you have any questions relating to this action, please feel 
free to call our office at (213] 485-2435.

Sincerely,

CULTURAL HERITAGE COMMISSION

NANCY F:
Commission Executive Assist;

Z
it IINF:bd

c: Councilman John Ferraro 
Jeri Coastes 
William Barth 
Portia Lee

AN EQUAL. EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY _ AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER 'Vgffag* *-c 'An



t ■ .TY OF LOS AKSEf.-?t
CALIFORNIACultural afpai** 

COMMISSION 
cuuip hL 5iiw>i

CUUUHAi, AFFAIRS 
DEPA FITMENT

433 S_ SP«JN? fr_ | q-h floOh 
LOS Af+itLES, Ca &0013 

Hill 4SS-34J3 
WUS V. hQQ#j_

JlJUE A KMfl 1'^
MiCH*£L_ M &WI AJA v& .V-rnuTTC Cni r

IUCHCY njrfT
a^UCTmT liaiDUL buy,ui»OA cfhcio

■X
OARfvfrDAU^ AJTtt Pahk 

ARTT CETfTtB
OTV halL AbiiwC CAulcpv 

Cultural Hrarr^M kikkhah 
JTTAMK LU5YCI ^WfiKTS 

MCH_LY>4«*: HCKJ^C
rnpc^AM

O-i^i-fPTT TMCATtJC 
JUWidR a pm h^ijtxht

CL.ru 5. CAH^fiN 

CULTURAL HERITACJS 
COMMISSION 

m. AMAjVfr 4; KMT^n

TOM BSADLEY 
MatC^

7
August 15, 1991fl. U£k£

JMl IWYNALDO K. UkNDOtO **«HFO«Hrr4G AJYFJFTMfUT1* [-03W-tfirtqcrtAPHY CEHTOf,, 
ENfti* PHOfTO CENTER "

i *■■*{.

iiCWOAffTT AH!S flCmpi
AflT CAi^CnrFCtWO 1^77*3 AJTTT PIWlAH 

1miFOfliMMWarran O'Brien, Superintendent & General Manager 
Building and safety Department

Attention;

*t*TT3 TOWCJt*
WATT* TOWfM ART* CCHTCh

WEST UM AJTOELES
Zoning Engineer 

SOT.y.CjtV!*
CTTf1 hfALL QAUJLRr 

WKL/A** iiuht flTLL
it ix.'rr^yiz ■’t X*'

SUBJECT: FARMERS MARKET
3rd/and Fairfax/and Gilmore Lane 
(Original Farmers Market area and Gilmore Adobe 
including Farmers Market Dell clock and original 
Gilmore Company Office, as included on site plan with 
stipulations adopted by City Council on 7/24/9i.j

BESS* ■ ■ •£'VVXi■* ■ ^r-frLA , 1 =5fS3w■W 1 '

Dear Mr. O'Brier.:

At a meeting of the Los Angeles City Council held on July 24, 1991 
the action of the Cultural Heritage Commission in declaring the 
above property a Historic-Cultural Monument was adopted in 
accordance With the provisions of Section 22.126 of the LOs Angeles 
Administrative Code. This property will now be listed as Historic- 
Cultural Monument No.543.

- alcrt ali Building and safety Department branches and 
interested personnel so that maps and records may be appropriately 
flagged for referral to the Cultural Heritage Commission.

If you have any questions please call X5243S.

Sincerely,

ADO] ‘O V, NODAL, GENERAL MANAGER

NANCY I^air
Commission

«:
;ecutive Assist amt ITHF:bd

c: councilman John Ferraro 
. Earthquake Division 
Robert Mullens, Planning Department 
CRA

Preservation Coordinator

AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY - AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER ^ — Ez



LUA3 MASTOlEZ 
' c^Ckrt CALIFORNIA OtSef oC 

OTY CLEaK

. . ViWaii?5, GtrH4a ,
” ■ luABul^CimQ

loJoraitiofl ■ 413JTQ1

thJJ. MJcitid Grj
EjtJJlUH CfflVi-r

> f

ft'fk ^/ Wboi j^n|Q

/ip
Rbtrvr to did oaltiT

/ tcTd tt File Me.
(

iUr^ fuLafe
GudL^Uiivr AaidisiTOM BRADLEY

MAVO^91-0496

odCD 4

#CM 5 ¥5July 2$, 1991

Counci Iman Ferraro / 
Cultural Heritage Commission f 
Planning Department

- : ” Councilman Yaroslavsky *- 
Community Redevelopment Agency 
Department of Building 6 Safety

RE: include the farmers market 
monuments

IN THE LIST OF HISTORIC-CULTURAL

__tx'^^7^. j. _
At tHe meeting of the CouhSf held 
action was taken: jgly 24/1991, the following

■r'Azr&.h'

Attached report adopted...........
motion " (

71 resolution " (
Ordinance adopted.............
Motion adopted to anprove attached 

“ • « ™ «
Categorically eieijDt. ..........
GeneralIv exemot....
SIR ‘ ...............

£f™i:n£P aPProved for filing with the County Recover...........
a^ce! ma? approved for filing with the County Recorder

3or.d approved is No. __________________ Qf Contract -------
Resolution of acceptance ot future street to be known
----------------------------- , ______ „__________ adopted.....
Agreement mentioned therein is/are No.
. ..— c___________ _________________ of Contracts..................
Attach a copy of follow-up Denartment Report to file* 
Special Instructions

x
)
)

report.............
communication

certified

as

City Clerk
ca

AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY - AFFIRMATIVE C=TACTION EMPLOYER ^CTSO?irt not lo'i 1



■ i ■ J ‘ acj h 0 -05 . i r p 11 & Mane 11 a-1 2iJ i ]ui '4/ e
.He No. 91-D49&

L)i 'lcii tut y ut ly UI T icew)LJ 1 l

^.xnWT)TO THF COUNCIL OF THE city of los Angeles
A o <hunaHYour ARTS, HEALTH & ETI ES Committeereports as follows: Yes NoPublic Comments x

HEALTH AND HUMANITIES COMMITTEE REPORT relative to a request from the Cultural Heritage Commission to include the Farmers ^rJet in the list of Historic-Cultural Monuments. . in
Recommendations far Council Acti

ARTS,

on:
1- APPROVE, as amended, the recommendation of the Culturalinclllde the Original Farmers Market Area and the Gilmore Adobe, as outlined on the attached site plan in the list of Hietorlc^Cultural Monuments, as provided herein In addition, the Farmers Market Dell Clock and the ordinal

, ----- H Y'-°tf t c e^^it<K.b,a.id'qghudod uthat both maybe relocated to"other^sitea onprovided further, that the Clock Tower may be replaced in the event its relocation is not permitted by the Deoartment of Building and Safety, and further, the Gilmore Company Gffi may be replaced in the event that it is determine by the City that relocation of the building is not structural!v feasible.

I ^Ar[Li i m ■ u

ce
2. FIND and DETERMINE that, in order for the Market to operate as it has over the past 57 years, it is recognised that the Original Farmers Market Area will change over time and that ad hoc character contributes to the Farmers Market’s significance, that modificati

i tsTherefore, it is ttie intent of the City Council. ons °£ the Original Farmers Market Area shall be 1ibtJaliY all°ved a3 Provided herein, but the overall concept ot the Farmers Market as presently constituted shalL be preserved, The general pattern of aisles, patios and tributary open spaces is recognized as integral to the of the Original Farmers Market Area, shall be maintained. nature and the essence thereof
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City of Los Angeles
CALIFORNIA

Office of the
CITY CLERK 

Council and Public Services 
Room 39S, City Hall 

Los Angeles, CA 90012 
Council File Information - (213) 978-1043 

General Information - (213) 978-1133 
Fax: (213) 978-1040

FRAlvK T. MARTINEZ 
City Clerk

KAREN E. KALFAYAN
restExecutive Officer

RWhen making inquiries 
relative to this matter 
refer to File No. HELEN GINSBERG 

Chief, Council and Public Services DivisionANTONIO R. VILLARAIGOSA 
MAYOR05-2594

CD 5
10100 Santa Monica, Inc.1925 Century Park East, Ste. 2200 Los Angeles, CA 90067

December 20, 2005
Councilmember Weiss Planning Department Attn: Lambert Giessinger cc: City Planning Commission Attn: Gabriele Williams Cultural Heritage Commission Cultural Affairs Department

James Goldstein10100 Santa Monica Blvd., Ste 2030 Los Angeles, CA 90067
The John Lautner FoundationP.O. Box 29517Los Angeles, CA 90029-0517Christopher Carr 2225A Hyperion Avenue Los Angeles, CA 90027 Todd Later, Property Manager 10100 Santa Monica Blvd., Ste. 180 Los Angeles, CA 90067

JAMES GOLDSTEIN OFFICE AT 10100 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD IN THE LIST OF HISTORIC-CULTURAL MONUMENTSRE:

At the meeting of the Council held DECEMBER 14, 2005. the following action was taken:
Attached report adopted..................................FORTHWITH...............................................Mayor concurred .........................................To the Mayor FORTHWITH ..................................Motion adopted to approve communication recommendation(s)....Motion adopted to approve committee report recommendation(s)... Findings adopted......................................... XX

City Clerkkw
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FILE NO. 05-2594

*5
TO THE COUNCIL OF THE 
CITY OF LOS ANGELES

CommitteePLANNING AND LAND USE MANAGEMENTYour

reports as follows:
Yes No

Public Comments _XX

PLANNING AND LAND USE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE REPORT relative to inclusion on a non-site specific 
basis tenant improvements located within Suite 2030 (“James Goldstein Office”) at 10100 Santa Monica Boulevard 
in the list of Historic-Cultural Monuments.

Recommendations for Council action:

ADOPT the Findings of the Cultural Heritage Commission as the Findings of the City Council, including the 
finding that the tenant improvements will be disassembled and removed from the building at 10100 Santa 
Monica Boulevard, Suite 2030, and donated to the John Lautner Foundation .

1.

APPROVE the recommendation of the Cultural Heritage Commission (CHC) relative to inclusion, on a 
non-site specific basis, tenant improvements located within Suite 2030 (“James Goldstein Office”) at 10100 
Santa Monica Boulevard in the list of Historic-Cultural Monuments.

2.

CHC 2005-5781 HCMApplicant: John Lautner Foundation

Fiscal Impact Statement: The CHC reports that such designation in and of itself has no fiscal impact. Future 
applications for permits may cause minimal administrative costs.

TIME LIMIT FILE - JANUARY 3, 2006

(LAST DAY FOR COUNCIL ACTION - DECEMBER 21,2005)

Summary:

At its meeting held on December 13,2005, the Planning and Land Use Management Committee considered and 
recommended that Council approve the report, recommendations and findings of the CHC relative to inclusion, on 
a non-site specific basis, tenant improvements located within Suite 2030 (“James Goldstein Office”) at 10100 Santa 
Monica Boulevard in the list of Historic-Cultural Monuments. The site is located in Council District Five.

The Planning Department staff indicated that Suite 2030 is of particular historic or cultural significance of the City 
of Los Angeles because it embodies the distinguishing characteristics of an architectural type specimen, style, or 
method of construction attributable to John Lautner, the Suite’s designer, who was considered to be a genius 
architect who influenced his age. The staff recommendation supported the declaration of Suite 2030, as a Historic- 
Cultural Monument.

The Cultural Heritage Commission, in its Corrected Report dated November 29, 2005, indicated that the 
Commission approved the recommendation of Planning staff and amended the finding to include the Commission 
determinations that the tenant improvements located within Suite 2030, at 10100 Santa Monica Boulevard, Los 
Angeles, California (“James Goldstein Office"), meet the Cultural Heritage Ordinance Definition of a Monument 
criteria as set forth in Los Angeles Administrative Code Section 22.103, because the James Goldstein office is an 
exemplary instance of late Modern interior architecture; and that the designation shall include Historic American



X

J: )

Building Survey documentation of the tenant improvements, with the understanding that the tenant improvements 
will be disassembled and removed from the building at the above-referenced address, and donated to the John 
Lautner Foundation.

Testimony .in support of the non-site specific basis tenant improvements and designation for the subject location 
was provided by a representative for the John Lautner Foundation, the owner of the site, and his representative. 
One representative provided a technical notation and referenced the recommendations as noted in the November 
29, 2005, Cultural Heritage Commission Corrected Report to clarify the location of the subject site.

Councilmember Jack Weiss representing Council District Five, and a member of the Planning and Land Use 
Management Committee also spoke in support of the non-site specific basis tenant improvements, the historic 
designation, with the understanding that the tenant improvements will be disassembled and removed from the 
building at the above-referenced address, and donated to the John Lautner Foundation. The Councilmember 
further noted that the Joint Plan Agreement reached between the John Lautner Foundation and 10100 Santa 
Monica Inc. made his support possible.

Aftercareful consideration of the documents on file and of the testimony provided, the Committee recommended 
that Council approve the recommendations and finding of the Cultural Heritage Commission relative to inclusion, 
on a non-site specific basis, tenant improvements located within Suite 2030 (“James Goldstein Office”) at 10100 
Santa Monica Boulevard in the list of Historic-Cultural Monuments.

Respectfully submitted,

PLANNING AND LAND USE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

MEMBER
REYES:
WEISS:
CARDENAS:

VOTE
YES

iMf(YES
ABSENT

—BGrbg — 
12-13-05 
CD 5

#052594

AD
REPORT RECOMMENDATIONMOTION ADOPTED TO APg

LOS ANGELES CITY COUM’
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Conformance Review Report

Introduction

This report evaluates the proposed Beverly Terrace mixed-use project located on five parcels 
bounded by W. 1st Street, Glendale Boulevard, Douglas Street, and Toluca Street in Los Angeles, 
California (proposed project) for historical resources impacts under the California Environmental 
Quality Act (CEQA). The proposed project site includes five Assessor’s parcels, one of which 
contains1345 W. 1st Street, Assessor Parcel Number (APN) 5160013002 (subject property). The 
subject property was designated as City of Los Angeles Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) No. 958 
in 2009. Review of the proposed project for historical resources impacts is necessary because the 
subject property is a designated HCM, and thus is a historical resource under CEQA.

The following report finds the proposed project, with mitigation for an interpretive art display, 
Historic-American Building Survey (HABS) documentation, design review and construction 
monitoring, to be in conformance with the Secretory of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of 
Historic Properties (Secretary’s Standards). Projects in conformance with the Secretary’s Standards 
are generally considered mitigated to a less than significant level or exempt under CEQA; therefore, 
this report finds historical resources impacts of the proposed project to be less than significant.

Photographs, figures, and project drawings are attached in Exhibits A-C. The proposed project is 
described in a Schematic Design set (15 sheets, A2.00-A9.13) prepared by The Albert Group 
Architects, LLC, dated August 1,2014.

Qualifications

Chattel, Inc. is a consulting firm that provides solutions for historic properties. For over 15 years, our 
staff of architects, historians, and planners has worked to get financial incentives like tax credits for 
rehabilitation projects. We also help governmental agencies and stakeholder groups identity 
important community resources and plan for their preservation. The regulatory world surrounding 
development projects can be complex, but we have the skills and experience to streamline project 
review and achieve creative changes to historic properties. With offices in Los Angeles and San 
Francisco, we assist clients throughout the western United States.

Chattel staff members engage in a collaborative process and work together as a team on individual 
projects. For preparation of this report, firm President Robert Chattel, AIA, assumed lead role while 
research support was provided by Assistant Erika Travis. Robert Chattel was responsible for 
overseeing the project, conducting the initial on-site assessment of the building, and for editorial 
review of the completed report. Erika Trevis served as project manager and was responsible for 
researching, writing and assembling the report with staff assistance.

Robert Jay Chattel
President / Historic Architect
Both a licensed general contractor and architect in California with more than 25 years’ experience in 
planning, design and construction, Robert Chattel’s unique qualifications include meeting the 
Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Qualifications Standards in architectural history and historic 
architecture. Robert has experience working for non-profit, government, and for-profit entities, 
including the Los Angeles Conservancy, the Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Los 
Angeles and a private real estate developer. He holds a B.A. in Architecture from U.C. Berkeley and 
a M.S. in Historic Preservation from Columbia University. In 1994, he established Chattel, Inc. With 
offices in Los Angeles and San Francisco, the firm works on design collaboration, environmental 
review and preservation policy projects in the western United States. As President, Mr. Chattel 
specializes in applying the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic

Chattel, Inc. | Historic Preservation Consultants
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Properties and interpreting federal, state and local historic preservation law and regulations. Mr. 
Chattel and his firm have received awards from the California Preservation Foundation, Los Angeles 
Conservancy, American Planning Association and the City of Los Angeles for projects ranging from 
preservation of the Beverly Hills Waterworks (the subject of his master's thesis) to stabilization of the 
Breed Street Shul in east Los Angeles and rehabilitation of the downtown Los Angeles Central 
Library.

Erika Travis 
Assistant
Erika holds a B.A. in Cultural Anthropology and a Minor in Urban Studies & Planning from UC San 
Diego. She is a Community Officer of the Boyle Heights Neighborhood Council. At Chattel, Erika 
performs a variety of historic preservation consulting services. She is currently working on a project 
to rehabilitate the Breed Street Shul, a former synagogue in Boyle Heights. She also performs 
archival research, including obtaining building permits, historic newspaper articles, and historic 
telephone directory listings, as well as synthesizing information for purposes of historic context 
statements and National Register nominations. She also provides research assistance for Federal 
investment tax credit applications for certified rehabilitation projects, including the Boyle Hotel, A.A. 
Maxfield Building, and Title Insurance and Trust Company Building, all in Los Angeles. Erika has a 
strong interest in archaeology, as evidenced by her prior volunteer position with a college 
archaeology team working on excavation of a plot of land in San Juan Capistrano to determine 
sensitivity. Erika also served as a Cross Cultural Senator for the Associated Students at Mt. San 
Antonio College, which entailed organizing cross-cultural events, forums, and meetings, and 
interfacing with student organizations seeking funds or other support for their events. Finally, she 
has experience in the area of sustainability and previously worked providing database management 
and other administrative support for a “green” consulting company.

II. Methodology

The subject property has been previously evaluated for historic and architectural significance under 
local eligibility criteria and was designated as HCM No. 958 in 2009. Robert Chattel and Erika 
Trevis attended a site visit of the subject property on April 1,2014. Primary research materials 
include the HCM nomination1, photographs displayed at the Bob Baker Marionette Theater; the 
historical Los Angeles Times database; and University of Southern California Digital Library. Chattel 
identified the most historically significant sections of the subject property on a map (figure 3). Those 
spaces shown in red are recommended features to be preserved. Spaces in orange are “cautionary” 
where features may be altered. Finally, features in green are not significant and can accommodate 
alteration. -

ill. Regulatory Setting

National Register of Historic Places (National Register)
The National Register is the nation’s official list of historic and cultural resources worthy of 
preservation. Authorized under the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, the 
National Register is part of a national program to coordinate and support public and private efforts to 
identify, evaluate, and protect the country’s historic and archaeological resources. Properties listed 
in the National Register include districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that are significant 
in American history, architecture, archaeology, engineering, and culture. The National Register is

1 Lauren Everett, “Bob Baker Marionette Theater," City of Los Angeles, Office of Historic Resources, Historic-Cultural 
Nomination File No. 958.
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administered by the National Park Service (NPS), which is part of the U.S. Department of the 
Interior. Resources are eligible for the National Register if they:

are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad 
patterns of our history; or
are associated with the lives of significant persons in our past; or 
embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or 
that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that 
represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack 
individual distinction; or
have yielded or may be likely to yield, information important in history or prehistory.2

Once a resource has been determined to satisfy one of the above-referenced criteria, then it must be 
assessed for “integrity.” Integrity refers to the ability of a property to convey its significance, and the 
degree to which the property retains the identity, including physical and visual attributes, for which it 
is significant under the four basic criteria listed above. The National Register recognizes seven 
aspects or qualities of integrity: location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and 
association. To retain its historic integrity, a property must possess several, and usually most, of 
these aspects.

The National Register includes only those properties that retain sufficient integrity to accurately 
convey their physical and visual appearance from their identified period of significance. Period of 
significance describes the period in time during which a property’s importance is established. It can 
refer simply to the date of construction, or it can span multiple years, depending on the reason the 
property is important. The period of significance is established based on the property's relevant 
historic context and as supported by facts contained in the historic context statement.

Evaluation of integrity is founded on “an understanding of a property’s physical features and how 
they relate to its significance."3 A property significant under Criteria A or B may still retain sufficient 
integrity to convey its significance even if it retains a low degree of integrity of design, material or 
workmanship. Conversely, a properly that derives its significance exclusively for its architecture 
under Criterion C must retain a high degree of integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. For 
some properties, comparison with similar properties is considered during the evaluation of integrity, 
especially when a property type is particularly rare.

While integrity is important in evaluating and determining significance, a property’s physical 
condition, whether it is in a deteriorated or pristine state, has relatively little influence on its 
significance. A property that is in good condition may lack the requisite level of integrity to convey its 
significance due to alterations or other factors. Likewise, a property in extremely poor condition may 
still retain substantial integrity from its period of significance and clearly convey its significance.

Relationship to Project
The subject property is not listed in the National Register.

A)

B)
C)

D)

2 National Register Bulletin #15, How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation (National Park Service, 1990.
revised 2002).

’3 National Register Bulletin #15, How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation (National Park Service, 1990,
revised 2002).
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California Register of Historical Resources (California Register)
The California Register was established to serve as an authoritative guide to the state’s significant 
historical and archaeological resources (Public Resources Code (PRC) §5024.1). State law 
provides that in order for a property to be considered eligible for listing in the California Register, it 
must be found by the State Historical Resources Commission to be significant under any of the 
following four criteria, if the resource:

1) is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad 
patterns of California’s history and cultural heritage; or

2) is associated with the lives of persons important in our past; or
3) embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of 

construction, or represents the work of an important creative individual or possesses 
high artistic values; or

4) has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history.

The primary difference between eligibility for listing in the National and California Registers is 
integrity. Properties eligible for listing in the National Register generally have a higher degree of 
integrity than those only eligible for listing in the California Register. There is, however, no 
difference with regard to significance. A property that meets foe significance criteria for California 
Register eligibility would also be eligible for listing in the National Register, unless there are issues of 
integrity that decrease the ability of the property to convey its significance.

The California Register also indudes properties which: have been formally determined eligible for 
listing in, or are listed in the National Register of Historic Places (National Register); are registered 
State Historical Landmark Number 770, and all consecutively numbered landmarks above Number 
770; points of historical interest, which have been reviewed and.recommended to the State Historical 
Resources Commission for listing; and city and county-designated landmarks or districts (if criteria 
for designation are determined by State of California Office of Historic Preservation (OHP) to be 
consistent with California Register criteria). PRC §5024.1 also states:

g) A resource identified as significant in an historical resource survey may be listed in the
California Register if the survey meets all of the following criteria:
1) The survey has been or will be induded in the State Historical Resources Inventory.
2) The survey and the survey documentation were prepared in accordance with 

[OHP]... procedures and requirements.
3) The resource is evaluated and determined by the office to have a significance rating 

of category 1-5 on DPR [Department of Parks and Recreation] form 523.
4) If the survey is five or more years old at the time of its nomination for inclusion in the 

California Register, the survey is updated to identify historical resources which have 
become eligible or ineligible due to changed drcumstances or further documentation 
and those which have been demolished or altered in a manner that substantially 
diminishes the significance of the resource.

Relationship to Project
The subject property is not listed in the California Register.

California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
According to CEQA,

an historical resource is a resource listed in, or determined eligible for listing in, the 
California Register of Historical Resources. Historical resources included in a local 
register of historical resources..., or deemed significant pursuant to criteria set forth 
in subdivision (g) of Section 5024.1, are presumed to be historically or culturally
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significant for purposes of this section, unless the preponderance of the evidence 
demonstrates that the resource is not historically or culturally significant (PRC 
§21084.1).

If the proposed project were expected to cause substantial adverse change in a historical resource, 
environmental clearance for the project would require mitigation measures to reduce impacts. 
“Substantial adverse change in the significance of an historical resource means the physical 
demolition, destruction, relocation, or alteration of the resource or its immediate surroundings such 
that the significance of an historical resource would be materially impaired” (CEQA Guidelines 
§15064.5 (b)(1)).4 CEQA Guidelines §15064.5 (b)(2) describes material impairment taking place 
when a project:

Demolishes or materially alters in an adverse manner those physical characteristics 
of an historical resource that convey its historical significance and that justify its 
inclusion in, or eligibility for, inclusion in the California Register... or 
Demolishes or materially alters in an adverse manner those physical characteristics 
that account for its inclusion in a local register... or its identification in an historical 
resources survey... unless the public agency reviewing the effects of the project 
establishes by a preponderance of evidence that the resource is not historically or 
culturally significant; or
Demolishes or materially alters those physical characteristics of an historical 
resource that convey its historical significance and that justify its inclusion in, or 
eligibility for, inclusion in the California Register... as determined by a lead agency for 
the purposes of CEQA.

(A)

(B)

(C)

Relationship to Project
Because the subject property is designated as a City of Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument 
(HCM), it is considered a historical resource for the purposes of CEQA.

City of Los Angeles
Sec. 22.171.7 of Los Angeles Administrative Code defines criteria for designation of a Historic- 
Cultural Monument (HCM). For ease in applying local eligibility, the following numbers are assigned 
to the criteria, which align to a large degree with those of the National and California Registers. 
HCMs are defined as:

Historic structures or sites in which the broad cultural, economic or social history of 
the nation, state or community is reflected and exemplified; identified with important 
events in the main s of national, state, or local history; or
Historic structures or sites identified with personages in the main currents of national, 
state or local history; or
Historic structures or sites which embody the distinguishing characteristics of an 
architectural type specimen, inherently valuable for a study of a period style or 
method of construction or a notable work of a master builder, designer, or architect 
whose individual genius influenced his age.

1)

2)

3)

Relationship to Project
The subject property was designated as an HCM in 2009.

4 California Code of Regulations, Title 14. Division 6. Chapter 3. Sections 15000-15387
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IV. Property Description

Current photographs of existing conditions are attached in Exhibit A, maps and historic photographs 
are attached in Exhibit B.

Physical Description
The subject property is located on the northeast comer of 1st Street and Glendale Boulevard. The 
neighborhood to the north and west of the subject property is primarily residential. Across W. 1st 
Street to the south is a large apartment complex. Across N. Toluca Street to the east is Vista 
Hermosa Natural Park.

Looming above the roofline of the subject property, the First and Glendale Viaduct (viaduct) is 
immediately adjacent to the south facade of the subject property. The viaduct was constructed in 
1941 as a Works Progress Administration (WPA) project as part of a citywide program to improve 
streets and eliminate “traffic hazards and bottlenecks.”5 * * While the viaduct does not appear to have 
been previously surveyed, similar bridges and viaducts have been found eligible for listing in the 
National or California Registers or are designated as HCMs. Thus, the viaduct is treated as a 
historical resource under CEQA.

The subject property is approximately at the center of the proposed project site. The proposed 
project site also includes the following properties, with number 1 flanking the west of the subject 
property and numbers 2 through 4 flanking the east of the subject property:

1. Parking lot located at 110 Glendale Boulevard (APN 5160013039)
2. Commercial building located at 1341 W. 1st Street (APN 5160013034)
3. Vacant lot located at 1335 W. 1st Street (APN 5160013001)
4. Vacant lot located at 1331W. 1st Street, 113 and 115 N. Douglas Street (APN 5160013033)

The five parcels that comprise the proposed project site are generally oriented south and combine in 
a boomerang shape. The proposed project site slopes up to the northeast. The adjacent parking lot 
to the west serves theater patrons. The adjacent commercial building to the east was constructed in 
1961 and has been occupied by various tenants including a sales company, beauty supply shop, air 
conditioning repair company, and currently a roofing and painting company.8

The subject property was constructed as a single story commercial studio workshop in 1953 with 
white-painted concrete masonry unit (CMU) construction and a flat asphalt roof. It does not have a 
discernible architectural style, is irregular in shape, and comprises two sections: (1) the west section, 
which includes the puppet studio and party room, kitchen, electrical room, and shed, and (2) the east 
section, which includes the courtyard, corridor, theater space, backstage storage, office, and 
restrooms. The building is unadorned and has no windows.

For purposes of this report, the primary, southwest facade is described as the south fagade. The 
south fagade, east section is set back from the sidewalk by a paved concrete courtyard enclosed by 
a whimsical, scallop-topped metal fence (photos 1-2). The fenestration on the south fagade, east 
section is asymmetrical and contains the primary points of entry: two wood pedestrian doors are 
located on either side of tall truck door infilled with corrugated metal. A rectangular marquee is 
located above the truck door. Two windows above the east pedestrian door have been infilled with 
CMU. Painted signage reading “Bob Baker Marionette Theater” in capital letters is located at the

5 “First and Glendale Viaduct - Los Angeles CA,” The Living New Deal, University of California, Berkley, accessed May
2014, http://livingnewdeal.berkeley.edu/projects/first-and-glendale-viaduct-los-angeles-ca/.

8 Los Angeles City Directories, 1955-2014. accessed through the Los Angeles Public Library, July, 2014, www.lapl.org.
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south fagade and spans the length the east section. The courtyard is bordered on the east by the 
CMU west elevation of the adjacent commercial building. The courtyard is bordered on the west by 
the east elevation, west section, which contains one wood pedestrian door. The south fagade, west 
section extends up to the property line at the sidewalk (photos 3-4).

The southern portion of the west elevation is CMU with one metal door at the south end and painted 
signage identical to the south fagade (photos 5-6). The northern portion consists of a wood framed 
wall enclosing the shed with a pair of wooden, scallop-topped doors (photos 7-8,20).

The north elevation fronts an alley with no fenestration (photos 9-10). The east elevation is 
completely hidden from view by the adjacent commercial building. The east elevation of the 
adjacent commercial building includes painted signage identical to the south fagade and west 
elevation (photos 11-12). The subject property is partially hidden from view along W. 1st Street 
(photo 13).

The interior floorpian consists of a series of interconnected rooms. The puppet studio and party 
room, shed, and theater space have high ceilings. All other spaces in the east and west sections 
have lower ceilings and partition walls. The primary entrance to the building is provided by a corridor 
running east-west, which connects the theater and office spaces in the east section with party room 
in the west section (photos 14-15).

Entering the west section from the corridor leads into the puppet studio and party room, a space 
used for puppet making at the south and an event space where birthday parties are held and 
puppets are decorated in the north. The walls are visible CMU, and the floor is polished concrete. 
Light fixtures are ceiling mounted, long florescent tubes spanning east to west at regular intervals. 
The ceiling is covered with radiant barrier foil with exposed spiral air ducts. Partial height partition 
walls create a corridor along the east elevation (photos 16-17).

To the north of the party room is a small kitchen with plastered walls and ceiling (photo 18), followed 
by the shed with wood framed walls and corrugated metal ceiling, which also serves as the roof 
(photos 19-20).

A doorway from the shed leads into a small L-shaped corridor connecting the backstage storage, 
electrical closet, puppet studio and party room, and the theater space (photos 21-22).

In the HCM nomination, the theater space is described as being a “red-curtained performance room, 
with harlequin clown figurines at both comers of the stage. Metallic streamers and bunting adorn the 
walls, and lighting is provided by three crystal chandeliers and multi-colored stage lights made out of 
coffee cans. Chairs form a ’U’ shape around the stage area which is defined by blue carpeting, 
while the seating area is defined by red carpeting.”7 The theater space has high ceilings and CMU 
walls, which have both been covered by fabric to match the main stage curtains. The theater space 
has not been significantly altered since the HCM was prepared (photo 23).

Restrooms are accessed directly from the theater space. The restrooms have plastered walls and 
ceilings, and wall-mounted strip lighting fixtures (photos 24-25). The women’s restroom connects to 
the office space. The office space has plastered walls and ceilings, and light fixtures are ceiling 
mounted florescent and track lighting (photo 26).

7. Lauren.Everett, "Bob Baker Marionette Theater,” City of Los Angeles, Office of Historic Resources, Historic-Cultural 
Nomination File No. 580.
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Contributing and Non-contributing Interior Spaces 
Contributing interior spaces identified include:

• theater space
• party room and puppet studio

Non-contributing features identified include:

• kitchen
• shed
• backstage storage
• restrooms
• office space

Alterations
The HCM nomination identifies two alterations:

• removed decorative awnings at south facade entryways
• removed circus sculptures at courtyard.8

Historic photos from the HCM nomination also reveal the following alterations (figures 5-17):

• shed added in 1960s
• door connecting theater space to shed replaced and opening truncated during 1960s
• painted signage at south facade, and east and west elevations replaced after 2008

Property History
The subject property was constructed in 1953 as a commercial building that served as a workshop 
for special effects artist and photographer M.B. Paul.9 Paul worked for Columbia Studios during the 
1940s.10 Paul may have won an Academy Award in 1950 for the first successful large-area 
seamless translucent background. He also worked on the television series The Outer Limits from 
1963-1964.11

The HCM nomination implies the period of significance for the subject property begins when it was 
purchased in 1961 by Bob Baker and his business partner, Alton Wood, and converted Into the Bob 
Baker Marionette Theater. The period of significance goes up to the present. The following is 
excerpted from the HCM nomination:

Bob Baker is a Los Angeles native who has been active and influential in the field of 
puppetry for more than 65 years, and he is widely acknowledged by his peers as one of the 
most important puppeteers of the 20th century. At age 84 [currently 91] he remains 
passionately committed to bringing live theater into the lives of Angelenos - especially 
children - and preserving the vanishing art of puppetry....

Today Bob Baker Marionette Theater is the longest-running puppet theater in the county and 
the only one of its kind in the city of Los Angeles. It boasts a collection of over 3000 hand-

Lauren Everett. “Bob Baker Marionette Theater,” City of Los Angeles, Office of Historic Resources, Historic-Cultural 
Nomination File No. 580.

8 Los Angeles City Directories, 1956-1987. Accessed online through Los Angeles Public Library, April 2014.
0 “Eve Arden Autograph on Studio Photo by M.B. Paul c1941,“ Lewis Wayne Gallery, TX: Dallas, accessed July 2014,

https://www.lewiswaynegallery.com/eve-arden-autograph-on-studio-photo-by-m-b-paul-c1941-p-604.html.
11 Internet Movie Database, “M.B. Paul,” accessed July 2014, http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0666911/. Research at the 

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences library was Inclusive and Paul may not have won an Academy Award.
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made marionettes, and holds shows six days a week. With roughly 60,000 school children a 
year attending shows as part of the theater’s relationship with LAUSD, Bob Baker Marionette 
Theater has entertained nearly 3 million children in since its inception. In a recent article The 
New York Times called a trip to theater, “...a staple of a Los Angeleno childhood,” and the 
shows have received numerous “best of recommendations in publications such as Los 
Angeles Magazine.

The building also houses non-profit Academy of Puppetry and Allied Arts, where high school 
students from the underserved part of Los Angeles have the opportunity to team the art of 
puppeteering from [Bob] Baker himself. In the true spirit of master and apprentice, these 
young students also comprise the majority of puppeteers performing in the daily shows at the 
theater. If not for this program it is unlikely most of these kids would ever have an 
experience like this.12

Bob Baker marionette shows, both at the subject property and at other venues, enjoyed broad 
popularity regionally from the 1950s-1980s. Dozens of articles from the Los Angeles Times between 
the late-1950s and late-1980s announced and described shows by Bob Baker and Alton Wood 
throughout the greater Los Angeles area. In 1979, the University of Southern California, College of 
Continuing Education and the Division of Drama offered an internship to students at the Bob Baker 
Marionette Theater.13

At present, the subject property is still operating as the Bob Baker Marionette Theater and holds 
about two to three shows per week as advertised on the theater’s website.14

Review of Proposed ProjectV.

Secretary’s Standards
Under CEQA, effects on historical resources resulting from a project found in conformance with the 
Secretary’s Standards are generally considered mitigated to a less than significant level or exempt, 
as provided in CEQA Guidelines §15064.5(b)(3). The Secretary’s Standards include four 
treatments; the appropriate, overarching treatment for this project is rehabilitation, which is defined 
as “the act or process of making possible a compatible use for a property through repair, alterations, 
and additions while preserving those portions or features which convey its historical, cultural, or 
architectural values.”15

The rehabilitation standards are;

A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use that requires minimal 
change to its distinctive materials, features, spaces, and spatial relationships.
The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The removal of 
distinctive materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that 
characterize a property will be avoided.
Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes 
that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or 
elements from other historic properties, wilt not be undertaken.

1.

2.

3.

Lauren Everett, "Bob Baker Marionette Theater." City of Los Angeles, Office of Historic Resources, Historic-Cultural
Nomination File No. 580.

13 Waller, Steve, “Students Leam How to Pull Strings in Marionette Class," Daily Trojan. May 4,1979, Vol LXXVI, No. 53,
pg8.

Bob Baker Marionette Theater, http://www.bobbakermarionettes.com/, accessed April, 2014.
15 Kay D. Weeks, “The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for 

Preserving, Rehabilitating. Restoring & Reconstructing Historic Buildings' (National Park Sen/ice, 1995).
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Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will be 
retained and preserved.
Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of 
craftsmanship that characterize a property will be preserved.
Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of 
deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match the old 
in design, color, texture, and, where possible, materials. Replacement of missing features 
will be substantiated by documentary and physical evidence.
Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest means 
possible. Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not be used.
Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources must be 
disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken.
New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy historic 
materials, features, and spatial relationships that characterize the property. The new work 
will be differentiated from the old and will be compatible with the historic materials, features, 
size, scale and proportion, and massing to protect the integrity of the property and its 
environment.

10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in such a manner 
that, if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its 
environment would be unimpaired.

The Secretary's Standards are not intended to be prescriptive, but instead provide general guidance. 
They are intended to be flexible and adaptable to specific project conditions to balance continuity 
and change while retaining historic building fabric to the maximum extent feasible. Their 
interpretation requires exercise of professional judgment and balance of the various opportunities 
and constraints of any given project based on use, materials retention and treatment, and 
compatibility of new construction. Not every standard necessarily applies to every aspect of a 
project, nor is it necessary to comply with every standard to achieve conformance.

Project Description
The proposed project involves rehabilitation and adaptive reuse of the subject property as part of the 
Beverly Terrace mixed-use project containing 102 apartment units on six levels with a roof deck 
amenity over two levels of parking, and 3,463 square feet of ground floor commercial space. Review 
of the proposed project is based on schematic design set prepared by The Albert Group Architects, 
LLC included in Exhibit C. Schematic drawings are in the early stages of development and a 
mitigation measure is provided for follow-on review as more detailed design drawings become 
available. Major proposed project components are described below;

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Interior. Limited spaces of the subject property will be retained and repurposed. The theater 
space will be truncated and become the lobby and primary entrance for residents. The lobby 
will incorporate an interpretive art display that will depict use of the space as a theater during 
its period of significance. The truck door will become a glazed entrance. The puppet studio 
and party room will become a common space for residents.
Apartment units and commercial space. New construction will surround remaining portions 
of the subject property. The kitchen, office space, and shed (all non-contributing features) 
will be demolished.
Parking. New construction will include a two-level parking structure at its north elevation.
The parking will be at the ground and second levels. The ground level parking will be 
accessed by a driveway from 1st Street. The second level parking will be accessed by a 
driveway from Douglas Street.
Mechanical, electrical and plumbing systems. All new systems will be installed in the 
remaining portions of subject property. Uplights in the south fagade courtyard area will 
highlight the entry way in a manner that is reminiscent of theater lighting.

Chattel, Inc. | Historic Preservation Consultants
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• Courtyard. The whimsical, scallop-topped metal fence will retained and repaired or 
reconstructed to match existing. Courtyard landscape will reinforce the minimalist character 
of existing and interpret historic photographs which show limited areas of greenery.

Impacts Analysis
With mitigation for design review and construction monitoring (described below), the proposed 
project is found to conform with the rehabilitation standards of the Secretary’s Standards. The 
following describes the reasons for project conformance:

• In conformance with standard 1, the proposed new use requires minimal change to the 
distinctive materials and features of the historic building. The significant spaces of the 
building will be preserved. The theater space will maintain its height and truncated 
rectangular shape. The new construction will be set back and upper levels will float above 
the subject property.

• In conformance with standard 2, the project retains the historic character of the property and 
does not remove material characterizing the property, as the significant spaces of the subject 
will be preserved.

• In conformance with standard 3, the project will not create a false sense of historical 
development. The materials used to construct the new addition would be distinct from the 
historic materials of the subject property so they can be clearly distinguished from the old. 
The new construction will be of a contemporary architectural style and signage identifying 
Bob Baker Marionette Theater will remain on the historic building.

• In conformance with standard 5, the project will not alter distinctive materials, features, 
finishes, or construction techniques that characterize the property. The significant spaces of 
the building will be preserved.

• In conformance with standard 6, deteriorated historic features will be repaired to the greatest 
extent feasible. Where features are too deteriorated to be repaired, they will be 
reconstructed to exactly match the historic condition.

• In conformance with standard 9, exterior alterations are compatible with the materials, 
massing, and features of the historic building. Significant spaces of the Bob Baker Marionette 
Theater will be preserved and the new construction will float above the building so that its 
original form is apparent.

Mitigation Measure
The schematic design set evaluated in this report have been found to be in conformance with the 
Secretary’s Standards and therefore constitute a less than significant historical resources impact 
under the CEQA. The following mitigation measures are necessary to ensure conformance.

1. Mitigation Measure for Interpretive Art Display
Project developer shall retain a qualified professional architectural historian or historic 
architect to advise on plans for an interpretive art display, which will reflect the property’s 
history as location of Bob Baker’s marionette puppet shows and puppet-making 
workshops. The display will be located in the new lobby (remaining portion of theater 
space). This interpretative art display could satisfy the City of Los Angeles Developer’s 
Arts Fee requirement or be in addition thereto. If the former is chosen, the interpretive 
art display shall comply with City policies then in effect for on-site public art. If the latter 
is chosen, the qualified architectural historian or historic architect’s review and approval 
would serve as final approval of the interpretative art display. The interpretative art 
display shall be in place prior to issuance of a certificate of occupancy.

Mitigation Measure for Historic-American Building Survey (HABS) Documentation 
Project developer shall retain a qualified professional architectural historian or historic 
architect to prepare HABS documentation. This documentation shall include a historical

Chattel, Inc. | Historic Preservation Consultants
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narrative on the architecture and history of the building, the architect, if any, its 
occupants and their activities during the time of occupancy, and shall record the existing 
appearance of the building in professional large format HABS photographs. All 
documentation components shall be completed in accordance with the Guidelines for 
Architectural and Engineering Documentation (HABS standards). Original archivally- 
sound copies of the report shall be submitted to the National Park Service, Library of 
Congress. Additional copies of the documents shall be filed with the appropriate State 
(State of California, Office of Historic Preservation) and local repositories (Los Angeles 
County Central Library). The HABS documentation shall be completed prior to the 
occupant vacating the premises, to the greatest extent feasible, but not later than 
issuance of any building permits for the proposed project or permit clearance from OHR.

3. Mitigation Measure for Design Collaboration and Construction Monitoring
Project developer shall retain a qualified professional architectural historian or historic 
architect to participate in design collaboration with the project team through preparation 
of construction documents,, and to monitor construction to ensure continued conformance 
with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for die Treatment of Historic Properties 
(Secretary’s Standards). The role of the qualified professional architectural historian or 
historic architect will include collaboration on a range of items relating to materials 
selection, construction methods, design of exterior and interior alterations, and 
monitoring of on-going construction activities. If changes in the plans result in non
conformance, the City and project developer will be notified. The qualified historian or 
historic architect shall submit a report documenting conformance with the Secretary’s 
Standards to the City of Los Angeles Office of Historic Resources (OHR) for review and 
approval prior to issuance of any building permits for the proposed project or permit 
clearance from OHR.

VI. Conclusion

With mitigation for interpretive art display, HABS documentation, design review and construction 
monitoring, the proposed project as described above is in conformance with the Secretary’s 
Standards. Proposed alterations to the subject property maintain the integrity and character-defining 
features of the historical resource. Adjacent potential historical resources including the viaduct are 
unaffected by the proposed project. The proposed project as described above constitutes a less 
than significant impact on historical resources under CEQA.
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Floor plan with locations of exterior photos noted (base plan provided by The Albert Group Architects,
LLC)
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Photo 1: Subject property west section, south fagade and east elevation (left), east sec
tion, south fagade and courtyard (center), and adjacent commercial building east eleva
tion and south fagade (right), view north (Chattel, 2014)
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Photo 2: Subject property and adjacent commercial building south fagades, view north 
from across W. 1st Street and W. 2nd Street, note First and Glendale Viaduct (Chattel, 
2014)
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Photo 3: Courtyard at south fagade, view north (Chattel, 2014)
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Photo 4: West section, east elevation (left) and east section, south fagade (left) view
northeast (Chattel, 2014)
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Photo 5: West section, west elevation and south fagade, view northeast, note painted 
sign at west elevation (Chattel, 2014)
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Photo ft; West elevation, view northeast (Chattel, 2014)
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Photo 7: West elevation, view southeast, note shed at left (Chattel, 2014)
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Photo 8: Detail of shed at west elevation, view east (Chattel, 2014)
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Photo 9: North and west elevations, view southeast (Chattel, 2014)
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Photo 10: North elevation, view southwest (Chattel, 2014)
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Photo 11: Adjacent commercial building and vacant lot east of subject property, view 
west (Chattel, 2014)
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Photo 12: West section, south fagade and east elevation (left), adjacent commercial 
building (center) and vacant lot (right), view northeast (Chattel, 2014)
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Photo 13: Adjacent commercial building and adjacent lot east of subject property, view 
west (Chattel, 2014)
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Floor plan with locations of interior photos noted (base plan provided by The Albert Group 
Architects, LLC)
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Bob Baker Marionette Theater
1346 w. 1st Street, Los Angeles, Caliform!a
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Photo 14: Corridor at entrance to theater from courtyard view east (Chattel, 2014)
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Photo 15: Corridor at entrance to theater from courtyard, view west (Chattel, 2014)
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Bob Baker Marionette theater
1345 W. 1st Street, Los Angeles, California
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Photo 1S: Puppet studio, view south (Chattel, 2014)
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Photo 17: Party room, view northeast (Chattel, 2014)
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Attachment A: Photos
Bob Baker Marionette Theater
1345 W. 1st Street, Los Angeles, California
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Photo 18: Kitchen, view southwest (Chattel, 2014)
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Photo 19: Shed, view northeast, note altered door (Chattel, 2014)
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Bob baker Marionette Theater
1346 W. 13i Street, Los Angeles, California
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Photo 20: Shed, view northwest (Chattel, 2014)
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Photo 21: Corridor, view south (Chattel, 2014)



Attachment A: Photos
Sob Baker Marionette Theater
1346 W, 1st Street, Los Angeles, California
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Photo 22: Backstage storage, view northeast (Chattel, 2014)
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Photo 23: Theater space, view north (Chattel, 2014)
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Bob Baker Marionette Theater
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Photo 24: Restroom entrances, view east (Chattel, 2014)
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Photo 25: Women’s restroom, view south (Chattel, 2014)
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Bob Baker Marionette Theater
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Photo 26: Office, view south (Chattel, 2014)
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Attachment B: Figures

Bob Baker Marionette Theater 
1345 W. 1st Street, Los Angeles, CA



Attachment B: Maps and Historic Photographs
Boe baker Marionette theater

1345 W. 1st Street, Los Angeles, California
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Figure t: Aerial with Beverly Hills Terrace (proposed project) site outlined in red and 
subject property highlighted in yellow, view north (Google Maps, 2014)
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Attachment B: Maps and Historic Photographs
Bob Baker Marionette Theater
1345 W. 1st Street, Los Angeles, Califorhia
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Figure 3: Los Angeles County Assessor’s Map, Joseph Bayer’s First and Lake Shore 
Boulevard Tract, 1962, proposed project site outlined in red and subject property highlighted 
in yellow
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Figure 4: Existing site with subject property and adjacent commercial building shaded as 
follows: significant spaces highlighted in red, cautionary spaces in orange, and non
ce nlrlbuttng spaces in green (The Albert Group Architects, 2014)



Attachment B: Maps and Historic Photographs
Bob Baker Marionette Theater
1345 W. 1st Street, Los Anoeles, California
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Figure 5: Subject property south fagade, early 1960s, view northwest (HCM No. 
958 file)
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Figure 6: Subject property south fagade, early 1960s, view northeast, note
original fenestration (HCM No. 958 file)



Attachment B: Maps and Historic Photographs
Bob Baker Marionette Theater
1345 W. 1st Street, Los Anoeles, California
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Figure 7: Subject property west elevation of east section (left), north elevation 
of west section (middle), and west elevation of west section (right) before shed 
construction, view south, note original tall doorway at left (HCM No. 958 file)
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Figure 8: Subject property electrical 
closet partition wails being constructed in 
theater space, view west, note original tall 
doorway at right (HCM No. 958 file)



Attachment B: Maps and Historic Photographs
Boa Baker Marionette Theater
1345 W. 1st Street, Los Angeles, California
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Figure 9: Subject property south facade, view north from W. 1st Street (HCM No. 
958 fife)
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Figure 10: East elevation, west section (left) and south 
fagade, east section (right), view northeast (HCM No. 958
file)
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Bob Baker Marionette Theater
1345 W. 1st Street, Los Angeles, California
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Figure 11: Subject property exterior, view northeast from First and 
Glendale Viaduct (Solosan, 2008, HCM No. 958 File)
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Figure 12: Subject property south fagade, view north, note infilled window 
openings (Solosan, 2008, HCM No. 958 File)
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1345 W. 1 st Street, Los Angeles, California
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Figure 13: Puppet studio, view south (HCM No. 958 file)
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Figure 14: Party room, view north (HCM No. 958 file)
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Bob Baker Marionette Theater

1345 w. 1st Street, Los Angeles, California

Figure 15: Theater space, view north (HCM No. 958 file)
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Figure 1T: Theater space, view north (Everett. 2008, HCM No. 958 file)



Kathryn McGee

Architectural Historian | Historic Preservation Planner

kathryn@mcgeehi stori c. com

October 1, 2020

via e-mail

Cultural Heritage Commission

Office of Historic Resources, Los Angeles City Planning

221 North Figueroa Street, Suite 1350

Los Angeles, CA 90012

Attn: Melissa Jones, City Planning Associate

RE: Taix Restaurant HCM Nomination

Dear Honorable Commissioners:

I am writing in support of the letter recently submitted to the Cultural Heritage Commission 

(CHC) by Mike Taix1 regarding the pending Historic-Cultural Monument (HCM) nomination 

for Taix French Restaurant at 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard in the Echo Park neighborhood (subject 

property). I am a Secretary of the Interior-qualified Architectural Historian and have 

collaboratively worked with Mr. Taix and the Holland Partner Group (Holland), and its 

architects, over the past two years to address the issues associated with preserving Taix French 

Restaurant as a historic legacy business.

2

As explained by Mr. Taix in his letter to the Commission, dated September 22, 2020,3 the 

realities that threaten continuation of the Taix French Restaurant in its current size and format 

are economic in nature have been steadily accumulating over the past decade to the point they 

cannot be ignored. The Taix family’s Preservation Plan (described below and documented in the 

attached seven-sheet drawing set, Exhibit A) addresses these realities while preserving the 

restaurant’s legacy for future generations. The Commission’s support of the Taix Preservation 

Plan is critical to the restaurant’s continuation and is consistent with Commission’s mission 

under the City’s Cultural Heritage Ordinance, as explained below.

Supporting the Preservation of Legacy Businesses

The primary reason for historic significance of the subject property is the association with the 

current use: the Taix Restaurant legacy business. As historic preservation consulting firm 

Historic Resources Group (HRG) writes in its report attached to the HCM nomination,

“evaluating properties that are significant for their use is difficult, and the guidelines and

1 Mike Taix, letter to Cultural Heritage Commission, City of Los Angeles, regarding the Historic-Cultural Monument nomination - 
Taix French Restaurant; 1911 W Sunset Blvd, September 22, 2020.

‘Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination Form, Taix French Restaurant,” prepared by Charles J. Fisher for applicant Annie 
Sperling, Silver Lake Heritage Trust, August 24, 2020.

Mike Taix, letter to Cultural Heritage Commission.

2 t
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eligibility standards are relatively subjective in comparison to the established thresholds for 

evaluating other types of significance.”4 Evaluation of properties “significant for their use 

requires that the defining characteristics of the resource be identified, which in turn influences 

how preservation can best be supported.

The preservation community has begun to invent new approaches for distinguishing properties 

significant for their use; specifically, the “legacy business.” For example, the City of San 

Francisco is one of the first American cities to begin to address these unique issues through 

creation of a Legacy Business Registry, the purpose of which, “is to recognize that longstanding, 

community-serving businesses can be valuable cultural assets to the City.”5 In order to be 

eligible for the program and defined as a “legacy business,” a business must be one that: (a) has 

generally been in continuous operation over 20-30 years; (b) has contributed to the 

neighborhood's history and/or the identity of a particular neighborhood or community; and (c) is 

committed to maintaining the physical features or traditions that define the business, including 

craft, culinary, or art forms. 6

The National Trust for Historic Preservation recognizes that the City of San Francisco’s work on 

legacy businesses preservation is “revolutionary in many ways” because it recognizes the need of 

communities “to preserve not only historic structures, but the intangible elements of culture and 

community that these businesses have created over time. ”7

The legacy of Taix French Restaurant is one of ongoing importance to the community. While the 

restaurant was established in downtown Los Angeles beginning in 1927, it moved to its current 

location in 1962.8 Initially rebranded as Les Freres Taix, the restaurant dramatically changed the 

exterior and interior appearance of the building through two phases of alterations: upon moving 
to the property in 1962 and again in 1968-1969 with a major remodel and expansion to the west. 

The restaurant generally appears now as it did in 1969, though changes were made to the interior 

with several remodeling projects implemented in the late 1980s through the 2000s.

9

10

Despite nearly one hundred years in business with a change in location, premises, decor, format 

and menu, the business continues to deliver an essential community experience worthy of 

preservation. This fact was recognized by the City Council on the occasion of the restaurant’s 

60th anniversary when the Council resolved that:

4 Historic Resources Group, Preliminary Assessment Report, Taix, 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, prepared for Los Angeles 
Conservancy, January 16, 2019: 4.

‘About the Legacy Business Registry,” Legacy Business Nomination and Application, City of San Francisco, 
https://sfosb.org/legacy-business/apply, accessed September 29, 2020.

‘Business Eligibility Criteria,” Legacy Business Nomination and Application, City of San Francisco, https://sfosb.org/legacy- 
business/apply, accessed September 29, 2020.

‘Seven Tips for Protecting Legacy Businesses,” National Trust for Historic Preservation, November 17, 2015, 
https://savingplaces.org/stories/seven-tips-for-protecting-legacy-businesses#.X3PGZS2ZPdQ, accessed September 29, 2020.

‘Taix, Raymond Marcell,” Los Anglees Times, October 13, 2010: 38.
Valerie J. Nelson, “Raymond Taix, 1925-2010, Owner of L.A. French Restaurant,” Los Angeles Times, October 17, 2010: 33.

1911 Sunset Boulevard, Permit No. 70274, Application to Alter-Repair-Demolish and for Certificate of Occupancy, City of Los 
Angeles, Department of Building and Safety, July 1, 1968.

1911 Sunset Boulevard, Permit No. 78691, Application to Add-Alter-Repair-Demolish and for Certificate of Occupancy, City of 
Los Angeles, Department of Building and Safety, June 4, 1991.

information regarding interior alterations is also based on plans documenting those alterations, dated August 1998, prepared by Nadel 
Interiors and Nadel Architects, Inc., and on interviews with owner Mike Taix.

5 t

6 t

7 4

8 4

9

10

https://sfosb.org/legacy-business/apply
https://sfosb.org/legacy-business/apply
https://sfosb.org/legacy-business/apply
https://savingplaces.org/stories/seven-tips-for-protecting-legacy-businesses%23.X3PGZS2ZPdQ
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Whereas circumstances, time and places have changed during the past six decades, but 

the warmth, camaraderie and simply good food and services remain the same. The spirit 

of the brothers—Les Freres—lives.11

Thirty years later, on the occasion of the restaurant’s 90th anniversary, the Council resolved that:

Whereas, the present location opened in 1962 and continues to be a family affair. Family 

style service has given way to private booths, but Taix French restaurant remains faithful 

to the famed Tureen of soup, fresh French bread, and abundant portions of French 

country cuisine at affordable prices. 12

Thus, there has been ongoing acknowledgment by the City of Los Angeles of Taix Restaurant’s 

enduring importance to the community despite changes in its location and format.

Los Angeles does not currently have a formal program to support the preservation of legacy 

businesses, but Criterion 1 of the City’s Monument Designation Criteria provides a framework 

that enables the City to recognize legacy businesses and support the efforts of their owners.13 The 
Taix Family has created a Preservation Plan for their businesses that addresses their particular 

needs and is, to use the terminology of the City of San Francisco legacy business registration 

program, “committed to maintaining the physical features or traditions that define the business, 

including craft, culinary, or art forms. 14

Taix Restaurant Does Not Meet Criterion 3 of the Monument Designation Criteria

It should be noted in addition to asserting eligibility for association with the legacy business, the 
HCM nomination claims that the property is eligible for designation under Criterion 3 for its 

French Normandy architecture. However, the property does not appear to be eligible for its 

architecture. The nomination provides no evidence the property is an important example of 

French Normandy style and simply states, “The building has a unique and instantly recognizable 

look.

architectural style in SurveyLA or any other known evaluations. The aforementioned HRG 

report does not find the property eligible for its architecture.16 Further, SurveyLA, the City of 

Los Angeles’ comprehensive, citywide historic resource survey, includes an historic context 

statement for period revival styles and all of its subthemes for relevant architectural styles have

15 The property has not previously been identified as a significant example of any

Excerpt from Resolution of the City Council of Los Angeles on the Occasion of the 60th Anniversary of Taix French Restaurant.
August 14, 1987.

12 Excerpt from Resolution of the City Council of Los Angeles on the Occasion of the 90th Anniversary of Taix French Restaurant,
October 20, 2017.

13 Sec. 22.171.7, Monument Designation Criteria, Cultural Heritage Ordinance (Ordinance No. 185472), City of Los Angeles, 
Ordinance Effective April 28, 2018: 2-3.

Business Eligibility Criteria,” Legacy Business Nomination and Application, City of San Francisco, https://sfosb.org/legacy- 
business/apply, accessed September 29, 2020.

‘Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination Form, Taix French Restaurant,” prepared by Charles J. Fisher for applicant Annie 
Sperling, Silver Lake Heritage Trust, August 24, 2020: 7.

‘Preliminary Assessment Report - Discussion Draft, Taix, 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles,” Historic Resources Group,

14

15

16

January 16, 2019.

https://sfosb.org/legacy-business/apply
https://sfosb.org/legacy-business/apply
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periods of significant ending by 1950.17 The existing French Revival style features were added to 
the property in the 1960s, outside of the period of significance.

Further, the existing building was initially constructed in 192918 and later expanded and 
modified. Elements of French Revival style were added by Taix Restaurant through two separate 
construction projects by different architectural designers in 1962 and 1969. Lacking 
cohesiveness of design intent, and given the relative simplicity of the execution, with French- 
style features applied to the fagade and portions of the interior, the Taix Restaurant cannot be 
said to be an especially strong, nor high-style example of French Revival architecture from the 
1960s. Therefore, the subject property is not be considered significant for its architecture and is 
not eligible under Criterion 3.

The Taix Restaurant Meets Criterion 1 of the Monument Designation Criteria and the Taix 
Preservation Plan is Consistent with CHC’s Mission to Preserve Important Historic Sites

The HCM nomination correctly identifies Taix Restaurant as potentially significant under 
Criterion 1 as it “exemplifies significant contributions to the broad cultural, economic or social 
history of the nation, state, city or community.”19 As acknowledged by the Survey LA, Taix 
Restaurant is significant not for its architecture but appears potentially “individually eligible for 
local listing or designation through survey evaluation” as a “long-standing commercial presence 
in a community. 20

The Taix Preservation Plan allows the historic legacy business to continue to operate. Drawings 
and renderings describing the Preservation Plan are included in the attached seven-sheet drawing 
set (Exhibit A) and described below. The proposed project entails construction of a new five- and 
six-story mixed-use building with commercial tenants in the ground floor, including a new space 
for Taix Restaurant as the primary anchor tenant. Exhibit A includes one floor plan (see sheet 1, 
New Taix Concept Plan) and six color renderings (see sheets 2-7, Views 1-6).

The proposed new restaurant space is oriented south toward Sunset Boulevard and is generally in 
the same location as the existing restaurant, maintaining the historic connection to the street 
(Views 1 and 2). The main entrance into the restaurant is off the west elevation, positioned 
roughly where the current main entrance is located. The larger project incorporates a central 
paseo allowing pedestrian connectivity from Sunset Boulevard through to Reservoir Street. The 
proposed new restaurant space will have outdoor dining opening up onto the paseo—a critically 
important new feature reflecting current consumer requirements (Views 3 and 4).

17 SurveyLA Citywide Historic Context Statement, Context: Architecture and Engineering, Theme: Period Revival 1919-1950, 
Theme: Housing the Masses, 1880-1980, Sub-Theme: Period Revival Neighborhoods, 1918-1942, prepared for City of Los Angeles, Department 
of City Planning, Office of Historic Resources, January 2016: 2.

1911 Sunset Boulevard, Permit No. 7853, Application for the Erection of Class “C” Building, City of Los Angeles, Department of 
Building and Safety, March 25, 1929.

Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination Form, Taix French Restaurant,” prepared by Charles J. Fisher for applicant Annie 
Sperling, Silver Lake Heritage Trust, August 24, 2020: 2.

T911 W Sunset Boulevard,” Survey Record, SurveyLA Findings for Silver Lake - Echo Park - Elysian Valley, Individual 
Resources, City of Los Angeles, Office of Historic Resources, May 13, 2014: 102.

18

19

20
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Some of the current signage will be reinstalled with similar compass orientation to the existing 
sign placement. The current Taix billboard sign will be reincorporated at the east elevation of the 
new building (View 2), while the current Taix blade sign will be located at the primary 
southwest corner of the new building (View 3).

The main dining room and bar area is scaled-down from the existing size to a size and format 
determined optimal by Mr. Taix for his business to be successful. It has been designed to emulate 
the dark and intimate feeling of the existing cocktail lounge through its scale and interior design 
elements (View 5). The main dining area and bar utilizes the original cherry wood bar top as a 
central feature of the new interior. Wall sconces from the existing restaurant are also 
incorporated into the new space. The interior aesthetic takes inspiration from the current decor 
and furniture through use of tin ceiling panels, smoke-mirror (patinaed) wall coverings, pink and 
gold wallpaper, and U-shaped burgundy banquettes (Views 5 and 6). Additionally, a distinct 
secondary “speakeasy” style interior space is included off the entry area to further replicate the 
feeling of the current interior (Sheet 1, New Taix Concept Plan).

The Preservation Plan for Taix Restaurant achieves the purpose of the Cultural Heritage 
Commission to preserve the City’s historic sites, as described here:21

• The Preservation Plan will preserve the restaurant’s operations at its current site, enabling 
Taix Restaurant to maintain its long-standing “commercial presence” in the community.

• The Preservation Plan will enable the continuation of the legacy business by enabling 
Taix Restaurant to move into economically efficient, right-sized premises, with new 
infrastructure designed to respond to changed public tastes. Otherwise, Taix Restaurant 
will simply have to close. Its over-sized and underutilized building, coupled with 
changing public tastes, are driving Taix out of business and compelling need for change.

• The Preservation Plan demonstrates that, in the parlance of San Francisco’s legacy
business support plan, the Taix family is “committed to maintaining the physical features 
or traditions that define the business, including craft, culinary, or art forms.
Preservation Plan proposes to preserve the feeling and association of the current 
restaurant through the following: (1) maintaining the restaurant’s orientation toward 
Sunset Boulevard; (2) reinstalling existing signage; (3) reinstalling the original cherry 
wood bar top and wall sconces; (4) modeling the interior aesthetic on the current aesthetic 
with use of tin ceiling panels, patinaed mirrors, and burgundy banquettes; and (5) 
emulating the feeling of the existing dark and intimate seating areas.

22 The

Recommended Findings

The issues associated with the continuation of legacy businesses in our communities compel us 
to recognize the limits of commonly used preservation approaches for resources significant for

21 Sec. 22.171.7, Purpose of the Commission, Cultural Heritage Ordinance (Ordinance No. 185472), City of Los Angeles, Ordinance 
Effective April 28, 2018: 1.

22 Business Eligibility Criteria,” Legacy Business Nomination and Application, City of San Francisco, https://sfosb.org/legacy- 
business/apply, accessed September 29, 2020.

https://sfosb.org/legacy-business/apply
https://sfosb.org/legacy-business/apply
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their use. As the National Trust acknowledges, new or ‘revolutionary’ approaches are required to 

support preservation of these types of resources.

I urge the Commission to support the Taix family’s Preservation Plan. Mr. Taix has cautioned 

that the well-meaning intentions and familiar approach of the HCM nomination can have 

negative and unintended consequences that could put an end to the Taix Restaurant business if 

the City does not act with careful consideration of the unique issues presented. Therefore, if the 

Commission is inclined to recommend the designation of the restaurant as an HCM, I 

recommend that the Commission limit the designation to the site of the restaurant, approve the 
Preservation Plan submitted by Mr. Taix, and find that:

The site of Taix French Restaurant exemplifies significant contributions to the broad 

cultural, economic or social history of the City and state of California;

1.

The primary significance of Taix French Restaurant as a Historic-Cultural Resource is as 

a legacy business that has been dear to the hearts of Angelinos for almost 100 years 

despite many changes in its location, premises, decor, format, and menu;

2.

Preservation of the Taix French Restaurant as a Historic-Cultural Resource requires that 

it be able to respond to economic and social challenges that compel changes in its current 

physical premises;

3.

The Taix family Preservation Plan will enable the continuation of Taix French Restaurant 

at its present site and includes features that continue to convey its historical significance 

and justify the inclusion of its site on the City’s list of Historic-Cultural Monuments.

4.

I look forward to answering the Commission’s questions at the upcoming hearing regarding the 
HCM nomination.

Sincerely,

!
/' A

Kathryn McGee



Exhibit A

Taix Restaurant Preservation Plan (7 sheets)
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VIEW 1 - Sunset Blvd/Park Ave intersection
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VIEW 2 - Sunset Blvd looking West
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VIEW 3 - Looking North through Paseo
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VIEW 4 - Paseo looking East into Taix bar
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VIEW 5 - In Taix bar looking North
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VIEW 6 - In Taix at hostess desk looking North-East
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TAIX

September 22, 2020

Cultural Heritage Commission 
City of Los Angeles 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination - Taix French Restaurant; 1911 W. Sunset Blvd.

Honorable Members of the Cultural Heritage Commission:

My family and I are so gratified by the community's interest in helping us continue the 
legacy of the Taix Restaurant. I am writing to introduce the Cultural Heritage Commission to 
my family's plan to preserve the Taix Restaurant and to ask that you support it.

My family created the Taix French Restaurant, and through our cooking and hospitality, 
have made it something dear to the hearts of Angelinos for now close to one hundred years. 
Our entrepreneurship and perseverance has stewarded and preserved Taix through the Great 
Depression, through World II, several recessions, the federal government's condemnation of 
our original downtown location, urban decline, numerous remodelings, and periodic changes in 
public taste. Well before the current pandemic, it became clear to us that Taix cannot continue 
in its current format and premises, and so - to enable us to continue our business - we created 
the plan described below.

Preserving the legacy of the Taix Restaurant is not a matter of bricks and mortar. It is a 
matter of restaurant economics and changing public tastes to which we must respond. Though 
we acknowledge the well-meaning intentions of the Silver Lake Heritage Trust and the Los 
Angeles Conservancy, preserving Taix is not something that can be accomplished with the tools 
of architectural history or by designating it as a City Historic-Cultural Monument. Indeed, well
meaning intentions can have negative and unintended consequences which could put an end to 
the Taix Restaurant if the City does not act with careful consideration.

The City of Los Angeles has recognized Taix for its importance as a legacy business 
before (see Exhibit A), and we have no objection to our restaurants site being recognized as a 
Historic-Cultural Monument if it is done properly and in a manner that allows us to evolve so 
that we can preserve and continue our business. And so, we ask that in considering the 
application before it, the Commission support our plan, and - if the Commission does nothing 
else - it observe the primary dictate of the Hippocratic Oath: "Do No Harm."

Accordingly, for the reasons discussed in more detail below, on behalf of our family I 
respectfully request, that if the Commission chooses to recommend that Taix French Restaurant
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be added to the City's list of Historic-Cultural Monuments, the Commission recommend that 
the designation pertain to the site of the restaurant (and not the existing building) and that the 
Commission find that:

The Taix French Restaurant exemplifies significant contributions to the broad 
cultural, economic or social history of the City and state of California;

1.

The primary significance of Taix French Restaurant as a historic-cultural resource 
is as a commercial use and legacy business that has been dear to the hearts Angelinos for 
almost 100 years despite many changes in its location, premises, decor, format, and menu;

2.

Preservation of the Taix French Restaurant as a historic-cultural resource 
requires that it be able to respond to economic and social challenges that compel changes in its 
current physical premises;

3.

The Taix family preservation plan will enable the continuation of Taix French 
Restaurant at its present site, and includes character-defining interior and exterior features that 
will continue to convey the historical significance of the restaurant and justify the inclusion of 
its site on the City's list of Historic-Cultural Monuments.

4.

A. Taix's Present Circumstances

a. Taix's Cultural Significance is not in Current Building

The cultural significance of the Taix Restaurant is most assuredly not the building in 
which it is located or our tenant improvements, and the application filed by Silver Lake Heritage 
does not contend that it is:

"Taix French Restaurant is significant as one of the oldest and most enduring 
businesses in Los Angeles. The dining establishment has remained in continuous 
operation between 1927 and the present in its two locations, and remains one of the 
city's most iconic and beloved local businesses, as well as one of the last vestiges of 
historic Frenchtown."

The Historic Resource Group's accompanying report concedes considering how to 
address Taix as a legacy business resource is complex because "evaluating properties that are 
significant for their use is difficult, and the guidelines and eligibility standards are relatively 
subjective in comparison to the established thresholds for evaluating other types of 
significance." HRB goes on to recognize that long-lived businesses often have a social - 
"intangible" - importance rather than a physical or architectural significance:
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"In Los Angeles and elsewhere, well-established and long-lived businesses take on 
important social qualities and often, over time, they organically mature into iconic and 
revered cultural institutions. Their endurance becomes ingrained into a community's 
collective memory and plays an integral role in defining a community's sense of cultural 
and commercial identity. Businesses such as these "have the power to bring people 
together, provide a sense of continuity with the past, and lend [cities] a rich and layered 
identity" that is rooted in aspects of their history. Though the reasons belying their 
significance are typically rooted in tradition, culture, and other intangible qualities, 
these businesses are important because they build a very tangible bridge linking the 
present with the past."

b. Taix Cannot Continue In Its Present Building and Format

The truth is that Taix cannot continue in its present building and format. Indeed, while 
some may find that our premises evoke a certain nostalgia, Taix's over-sized and aged building 
and infrastructure - and the property taxes, operational, staffing, maintenance and insurance 
costs associated with them - as well as changing public tastes, would have led to Taix's closure 
had our family not adopted the preservation plan that we are asking your Commission to 
support. Put simply, Taix is no longer profitable and its premises are a white elephant.

Even before the COVD-19 public health emergency, our facilities (particularly our 
extensive banquet facilities) were significantly under-patronized due to increased competition 
and changing public habits. We no longer need, and cannot afford, a large parking lot, when 
more and more of our patrons are using Uber and Lyft. Organizations that used to meet in our 
banquet rooms weekly or monthly are now far and few between, and most no longer exist. We 
are now long-past the point where Taix's operating revenue is able to support this unnecessary 
overhead.

Maintaining and insuring our aged-infrastructure consumes a major portion of our 
reduced revenue. Even if we could snap our fingers and down-size the restaurant and our 
property, millions of dollars would be required to accomplish the build-out we require and 
provide capital to restart the business - millions of dollars which the non-existent profits of the 
restaurant cannot provide. Needless to say, the public's affection and civic recognition cannot 
provide those dollars either.

In 2018, we realized that in order to continue Taix, the best course for us would be to 
sell the property to a user that would help us continue at our current site, in a new 'right-sized' 
format, with new infrastructure. We carefully examined over a dozen developers, and we 
ultimately decided to move forward with Holland Partner Group, to whom we sold the property 
in the summer of 2019. HPG has a history of building quality and thoughtful developments 
throughout Los Angeles and Southern California. Their vision of what this corner of Echo Park 
could be, with placemaking and the additional energy housing provides, were aligned with the
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ideas we had to renew and continue Taix. And together, we began planning the next "new 
Taix."

Moreover, the structure of our transaction with HPG saved us. Although the restaurant 
is no longer profitable, HPG has enabled us to stay open by relieving us of the burden of 
mortgage debt, property taxes and insurance, and by giving us free rent. The last few months 
of the COVID 19 public health emergency have further reinforced the long term need to adjust 
our business plans. Sales have significantly dropped, and even at zero rent, the cost of 
operating the restaurant is not nearly being covered. The easy thing to do for us is give up, but 
we are not doing that.

B. Taix Has Continually Changed Since Its Founding

Those who may believe it is necessary to 'freeze' Taix in time in order to preserve are 
not sufficiently acquainted with our actual history, and do not understand what our restaurant 
is as a cultural resource. As entrepreneurs, our family business has had to adapt over and over 
again in order to survive. Indeed, in 1962, aware that the federal government would soon 
'condemn' our original downtown premises, my grandfather took the risky step of moving what 
was already a City institution to 'new' premises in Echo Park and - on top of that - he changed 
the restaurant's format from family-style dining to entree menu service. But, notwithstanding 
the dramatic changes in locale, decor, menu and service that took place, the public recognized 
that grandad had preserved what was essential in "Taix." As the LA Times reported:

Original Bargain Duplicated1

The family and I finally got around to trying what some people call "The new 
It is at 1911 Sunset Boulevard, just east of Alvarado Street, and its true name is 

Les Freres Taix. It is the old Botwin's Cafe and is somewhat decor-dash wise, a far cry 
from the original Taix down on Commercial Street - tufted leather booths, carpeting, 
table cloths, and attractive waitresses rather than 80-year-old waiters. Incidentally, the 
original Taix is still in business, hasn't yet been bulldozed as a lot of people seem to 
think. Anyway, at the so-called "new Taix" you get the same generous tureen of 
excellent vegetable soup, salad with the same garlicy dressing, huge serving of pot roast 
with large portions of tomato-infested zucchini, creamed au gratin potatoes, sherbet, 
and coffee - all for $2.25. It is not exactly a gourmet repast. But, you can't beat the 
price. What's more, they have a red Mountain Wine for 90 cents a half bottle (by Louis 
Martini) that needs no apologies. And the cocktail lounge is exceptionally attractive. For 
an economical dine-out treat for the family, or to takeout the girl friend on the night 
before payday, this in one of the town's better bargains.

Taix.

1 Los Angeles Times, Sunday, November 3, 1963.
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Moreover, the changes did not stop in 1962. We have never stood still; no service 
business can afford to do so. In 1969, we undertook a major renovation that included adding 
banquet rooms, a wine shop and cellar, the porte cochere, a parking lot, a new bar and the 
cocktail lounge. The 1970s brought a more continental menu and saw the onset of 
neighborhood blight. In the 1980s, continental cuisine began to fall out of public favor. We 
changed our menu, began a room-by-room remodeling to impart an older look to our 
restaurant, and closed our wine shop. That process continued into the 1990's and 2000's, 
when we added many older-looking features such as tin ceilings, patinaed mirrored walls, more 
brick wainscoting, antique-style light fixtures, changed booth layouts and covering, and wood 
paneling. Little today is left from the 1969 renovation - but our family's legacy business 
continues to be recognized by the public.

C. Our Preservation Plan

There are four key components of our family's preservation plan for Taix: (1) remain at 
our site; (2) off-load overhead that the restaurant can no longer support; (3) move into right
sized premises with new infrastructure; and (4) retain our identity while responding to current 
public tastes and preferences. Our sale to HPG has enabled us to accomplish the first two 
objectives. The other two components of our plan are discussed in more detail below.

a. Right-Sized Premises with New Infrastructure

As explained earlier, it is not economically feasible to continue to operate in our current 
premises. Therefore, every plan we have considered requires that Taix be reborn into a 
smaller, approximately 5,000 square foot footprint with new kitchen, storage, and HVAC 
facilities. Retaining our aged existing building, and its inefficient and outmoded layout, would 
be fundamentally incompatible with this objective.

Working with HPG, we developed a plan to renew Taix into a new right-sized restaurant 
facility. Because the conventional preservation approach often involves some recognition of a 
building's existing edifice, our initial plan proposed fronting the new building with our current 
faux-Normandy Sunset Boulevard elevation. See Exhibit B. But frankly, that plan pleased no 
one: not City Planners who wanted to see us activate our stagnant Sunset Boulevard and make 
it pedestrian friendly; not local stakeholders who told us that retaining what they considered a 
kitschy, rather tired 'screen set' would be an empty gesture that added nothing to the 
community; and not preservation voices who are uncomfortable with the idea of new 
construction. We were asked to think instead about the importance of our site in relation to 
surrounding properties and the street grid, and how redevelopment of our site could benefit 
the community over the decades to come. So together with HPG, we went back to the drawing 
board.
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b. Taix In its New Context

Together with HPG, over the next year we engaged with a "design council" of local 
stakeholders brought together by Councilmember O'Farrell. Through a series of design 
iterations (see Exhibit C) we were ultimately asked to create a pedestrian paseo through the 
Project from Reservoir and Liberty Streets to Sunset Boulevard that would provide a visual 
corridor through to Park Avenue and Echo Park to the south.

The resultant transit and pedestrian-friendly development provides 5,500 square feet of 
new restaurant space for Taix to continue in its current location and footprint, an additional 
7,500 square feet of ground floor retail space that will activate the paseo and Sunset Boulevard, 
and 166 residential units (including 24 units reserved for very low income households).

A second pedestrian paseo will connect the main Project paseo to the Edendale Branch 
Library (whose parking and primary entrance is from Alvarado Street) transforming our 
property into the "hub" of the neighborhood - with Taix at its very center. Our shared property 
line with the library will include four "walk-up" units and a large scale mural.

Our schematic designs have been shared with the Echo Park Improvement Association 
and the Echo Park Neighborhood Council, who ultimately asked us to finish it with architecture 
that would be "of Echo Park, and for Echo Park."

With this direction, the design team explored the Echo Park neighborhood, looking to 
strong examples of early 20th century architecture nearby. The traditional architecture, with 
pronounced top, middle and bottom horizontal separations, unique storefront street frontages, 
fire escape balconies and selective uses of arched windows were common themes that the 
team embraced in the Taix design. Further, given the architectural period of inspiration, 
pictures of the original Taix building in downtown LA offered direction as well. See Exhibit D. 
With the black framed storefront and red canopies overhead, the new Taix design now provides 
a distinct nod to the original home of the restaurant. See Exhibit E.

c. The "New Taix'

At the center of all this will be the "New Taix" - right -sized , designed to respond to 
current public tastes, planned with efficiency in mind, and finished in an aesthetic that will 
provide a familiar experience to our long time patrons. Those patrons will be greeted with an 
adaptation of the storefront that graced our original downtown premises flanked by our 
existing "Cocktails" sign. The "New Taix" will remain on its existing site, along Sunset, with its 
footprint occupying approximately the same position as our bar lounge today.

Therefore, when we reopen, our patrons will find us just where we were...
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The new Taix will be comprised of approximately 5,500 square feet broken into multiple 
interior rooms, with an adjoining 1,500 square foot outdoor dining patio along the Project's 
new pedestrian paseo that will connect Sunset Boulevard to Reservoir Street. See Exhibit F.
Our new indoor/outdoor format will respond to the public's desire to enjoy the popular 
California outdoor dining experience so much in demand while sheltering diners from the 
hubbub of traffic along Sunset. See Exhibit G. The outdoor patio will be directly integrated into 
the restaurant's interior via operable window-door assemblies that will allow light into Taix's 
interior, and allow our interior space to seamlessly flow into the outdoor environment.

Inside, we will retain Taix's feel and sense of place by reusing our beloved Cherrywood 
bar top, along with our trademark patinaed mirrors lining the wall behind the bar. See Exhibit H 
Much of the restaurant's ceiling will be covered with a faux-tin ceiling tile similar in style to that 
found in our dining rooms today. The bar room walls will be lined with half a dozen booths, 
with the center of the bar room housing tables that can be moved and adjusted as the occasion 
demands.

Further back in the restaurant, there will be a darker and more intimate space for 
another dozen horseshoe, Pullman and circular booths like we have today. This space is 
conceived to embrace the darker "speak-easy" experience many of our current patrons enjoy. 
Patinaed mirror treatment along the walls and the faux tin tiles on the ceiling provide the depth 
of material to accent the plush booth benches that wrap the perimeter of this room.

Beyond this space, a small private dining room can be accessed designed for more 
intimate parties of approximately a dozen guests, with the restrooms and operations office 
further down the corridor. The kitchen, back of house and associated storage will be positioned 
in the center of our space with a backdoor that leads directly to an off-street loading zone and a 
secure and ventilated commercial trash room.

D. Conclusion

As the City Council Resolution presented to us on the occasion of our 60th anniversary
noted,

“WHEREAS CIRCUMSTANCES, TIME AND PLACES HAVE CHANGED DURING THE 
PAST SIX DECADES, BUT THE WARMTH, CAMARADERIE AND SIMPLY GOOD FOOD AND 
SERVICE REMAIN THE SAME. THE SPIRIT OF THE BROTHERS -LES FRERES -LIVES”
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In the spirit of the City Council's Resolution, and for all of the foregoing reasons, we ask 
that if your Commission chooses to recommend that Taix French Restaurant be added to the 
City's list of Historic-Cultural Monuments, the Commission recommend that the designation 
pertain to the site of the restaurant and that the Commission adopt the findings set forth on 
the first page of this letter.

Thank you for supporting our efforts to preserve the Taix French Restaurant,

Mike Taix

Councilmember Mitch O'Farrell
Lambert Giessinger, Office of Historic Resources

cc:
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Exhibit B Summer 2019 - Initial Taix development designs envisioned removing and reinstalling the Sunset fronting elevation of 
the existing structure. Significant updates would be required to ensure code compliance, fire-life safety requirements and 

structural needs. The general response from community stakeholders favored removing the elevation to provide greater public 
space and more connectivity between the multiple street frontages of the site.
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Exhibit C Spring 2020 - The submitted Taix development designs reimagined the use of the site by creating a publicly 
accessible pedestrian paseo connecting Sunset Blvd to Reservoir St. creating an off-street opportunity for Taix to include outdoor 

dining in the process. Community stakeholders generally supported the approach, but asked that the architecture be improved.
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Exhibit D 1920’s-1950’s - The original Taix in downtown Los Angeles served as architectural inspiration to create a more 
traditional aesthetic that would be fitting with the neighboring buildings so central to the Echo Park identity. The strong 

horizontal lines between commercial ground floor, middle floors, and the top are prevalent in this more traditional design. 
Storefronts with different glazing assemblies not reaching full floor to ceiling and covered by canopies become focal elements.
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Exhibit D 1920’s-1950’s - The original Taix in downtown Los Angeles served as architectural inspiration to create a more 
traditional aesthetic that would be fitting with the neighboring buildings so central to the Echo Park identity. Fire escape 

balconies, more ornate windowsills and headers are prevalent in this more traditional design.
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Exhibit E Summer 2020 - The updated Taix design takes inspiration from the original Taix building from downtown, as well as 
the other Echo Park buildings from the same era of early 1900’s architecture. The more traditional aesthetic has strong vertical 
lines with the white pilasters but also provides for horizontal breaks between top, middle, bottom portions of the building. The 

public paseo has been enlarged from the previous version creating greater connectivity through the site.
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Exhibit E Summer 2020 - View from Park Ave and Sunset Blvd.
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Exhibit E Summer 2020 - Looking West down Sunset Blvd. Original Taix signage retained in place overlooking The
Sunset/Reservoir intersection.
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Exhibit F Summer 2020 - Interior space plan for new Taix restaurant. Sunset Blvd is plan Right, Reservoir St. is plan Left with 
the public paseo and outdoor dining at the base of the plan. Patrons can enter from one of two entrances off the paseo into the bar 

room or to the hostess desk, a small private dining room and right-sized kitchen utilize the upper portion of the plan.
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Exhibit G Summer 2020 - Along the main pedestrian paseo, storefronts with different glazing assemblies not reaching full floor 
to ceiling and covered by canopies become strong elements reminiscent of an earlier period. The 5,500 SF Taix restaurant space 
has ample outdoor seating, accessed via operable window-door assemblies, connecting the interior barroom and outdoor paseo

seamlessly.
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Exhibit H Summer 2020 - The 5,500 sf Taix restaurant includes multiple rooms, with the bar room being located on the 
prominent Sunset/Paseo corner, similarly located to its current location on the site. The new Taix bar reuses the existing wood 
Cherry bar top and relies on similar design cues and finish material choices of the existing restaurant to maintain the sense of 
place and experience that patrons have come to love. Operable window-door assemblies create a seamless transition into the

outdoor dining space from the bar area.

Taix Restaurant | 1911 W Sunset Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90026 | TaixFrench.com
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Exhibit H Summer 2020 - The 5,500 sf Taix restaurant includes multiple rooms, with the bar room being located on the 
prominent Sunset/Paseo corner, similarly located to its current location on the site. The operable window-door assemblies create 

a seamless transition into the outdoor dining space on the paseo into the bar area. The ability to have outdoor seating, off the busy 
street frontage of Sunset Blvd has become all the more critical in today’s environment.

Taix Restaurant | 1911 W Sunset Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90026 | TaixFrench.com
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1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California

I. INTRODUCTION AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This historic resource assessment evaluates two parcels that include one commercial building, 
located at 1911 W. Sunset Boulevard (Assessor Parcel Number 5404-001-034), and a surface 
parking lot, located at 1929 W Sunset Boulevard (Assessor Parcel Number 5404-001-007). The 
properties are collectively referred to in this report as “subject property” or “Taix Restaurant.” 
Located in the Silver Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Park Community Plan Area (CPA), the subject 
property has been owned and occupied by Taix Restaurant since 1962 and functions as an 
approximately 18,000 sq. ft. French restaurant and banqueting facility.

The Taix Restaurant was identified in Survey LA, the City of Los Angeles’ recently completed 
citywide historic resource survey, as potentially “individually eligible for local listing or 
designation through survey evaluation” as a “long-standing commercial presence in a 
community.” The SurveyLA record states:

Taix French Restaurant has been located here since 1962. Established in 1927, the 
restaurant was originally located downtown in the Champ D'Or Hotel, which itself was 
founded in 1912 by the Taix family. However, it appears to meet local criteria only and 
may not meet significance thresholds for National Register or California Register 
eligibility.

This report confirms the prior finding of eligibility, concluding that the subject property is 
significant as a “legacy business” for association with its long-time owner-operator, Taix 
Restaurant. As discussed in detail in this document, Taix Restaurant is a French restaurant that 
was established in 1927 in downtown Los Angeles and moved to the subject property in 1962. 
Initially rebranded as Les Freres Taix, the restaurant dramatically changed the exterior and 
interior appearance of the building at the subject property through two phases of alterations: upon 
moving to the property in 1962 and again in 1968-1969 with a major remodel and expansion to 
the west. The restaurant generally appears now as it did in 1969, though changes were made to 
the interior with several remodeling projects implemented in the late 1980s through the 2000s.

The Taix family has concluded that continued operation of the restaurant in its current size and 
format is no longer economically viable. Due to changes in the restaurant and banqueting 
industry, the Taix restaurant and banquet business has significantly declined, and the banqueting 
and restaurant space is underutilized and cannot support staff and overhead (utility, capital, and 
maintenance costs). The kitchen is oversized and outdated, as are the restaurant’s plumbing, 
electrical and utility systems. Accordingly, the Taix family has decided to sell the property to a 
new owner. The new owner is planning a mixed-use multi-family development. In connection 
with the sale of the property, the Taix family and the new owner are collaborating on a plan that 
would enable the continuation of the restaurant in its current location in a financially viable 
format and size, and with upgraded code-compliant restaurant infrastructure.

Preservation of legacy businesses, the long-time businesses that have become cultural touchstones 
in their respective communities, is an important and emerging area of study in the field of historic 
preservation. The National Trust for Historic Preservation recognizes that efforts to preserve 
legacy businesses represent a desire to preserve “intangible elements of culture and community 
that these businesses have created over time.”1 However, maintaining such resources in an 
economically viable format presents unique historic preservation challenges, especially when

1 4 ‘Seven Tips for Protecting Legacy Businesses,” National Trust for Historic Preservation, November 17, 2015, 
https://savingplaces.Org/stories/seven-tips-fdr-protecting-legacy-businesses#.XSObm3JYZPY, accessed July 17, 2019.
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considering those properties that are not necessarily significant for their architecture or physical 
design. This report includes a section on the preservation of legacy businesses and describes how 
other cities, such as San Francisco and Seattle, have recently begun pioneering efforts aimed at 
helping such businesses continue to operate and thrive.

The purpose of this report is to provide a thorough assessment of the subject property, with a 
history of construction, alterations, owners, and occupants. The subject property is evaluated 
against relevant historic contexts, especially the history of the Silver Lake-Echo Park-Elysian 
Park CPA and contexts for commercial identity in Los Angeles and the restaurant property type. 
This report confirms the SurveyLA finding that the Taix Restaurant appears significant as a 
legacy business and important local restaurant and cultural institution, with a period of 
significance beginning in 1962 and ending in 1980. This report also identifies the significant 
character-defining features of the Taix Restaurant from its period of significance, with the goal of 
informing a future development project at the subject property that retains significant character
defining features to the maximum extent feasible.
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II. CONSULTANT QUALIFICATIONS

This report was prepared by Kathryn McGee with editorial assistance from Jenna Snow. Ms. 
McGee visited and photographed the subject property on November 26, 2018 and January 23, 
2019.

Kathryn McGee
Ms. McGee is an architectural historian and historic preservation planner based in Los Angeles. 
With over eleven years of experience, she meets the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional 
Qualification Standards in Architectural History. Ms. McGee launched an independent practice in 
2015. She previously worked as a Senior Associate at historic preservation consulting firm, 
Chattel, Inc. Her educational background includes a Bachelor of Arts degree in architectural 
history from the University of California, Santa Barbara and a Master of Urban and Regional 
Planning degree from the University of California, Irvine. She has also completed the Summer 
Program in Historic Preservation at the University of Southern California and is a LEED 
Accredited Professional with specialty in Neighborhood Development. Her consulting work 
entails writing reports for purposes of environmental and local project review; preparation of 
historic resource assessments and surveys; preparation of technical reports for General Plan 
Updates; evaluation of properties seeking or complying with Mills Act Contracts; and 
consultation on adaptive reuse and federal Investment Tax Credit projects.

Jenna Snow
In January 2015, Jenna Snow launched an independent historic preservation consulting practice 
office in Los Angeles. With over fifteen years of professional experience, Ms. Snow has a strong 
and broad understanding of best historic preservation practice, including federal, state, and local 
regulations. She has worked on a wide range of projects on both the east and west coasts, as well 
as internationally. Ms. Snow holds a M.S. in Historic Preservation from Columbia University and 
a B.A. in Fine Arts focusing on architectural history from Brandeis University. She meets the 
Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Qualifications Standards in Architectural History. 
Throughout her career, Ms. Snow has authored, co-authored, and/or served as project manager for 
nearly 100 historic preservation projects, including a wide variety of historic resource 
assessments, National Register nominations, and historic resources surveys. She regularly 
contributes to environmental impact reports, historic preservation certification applications, 
Section 106 reviews and other work associated with historic building rehabilitation and 
preservation planning. Ms. Snow has prepared multiple National Register nominations, including 
the Twohy Building in San Jose, CA; the Beverly Hills Women’s Club in Beverly Hills, CA; the 
Sam and Alfreda Maloof Compound in Rancho Cucamonga, CA; the Boyle Hotel/Cummings 
Block in Los Angeles, CA; the West Los Angeles Veterans Affairs Historic District in Los 
Angeles, CA, and Temple Ohave Israel in Brownsville, PA. She has completed historic resources 
surveys, including coauthoring historic context statements in Hollywood, Whittier, CA, and 
South Los Angeles. Prior to her consulting work, Ms. Snow worked for the New York City 
Department of Design and Construction in New York, NY, the Freedom Trail Foundation in 
Boston, MA, and the Neighborhood Preservation Center in New York, NY.
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III. METHODOLOGY

Project methodology involved research in a variety of databases and repositories, as described 
below.

SurveyLA: The City of Los Angeles recently completed a citywide historic resource survey; the 
Taix Restaurant was identified as an historical resource in the survey. The historic context 
statement prepared for the survey is referenced in this report.

Historic Property Data File: The California State Office of Historic Preservation (OHP) keeps 
statewide records on historic properties. Records for Los Angeles are indexed in the Los Angeles 
County Historic Property Data File (HPDF). There are no entries for the subject property, 
indicating it has not been previously identified, outside of SurveyLA.

Sanborn Maps: An historic Sanborn fire insurance map report for the subject property was 
ordered from Environmental Data Resources, Inc. Sanborn map coverage includes maps from 
1906-1970 and is included in Attachment B.

Building Permits: Historic building permits are available online through the City of Los Angeles 
Department of Building and Safety website. All permits were reviewed, and relevant data is 
referenced in this report. A table of available permit data is attached in Appendix A.

Online Databases: Online databases were searched, including United States Federal Census, 
voter and death, and city directory records available on Ancestry.com, and Los Angeles Times and 
other newspaper articles available on Newspapers.com. Relevant information is referenced in this 
report.

Aerial Photographs: Historic aerial photographs were obtained through an online database of the 
University of California, Santa Barbara and in-person archival research at University of 
California, Los Angeles Air Photo Archive. Relevant photographs are included in Attachment B.

Books: The Taix Restaurant is mentioned in two books on the history of Los Angeles restaurants, 
George Geary’s, L.A. ’s Legendary Restaurants, published in 2016, and Josh Kun’s To Live and 
Dine in L.A.: Menus and the Making of a Modern City, from the collection of the Los Angeles 
Public Library, published in 2015.

Historic Plans: The current owner provided copies of historic plans documenting alterations in 
the 1960s and 1990s, as well as invoices for work and other related documents, and several 
historic photographs. Relevant data is referenced in this report.

Owner Interview: An interview was conducted with current owner Michael Taix on January 23, 
2019. The purpose of the interview was to understand the history of the restaurant and changes to 
the property over time. Relevant data is referenced in this report.
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IV. REGULATORY SETTING

National Register

The National Register of Historic Places is “an authoritative guide to be used by federal, state, 
and local governments, private groups, and citizens to identify the nation’s cultural resources and 
indicate what properties should be considered for protection from destruction or impairment, 
Administered by the National Park Service, the National Register is the nation’s official list of 
historic and cultural resources worthy of preservation. Properties listed in the National Register 
include districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that are significant in American history, 
architecture, archaeology, engineering, and culture. Resources are eligible for the National 
Register if they meet one or more of the following criteria for significance:

”2

are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad 
patterns of our history; or
are associated with the lives of significant persons in our past; or 
embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or 
that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that 
represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack 
individual distinction; or
have yielded or may be likely to yield, information important in history or 

prehistory.3

A)

B)
C)

D)

Once a resource has been determined to satisfy one of the above criteria, then it must be assessed 
for “integrity.”4 Integrity refers to the ability of a property to convey its significance. Evaluation 
of integrity is based on “an understanding of a property’s physical features and how they relate to 
its significance.” The National Register recognizes seven aspects or qualities of integrity: 
location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. To retain integrity, a 
property must possess several, and usually most, of these aspects.

Relationship to this report: The Taix Restaurant is not listed in the National Register. For the 
reasons stated in this report, the subject property may meet National Register eligibility 
requirements, though it does not appear to retain sufficient integrity for listing in the National 
Register.

California Register

Based substantially on the National Register, the California Register is “an authoritative guide... 
used by state and local agencies, private groups, and citizens to identify the state's historical 
resources and to indicate what properties are to be protected.”5 For a property to be eligible for 
listing in the California Register, it must be found by the State Historical Resources Commission 
to be significant under at least one of the following four criteria:

1) is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad 
patterns of California’s history and cultural heritage; or

2 National Register Bulletin #16A: How to Complete the National Register Registration Form, National Park Service,
1997.

3 National Register Bulletin #15, How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation, National Park Service, 1990,
revised 2002.

4 National Register Bulletin #15.
5 California Public Resources Code §5024.1(a), http://cddes.lp.findlaw.cdm/cacdde/PRC/1/d5/1/2/s5024.1.
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2) is associated with the lives of persons important in our past; or
3) embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of 

construction, or represents the work of an important creative individual or possesses 
high artistic values; or

4) has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history.

Also included in the California Register are properties which have been formally determined 
eligible for listing in or are listed in the National Register; are registered State Historical 
Landmark Number 770, and all consecutively numbered landmarks above Number 770; and 
Points of Historical Interest, which have been reviewed and recommended to the State Historical 
Resources Commission for listing.

Relationship to this report: The subject property is not listed in the California Register. As noted 
earlier, Survey LA found that the Taix Restaurant “appears to meet local criteria only and may 
not meet significance thresholds for National Register or California Register eligibility.” For the 
reasons stated in this report, the Taix Restaurant may meet California Register eligibility 
requirements. Significant character-defining features are identified in this report.

California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)

The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) was enacted in 1970 and offers protection for 
identified historical resources. In general, for purposes of CEQA and environmental review, an 
“historical resource” is that which has been determined eligible for listing in the California 
Register, or one that is designated at the local level. The term “historical resource” includes the 
following:

A resource listed in, or determined to be eligible by the State Historical Resources 
Commission for listing in the California Register of Historical Resources (Pub Res 
Code SS5024.1, Title 14 CCR, Section 4850 et seq).
A resource included in a local register of historical resources, as defined in Section 
5020.1(k) of the Public Resources Code or identified as significant in an historical 
resource survey meeting the requirements Section 5024.1(g) of the Public Resources 
Code, shall be presumed to be historically or culturally significant. Public agencies 
must treat any such resource as significant unless the preponderance of evidence 
demonstrates that it is not historically or culturally significant.
Any object, building, structure, site, area, place, record, or manuscript which a lead 
agency determines to be historically significant or significant in the architectural, 
engineering, scientific, economic, agricultural, educational, social, political, military, 
or cultural annals of California may be considered to an historical resource, provided 
the lead agency’s determination is supported by substantial evidence in light of the 
whole record.

1.

2.

3.

Generally, a resource shall be considered by the lead agency to be “historically significant” if 
the resource meets the criteria for listing on the California Register (Pub Res Code SS5024.1, 
Title 14 CCR, Section 4852).

The fact that a resource is not listed in, or determined to be eligible for listing in the 
California Register of Historical Resources, not included in a local register of historical 
resources (pursuant to 5020.1 (k) of the Public Resources Code), or identified in an historical 
survey (meeting the criteria in Section 5024.1(g) of the Public Resources Code) does not
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preclude a lead agency from determining that the resource may be an historical resource as 
defined in Public Resources Code Sections 5020.1 (j) or 5024.1.

Relationship to this report: Because the Taix Restaurant was identified in SurveyLA, a local 
historic resource survey meeting the requirements Section 5024.1(g) of the Public Resources 
Code (SurveyLA), and for the reasons stated in this report, it is presumed to be historically or 
culturally significant. Therefore, the Taix Restaurant appears to qualify as an historical resource 
under CEQA.

City of Los Angeles

§22.171.7 of the Los Angeles Administrative Code defines criteria for designation of a Historic- 
Cultural Monument (HCM). For ease in applying local eligibility, the following numbers are 
assigned to the criteria, which align, to a large degree, with National and California Register 
criteria. Resources eligible for HCM designation are:

1) Historic structures or sites in which the broad cultural, economic or social history of 
the nation, state or community is reflected and exemplified; identified with important 
events in the main currents of national, state, or local history; or 
Historic structures or sites identified with personages in the main currents of national, 
state or local history; or
Historic structures or sites which embody the distinguishing characteristics of an 
architectural type specimen, inherently valuable for a study of a period style or 
method of construction or a notable work of a master builder, designer, or architect 
whose individual genius influenced his age.

2)

3)

An HPOZ is defined as:

a planning tool which recognizes the special qualities of areas of historic, cultural, or 
architectural significance. An HPOZ does not change the underlying zoning, rather it lays 
an added level of protection over a zone through local board oversight.6

The HPOZ criteria for evaluation state that structures, natural features, or sites within the 
involved area, or the area as a whole, shall meet one or more of the following:

A. Adds to the historic architectural qualities or historic associations for which a property is 
significant because it was present during the period of significance, and possess historic 
integrity reflecting its character at that time.
Owing to its unique location or singular physical characteristics, represents an established 
feature of the neighborhood, community, or City.
Retaining the structure would help preserve and protect an historic place or area of 
historic interest in the City.7

B.

C.

Relationship to this report: The Taix Restaurant was identified as eligible for listing as an HCM 
in SurveyLA, the City’s recently completed historic resource survey. This report confirms the 
Taix Restaurant appears to meet eligibility criteria for listing as an HCM, though the subject

6 Cultural Heritage Masterplan, City of Los Angeles Cultural Affairs Department, adopted 2000: 44, 
www.preservation. lacity. org.

7 Cultural Heritage Masterplan, City of Los Angeles Cultural Affairs Department, 45.
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property does not appear to be a contributor to any HPOZ. Significant character-defining features 
are identified in this report.
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V. PRESERVATION OF LEGACY BUSINESSES

The preservation of legacy businesses, also known as heritage businesses and/or cultural heritage 
assets, is an emerging area of study for preservation professionals in the United States. Current 
economic conditions and other factors have caused “alarming loss of heritage businesses, 
nonprofits, and other arts and culture institutions.”8 The National Trust for Historic Preservation 
recognizes that efforts to preserve legacy businesses present unique issues and represent a desire 
to preserve “intangible elements of culture and community that these businesses have created 
over time. 5*

The City of Los Angeles recognizes the importance of legacy businesses in SurveyLA, the 
recently completed citywide historic resource survey. The SurveyLA historic context statement 
for “Commercial Identity,” which is included in this report, asserts the importance of such 
resources. The historic context statement also identifies properties that have already been 
designated as City of Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monuments for related associations, as well 
as those that appear eligible under the same context.

While legacy businesses are important to the cultural identity of the communities in which they 
are located, maintaining a legacy restaurant business over time poses unique challenges. 
Businesses may move locations. Owners must respond to a changing marketplace, changing 
business models and many other related considerations, such as high rents and gentrification, and 
the passing down of a business to future generations. The City of Los Angeles does not currently 
have a program to incentivize preservation of legacy businesses. While the City has a Mills Act 
Historical Property Contract program, which may provide some relief from property taxes in 
exchange for maintaining an historic building, there are no financial incentives available for 
maintaining a business. Other cities, such as San Francisco and Seattle, have recently pioneered 
efforts in the arena of legacy business preservation.

San Francisco Heritage, the city’s leading historic preservation membership organization, 
prepared a report in 2014 (hereinafter referred to as “San Francisco Heritage Report”) describing 
the issues of preserving the, often intangible, qualities of legacy businesses:

Traditionally focused on architecture and monuments, the field of historic preservation in 
the United States has in recent years begun to respond to calls from organized 
communities to develop new tools for identifying and protecting intangible social and 
cultural resources. 10

The San Francisco Heritage Report also identifies the problem with many current historic 
preservation programs and their approach to retaining resources that are not always significant for 
architecture or design:

Despite their effectiveness in conserving architectural resources, traditional historic 
preservation protections are often ill-suited to address the challenges facing cultural 
heritage assets. 11

8 San Francisco Heritage, Sustaining San Francisco’s Living History: Strategies for Conserving Cultural Heritage Assets,
September 2014: 4.

9 “Seven Tips for Protecting Legacy Businesses,” National Trust for Historic Preservation, November 17, 2015,
https://savingplaces.drg/stdries/seven-tips-fdr-prdtecting-legacy-businesses#.XSObm3JYZPY, accessed July 17, 2019.

10 San Francisco Heritage, 7.
11 Ibid., 4.
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The San Francisco Heritage Report includes a section focusing on preservation of legacy bars and 
restaurants, including those representing the city’s non-architectural heritage.12 San Francisco 
Heritage’s Legacy Bars and Restaurants initiative has a process of “certifying” businesses that 
“must have achieved longevity of 40 years or more, possess distinctive architecture or interior 
design, and/or contribute to a sense of history in the surrounding neighborhood.”13 While bars and 
restaurants with notable architecture may be included in the program, having notable architecture 
is not a requirement for program inclusion.

In 2015, the City of San Francisco Board of Supervisors approved creation of the San Francisco 
Legacy Business Registry. The registry website states the following intention:

The Legacy Business Registry works to save longstanding, community-serving 
businesses that so often serve as valuable cultural assets. The City intends that the 
Registry be a tool for providing educational and promotional assistance to Legacy 
Businesses to encourage their continued viability and success. 14

The City defines a legacy business based on several factors, which do not necessarily require 
significant architecture for program inclusion:

A "Legacy Business" is defined as a business that has been nominated by a member of the 
Board of Supervisors or the Mayor and that the Small Business Commission has determined 
meets the following criteria:

• The business has operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no break in 
San Francisco operations exceeding two years. The business may have operated in 
more than one location. If the business has operated in San Francisco for more than 
20 years but less than 30 years it may still satisfy this subsection (b)(1) if the Small 
Business Commission finds that the business has significantly contributed to the 
history or identity of a particular neighborhood or community and, if not included in 
the Registry, the business would face a significant risk of displacement.

• The business has contributed to the neighborhood's history and/or the identity of a 
particular neighborhood or community. Prior to the hearing, the Small Business 
Commission, or the Executive Director of the Office of Small Business on its behalf, 
shall request an advisory recommendation from the Historic Preservation 
Commission as to whether the business meets the requirement in this subsection 
(b)(2). If the Historic Preservation Commission does not provide an advisory 
recommendation within 30 days of receipt of the request, the Small Business 
Commission shall treat such nonresponse as an advisory recommendation that the 
business meets the requirement in this subsection (b)(2).

• The business is committed to maintaining the physical features or traditions that 
define the business, including craft, culinary, or art forms. 15

The City of Seattle is another major jurisdiction that has recently focused on the issue of 
preserving legacy businesses. In 2017, Seattle conducted a study of the issues and published a

12 San Francisco Heritage, 5.
Ibid., 12
City of San Francisco Legacy Business Registry, San Francisco Planning Department, 

https://sfplanning.org/project/legacy-business-registry, accessed July 15, 2019.
15 Ibid.
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report (hereinafter referred to as “Seattle Study”).16 In addition to the issues of aging 
infrastructure and need for capital investment, the Seattle Study focused on the changing business 
models in the food service industry, which have similarly affected the Taix Restaurant, noting the 
following:

Legacy businesses in the food services industry also face increased competition from 
fast-casual chains and large groceries. This competition may require legacy businesses to 
shift to new business models. Businesses that provide community value (such as a local 
gathering place) may find it easier to compete with lower-cost online, chain, or big-box 
options. 17

The Seattle Study also describes that there are generational factors that affect legacy businesses:

Older businesses close for different reasons than younger businesses, sometimes because 
they have already successfully navigated many of the challenges which fell their younger 
counterparts. Compared with younger businesses, older businesses are more likely to 
close due to an owner/operator’s sale of the business, retirement, illness, or death. 
Nationally, over 58% of businesses more than ten years old close for these reasons. 18

One of the primary considerations for preservation of legacy businesses is how associated 
properties should be evaluated when considered for inclusion in historic registers. The San 
Francisco Heritage report suggests that the manner in which preservation professionals consider 
the “integrity requirement” needs to be broadened. Historic register listings generally require 
retention of original physical fabric in order for a property to retain sufficient integrity for listing. 
However, properties significant for non-architectural associations, such as association with 
certain legacy businesses, may no longer have physical features from an early period that are 
intact. Strict interpretation of the integrity requirement might not allow certain properties to be 
included in local registers even if they have important intangible cultural associations. The San 
Francisco Heritage Report describes how this can limit the breadth of property types found 
eligible for inclusion in historic registers:

Rather than treating the loss of the physical fabric as a justification for intervention, the 
integrity standard can lead to the opposite result by disqualifying properties from 
eligibility for landmark protection. The impact of these shortcomings is acute: fewer than 
8 percent of the 87,000 property listings in the National Register of Historic places are 
associated with the histories of communities of color, women, and LGBTQ 
communities. 19

In the California Office of Historic Preservation’s Preservation Matters newsletter in 2012, 
Milford Wayne Donaldson, a preservation architect and the current Chairman of the Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, writes about the issue of integrity and argues for broadening of 
property types considered for inclusion in the National Register. He writes:

Bringing a more dynamic understanding of change over time into the National Register 
criteria is closely linked to the analysis of the seven aspects of integrity—location,

16 City of Seattle, Legacy Business Study, September 2017, 
http://www.seattle.gdv/Ddcuments/Departments/ecdndmicDeveldpment/22820_Legacy_Repdrt_2017-09-25.pdf accessed July 15, 
2019.

17 Ibid., 28.
Ibid., Legacy Business Study, 14.
San Francisco Heritage, Sustaining San Francisco’s Living History, 8.
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design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, association. Although basic standards 
are necessary, a strict interpretation of architectural integrity can exclude properties that 
still possess considerable historical significance. Design and workmanship tend to be 
weighted most heavily when evaluating integrity. Instead, association, setting, and feeling 
should be more strongly considered when evaluating integrity to incorporate a large 
variety of resources. 20

SurveyLA recognizes there may be a need for lower integrity thresholds for properties identified 
as significant under the Commercial Identity Historic Context Statement, the context under which 
the Taix Restaurant was identified. The Context Statement provides the following:

Some alterations may be acceptable if they were made during the period of significance 
for a business and if significance is not also based on architectural quality.21

This inclusive approach may allow legacy businesses to meet eligibility criteria for listing as a 
City of Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument even when the buildings have sustained some 
alterations.

Relationship to this report: Taix Restaurant was originally located in downtown Los Angeles 
beginning in 1927, moved to its current location at the subject property in 1962, and remains in 
operation. It is considered a significant legacy business. Despite the change of scenery from the 
original to the current location, the restaurant has been praised for the continuity of its legacy.
The Los Angeles Times reported in 1963 on the newly opened restaurant at the subject property as 
a 35-year-old “eating landmark.”22 Another article from the same year, titled, “Original Bargain 
Duplicated,” described with great enthusiasm how the menu options remained unchanged, despite 
dramatic differences between the appearances of the original and new buildings.23

The Taix Family has concluded that continued operation of their restaurant in its current size and 
format (including underutilized banquet rooms and outdated kitchen, plumbing, electrical systems 
and supporting facilities) is no longer economically viable. In connection with the sale of their 
property, the Taix family and the new owner are collaborating on a plan that would enable the 
continuation of the restaurant in its current location in a financially viable format, size and with 
upgraded code-compliant restaurant infrastructure.

The City of Los Angeles does not have a program to financially incentivize the retention of 
legacy businesses. However, the manner in which SurveyLA addresses integrity thresholds for 
properties identified as significant under the Commercial Identity Historic Context Statement 
suggests eligibility of Taix Restaurant as an historical resource may be maintained even in the 
event the resource has had some degree of alteration. This may provide flexibility with regard to 
how alterations to the resource are considered in the context of a future development project.

20 Milford Wayne Donaldson, Preservation Matters, California Office of Historic Preservation, Vol. 5, No. 3, Summer
2012: 4.

21 City of Los Angeles Office of Historic Resources, SurveyLA, Los Angeles Citywide Historic Context Statement, Context: 
Commercial Development, 1850-1980, Theme: Commercial Identity, 1920-1980, August 2016, 7.

‘Original Bargain Duplicated,” Los Angeles Times, November 3, 1963: 494.
Ibid.

22
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VI. PROPERTY DESCRIPTION AND HISTORY

Physical Description

Site
(Attachment A, Current Maps and Aerials; Attachment C, Current Photographs.)
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Fig 1: Current aerial, subject property outlined in red (Google Earth aerial)

The subject property consists of two parcels, with one restaurant building at 1911 W. Sunset 
Boulevard, and a surface parking lot at 1929 W Sunset Boulevard, in the Silver Lake-Echo Park- 
Elysian Park Community Plan Area (CPA). The complete range of addresses included is 1911
1929 W. Sunset Boulevard and 1910-2018 W. Reservoir Street. Bounded by W. Reservoir Street 
to the northeast, N. Alvarado Street to the northwest, and W. Sunset Boulevard to the south, the 
subject property is oriented southeast, but for purposes of this report is described as oriented 
south (Fig 1). The site slopes upward to the north. Surrounding development consists of a mix of 
uses, with buildings constructed in different decades. The adjacent property immediately to the 
east includes a restaurant, home to Baby Blues BBQ, 1901 W. Sunset Boulevard, constructed in 
1950. To the west is a one-story office building, 1931 W. Sunset Boulevard, constructed in 1959, 
and the one-and-a-half-story Edendale Branch Library, 2011 W. Sunset Boulevard, constructed in 
2004. Across Sunset Boulevard is Citibank office tower, 1900 W. Sunset Boulevard, constructed 
in 1964, and the one-story Brite Spot Cafe, 1918 W. Sunset Boulevard constructed in 1965.

Exterior
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Figs 2 and 3: Subject property, current views northeast and north, respectively, from Sunset Boulevard
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The restaurant building at the subject property is oriented south toward Sunset Boulevard, is 
generally one-story, has an irregular plan corresponding to the shape of the site, and features 
multiple rooflines, with roofs clad in a combination of contemporary material and slate tile (Figs 
2 and 3). Decorative features, implemented with elements of French Revival style, are focused at 
the south facade, which has three bays corresponding to phases of construction and is 
asymmetrical in composition. Exterior walls are of textured stucco, with applied half-timbering 
serving a decorative function at the south facade and west elevation, while a brick wall 
incorporating a planter runs the length of the elevation.

At the south facade, the center bay has a false front gable flanked by slender, rectangular towers 
with flared metal roofs finishing in finials. The eave of the front gable is supported by simple 
wood brackets; a multi-light stained glass casement window with fixed wood shutters is 
positioned below the gable peak. The recessed entrance door is offset from the center, has a wood 
enframement, and consists of decorative wood double doors, with a decorative lava rock wall to 
the west. The west bay has a hipped roof that incorporates pop up dormer vents, and a large 
rectangular tower at the southeast corner, which has a flared metal roof finishing in a finial. 
Decorative half-timbering adorns the wall. The east bay is simpler by comparison to the center 
and west bays, with a hipped roof and deep eave. The wall is set back slightly from the sidewalk 
edge. The eave is supported by two simple round posts set at angles, extending from under the 
southernmost part of the eave to the bottom of the wall. The aforementioned brick wall 
incorporating a planter sits lower in east bay than in the center and west bays. Tall shrubs obscure 
views of east bay fenestration, which consist of a trio of fixed pane windows with etched glass 
flanked by plastic shutters fixed in the open position. There is no half-timbering or other 
decorative trim in the east bay.

The west elevation fronts the surface parking lot and has three bays. Half-timbering decoration 
and low brick walls from the facade wrap center and south bays. A porte cochere in the center 
bay extends west and is wide enough to accommodate the width of two cars. The porte cochere 
features a hipped roof supported on a pair of rectangular brick columns on concrete bases at its 
west end. Aligned with the porte cochere is the main entrance to the building, which includes a 
deeply recessed entry area, with a pair of wood double doors leading into the interior foyer, as 
well as a single wood door set at an angle to the north, leading into the wine room. The recessed 
entry area has half-timbering detailing and a low brick wall along its the south wall, while the 
ceiling incorporates simple, rectangular recessed light fixtures, and the flooring is of slate tile. 
South of the main entrance, the south bay includes a brick chimney covered in foliage and curved 
at the base, and a secondary entrance door. The north bay is simpler in terms of detailing, void of 
ornamentation and with a flat roof.

The north elevation is utilitarian and unadorned. It includes a wall segment angled northwest as 
well as a larger wall segment aligned with the sidewalk edge. The wall portion angled northwest 
opens onto a fenced service yard where there are secondary entrance doors and a canopy extends 
across the small yard. The wall portion aligned with the sidewalk edge can generally be described 
a blank wall with several secondary entrance doors. It also features a two-story wall in its east 
end, with a recessed entrance at the first-floor level and contemporary windows at the second- 
floor level. The wall is generally of stucco, and includes painted brick toward its center, where 
there is a pair of windows covered in metal security bars.

The east elevation is not visible as it directly abuts the adjacent property.

Signage includes: a small wall-mounted sign at the south facade reading “TAIX,” located east of 
the entrance; a projecting neon blade sign at the south facade reading “COCKTAILS,” extending
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from the tower immediately west of the front gable; a larger, internally illuminated projecting 
blade sign reading “TAIX French,” with metal coil detailing above and below, extending from the 
south elevation of the tower at the southeast corner of the building; and a sign mounted to the 
south elevation of the porte cochere roof with two lines of text reading, “TAIX” in neon at the top 
with smaller, internally illuminated sign reading, “Reserve now for the holidays!” at the bottom. 
There is also a closed panel roof sign supported on a superstructure, located in the northeast 
corner of the roof, reading “TAIX. 55

nterior
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Fig 4: Ground floor plan with overlay identifying current nomenclature (base plan by Nielsen, Moffatt & Wolverton)

Interior spaces are organized around corridors (see Fig 4 above for corridor and room 
nomenclature). The main point of access is the west elevation entrance, which leads into the 
Foyer. The Foyer is oriented east-west, accessing the Wine Room to the north and Cocktail 
Lounge to the south, as well as passage to the Banquet Corridor, oriented north-south. The 
Banquet Corridor leads to Restroom 1 and Banquet Room 1, located in the west portion of the 
interior. The Foyer and Banquet Corridor converge at the centrally located Alcove Seating Area, 
which serves as a lobby. The Alcove Seating Area provides access to Banquet Room 2 along its 
north wall, the Garden Room along its east wall, and the Dining Room Corridor at its southeast 
corner. The Dining Room Corridor runs east-west, and accesses Restroom 2 along its south wall 
Dining Rooms 1-3 to the east, which occupy the east portion of the interior.

The Foyer has a raised landing inside the main entrance; three steps down lead into the space. The 
Foyer is framed overhead by a curved ceiling with painted finish. North and south walls feature 
brick bases with painted plaster walls with wood half-timbering decorative trim above. Wood 
molding supported on curved brackets runs the length of the walls creating a cove near the ceiling 
where linear florescent light fixtures are mounted. Wood trim and moldings throughout are 
stained dark with wavy edges. Doorways provide access into the Wine Room to the north 
Cocktail Lounge to the south. Foyer walls include stained-glass windows with nine divided lights,
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located west of the doorway to the Wine Room and east of the doorway to the Cocktail Lounge. 
Doorways are bordered by wood moldings. Floors are of slate tile. Accent lighting consists of 
small lanterns mounted at door frames.

The Wine Room has is accessed from the north wall of the Foyer and from the building exterior 
along the west elevation. Situated level with the Foyer landing, the Wine Room is accessed by a 
short flight of steps with a low metal rail. The Wine Room is rectangular with clipped corners. 
The room is encircled by built-in shelving with contemporary wallpaper backing along west, 
north and east walls. Shelving is divided by fluted pilasters. Crown molding borders the room, 
while a coved ceiling with round medallion at the center serves as a visual anchor. Lighting 
consists of a contemporary chandelier hung from the medallion as well as contemporary recessed 
ceiling fixtures. Flooring is of slate tile.

Cocktail Lounge access is provided through doors off the Foyer and Alcove Seating Area. The 
entrance off the Foyer is defined by partial-height wood partitions incorporating multi-light 
stained glass. Rectangular in plan, the Cocktail Lounge centers on a bar stretching the length of 
the south wall, elaborated by a scalloped ceiling above. The ceiling’s textured surface is painted 
white capped with wood. There is a second scalloped ceiling above the north wall seating area. 
The north and east walls have wood paneling. The west wall is of brick and includes a brick and 
flagstone fireplace, as well as a secondary exit door south of the fireplace. Built-in upholstered 
seating lines north and east walls, while freestanding tables and chairs provide additional seating 
at the center of the room. The bar consists of a wood frame and cherry wood bar top, though the 
front is upholstered with contemporary fabric. The bar back includes built-in shelving with 
cupboards lining the south wall. The floor is generally carpeted, though there is concrete flooring 
near the bar. The central area of the ceiling contains recessed light fixtures.

The Banquet Corridor provides access to Restroom 1 and Banquet Room 1 through doors in its 
west wall. The Corridor walls feature a contemporary brick base with smooth plaster walls above 
interspersed with vertically oriented contemporary wood trim, a simplified version of the more 
elaborate decorative half-timbering of the Foyer. Doorways are bordered in wood frames. Wood 
trim throughout is stained dark with wavy edges. Small, contemporary, projecting signs indicate 
entrances to rooms. Lighting consists of ceiling mounted fixtures. The floor is carpeted.

Restroom 1 consists of men’s and women’s restrooms. The women’s restroom was accessed and 
includes two spaces: a powder room with contemporary vanity shelf and mirror, as well as a 
bathroom with two toilet stalls and two sinks. Finishes include contemporary wallpaper in the 
powder room, and pink tiles on the walls and floor in the bathroom.

Banquet Room 1 is accessed through two doors off the Banquet Corridor. The room is rectangular 
in plan, with a partition wall dividing the room in half, creating two banquet spaces. The south 
space is called the Alsace Room, while to the north is the Champagne Room. Each room is 
defined by a recessed ceiling where contemporary chandeliers are hung. Additional lighting is 
provided though recessed ceiling fixtures. Perimeter walls are bordered by a brick base, with 
painted plaster surface above, interspersed with regularly spaced stained wood trim.

Banquet Room 2 is about half the size of Banquet Room 1 and rectangular in plan. Walls are 
generally bordered by wood wainscot, with painted plaster surface above. Wall art includes an 
impressionistic painting on canvas. The artist was Biller; the painting was done in 1964.

The Alcove Seating Area is centrally located and rectangular in plan. Entrance doors from the 
south elevation lead into the space, where there is a reception desk of contemporary wood in the
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southwest corner. There is a central partition/feature wall of brick with wood accents that divides 
the space and creates a seating nook oriented toward a large stone fireplace, positioned along the 
north wall. Wood trim throughout is stained dark and features wavy edges. The floor is carpeted.

The Garden Room is a small dining room. Access is provided through its west wall where the 
room is sectioned off by contemporary wood doors. Inside the room, the north, east, and west 
walls have a wood wainscot with painted plaster wall above, adorned with decorative half
timbering trim. Distinctive wood doorframes and wood features throughout are stained dark with 
wavy edges. Flat wall surfaces are adorned with a painted mural, where subject matter appears to 
be the French countryside. The artist was Sylvia Johnson; the painting was done in 1990.

The Dining Room Corridor, oriented east-west, is relatively simple and unadorned, with wood 
trim around doors, smooth painted finishes, and carpeted floor.

Restroom 2 consists of men’s and women’s restrooms. The women’s restroom was accessed and 
includes one room with a sink and two toilet stalls. Finishes include contemporary wallpaper, and 
white and green tile on the walls and floor.

Dining Room 1 is rectangular in plan. Contemporary wood frames around doors feature fluting 
detail. East and west walls incorporate contemporary mirrored panels separated by simple, 
rectangular engaged columns. The ceiling is recessed and clad in contemporary metal panels. The 
floor is carpeted. U-shaped dining booths upholstered in contemporary fabric encircle the 
perimeter of the space, while a combination of U-shaped and rectangular booths, divided by a 
central, contemporary partition, are arranged in a column at the center. Lighting consists of 
ceiling mounted chandeliers and wall sconces. Fixtures and finishes are contemporary. South 
elevation windows appear to have been altered with addition of contemporary, etched glass.

Dining Room 2 is accessed through a doorway in the south end of its west wall. Similar to Dining 
Room 1, it is rectangular in plan with contemporary wood frames around the doors featuring 
fluting detail. Wall surfaces are clad in contemporary wallpaper. U-shaped dining booths 
upholstered in contemporary fabric encircle the perimeter of the space, while a combination of U- 
shaped and rectangular booths, divided by a central, contemporary partition, are arranged in a 
column at the center. Lighting consists of ceiling mounted chandeliers and wall sconces. Fixtures 
and finishes are contemporary. Steps up to a doorway in the north wall access Dining Room 3. 
South elevation windows have contemporary, etched glass.

Dining Room 3 is a small, private dining area, accessed by French doors in its south wall. It is 
irregularly shaped, accommodating space for two long dining tables. Fixtures and finishes are 
contemporary. A door in the west wall accesses a secondary hallway oriented north-south.

Kitchen and Back-of-House Spaces are located in the north and northeast portions of the interior 
and are generally utilitarian and unremarkable.

The Basement is accessed by two staircases and provides storage for wine and supplies. The 
stairs, walls, ceiling and floor are of concrete. The room is configured as one big open space with 
shelving inserted. It is generally utilitarian.

The Second Floor Office is accessed by a stair in the northeast portion of the building. The space 
is configured as one big open room with a bathroom. Fixtures and finishes are contemporary.
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History

History of Construction and Alterations
(Attachment B, Historic Maps and Aerials; Attachment D, Historic Photographs; Attachment E: 
Historic Menus and Newspaper Images)
The following history of construction and alterations is based on information contained in 
available building permits, which are listed in Appendix A, available historic plans and historic 
aerials and photographs, visual inspection, and an interview with long-time and current property 
owner, Michael Taix.24 In 1929, a permit was issued construct a new restaurant building at the 
subject property, oriented south toward Sunset Boulevard. The permit was issued to Ona W. 
Spaulding (biography below). The new building was planned as a Class “C” structure, 26’x66’, 
one-story, and 15'-tall, with stone tile exterior walls, metal lath and plaster interior partitions, 
concrete floors, and a composition roof. The architect was Edgar E. Butler. No contractor was 
listed. Valuation of the permit was $3,500.00. The first tenant was Botwin's Cafe (tenant history 
below). The original building was relatively simple in plan with few decorative features (Figs 5
6). The building was remodeled in 1936, expanding it to the east and remodeling the south facade 
in the Streamline Moderne style (Fig 7). The new side addition was one-story, 24'x42', and of 
brick construction, intended for use as a cocktail lounge and toilet room. In later years, Botwin's 
expanded again, this time to the west (Fig 8), adding a new entrance corresponding to the “Sierra 
Room,” remodeling the facade with brick and wood veneer, adding the existing low wall of 
clinker brick that runs along the south facade, and adding the existing lava rock flanking the new 
westerly entrance. The property was occupied by Botwin's Cafe until at least 1960,25 when the 
tenant changed to Rafael's Restaurant, which only stayed about two years.26
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Fig 5 (left): Subject property in 1932, showing original building, view northeast (UCLA Air Photo Archive) 
Fig 6 (right): Subject property circa 1932, drawing of original building from menu (Flickr, user: Jericl Cat)
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Fig 7 (left): Subject property in 1940, showing building with side and rear additions, view northeast (UCLA Air Photo Archive) 
Fig 8 (right): Subject property, 1940-1960, showing building with west addition, view northeast (Flickr, user: Jericl Cat)

24 Interview with Michael Taix, January 23, 2019.
Los Angeles Street Address Directory, March I960: 758. 
Los Angeles Street Address Directory, October 1961: 426. 

Los Angeles Street Address Directory, July 1962: 354.

25
26
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Taix Restaurant, a French restaurant previously located in downtown Los Angeles, purchased and 
moved into the subject property in 1962, and has remained the owner-occupant since then 
(history of restaurant below). Taix Restaurant dramatically changed the exterior and interior 
appearance, removing the Streamline Moderne style facade, replacing it with a French Revival 
style facade, and reconfiguring and altering materials of the interior. Through two major phases 
of alteration, upon moving to the property in 1962, and again in 1968-1969 with a major remodel 
and expansion, Taix Restaurant removed the majority of prior historic material. Many changes 
were made to the interior with remodeling projects implemented in 1998 and in the 2000s. The 
following describes alterations implemented by Taix Restaurant.

Upon occupying the property in 1962, Taix Restaurant began alterations. While the restaurant 
maintained its orientation toward Sunset Boulevard, and there continued to be a small parking lot 
to the west, the facade was remodeled with the new design centered on a false front gable with 
stucco walls and applied wood half-timbering, which served as a decoration. Historic aerial 
photographs convey the dramatic nature of alterations (Fig 9), as the architecture took on a 
kitschy French Revival style in reference to the restaurant's French cuisine (Fig 10). There was 
no architect listed on building permits for remodeling work, though an engineer, George F. 
Sexton, and contractor, Harold Sampson, were listed (biographies below). Other work on the 
exterior included addition of an 8'x10' canopy extending from the west elevation (1962), addition 
of new signs (1963), addition of a 690-square-foot second story at the northeast corner of the 
restaurant (1963), and addition of a water tank on the roof near the northeast corner of the 
building (1966), though the tank was replaced in the 1980s.

The configuration of the interior in 1962 can be deduced from notes on later drawings (from the 
1968 alterations), Sanborn maps, and building permits. In 1962, the interior was much smaller 
than it is currently, with the main entrance leading from Sunset Boulevard into a central lobby 
and bar area, which opened up directly into a central dining area, with a large fireplace along its 
north wall (extant), and a bar in the existing Garden Room. There were dining rooms to the east 
(corresponding to existing Dining Rooms 1 and 2), and there was one small banquet room 
(corresponding to existing Banquet Room 2). There was no Cocktail Lounge in 1962, nor was 
there a large Banquet Room.
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Fig 9 (left): Subject property in 1964, showing fa9ade remodel, view northeast (UCLA Air Photo Archive)
Fig 10 (right): Subject property circa 1964, showing building with side and rear additions, view northwest (UCLA Air Photo Archive)

In July of 1968, permits were issued for expansion of Taix Restaurant with a substantial new, 
one-story addition with a basement to the west. This work dramatically altered the existing 
building, incorporating new architectural features with a distinctive tower element at the 
southwest corner, and porte cochere extending from the west elevation, which reoriented the main 
entrance toward the west elevation and parking lot (Figs 11-13). New architectural features
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referenced French Revival style architecture through the new tower element, with its sloped roof 
with finial detailing, as well as stucco exterior walls incorporating half-timbering decoration, and 
through interior design, discussed below. Alterations were designed by Nielsen, Moffatt & 
Wolverton (firm history below).

The interior was reconfigured as part of the 1969 expansion, encompassing a substantial amount 
of new space in the west portion of the building. The entrance in the west elevation lead into a 
new Foyer with a curved ceiling, half-timbering trim, and stained-glass windows on the walls.
The Foyer provided access to a new Wine Room, Banquet Rooms, and basement to the north and 
new Cocktail Lounge to the south, expanding the restaurant's capability to host large groups of 
people. The Wine Room, which originally served as a wine shop, featured clipped corners 
encircled by built-in shelving, and had a separate entrance from the west elevation. (The Wine 
Room ceased to serve as a wine shop in 1979, when it was converted into a private dining room.) 
A new Banquet Corridor extended north of the Foyer, though it was simpler than the Foyer, 
without decorative features at the time. (The existing brick base and wood trim were added in the 
1990s.) The Banquet Corridor provided access to new restrooms (Restroom 1) as well as a large 
banquet room that could be divided into two spaces (Banquet Room 1). The Cocktail Lounge, 
added south of the Foyer, was anchored by a fireplace in its west wall and incorporated a long bar 
with a cherry wood top with built-in shelving for wine behind along its south wall. This room was 
framed by a distinctive scalloped ceiling along the north and south walls, while the wall surfaces 
were clad in flocked wallpaper. The Sunset Boulevard entrance remained in its original location, 
leading into the newly configured Alcove Seating Area where there was a cashier stand adjacent 
to a central brick feature wall. The former bar was converted into the Garden Room, serving as a 
private dining space. Dining Rooms 1-3 were retained in their existing locations. A certificate of 
occupancy was issued in August of 1969.
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Fig 11: Sanborn map of property in 1970, with blue indicating the 1969 addition and green indicating the 1962 configuration (EDR)
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Fig 13 (right): Subject property, current view showing porte cochere at left (McGee, 2018)

Changes were made to the interior with several remodeling projects implemented in the late 
1980s through the 2000s.27 Especially notable are the following alterations implemented in the 
1990s, the majority of which were part of a comprehensive remodel implemented in 1998, 
designed by Nadel Architects, Inc.:

Wine Room: Existing perimeter shelving including engaged columns was added. The 
central ceiling medallion was also added.
Cocktail Lounge: Existing fire door was added along the east wall, built-in seating was 
reupholstered, and service station partition walls were added along the east wall.
Banquet Corridor: Existing brick veneer at wall bases and wood trim was all added. 
Restroom 1: Restrooms were remodeled with all fixtures and finishes replaced.
Banquet Room 1: Early wallpaper was removed. Ceiling and wall finishes were replaced 
with existing.
Banquet Room 2: An acoustical tile ceiling was removed and replaced with the existing 
finishes. The existing wall art, which appears to be acrylic on canvas, was painted by an 
artist named Biller in 1964 and moved within the room in the 1990s to the existing 
location. Biller's other work is unknown.
Alcove Seating Area: Reception desk was moved from its positioning adjacent to the 
central brick feature wall to its current location in the southwest corner. The existing 
wood frame bordering the entrance to seating area, extending north from the brick feature 
wall near the fireplace, was added.
Garden Room: Existing wall mural was added in 1990, painted by Sylvia Johnson, whose 
other work is unknown. !
Dining Room Corridor: Existing wood door frames were added. Early wallpaper was 
removed and walls were painted.
Restroom 2: New accessible restrooms were added.
Dining Rooms 1-2: Existing north walls were added, enclosing the dining rooms from 
service spaces. Acoustical tile ceilings were removed and replaced with the existing 
ceilings. Contemporary metal paneling was added to ceilings and new wallpaper was 
added to walls. Several simple engaged columns or furred out walls were added along 
east and west walls to create visual balance and provide space for new electrical wiring. 
The existing fluted doorframes were added. Stained glass windows along the south wall 
were replaced with the existing fixed windows with etched glass. Dining booths were 
replaced with the existing booths upholstered in floral fabric. Configuration of U-shaped

28

27 Information provided via email from current owner, Michael Taix, February 18, 2019.
There is a local artist, Les Biller, who was active in the 1960s, though it is unclear if the art in Banquet Room 2 is his 

work or that of another local artist with a similar name.

28
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booths around the perimeter remained generally intact, but central U-shaped booths were 
replaced with smaller, contemporary booths in a new configuration.

• Dining Room 3: The acoustical tile ceiling was removed and replaced with the existing 
ceiling. All other finishes were changed to existing.

Many other wall and ceiling finishes were changed throughout during the 1990s, including 
replacement of all original wallpaper and carpeting, where it existed, replacement of furniture, 
and replacement of light fixtures. One restaurant reviewer criticized the 1990s decor, noting, 
“While there is a hammered tin ceiling, the decor otherwise is straight from the 70s: mauve and 
gray booths, frosted glass, shiny brass fixtures. Unlike other Los Angeles landmarks— 
Phillippe’s, the Pantry, Musso & Frank—the ghost of Raymond Chandler does not linger here. 
Due to the negative feedback on the decor, subsequent changes were made to introduce faux 
historic elements into the interior an attempt to return the interior to its French roots, such as 
incorporating new wood paneling and trim.

29

Regarding signge, in the late 1990s, the “Les Freres” script was removed from the east facing 
Taix roof sign, as the restaurant was doing business as “Taix French Restaurant” and no longer 
using the name “Les Freres Taix.” South facade signage other than the “cocktails” sign, was 
altered during 1990-2017 as well. The existing signage was added to the porte cochere after 
2000.30

The following exterior and interior alterations were interior implemented since 2000:
• Roof: The flat portion of the roof was reroofed and the pitched portions of the roof were 

patched and repaired in specific locations due to damage caused by graffiti. Evidence of 
patching is visible.

• West Elevation: Entrance doors were replaced with existing.
• Cocktail Lounge: Existing wood paneling was added to the walls, new upholstery was 

added to the base of the bar, existing wood caps (beams) were added to the scalloped 
ceiling, original wine racks in the back bar were replaced with shadow boxes and 
cabinets, and existing built-in booths and freestanding furniture were added.

• Garden Room: Existing glazed wood doors were added to the west wall and the existing 
wood coatrack was added to the west wall, north of the doors.

• Dining Rooms 1-2: Existing mirrored wall surfaces were added.
• Back of House: Existing wood paneling on the hallway walls was added.
• 2nd Floor Office: The second floor office space was remodeled with all new ceiling, wall 

and floor finishes.

Summary of Alterations
The building has been substantially altered since it was initially constructed in 1929, and no 
longer retains physical features from an early period. The exterior has been relatively unaltered 
from when Taix Restaurant altered the building in 1969, with exception of changes to the east bay 
of the south facade (replacement of windows, removal of original lanterns that hung under eaves, 
and alteration of curved walls surrounding secondary entrance door). Slate roofing material at the 
pitched portions of the roof is generally intact, though some areas have been patched with 
material that does not match existing. At the interior, the overall configuration of interior spaces 
is generally intact from 1969, though there have been alterations to materials, especially in dining 
rooms, implemented as part of remodeling done in 1998 and in the 2000s. While the decorative 
features of the Foyer, Alcove Seating Area, Cocktail Lounge and Garden Room are generally

29 Michelle Huneven, “Old Enough to Know Better,” Los Angeles Times, November 6, 1992: 112. 
Information provided via email from current owner, Michael Taix, February 18, 2019.30
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intact, remodeling work has changed many wall, ceiling, and floor finishes, and light fixtures 
throughout other interior spaces.

History of Architects, Engineers, and Contractors 
George F. Sexton, Engineer
George F. Sexton was born about 1890 in Colorado. He worked as civil engineer in 1930,31 and 
as a deputy building inspector for unincorporated Los Angeles County in the 1930s and 1940s.
In 1962-1963, he worked as the engineer on remodeling projects for Taix Restaurant at the 
subject property. He is also associated with design of Paradise Baptist Church in Los Angeles 
(constructed 1934, appears to be extant).33 His brother, Joseph Sexton, was a structural engineer, 
and is listed on the permit for addition of the water tank in 1966. Lack of available information on 
the career of George and Joseph Sexton suggests neither made substantial contributions to the 
history of engineering, nor are they persons important in our past.

32

Harold Sampson, Contractor
Contractor Harold Sampson was born about 1896 in England.34 In 1930, he worked as an 
engineer designing cabinet fixtures.35 He also owned his own contracting company, which was 
active in 1938, when he had a classified advertisement in the Los Angeles Times stating he 
offered “any type specialty building and design.”36 He implemented remodeling work at the 
subject property in 1962. He passed away in 1977.37 Lack of available information on the career 
of Harold Sampson suggests he did not make substantial contributions to the history of 
contracting, nor is he a person important in our past.

Nielsen, Moffatt & Wolverton, Architect
The architectural firm of Nielsen, Moffatt & Wolverton was comprised of partners Reiner C. 
Nielsen, Gene Edison Moffatt, and Donald Leland Wolverton. The firm was initially a 
partnership between Nielsen and Moffatt, who designed Garden Grove Hospital together in 
195 6.38 By the 1960s, the firm added Wolverton as partner. In 1968, the firm had an office at 500 
S. Lucas Avenue in Los Angeles.39 In addition to their work at the subject property in 1968-1969, 
the firm’s known work includes design of buildings in Santa Ynez Valley in the 1960s, including 
Solvang Lutheran Home, Santa Ynez Valley Hospital, and Solvang Municipal Center, which was 
designed in a Danish style.40 The firm also designed the Taxidermy Wing of the Los Angeles 
County Museum in Exposition Park in 1964,41 a comprehensive health center to replace John 
Wesley Hospital at 2826 S. Hope Street in Los Angeles in 1975,42 and Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Medical Center Campus in the Willowbrook neighborhood of Los Angeles County in 1968-1972, 
as part of a team with two other firms.43 Reiner C. Nielsen, was a member of the American

31 t ‘George Sexton,” 1930 United States Federal Census, Census Place: Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California; Page: 7A; 
Enumeration District: 0010; FHL microfilm: 2339867, Ancestry.com.

‘Men Named as Building Inspectors,” Los Angeles Times, July 29, 1933: A1.
‘George F. Sexton,” Pacific Coast Architecture Database, http://pcad.lib.washington.edu/firm/2825/, accessed December

32 t

33

19, 2018.
34 t ‘Harold Sampson,” 1940 United States Federal Census, Census Place: Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California; Roll: m- 

t0627-00406; Page: 21A; Enumeration District: 60-866, Ancestry.com.
‘Harold W. Sampson,” 1930 United States Federal Census, Census Place: Beverly Hills, Los Angeles, California;

Page: 6A; Enumeration District: 0841; FHL microfilm: 2339859, Ancestry.com.
‘Classified Advertisement,” Los Angeles Times, January 29, 1938: 19.
‘Harold W. Sampson,” U.S. Find A Grave Index, 1600s-Current, Ancestry.com.
‘Start of New $475,000 Hospital Announced,” Los Angeles Times, July 15, 1956: 24.
‘Legal Department Notice Involving Sealed Proposals,” Santa Ynez Valley News, October 24, 1968: 6.
‘New SMID Office Building Plans Revealed at Meeting,” Santa Ynez Valley News, August 8, 1968: 1.
‘Taxidermy Wing OKd,” Los Angeles Times, January 5, 1964: 40.
‘Three Nominated to Posts on County Labor Relations Panel,” Los Angeles Times, June 11, 1975: 48.
David Kaplan, Historic Architect, “Martin Luther King, Jr. Medical Center Campus,” Written Historical and Descriptive 

Data, Historic American Landscapes Survey, July 15, 2015.
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Institute of Architects (AIA) from 1954 until he passed away in 1990;44 Gene Edison Moffatt, 
was a member of the AIA from 1954 until he passed away in 1986;45 and Donald Leland 
Wolverton was a member of the AIA beginning in 1958, and served as president of the Los 
Angeles Chapter of the Construction Specifications Institute in 1975.46 Nielsen, Moffatt & 
Wolverton’s work at the subject property does not appear to be the best example of their work. 
The history of their work appears better represented by other examples, such as Solvang 
Municipal Center (Fig 14). It is notable that the firm’s experience designing Danish style 
buildings in Solvang was similar to the design intent at Taix Restaurant, referencing historical 
architecture with use of half-timbering decoration and varied roof forms.

JLj
A

m

-
47Fig 14: Nielsen, Moffatt & Wolverton’s architectural rendering for Solvang Municipal Center, 1968.

History of Owners and Tenants 
Ona W. Spaulding
Ona Wood Spaulding developed the earliest portion of the existing building at the subject 
property in 1929 and owned the property until at least 1950, according to building permits (see 
Appendix A). Spaulding was born in Ohio in 186748 She married Herbert George Spaulding, who 
worked as a contractor. Herbert passed away in the 1920s, and Ona was a widow when she 
developed the building.49 She is listed in the 1930 and 1940 Census as having no occupation, 
indicating she owned the subject property as an investment.50 She is mentioned in only two 
articles of the historic Los Angeles Times, in association with deaths of relatives. She died in 
1967.51 Given lack of available information on Spaulding’s life and work, she does not appear to 
have made substantial contributions to history such that the subject property would be considered 
significant for its association with her.

Botwin’s Cafe
Botwin’s Cafe operated out of the subject property from 1929 until 1960. Owned and operated by 
Noah Botwin, the cafe was known for offering reasonably priced meals. An advertisement from

44 ‘Reiner C. Nielsen,” AIA Historical Directory of American Architects, 
https://aiahistoricaldirectory.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/AHDAA/pages/35299562/ahd1032642, accessed December 19, 2018.

‘Gene Edward Moffatt,” AIA Historical Directory of American Architects, 
https://aiahistoricaldirectory.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/AHDAA/pages/35769671/ahd1030965, accessed December 19, 2018. 

‘Wolverton Takes Key CSI Post,” Los Angeles Times, June 22, 1975: 109.
‘New SMID Office Building Plans Revealed at Meeting,” Santa Ynez Valley News, August 8, 1968: 1.
‘Ona Wood Spaulding,” U.S. Find A Grave Index, 1600s-Current, Ancestry.com.
Los Angeles City Directory, 1929: 2009.
‘Ona W. Spaulding,” 1930 United States Federal Census, Census Place: Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California; Page: 3B; 

Enumeration District: 0390; FHL microfilm: 2339882, Ancestry.com.
“Ona W. Spaulding,” 1940 United States Federal Census, Census Place: Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California; Roll: m- 

t0627-00419; Page: 7B; Enumeration District: 60-963, Ancestry.com.
‘Ona Wood Spaulding,” U.S. Find A Grave Index, 1600s-Current, Ancestry.com.
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1954 noted that a full-course Thanksgiving dinner could be eaten for $2.15.52 The restaurant also 
served as a meeting space for local organizations, hosting several meetings of the Republican 
Assembly in the 1950s,53 and Association of Investment House Cashiers in 1957.54 One 1952 Los 
Angeles Times article notes that its banquet space serviced a large family reunion.55 Noah Botwin 
was a Municipal Health Commissioner for about two years in the 1950s, resigning after admitting 
to bribing city officials in order to obtain a liquor license. 56

iix Restaurant
lix Restaurant was founded by Marius Taix 
. at 321 E. Commercial Street in Downtown 
3S Angeles in 1927. Marius Taix Jr.'s father, 
arius Taix Sr., was a baker who immigrated 
Los Angeles from the Hautes-Alps in 

utheastem France in 1882. Settling on 
Dmmercial Street in the heart of the City's 
,rly French quarter, where over 4,000 French 
/ed together around the turn of the century, 
e Taix family was one of Los Angeles' 
oneering French families.

HLr- .
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%

57V

arius Taix Sr. initially established a bakery 
in the French quarter selling French bread, and he lived above the bakery.58 After the bakery was 
demolished in 1913, the Taix family constructed Champ d’Or Hotel, leasing a ground floor 
restaurant space to another restauranteur. Following a conflict regarding sale of alcohol on the 
property, the restauranteur vacated the premises. In 1927, Marius Taix Jr. established his own 
operation in its place: Taix French Restaurant.

Taix French Restaurant served 28,000 meals a month,59 and was known for its reasonably priced 
French fare offered with family-style dining wherein patrons sat together at long tables, sharing 
serving dishes.60 A nostalgic article written in the 1990s described the early restaurant as “a high- 
volume place with large tables where you might have had to double up with strangers and share 
tureens of soup and bottles of wine.
October 1, 1964 and demolished to make way for a parking lot for a federal building.62 Ten other 
buildings were demolished and the entire area including was reconfigured, with new streets, 
decimating the French quarter. The original Taix Restaurant location was later redeveloped with 
the existing federal prison, Metropolitan Detention Center.

61 The Taix Restaurant on Commercial was vacated around

63

Marius Taix Jr. was born June 13, 1893 at 319 Commercial Street.64 In addition to opening the 
Taix Restaurant at the Commercial Street location in 1927, he was a pharmacist, and served in the

52 4 ‘Display Ad,” Los Angeles Times, November 24, 1954: 21.
‘Dinner Scheduled by 56 th GOP Assembly,” Los Angeles Times, August 26, 1953: 31. 
‘Investment Cashiers to Meet Tomorrow,” Los Angeles Times, October 8, 1957: 44.
‘Goulds Attend Family Reunion in Los Angeles,” Los Angeles Times, December 26, 1952: 3. 
‘City Health Aide, Named at Quiz, Quits,” Los Angeles Times, April 8, 1955: 1.
‘U.S. ‘Giant’ Erases Old Landmarks,” Los Angeles Times, January 9, 1963: 29.
‘Marius Taix, Restauranteur, Rites Planned,” Los Angeles Times, March 5, 1967: 45.
Cecilia Rasmussen, “L.A. Scene: The City Then and Now,” Los Angeles Times, June 1, 1992: 28. 
‘Roundabout,” Los Angeles Times, March 25, 1963: 64.
Michelle Huneven, “Old Enough to Know Better,” Los Angeles Times, November 6, 1992: 112. 
‘Taix Restaurant,” Los Angeles Times, August 14, 1964: 8.
Cecilia Rasmussen, “L.A. Scene: The City Then and Now,” Los Angeles Times, June 1, 1992: 28. 
‘Marius Taix,” U.S. Social Security Death Index, 1935-2014, Ancestry.com.
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United States Army.65 In 1942, he worked at the French-Mexican Drug Company on Los Angeles 
Street.66 Marius Taix Jr. retired in 1964 when the building was demolished.67 He died in 1967 in 
Riverside County.

Marius Taix Jr.’s sons, Raymond Taix and 
Tfterre Taix, son-in-law, John Narp, and 

Miother business partner, Louis Sangouard 
■vlarius' brother-in-law), purchased the 
l ib jcct property in 1962 in order to provide a 
l:\\ location for the Taix Restaurant. The 
E:staurant continued operating at the original 

ication for two years, until 1964, while the 
:\\ restaurant started up operations. The new 
:staurant was initially called Les Freres Taix, 
hich means "The Brothers Taix.” Raymond 
/entually became the sole proprietor of the 
asiness and the restaurant's name was 

simplified to Taix.

m

68
Fig 16: Taix family in front of location at subject property, ca. 
1960s (Taix Restaurant) 69aymond Marcell Taix was born in 1925. 

gan working there washing dishes at age 
twelve.70 He attended Woodbury University and joined the U.S. Army in 1943, serving in Guam 
in World War II. As previously noted, Raymond opening the new Taix location at the subject 
property with his brother and other business partners in 1962, later becoming sole proprietor of 
the business. He worked at the restaurant until his death at age 85 in 2010 in Pasadena. 71

Despite the Taix Restaurant’s move to its current location in 1962, the emphasis on low cost 
meals endured, with “complete dinners for as little as $2.”72 Even at the time, the restaurant was 
seen as a significant establishment. In 1963, Taix Restaurant was described in the Los Angeles 
Times as a 35-year-old “eating landmark.”73 One 1964 advertisement provided: “...the decor is 
pure Parisian, the food is all that even a Frenchman could ask for and the wine cellar offers as 
complete a selection as you’ll find anywhere. Prices are modest, well within the family range.” At 
the time, dinner was served until ten o’clock at night, with the cocktail lounge open until 
midnight.74 A 1965 advertisement showcased the restaurant’s low prices, with lunch available for 
$1.00-$1.95 and dinner for $2.35-$3.35.75 A 1963 restaurant critic write the following about the 
new location at the subject property:

It is...somewhat, decor-wise, a far cry from the original Taix down on Commercial St. - 
tufted leather booths, carpeting, tablecloths, and attractive waitresses rather than 80-year-

65 ‘Marius Taix Jr.,” U.S. World War I Draft Registration Cards, Ancestry.com.
‘Marius Taix Jr.,” U.S. World War II Draft Registration Cards, Ancestry.com.
Marius Taix Jr. died at age 73 in Riverside County in 1967.
Valerie J. Nelson, “Raymond Taix, 1925-2010, Owner of L.A. French Restaurant,” Los Angeles Times, October 17,

66
67
68

2010: 33.
69 ‘Raymond Taix,” 1940 United States Federal Census, Census Place: Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California; Roll: m- 

t0627-00401; Page: 3A; Enumeration District: 60-288, Ancestry.com.
Valerie J. Nelson, “Raymond Taix, 1925-2010, owner of L.A. French Restaurant,” Los Angeles Times, October 17, 2010:70

33.
71 ‘Raymond Marcell Taix,” U.S. Obituary Collection, 1930-2018, Ancestry.com. 

‘Roundabout,” Los Angeles Times, March 25, 1963: 64.
‘Roundabout,” Los Angeles Times, March 25, 1963: 64.
‘Display Ad,” Los Angeles Times, June 19, 1964: 98.
‘Display Ad,” Los Angeles Times, April 16, 1965: 23.

72
73
74
75
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old waiters. Incidentally, the old Taix is still in business, hasn’t yet been bulldozed as a 
lot of people seem to think. Anyway, at the so-called “new Taix,” you get the same 
generous tureen of excellent vegetable soup, salad with the same garlicy dressing, huge 
serving of pot roast with large portions of tomato-infested zucchini, creamed au gratin 
potatoes, sherbet, and coffee—all for $2.25. It is not exactly a gourmet repast. But, you 
can’t beat the price. What’s more, they have a red mountain wine for 90 cents a half 
bottle (by Louis Martinez) that needs no apologies. And the cocktail lounge is 
exceptionally attractive. For an economical dine-out treat for the family or to take out a 
girlfriend on the night before payday, this is one of the town’s better bargains.76

Taix Restaurant was often home to meetings of local organizations. In 1963, it was home to a 
meeting of the Retired Officers Association, Los Angeles Chapter.77 In 1964, it was used by a 
reunion of veterans of World War I. 78

In 1968-1969, the restaurant was expanded to the west, reorienting the entrance toward the 
parking lot and adding about thirty percent more space to the building, encompassing banqueting 
facilities. By this time, the restaurant could accommodate functions of many sizes, offering a 
small wine room, a large cocktail lounge, and several dining and banquet rooms for groups from 
20 to 180 people.79 The restaurant remained very busy in the 1960s through most of the 1970s, 
though there was a downturn in business in the late 1970s, which continued through ensuing 
decades.80 Competition from new local establishments with expansive banqueting facilities, at 
such places as the Los Angeles Convention Center and nearby hotels, has made it difficult for 
larger restaurants to successfully continue to utilize their banquet rooms. Additionally, the Echo 
Park neighborhood declined, earning reputation for gang activity, which negatively impacted the 
restaurant’s ability to continue to serve as a neighborhood gathering place. While it remained a 
destination restaurant, it suffered from the tarnished image of its location in a “bad area. 81

Newspaper coverage of the restaurant’s cuisine continued over time. In 1985, Taix Restaurant 
received attention for its wine selection. Michael Taix took over the wine program from his 
father, Raymond Taix and “turned it from something that was merely interesting to something 
that was exciting and dynamic,” offering 450 selections of high-quality, low priced wines by the 
glass, bottle, and even by the case.82 Efforts were also made made to adjust the menu to a more 
authentic Country French style cuisine in the mid-1980s.83 In 1989, one critic praised Taix for its 
notable wine list, though emphasized the food was rather ordinary, stating, “Taix is the most 
curious thing in the L.A. food world: a restaurant for the wine lovers who are not foodies.”84 In 
1992, another reviewer remarked on the lack of historical associations evident in the building, 
noting, “Taix may be one of L.A.’s older restaurants, but it did not preserve the more alluring 
aura of its own history. While there is a hammered tin ceiling, the decor otherwise is straight from 
the 70s: mauve and gray booths, frosted glass, shiny brass fixtures. Unlike other Los Angeles 
landmarks—Phillippe’s, the Pantry, Musso & Frank—the ghost of Raymond Chandler does not 
linger here.” 85 In 1998, the restaurant underwent a remodel which involved changing many wall 
and ceiling finishes, upholstery, furniture, and light fixtures throughout. In the 1990s and later,

76 Original Bargain Duplicated,” Los Angeles Times, November 3, 1963: 494.
‘Election Schedule,” Los Angeles Times, January 17, 1963: 32.
Display Ad,” Los Angeles Times, November 8, 1964: 42.
Les Freres Taix,” Los Angeles Times, August 6, 1987: 186.

Interview with Michael Taix, January 23, 2019.
Information provided via email from current owner, Michael Taix, February 18, 2019.
Dan Berger, “The Best Kept Wine Secret in L.A.,” Los Angeles Times, May 21, 1989: 434.
Interview with Michael Taix, January 23, 2019
Charles Perry, “Les Freres Taix: It’s Almost Like Home,” Los Angeles Times, September 8, 1989: 84. 
Michelle Huneven, “Old Enough to Know Better,” Los Angeles Times, November 6, 1992: 112.
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many of the interior alterations were aimed at infusing the restaurant with a greater sense of 
history, adding more wood trim and other features meant to harken back to the past. In 2017, Taix 
Restaurant celebrated its 90th anniversary and the Los Angeles City Council issued a certificate 
honoring the business, stating, “.. .be it resolved that by the adoption of this resolution, the Los 
Angeles City Council does hereby commend and congratulate the Taix French Restaurant on the 
occasion of celebrating their 90th Anniversary and contribution to the culture of Los Angeles. 86

French Cuisine in Los Angeles
French Cuisine has long been an important centerpiece of Los Angeles culinary history. The book 
To Live and Dine in L.A.: Menus and the Making of the Modern City incorporates reproductions 
of historic restaurant menus and provides a comprehensive history of the dining establishments 
that shaped aspects of early culinary and social history of the City. Author Josh Kun asserts the 
significance of Los Angeles as a long-time national center for restaurants, writing that, “By 1910, 
Los Angeles was being declared the number three “Top Restaurant City” in the country.” Kun 
also underscores the importance of French restaurants for establishing the City’s preeminence in 
the culinary arena, stating, “The city’s nineteenth century French immigrant population was 
instrumental in the birth of the city’s food and wine industry. 87

French immigration to Los Angeles began with arrival of Jean Louis Vignes, who moved to Los 
Angeles from Bordeaux in 1832, brining grapevine cuttings and establishing the El Aliso 
vineyard south of Union Station, becoming the first commercial winemaker in California.88 Other 
important French immigrant families, including Sainsevain, Viole, Penelon, Bouchet, Nadeau and 
Taix, followed, establishing themselves in downtown Los Angeles, “building homes and opening 
businesses in what quickly became a Gallic enclave, 
town.

89 referred to as “the Frenchiest Place in
90

A concentration of French restaurants in early downtown Los Angeles emerged. The City’s first 
sit-down restaurant appears to have been French, opening in 1849, located at the Bella Union 
hotel in downtown.91 In a chronology of early restaurants of downtown Los Angeles, Kun 
identifies several other early dining establishments that were French. In 1852, a stand-alone 
French restaurant, La Rue’s, opened, known for its low-cost meals and no-frills atmosphere; in 
1855, Restaurant Francais opened; in 1876, Victor Dol’s restaurant, the Commercial opened; and, 
in 1878 Restaurant de Paris opened.92 Other notable early examples were Portier’s French 
Restaurant in East Los Angeles and Jeanne’s French Cafe in Montebello.93 Thus, Taix Restaurant, 
which opened in the 1920s, was part of a lineage of early French restaurants in the City, though 
its focus was, and has always been, on serving “family style” and reasonably priced cuisine.

Despite the early success of French dining in the City, overcrowding and redevelopment 
ultimately decimated the French quarter, and many of the early French restaurants were lost as

Certificate for Taix French Restaurant, 90th Anniversary, signed by Los Angeles City Council, adopted October 20, 2017. 
Josh Kun, To Live and Dine in L.A.: Menus and the Making of a Modern City, from the collection of the Los Angeles 

Public Library, Santa Monica: Angel City Press, 2015: 70.
88 Other notable early French in Los Angeles include: French Basque artist Paul De Longpre, known for painting flowers, 

immigrated to Hollywood in 1899; Jean August Bachelot, the first French Father of the Picpus Order of La Igelesia de Nuestra Senora 
La Reina de Los Angeles in 1831; and Jacob Morenchaut who created the Consulat General de France a Los Angeles in 1859.

Cedric Drake, “Boarding Houses and Handball Courts: The Fleeting Story of Los Angeles’ French Town,” KCET, April 4, 
2012, https://www.kcet.org/history-society/boarding-houses-and-handball-courts-the-fleeting-story-of-los-angeles-french-town, 
accessed December 17, 2018.

Cecilia Rasmussen, “Neighborhood Reflects City’s Ethnic Flux,” Los Angeles Times, October 29, 2000: 33.
.Of Markham and Taix,” Los Angeles Times, August 22, 1964: 32.

Kun, To Live and Dine in L.A., 28.
Kun, To Live and Dine in L.A., 29-30.
Ibid., 48.
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that population spread out around the Los Angeles area and throughout the country. In Los 
Angeles, restaurants such as the Taix Restaurant appear to have endured due to their appeal to the 
middle-class, offering low cost meals and comfort food for the masses.94

It should be noted, in the mid-Twentieth Century era, French food was seen as the pinnacle of 
fine-dining. This was initially popularized by several factors, such as success of the Le Pavillion 
French restaurant in New York, established during this period and noted as a big success for 
“restoring French cuisine to the preeminence it had enjoyed before Prohibition and redefining 
hate cuisine in America as something indisputably French.”95 The restaurant’s culinary 
masterworks created new high standards for fine dining. Additionally, French at home cooking 
was made popular by the famed chef, Julia Child, who began a French cooking television show in 
the 1960s that was influential in popularizing French cuisine.96 Child was “considered to have 
rescued, or at least attempted to rescue, America from its infatuation with bland convenience. 
However, Le Pavillion’s influential chef, Henri Soule, was infamous for his snobby attitude 
which has allegedly “damaged the reputation of French cuisine in America ever since.”98 Thus, 
while French food had long been synonymous with fine dining, attitudes toward the cuisine 
ultimately changed. As supported by advertisements and restaurant reviews in the Los Angeles 
Times, Taix Restaurant appears to have always served reasonably priced food in a comfortable 
setting, and has never been associated with high-end cuisine or fine-dining.

97

94 A 2012 KCET article on the history of the French Basque culture in Los Angeles provides that the culture is represented 
today in the area through the following: Basque Village at the L.A. County Fair; Basque Club in Chino; the Annual Basque Festival & 
Picnic in Los Banos; La Villa Basque, restaurant established in Vernon in 1960; and Taix Restaurant in Echo Park

Drake, “Boarding Houses and Handball Courts: The Fleeting Story of Los Angeles’ French Town,” KCET.
Paul Freedman, Ten Restaurants that Changed America, New York: Liveright Publishing Corporation, 2018: 293.
Ibid., 318.
Ibid., 384.
Ibid., 294.
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VII. HISTORIC CONTEXT

Relevant historic contexts include: SurveyLA’s contexts for developmental history of the Silver 
Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Park Community Plan Area and for Commercial Development from 
1850-1980, including the theme of Commercial Identity, 1920-1980, and the theme of 
Neighborhood Commercial Development from 1880-1980 under the sub-theme Restaurants, 
1880-1980, and relevant SurveyLA evaluation criteria, as well as Route 66 in Los Angeles.

Context: Silver Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Park Community Plan Area

The following overview of developmental history of the Silver Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Park 
CPA is taken from the relevant SurveyLA report for that CPA:99

Development History
The Survey Area’s first inhabitants were native people referred to as the Tongva. The 
Spanish would later name these native people “Gabrieleno” in reference to Mission San 
Gabriel founded in 1771. Spanish explorers under Gaspar de Portola and Father Juan 
Crespi encountered the Tongva in 1769 during their expedition through the area. They 
had been sent north from Mexico to establish settlements in the territory known as “Alta 
California.” Their expedition camped on the riverbank near the present-day entrance to 
Elysian Park. The campsite is designated California Historical Landmark #655. 100

In 1781, the Pueblo de Los Angeles was founded near this campsite. A large portion of 
the Survey Area belonged to the public lands surrounding the pueblo. The Spanish 
government encouraged settlement in territory by the establishment of large land grants 
called ranchos. The ranchos were originally concessions from the Spanish crown, 
permitting settlement and granting grazing rights on specific tracts of land, while the 
crown retained the title. In 1821, Mexico achieved its independence from Spain, and the 
Spanish territory of Alta California came under control of the Mexican government. The 
Mexican governors of Alta California eventually gained the power to make additional 
land grants, and many more grants were made under Mexican rule. Land in the 
northwestern portion of the Survey Area was originally part of Rancho Los Feliz, which 
was granted to Jose Vicente Feliz in 1796. The communities of Ivanhoe and Kenilworth, 
part of present-day Silver Lake, were eventually formed from a portion of this early 
rancho. No resources from this period remain in the Survey Area.

A railroad rate war between the Union Pacific and Santa Fe in 1885 reduced the price of 
a ticket from St. Louis to Los Angeles to one dollar. Within a few years, more than 
100,000 newcomers had arrived in Southern California, creating a real estate boom that 
drove land prices skyward. The bubble finally burst in 1887, leaving many paper 
millionaires suddenly penniless. But by that time, the land around downtown Los 
Angeles, including Echo Park, gave way to development.

During the late 19th and early 20th centuries, streetcar service played a key role in laying 
the groundwork for the future growth of the area. Commercial and residential 
development generally extended into the area from downtown Los Angeles north and 
west along streetcar lines. Angelino Heights, located in the southeastern portion of the

99 GPA Consulting, Inc., Survey LA Historic Resources Survey Report, Silver Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Valley Community 
Plan Area, prepared for City of Los Angeles, Department of City Planning, Office of Historic Resources, May 2014: 6-7.

At the northwest corner of North Broadway and Park Row Drive is a bronze plaque that marks the beginning of the six- 
mile Portola Trail through Elysian Park.

100
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CPA, is considered to be the first suburban development outside of downtown Los 
Angeles. It was developed as a direct result of a horse-drawn streetcar line on Temple 
Street. The line was later electrified and incorporated into the Los Angeles Railway 
Yellow Car system. Pacific Electric Red Car lines on Riverside Drive and Sunset 
Boulevard carried development further west into the neighborhoods of Echo Park and 
Elysian Valley.101 The Olive Street Substation on Sunset Boulevard was constructed by 
the Pacific Electric Company in 1905 to service the line between downtown Los Angeles 
and Hollywood.

In other parts of the CPA development patterns clearly reflect automobile influences, as 
evidenced by the numerous tracts of single-family residences located in the hilly areas 
along Echo Park and Silver Lake Boulevards. By 1920, there were two automobiles for 
every three residents in Los Angeles. U.S. Highway 66, popularly known as “Route 66,’ 
was the nation’s first all-weather highway linking Chicago to Los Angeles; a portion of 
this famous highway was Sunset Boulevard.

Context: Commercial Development from 1850-1980

Theme: Commercial Identity, 1920-1980
SurveyLA identified the Taix Restaurant as significant under the theme of Commercial Identity, 
1850-1980; the following narrative statement of significance and eligibility criteria is excerpted 
from that context:102

Narrative Significance
Los Angeles has a wide range of long-term businesses that have served residents, visitors, 
and tourists for decades. Properties identified as significant within this theme relate to the 
particular goods and services provided by a business and the role a business played in 
local commerce. Examples in Los Angeles range from small mom and pop neighborhood 
businesses, to companies that became regional in importance, to national franchises. 
While many are well-known legacy businesses coveted by neighborhood locals, others 
are far-reaching in reputation, serving as popular tourist destinations and icons of Los 
Angeles culture. And still others reflect associations with corporate identities and 
prototypes.

Property types evaluated under this theme include food service, retails stores, and service 
related businesses. Identified examples include restaurants, bakeries, bars and taverns, 
mortuaries, nurseries, dry cleaners, hardware stores, and neighborhood markets. A large 
percentage of the businesses recorded under the Commercial Identity theme are food 
related. Examples designated as Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monuments (HCM) 
include the nation’s first See’s Candy Shop and Kitchen (HCM No. 959), the original Der 
Weinerschnitzel (HCM No. 1046), and the Munch Box hamburger stand (HCM No. 750). 
Other recorded examples of long-term Los Angeles businesses include Pink’s Hot Dogs, 
Musso and Frank Grill, Cole’s Restaurant, Tom O’Shanter, Pann’s Coffee Shop, The 
Bear Pit Bar-B-Q, and The Apple Pan.

Particularly noteworthy are long-term businesses owned and operated by individuals and 
families from a variety of ethnic/cultural backgrounds. Many of these are further

101 About the Silver Lake Community, Los Angeles, California,” Welcome to Silver Lake, 
http://www.silverlake.org/about_silverlake/aboutSL_frmset.htm, accessed December 3, 2013.

City of Los Angeles Office of Historic Resources, SurveyLA, Los Angeles Citywide Historic Context Statement, 
Context: Commercial Development, 1850-1980, Theme: Commercial Identity, 1920-1980, August 2016.

102
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103discussed in the ethnic/cultural themes developed for SurveyLA. 
evidence the overall history and development of an area as well as patterns of settlement, 
movement, and changing demographics.

These businesses

Although historic districts are not common under this theme, three districts have been 
recorded for SurveyLA - the New Chinatown Commercial Historic District and Greater 
Chinatown Commercial Historic District,104 significant for their association with Chinese 
American-owned and operated businesses in Chinatown, and the Beverly Boulevard 
Commercial Historic District, significant for its association with businesses important to 
the Beverly-Fairfax Jewish community.

Many of the properties recorded under this theme are highly significant within a 
neighborhood context. Because determining eligibility of properties for the National and 
California registers typically includes in-depth comparative analysis with similar 
resources, most properties under this theme were evaluated under City Historic-Cultural 
Monument criteria only. 105

Local criteria allow for discretion in considering the importance of neighborhood 
landmarks and generally provide greater leeway with regard to comparative analysis. 
However, further research and analysis may reveal that some properties meet significance 
thresholds for the National and California registers.

Evaluation Criteria
Theme: Commercial Identity: 1920-1980.
Summary Statement of Significance: A resource evaluated under this theme is significant 
in the area of commerce as the founding or long-term location of a business that made a 
significant contribution to the commercial history of Los Angeles. Resources may also be 
significant in the areas of ethnic heritage and social history for their association with 
ethnic-cultural groups as well as women’s and LGBT history.

Period of Significance: 1920-1980

Period of Significance Justification: The 1920s is the time of the earliest recorded 
resource under this them; 1980 represents the end date for SurveyLA, which may be 
extended over time.

Geographic Location: Citywide

Area(s) of Significance: Commerce; Ethnic Heritage; Social History

Criteria: NR: A; CR: 1, Local: 1

Associated Property Type: Commercial/Commercial District

103 Ethnic/cultural theme published to date can be found at http://preservation.lacity.org/historic-context. For information 
on themes in progress contact the Office of Historic Resources.

The districts in Chinatown were determined eligible for the National Register of Historic Places through a Section 106 
Review process determination in 1986 and are listed in the California Register of Historical Resources, However, since data for 
individual contributors in the district are not included in the State Historic Resources Inventory (HRI) the district was recorded and 
updated as part of SurveyLA using themes from the Citywide Historic Context Statement.

See the “Comparing Related Properties” section of National Register Bulletin 15: How to Apply the National Register 
Criteria for Evaluation, 1990, rev. 1991: 9. The California Register is based closely on the National Register. California Register 
instructions refer preparers to Bulletin 15 for further information on applying and interpreting the California Register criteria.

104

105
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Property Type Description: Although any commercial property type can be significant 
under this theme, those evaluated generally include food service, retails stores, and 
service related businesses. Designated and known resources include restaurants, bakeries, 
bars and taverns, mortuaries, nurseries, dry cleaners, and markets. Property type also 
include commercial historic districts, particularly those associated with ethnic cultural 
groups.

Property Type Significance: Property types represent important long-term businesses that 
have contributed to commercial growth and development in Los Angeles. Properties may 
also be significant in the areas of social history and ethnic heritage or their association 
with ethnic - cultural groups, women’s history and LGBT history.

Eligibility Standards:
• Is associated with a business that made an important contribution to commercial 

growth in Los Angeles.
• Is the founding or the long-term location of a business significant in commercial 

history.

Character-Defining Features:
• Retains most of the essential physical features from the period of significance.
• May be associated with ethnic/cultural history, women’s history, LGBT history.
• Contributes to the commercial, social, and cultural history of Los Angeles.
• May have particular significance for its association with a neighborhood or 

community in Los Angeles.
• May be associated with business/corporations that have gained national 

importance.
• May feature corporate designs, logos and signs.
• May have served as a prototype for other buildings and locations.
• For the National Register, properties must possess exceptional importance if less 

than 50 years of age.
• In most cases, the business is still in operation.

Integrity Considerations:
• Should retain integrity of Location, Design, Feeling, Materials, and Association.
• Setting may have changed (surrounding buildings and land uses).
• Some alterations may be acceptable if they were made during the period of 

significance for a business and if significance is not also based on architectural 
quality.

The SurveyLA report for the Silver Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Park Community Plan Area 
identifies several properties that appear significant under the above context, including not only 
the Taix Restaurant, but also Red Lion Tavern, 2362 N. Glendale Boulevard, constructed 1959; 
Millie’s Coffee Shop, 3523 W. Sunset Boulevard, constructed 1926; and Tokio Florist, 2718 
Hyperion Avenue, constructed 1965. 106

106 GPA Consulting, Inc., Survey LA Historic Resources Survey Report, Silver Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Valley Community 
Plan Area, prepared for City of Los Angeles, Department of City Planning, Office of Historic Resources, May 2014: 32.
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Theme: Neighborhood Commercial Development, 1880-1980 
Sub-Theme: Restaurants, 1880-1980
Restaurants are an integral part of Los Angeles history, reflecting important aspects of not only 
the City’s culinary history, but also “broad currents of political and social trends.”107 During the 
mid-Twentieth Century period, Americans were dining out with increased frequency, a trend 
which extended through the 1960s, when Taix Restaurant moved to the subject property. 
Excerpts from the City’s SurveyLA historic context for restaurants provides the following 
regarding historical development of the restaurant property type and eligibility criteria for 
evaluation of such properties:109

108

The restaurant sub-theme consists of neighborhood resources purpose built to house food 
service establishments. The neighborhood restaurant catered to locals, and was not 
dependent upon a patronage drawn from other neighborhoods. As such, it reflected the 
economic level and, oftentimes the ethnically-based tastes, of the neighborhood. Many of 
Los Angeles neighborhood restaurants are also evaluated under the Commercial Identify 
theme as the founding or long-term location of well-known, and often iconic, 
establishments. Restaurants are also important property types discussed in each of the 
ethnic-cultural themes separately developed as part of the citywide historic context 
statement.

The neighborhood restaurant as a distinct business emerged in the decades after the Civil 
War. It began as an offshoot of a tavern, hotel, or grocery store...

A more direct predecessor of the neighborhood restaurant was the luncheonette. It 
evolved from the soda fountains of the late 1800s. The luncheonette provided counter 
service, with perhaps a small kitchen in the rear, and served light meals. Some were parts 
of drugstores or variety stores, while others were independent businesses.
By the early 1900s the luncheonette had developed into the neighborhood cafe. The cafe 
was a form that could be found both on the main streets of small towns and in the 
neighborhood business districts which functioned very much like small towns.

110

Between 1910 and 1940 the local cafe served as a social gathering place for the 
neighborhood. It fit into the standard storefront found in the streetcar-based neighborhood 
commercial district. It consisted of a long, narrow space, with a counter along one side, 
tables or booths along the other, and the kitchen in the rear. 111

... This was a facility that provided a special experience as well as food. Atmosphere and 
design were stressed. Menus were more elaborate and prices higher. Unlike the cafe and 
tearoom, alcohol was typically available, surreptitiously during Prohibition and openly 
afterward. 112

107 Paul Freedman, Ten Restaurants that Changed America, New York: Liveright Publishing Corporation, 2018: xxvii. 
Derek Thompson, “The Paradox of American Restaurants,” The Atlantic, June 10, 2017, 

https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2017/06/its-the-golden-age-of-restaurants-in-america/530955/, accessed December 16, 
2018.

108

109 City of Los Angeles Office of Historic Resources, SurveyLA, Los Angeles Citywide Historic Context Statement, 
Context: Commercial Development, 1850-1980, Theme: Neighborhood Commercial Development 1880-1980, Sub-Theme: 
Restaurants, 1880-1980, 100-112.

John A Jakle and Keith A. Sculle, Fast Food: Roadside Restaurants in the Automobile Age, Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1999, Fast Food, 25-29.

Ibid., 31-32.
Ibid., 49
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The destination restaurant was rare in a neighborhood setting. It was typically found 
Downtown, particularly as parts of hotels, along specialized business strips, such as 
Hollywood Boulevard and the Miracle Mile, or in resorts such as Venice. But certain 
residential neighborhoods could support one. An example from the 1920s is the La Fonda 
Restaurant (L.A. Historic-Cultural Monument No. 268). It is located at 2501-2511 
Wilshire Boulevard in the Westlake district, and was designed by the architectural firm of 
Morgan, Walls and Clements. 113

Dating from 1926, the La Fonda was opened when Westlake was evolving from a 
neighborhood of single-family homes into one of apartments and institutions, able to 
support an upscale destination restaurant. On the block to the west of the La Fonda were 
the Los Angeles Art Association and the Otis Art Institute. Diagonally across the 
intersection of Wilshire and Carondelet was the Park-Wilshire, an apartment building of 
174 units completed in 1923.

Neighborhood destination restaurants continued to be built up until the beginning of the 
Second World War. An example is the Los Feliz Brown Derby Restaurant (L.A. Historic- 
Cultural Monument No. 843). It is located at 4500 West Los Feliz Boulevard and dates 
from 1942. It is a branch of the more famous hat-shaped restaurant of the same name, but 
shares only the circular form. Its style is late Streamlined Moderne, reflecting its 
projected image of elegant dining. It is located on the southwest corner of Los Feliz and 
Hillhurst, at the point where the commercial district along Hillhurst to the south ends and 
the upper-class residential district of Los Feliz begins. Of significance is that, unlike the 
earlier La Fonda, it provided parking.

114

115

After the Second World War, the storefront-based neighborhood cafe was replaced by the 
auto-oriented coffee shop. These were free-standing structures, with their own parking 
lots, which reflected the shift toward neighborhood commerce based on widespread 
ownership of the automobile. Like the cafe, the coffee shop combined counter service 
with table and booth service, and like the cafe, generally did not serve alcohol. Some 
identified themselves as family restaurants, with less space for the counter and with the 
table and booth service in a separate space. 116

Evaluation Criteria
Theme: Commercial Development: 1920-1980. 
Sub-Theme: Restaurants, 1880-1980

Summary Statement of Significance: Neighborhood commercial resources are those 
which contain purveyors of goods and services that satisfy the everyday needs of nearby 
residents. Convenience of location was more important than range or quality of the goods 
or services offered. Resources evaluated under this sub-theme are examples of 
neighborhood restaurants.

Neighborhood restaurants may be significant in the areas of Commerce, Social History, 
and/or Architecture. They illustrate the evolution of the neighborhood restaurant into a 
variety of building types, from the cafe and the luncheonette, often housed in rented 
storefront spaces, into the free-standing tea room, destination restaurant, coffee shop, and

113 Herr, LandmarkL.A., 443.
1923 Sanborn Map.
1909 and 1950 Sanborn Map.
Jakle and Sculle, Fast Food, 50-51

114
115
116
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walk-up food stand. They also illustrate how the neighborhood restaurant often 
functioned as important and well-known places to gather and socialize, reinforcing a 
sense of neighborhood identity. These restaurants may be associated with local, regional, 
and/or national chains and reflect prototype/corporate designs which may be significant 
examples of architectural styles and designed by noted architects. Neighborhood 
restaurants are also often significant under the Commercial Identity theme.

Period of Significance: 1880-1980

Period of Significance Justification: The period of significance begins in 1880, when the 
extension of the streetcar system led to the creation of spatially separate neighborhoods, 
with individual commercial districts, and ends in 1980, the end date established for 
SurveyLA.

Geographic Location: Citywide, within the current boundaries of Los Angeles

Areas of Significance: Commerce, Social History, Architecture

Criteria: NR: A/C; CR: 1/3; Local: 1/3

Associated Property Types: Commercial-Food—Restaurant; Commercial-Food—Walk- 
up Food Stand.

Property Type Description: Restaurant: A provider of food in an indoor, sit-down setting 
Walk-Up Stand: A provider of food without provision for indoor sitting, and with service 
via a window.

Eligibility Standards:
• Was constructed during the period of significance
• Was historically designed and used as a restaurant
• Of a scale and architectural character typical of neighborhood eating 

establishments
• Contains architectural features that reflect trends in neighborhood commercial 

design

Character Defining / Associative Features:
• Retains most of the essential character defining features from the period of 

significance
• May also be significant under themes within the Architecture and Engineering 

context
• Features architectural and site-planning elements typical of neighborhood 

restaurants in both a pedestrian-oriented storefront form and an auto-oriented 
freestanding form

• May reflect prototype/corporate designs associated with particular restaurant 
chains

• May be associated with noted architect/designers
• May have prominent signage
• Associated with activities typical of neighborhood economic and social life
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Integrity Considerations
• Should retain integrity of Design, Materials, Location, Association, and Feeling
• Should maintain if possible original relationship to the street and to neighboring 

structures
• Architectural integrity should be intact, retaining original massing, significant 

features, and identifying details
o Some original materials may have been altered, removed, or replaced, 

particularly in earlier examples
• Use may have changed
• Setting may have changed (surrounding buildings and land uses)

Route 66

The subject property was considered for potential significance for association with the former 
U.S. Highway 66 (Route 66), a cross-country highway and major transportation corridor running 
from Chicago to Santa Monica.117 Route 66 was first designated as a U.S. highway in 1926 and 
historically ran along Sunset Boulevard through the Echo Park neighborhood where the subject 
property is located, encouraging local development meant to appeal to passing motorists. 
However, Route 66 in Los Angeles was replaced by the I-10 Freeway prior to the Taix 
Restaurant’s 1968-1969 expansion and alterations. Originally known as the Olympic Freeway, 
the route for the I-10 Freeway was adopted in 1956 and was planned to extend the approximately 
16 miles from the East Los Angeles neighborhood of Boyle Heights to the Pacific Coast Highway 
(PCH) in Santa Monica.118 Ground was broken on the first, easternmost, segment in 1957, which 
was completed and dedicated in 1961. By 1964, the freeway extended west toward La Cienega 
Boulevard; and by 1966, the final segment to PCH was completed. Thus, the segment of Sunset 
Boulevard where the subject property is located was no longer associated with Route 66 by the 
time the existing iteration of Taix Restaurant had been constructed in 1969. The subject property 
does not appear to be historically significant for association with Route 66.

117 The history of Route 66 in California has recently been acknowledged with preparation of a National Register of 
Historic Places Multiple Property Documentation Form (MPDF) for historical resources associated with the history of the highway in 
the state.

Carol Roland, Heather Goodson, Chad Moffett, and Christina Slattery, Mead & Hunt, Inc., “U.S. Highway 66 in 
California,” National Register of Historic Places Multiple Property Documentation Form, prepared September 28, 2011, approved 
January 3, 2012.

118 Nathan Masters, “Creating the Santa Monica Freeway,” KCET, September 9, 2012, 
https://www.kcet.org/shows/departures/creating-the-santa-monica-freeway, accessed December 28, 2018.
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VIII. HISTORIC RESOURCE ASSESSMENT

Significance

Eligibility criteria for local City of Los Angeles individual designation align in large degree with 
that of the National and California Registers. The following evaluates potential eligibility of the 
subject properties under each eligibility criteria for the federal, state and local levels under a 
single heading. Significance thresholds for eligibility are considered to be the same at the local, 
state, and federal levels. Even if a property is primarily significant for local or statewide 
associations, it may still be considered eligible for the National Register, as listing in the National 
Register allows for distinction between local, statewide, and national levels of significance.

Criterion A/1/1: Is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad
patterns of our history and cultural heritage.

The Taix Restaurant is a legacy business evaluated in this report for potential significance for 
association with historic contexts including commercial identity and restaurants in Los Angeles. 
The subject property has been home to Taix Restaurant since 1962. The business was established 
in 1927 in downtown Los Angeles, when Marius Taix, Jr., the son of an French immigrant, 
founded Taix Restaurant at 321 E. Commercial Street in the City’s French quarter. The 
downtown location was known for its low-cost French food and family style dining. After the 
Commercial Street building was demolished in the early 1960s, Marius Taix, Jr. retired, and his 
sons, Raymond and Pierre Taix, along with two other business partners, John Narp, and Louis 
Sangouard, started a new French restaurant at the subject property.

In 1962, the building at the subject property was redesigned with elements of French Revival- 
style architecture reflecting the French food served inside. The new restaurant was described at 
the time as a place to dine out with the family; meals were offered at a reasonable price. There 
was an ongoing rise in the number of people dining out in Los Angeles in general and restaurants 
were proliferating. When Taix Restaurant expanded in 1969, adding a tower at the southwest 
corner of the facade, and reconfiguring the interior to accommodate more interior space, 
including banquet rooms, the restaurant further established itself as an important local gathering 
place, able to hold events of various sizes. While French cuisine had risen in popularity during the 
1960s, and was seen as the pinnacle of fine dining, Taix Restaurant was generally known for its 
reasonable prices and comfort food. Taix Restaurant remained a destination in its current 
location, but increasing competition from other venues offering expansive banqueting facilities, 
coupled with the negative reputation of the Echo Park neighborhood at the time, caused a decline 
in the restaurant’s business, beginning in the late 1970s and continuing through ensuing decades.

Although many of the features of the restaurant have changed over time, the subject property 
appears eligible at the local level, under Criterion A/1/1, as it constitutes a long-term, legacy 
restaurant business associated with one of the City’s pioneering French families. The restaurant 
has made a significant contribution to the commercial history of Los Angeles, through 
establishing commercial identity as a destination and neighborhood restaurant and gathering place 
with banqueting facilities. The period of significance for the subject property begins in 1962 
when the Taix Restaurant first occupied the building and ends in 1980, the approximate date by 
which the business began to decline, which aligns with the cutoff date established by SurveyLA 
for properties eligible under the relevant historic contexts for commercial development.
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Criterion B/2/2: Is associated with the lives of persons important in our past.

The Taix Restaurant was evaluated throughout this report for potential significance for 
association with the lives of persons important in our past, including known historical owners, 
tenants, architects, engineers, and contractors. While early members of the Taix family, especially 
Marius Taix, Sr., were early French immigrants in Los Angeles, and may have been persons 
important in local history, the Taix Restaurant is not directly associated with these individuals, as 
they did their important work at the original restaurant location on Commercial Street. While 
Raymond Taix, the long-time proprietor of the Taix Restaurant, inevitably played an important 
role in the operation of the restaurant, he does not appear to have made substantial contributions 
to the restaurant industry nor history of French cuisine such that the Taix Restaurant would be 
considered significant for this association. Therefore, the Taix Restaurant does not appear eligible 
under Criterion B/2/2.

Criterion C/3/3: Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of 
construction, or represents the work of an important creative individual or possesses high artistic 
values.

The Taix Restaurant appears more appropriately evaluated as a legacy business or cultural 
heritage asset than for its architecture. Its French Revival-themed architectural elements, added to 
the building in the 1960s, are not related to the historic context of the period revival styles that 
proliferated in the earlier Twentieth Century. The architecture of the Taix Restaurant is more 
closely related to that of themed restaurants designed in the post-World War II era, often 
positioned along major commercial thoroughfares. While this era of design produced important 
architectural typologies, such as Googie-style restaurants, which were often oriented toward the 
passing motorist, the Taix Restaurant does not strongly express any architectural style that was 
especially important during that time. Its elements of French Revival style were added through 
two separate construction projects by different architectural designers in 1962 and 1969. Lacking 
cohesiveness of design intent, and given the relative simplicity of the execution, with features 
focused at the facade and portions of the interior, the Taix Restaurant cannot be said to be an 
especially strong, nor high-style example of French Revival-themed, roadside architecture from 
the 1960s. Therefore, the Taix Restaurant does not appear eligible under Criterion C/3/3.

Criterion D/4: Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or 
history.

The Taix Restaurant cannot be reasonably expected to yield information important in prehistory 
or history; therefore, it does not appear eligible under Criterion D/4.

Historic District Eligibility

The subject property was considered for potential eligibility as a contributor to a locally eligible 
historic district. However, there does not appear to be a cohesive grouping of buildings that 
includes the subject property and conveys a strong sense of time and place from any particular 
period in history. The location of the subject property on Sunset Boulevard includes a wide 
variety of building types from varying decades. There is no significant concentration, linkage, or 
continuity of sites, buildings, structures, or objects united historically or aesthetically by plan or 
physical development. Therefore, there does not appear to be any district present.
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Integrity

As previously noted, once a resource has been determined to satisfy at least one of the above 
criteria, then it must be assessed for “integrity.”119 Integrity refers to the ability of a property to 
convey its significance. Evaluation of integrity is based on “an understanding of a property’s 
physical features and how they relate to its significance.” The National Register recognizes seven 
aspects or qualities of integrity: location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and 
association. To retain integrity, a property must possess several, and usually most, of these 
aspects.

The subject property generally retains integrity from its period of significance, 1962-1980, as 
described below.

• Location: The building at the subject property has not been moved and therefore retains 
integrity of location.

• Design: The subject property has not been substantially altered outside of its period of 
significance. It generally retains its essential French Revival design features evident at 
the south facade and building interior, as well as its significant character-defining interior 
spaces that convey its history as a restaurant. There have been changes to the design at 
the east bay of the south facade, including alterations to windows and removal of original 
light fixtures. There have also been extensive changes to materials at the interior, 
especially at walls, ceilings, and floors in the dining rooms. Despite these alterations, the 
Taix Restaurant generally retains integrity of design.

• Setting: The subject property has always been located on Sunset Boulevard amongst a 
mix of land uses. Therefore, the subject property retains integrity of setting.

• Materials: The exterior and structural elements have not been substantially altered with 
regard to their materials. The primary south facade appears much as it did after 
alterations in the 1960s and the interior is in generally the same configuration as it was 
after alterations in the 1960s. There have been some changes to materials at the exterior, 
in the east bay of the south facade, as noted above. While some areas of the interior are 
relatively intact, there have also been extensive changes to materials at the interior, 
especially at walls, ceilings, and floors in the dining rooms. Despite these alterations, the 
Taix Restaurant generally retains integrity of materials.

• Workmanship: Retention of building materials from the 1960s in portions of the 
restaurant’s interior and exterior allows the Taix Restaurant to convey design of its 
significant character-defining features through workmanship. Therefore, the subject 
property retains integrity of workmanship.

• Feeling: Retention of the above aspects of integrity noted above is such that the Taix 
Restaurant generally conveys its feeling as a restaurant from the 1960s, although many of 
the materials at the interior have been altered as part of comprehensive remodeling efforts 
in the 1990s. Therefore, the Taix Restaurant retains integrity of feeling.

• Association: Retention of materials and workmanship makes it such that the Taix 
Restaurant conveys its historical association with its restaurant use. Therefore, the subject 
property retains integrity of association.

While the Taix Restaurant appears to retain sufficient integrity for listing as a City of Los 
Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument and for the California Register, it does not appear to retain 
sufficient integrity for listing in the National Register, due to the above-noted alterations.

119 National Register Bulletin #15, How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation, National Park Service,
1990, revised 2002.
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Character-Defining Features

Character-defining features are the physical features that convey a property’s significance. The 
National Park Service publication, Preservation Brief 17, Architectural Character: Identifying the 
Visual Aspects of Historic Buildings as an Aid to Preserving Their Character outlines a three- 
step process to identifying character-defining elements or features:120

Identify the Overall Visual Aspects: Define general aspects of the building, including its 
setting, shape, roof, projections, recesses/voids, openings, and materials without focusing 
on details.
Identify the Visual Character at Close Range: Focus analysis on quality of materials, 
color and texture of surfaces, etc.
Identify the Visual Character of the Interior Spaces, Features, and Finishes: Note how 
the building configuration creates a pathway through the space and determine which 
room volumes and passageways feel important. Features and finishes contributing to 
interior decoration—or an absence of decoration—should also be noted.

1.

2.

3.

Character-defining features are extant physical features that reflect the history of the subject 
property during its period of significance, 1962-1980, and are discussed below as per the 
methodology outlined above, and are classified under primary, secondary, and tertiary levels of 
importance. Physical features that are considered to have primary importance and should be 
preserved tend to be those that are the most accessible to the public and/or those that are 
especially unique and are identified under the subheading Significant. Features that convey 
history, but are of secondary importance, potentially due to being more private spaces and/or 
having been altered, are classified as Contributing. Features that do not necessarily convey 
important aspects of the property’s history are of tertiary importance, and potentially areas to 
focus future alterations, are classified as Non-contributing.

Overall Visual Aspects
Significant
• One story height of building.
• Positioning at sidewalk edge with south facade oriented toward Sunset Boulevard.
• Multiple rooflines, including central front gable flanked by slender towers, larger tower at 

southwest corner, and hipped roof.
• Porte cochere extending from west elevation.
• Side chimney at west elevation.
Contributing
• East bay of south facade, where some alterations have occurred.
Non-contributing
• Surface parking lot area.

Visual Character at Close Range
Significant
• French Revival architectural elements focused at south facade and west elevation, including: 

o Front gable with eaves supported on wood brackets. 
o Rectangular towers flanking front gable, with flared metal roofs and finials. 
o Larger rectangular tower at southeast corner with flared metal roof and finial.

120 Lee H. Nelson, Preservation Brief 17: Architectural Character: Identifying the Visual Aspects of Historic Buildings as 
an Aid to Preserving their Character, National Park Service, United States Department of the Interior, 1-2.
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o Stucco exterior walls with half-timbering decoration. 
o Low clinker brick wall extending across facade and incorporating planters. 
o South facade entrance offset from center of gable peak, with lava rock wall detail to 

west and distinctive wood double doors.
• West elevation porte cochere with hipped roof supported on brick columns.
• West elevation chimney made of brick.
• West elevation entry area, half-timbering decoration on south wall and slate tile floor.
• Signage including:

o Neon “cocktails” sign at south facade. 
o Roof sign.

Non-contributing
• Windows in east bay of south facade, which were altered in the 1990s.
• South facade signage other than “cocktails” sign, all of which was altered from 1990-2017.
• Signage on porte cochere, which was added in the 2000s.

nterior Spaces. Features, and Finishes
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Fig 17: Ground floor plan with overlay identifying current nomenclature and character-defining spaces (base plan by Nielsen, Moffatt 
& Wolverton, 1968)

Significant
• Configuration of interior corridors including:

o Foyer, oriented east-west, leading inside from the west elevation entrance 
o Banquet Corridor, oriented north-south, leading from the foyer to banquet rooms 
o Dining Corridor, oriented east-west, leading to dining rooms
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• Configuration of interior spaces including: 
o Cocktail Lounge 
o Alcove Seating Area 
o Garden Room

• Materials of significant interior spaces including:
o Slate tile flooring, where it exists in significant spaces. 
o Dark-stained wood trim with wavy edges, where it exists from the period of 

significance in significant spaces.
o Brick wall veneer, where it exists from the period of significance in significant 

spaces.
o Foyer: access from west elevation; raised landing; slate tile floor; curved ceiling with 

painted finish; brick wall base with painted plaster wall and half-timbering decorative 
trim above; wood door frames; wood molding with brackets along top of walls; 
windows with multi-light stained glass; light fixtures on wood door frames. 

o Cocktail Lounge: scalloped (vaulted) ceilings along north and south walls; wood 
partition walls with stained glass detail at entrance; bar positioned along the south 
wall with cherry wood countertop; wood shelving behind bar along south wall; brick 
wall incorporating brick and flagstone fireplace along west wall. 

o Alcove Seating Area: configuration as a central lobby space; wood doors at south 
elevation entrance; brick and wood central partition/feature wall creating secluded 
seating nook oriented toward fireplace; dark-stained wood trim with wavy edges and 
similar wood details from the period of significance; large stone fireplace at north 
wall.

o Garden Room: north, east and west walls incorporating wood wainscot and painted 
plaster wall above; dark-stained wood trim with wavy edges, including half
timbering decorative trim on walls and door frames.

Contributing
• Configuration of interior spaces including: 

o Wine Room
o Dining Rooms 1, 2, and 3. 
o Banquet Rooms 1 and 2.

• Materials of certain interior spaces including:
o Wine Room: positioning of room above height of Foyer; rectangular plan with 

clipped corners; built in shelving dating from the period of significance; central 
ceiling medallion; slate tile floor.

o Banquet Room 1: walls with brick veneer base, with painted plaster surface above, 
interspersed with regularly spaced stained wood trim with wavy edges. 

o Banquet Room 2: walls with wood wainscot, with painted plaster surface above.
Non-contributing
• Kitchen, back-of-house, service spaces, basement, and second floor office, all of which are 

not publicly accessible and do not have significant historical associations.
• Alterations implemented outside the period of significance, especially in the 1990s and later, 

to materials including: ceilings, flooring, wallpaper, and wall veneer and trim throughout.
• Banquet Corridor: Alterations including brick veneer base and wood trim above, which were 

added in the 1990s.
• Cocktail Lounge: Alterations including wood wall paneling, wood caps on scalloped ceiling, 

upholstery added to base of bar, wood partition walls for service area, and built-in furniture, 
which were added in the 1990s and later.
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Alcove Seating Area: Alterations including reception desk in southwest corner and wood 
frame surrounding entrance to seating area at north end of brick feature wall, which were 
added in the 1990s and later.
Dining Room Corridor: Alterations including walls with smooth painted finish.
Dining Rooms 1 and 2: Alterations including contemporary dining booths, south elevation 
windows, and all wall, ceiling, and floor finishes, which were added in the 1990s and later. 
Garden Room: Contemporary divider wall with sliding glazed doors (west wall of room), 
which was added in the 2000s.
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IX. CONCLUSION

The subject property has been previously identified as a potentially eligible historical resource in 
SurveyLA as a “long-standing commercial presence in a community.” The subject property is 
evaluated in detail in this report, including thorough documentation of existing conditions, history 
of construction and alterations, and history of owners and tenants. The subject property was 
evaluated against relevant historic contexts and found to be significant as a legacy business the 
Taix family has operated since 1927 that has made a significant contribution to a City’s identity.

SurveyLA concluded that the Taix Restaurant appears to meet local criteria only and may not 
meet significance thresholds for National Register or California Register eligibility. This report 
concludes that the Taix Restaurant is a historical resource under CEQA that appears to meet 
eligibility criteria for listing locally as a City of Los Angeles HCM and may meet the criteria for 
listing in the California Register, but does not appear to retain sufficient integrity for listing in the 
National Register, due to alterations. This report also identifies the significant character-defining 
features of the subject property.
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Appendix A: Table of Building Permits

Table of Building Permits 
Permit Work Owner Architect Contractor ValuationDate
No.

$3,500.00March 25, Construct new Class 
“C” restaurant, 
26’x66’ 1-story, 15’- 
tall, stone tile 
exterior walls, metal 
lath-plaster interior 
partitions, concrete 
floors, composition 
roof.

Mrs. Ona 
Spaulding, 
1382 Lucille 
Ave.

Edgar E. 
Butler

Not given7853
1929

$40.00April 23, Place steel frame for 
illuminated sign on 
existing market
building.__________
Make an addition of 
8’x17’, stone tile.

J.W. Botwin, 
1911 Sunset 
Blvd.

N/A Neosign Co.11098
1929

$225.00Ona W. 
Spaulding, 
1382 Lucille 
Ave.

Ed E. Butler OwnerMay 2, 12016
1929

$280.00November 
5, 1934

Erect sign on 
existing 40’x23’
cafe building.______
Erect toilet building, 
11’4”x15’6”, one- 
story, 11’9”-tall, 
brick exterior walls, 
concrete floors.

Noah
Botwin, 1911 
Sunset Blvd.

N/A Mann Sign15001
Co.

$300.00N. Botwin, 
1911 Sunset 
Blvd.

George J. 
Fosdyke

June 10, 9700 None
1935

$2,500.00Ona W. 
Spaulding, 
Beaux Arts 
Building

Charles F. 
Plummer, 
Architect; 
J.J. Rees, 
Engineer

June 26, 22987 Erect a one-story 
brick building as 
addition, 24’x42’ to 
existing restaurant 
for use as cocktail 
lounge and toilet 
room.

None
1936

$1,000.00August Batwick 
Cafe, 1911 
Sunset Blvd.

Charles F.
Plummer,
Architect;
J.J. Rees,
Engineer
None

24277 Erect a one-story 
brick addition, 
26’x30’ to existing 
building.

None
1938

Tile bulkhead. Spaulding P.H. Millar, 
1000 Echo 
Park Ave

Not given1938 33073
(month 
and day 
illegible) 
October 
18, 1938

$200.00Move existing neon 
roof sign from end 
of roof to center of 
roof.

Noah
Botwin, 1911 
Sunset Blvd

Luminous 
Display Co

34615 None

$90.00November 
8, 1940

Replace fire damage 
to roof and dining 
room ceiling. No 
additions or 
changes. Replace as

W.B Taylor, 
1921 Sunset 
Blvd.

45432 None W.H.
Radford
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1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California

Work Owner Architect Contractor ValuationDate Permit
No.

before fire. (1921 
W. Sunset Blvd.)

$200.00April 10, Wreck, demolish, 
and remove

Lucile
O’Neill, 1382 
Lucile Ave

19351 None None
1946

building. (1921 W. 
Sunset Blvd.)

$1,500.00Add 24’x30’ 
addition to existing 
cafe, which has 
masonry exterior 
walls.

Ona W. 
Spaulding, 
1382 Lucille 
Ave.

1946 07838 None None
(month 
and day 
illegible)

$900.00March 29, Add 28’x125’ 
(illegible, could be 
28’12’5”) to existing 
building (foundation
only)_____________
Proposed addition 
required for proper 
sanitation and fire 
regulations, for 
increased kitchen 
area, feed storage, 
toilets and lockers.

Ona W. 
Spaulding, 
1382 Lucille 
Ave.

09047 None None
1946

$40,000.00December 
27, 1948

Ona W. 
Spaulding, 
1382 Lucille 
Ave.

McIntosh32419 None
Selectedand

McIntosh,
Engineer

$300.00Erect one 50’x10’ 
advertising sign and 
attach to east wall of
building.__________
See plans for permit 
no. 16747 (1947). 
Change arrangement 
of non-bearing 
partitions; enlarge 
opening into 
existing building. 
Complete work 
authorized on permit 
16747 (1947)and 
make corrections.

Not given Not given Pacific
Outdoor
Advertising

1947 13488
(month 
and day 
illegible)

$100.00Ona W. 
Spaulding, 
1382 Lucille 
Ave.

Palo and
Lyerla,
Engineer

Owner1947 26077

$500.00August 
12, 1949

Ona W. 
Spaulding, 
1382 Lucille 
Ave.

Owner18812 None

$300.00October,
1949

New canopy at front
of building.________
Enlarge small dining 
room, construct 
fireplace; cover 
walls of cocktail 
lounge and small 
dining room, with
knotty pine._______
Erect sign on roof.

Botwin J.M. Sexton,
Engineer
Owner

Sexton25240

$1,000.00November 
10, 1949

Botwin’s
Restaurant

Owner27115

$200.00December 
1, 1949

H. Botwin, 
1915 Sunset 
Blvd.

Illegible29768 None

$300.00Construct steel 
canopy at side of 
building, 6’x8’ and

Ona W. 
Spaulding,

J.M. Sexton, 
Engineer

H. Sampson1950
(month

02535
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1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California

Work Owner Architect Contractor ValuationDate Permit
No.

and day 
illegible)

increase size of 1382 Lucille 
Ave.dining room as 

shown on plans. 
Enlarge length of 
roof sign required 
under permit 02535 
(1950) from 20’ to

$700.00April 20, H. Botwin, 
1915 Sunset 
Blvd.

J.M. Sexton, 
Engineer

Owner09050
1950

23’.
$600.00August 

28, 1961
Install projecting 
sign, 1’4”x7’, 
reading “Coffee
Shop.”__________
Add exterior 
canopy, 8’x10’, on 
west elevation.

Rafael’s
Restaurant

Brite Lite 
Neon

96294 None

$2,000.00Mr. Taix, 
1911 Sunset 
Blvd.

G. Sexton, 
Engineer

June 19, 13318 Mr.
Sampson1962

$3,000.00Stucco and wood 
trim front only.

Taix 
Brothers, 
1911 Sunset 
Blvd.

Sexton,
Engineer

Harold
Samson

June 27, 14014
1962

$200.00Change size of 
existing vestibule to 
8/6x12 on permit no. 
13318.

Mr. Taix, 
1911 Sunset 
Blvd.

G. Sexton, 
Engineer

Mr. SimpsonJune 29, 14263
1962

$125.00July 6, Revise permit no. 
14014 (1962), 
exterior changes.

Taix 
Brothers, 
1911 Sunset 
Blvd.

George
Sexton

14737 Mr.
Sampson1962

$500.00Install metal and 
plastic neon signs.

La Casita, 
1911 Sunset 
Blvd.

G.M. Neon 
Corp.

January 
29, 1963

29582 None

$15,000.00December 
2, 1963

Add 690 square foot 
second story at 
northeast corner of 
existing restaurant. 
Erect water tank on 
roof near northeast 
corner of building.

G.F. Sexton Owner55386 Les Feres 
Restaurant, 
1911 Sunset 
Blvd.

$300.00February 
18, 1966

J.M. Sexton Owner19282 Les Feres 
Taix
Restaurant, 
1911 Sunset 
Blvd.

$165,000.00July 1, Add one story and 
partial basement 
addition at 1911 and 
1925 Sunset Blvd.

Nielsen, 
Moffatt & 
Wolverton

Owner70274 Les Freres 
Taix, 1911 
Sunset Blvd.

1968

$500.00July 23, Shoring for 
installation of new 
basement.

Nielsen, 
Moffatt & 
Wolverton, 
Architect; 
George J. 
Fosdyke, 
Engineer 
None

70929 Les Freres 
Taix, 1911 
Sunset Blvd.

None
1968

$800.00March 17, Install double-face 
projecting sign, 
4’x8’, along south

Taix
Restaurant,

Three Star 
Sign Co.

84312
1969
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1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California

Work Owner Architect Contractor ValuationDate Permit
No.

elevation fronting 
Sunset Blvd.

1911 Sunset 
Blvd.

$2,000.00Install steel beam in 
intr. Kitchen non 
bearing masonry 
wall opening 
(previously cut). 
Ceramic tile, walls 
and quarry; tile 
floor.

Taix
Restaurant, 
1911 Sunset 
Blvd.

Wilson and 
Thompson, 
Engineer

Andre V. 
Pastor

May 29, 09687
1970

$6,000.00Taix 
Brothers, 
1911 Sunset 
Blvd.

Andre PastorJanuary 4, 
1971

21171 None

$18,000.00November 
4, 1975

Alter existing office 
and dining room by 
relocation of stair in 
northeast corner of
building.__________
Interior alterations 
to convert wine shop 
to banquet room in 
west portion of
building.__________
Remodel 2 
bathrooms located 
along south wall to 
comply with 
accessibility
requirements.______
Install one porte 
cochere roof sign 
reading, “Taix 
French Restaurant,”
1 illuminated 
double-faced 
projecting sign, 2 
wall signs._________

Nielsen, 
Moffatt & 
Wolverton, 
Architect

McCormick
Construction

16239 Les Freres 
Taix
Restaurant, 
1911 Sunset 
Blvd.

$3,000.00February 
15, 1979

P. Taix, 1911 
Sunset Blvd.

R.C. Nielsen, 
Architect

Not selected77720

$13,000.00Mike Taix, 
1911 Sunset 
Blvd.

June 4, 
1991

78691 None Royce
Construction

$8,741.00October 
24,2001

Raymond M. 
Taix and 
Toni R. Taix, 
3586
California
Blvd,
Pasadena.

Victor
Montgomery,
Architect

Owner00048
10000
01447
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Attachment A: Current Maps and Aerials
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Sanborn Map 1: Subject property outlined in red, 1906 (Los Angeles Public Library)
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Sanborn Map 3: Subject property outlined in red, 1950 (Los Angeles Public Library)
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EDR Certified Sanborn® Map 1950
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EDR Certified Sanborn® Map 1960
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Historic Aerial 1: Subject property indicated by red arrow, 1932 (UCLA Air Photo Archive)
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Historic Aerial 5: Subject property indicated by red arrow, 1956 (UCSB Aerial Photography Collection)
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Attachment C: Current Photographs of Subject Property
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Figure 1: Setting of subject property, looking toward adjacent property to the east, Baby 
Blues BBQ, 1901W. Sunset Boulevard, view northwest (McGee, 2018)
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Figure 2: Setting of subject property, looking toward adjacent property to the east, Baby 
Blues BBQ, 1901W. Sunset Boulevard, view north (McGee, 2018)
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Figure 3: Setting of subject property, looking toward adjacent properties to the west: an 
office building, 1931W. Sunset Boulevard (right), and Edendale Branch Library, 2011W. Sun
set Boulevard (left), view northwest (McGee, 2018)
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Figure 4: Setting of subject property, looking toward
Citibank office tower to the south across Sunset Boule
vard, 1900 W. Sunset Boulevard (McGee, 2018)
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Figure 5: Subject property, west elevation (left) and south facade (center/right), view 
northeast from Sunset Boulevard (McGee, 2018)
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Figure 6: Subject property, south fagade, view northwest from Sunset Boulevard (McGee,
2018)
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Figure 7: Subject property, south fagade, view north from Sunset Boulevard (McGee, 
2018)
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Figure 8: Subject property, south fagade detail,
view northwest (McGee, 2018)
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Figure 9: Subject property, south fagade detail, 
view northeast (McGee, 2018)
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Figure 10: Subject property, south fagade detail showing original entrance, view northeast
(McGee, 2018)
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Figure 11: Subject property, south fagade, view northeast (McGee, 2018)
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Figure 12: Subject property, south fagade, detail of secondary entrance, view north
(McGee, 2018)
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Figure 13: Subject property, west elevation and porte cochere, view northeast (McGee, 
2018)
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Figure 14: Subject property, porte cochere extending from west elevation, view north
(McGee, 2018)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Figure 15: Subject property, west elevation, main entrance into foyer, view southeast 
(McGee, 2018)
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Figure 16: Subject property, west elevation, detail
showing chimney, view northeast (McGee, 2018)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Figure 17: Subject property, west elevation (indicated by arrow) and surface parking lot to 
the west, view southeast (McGee, 2018)
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Figure 18: Subject property, north elevation (left) and west elevation (center), view south
east (McGee, 2018)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Figure 19: Subject property, northeast elevation, view southwest (McGee, 2018)
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Figure 20: Subject property, northeast elevation, view southwest (McGee, 2018)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Figure 21: Subject property, interior, Foyer, looking toward main entrance, view west 
(McGee, 2018)
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Figure 22: Subject property, interior, Foyer, inside main entrance, view east (McGee, 2018)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Figure 23: Subject property, interior, Foyer, detail of window, view south (McGee, 2018)

Figure 24: Subject property, interior, Foyer, inside main entrance, looking toward entrance
to wine room, view northwest (McGee, 2018)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Figure 25: Subject property, interior, Wine Room, view northwest (McGee, 2018)
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Figure 26: Subject property, interior, Wine Room, looking toward entrance, view southeast
(McGee, 2018)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Figure 27: Subject property, interior, Cocktail Lounge, view south (McGee, 2018)
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Figure 28: Subject property, Cocktail Lounge, looking toward entrance, view northwest
(McGee, 2018)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Figure 29: Subject property, Cocktail Lounge, view southeast (McGee, 2018)
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Figure 30: Subject property, interior, Cocktail Lounge, looking toward fireplace, view
southwest (McGee, 2018)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Figure 31: Subject property, interior, Cocktail Lounge, fireplace detail, view southwest 
(McGee, 2018)
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Figure 32: Subject property, interior, Cocktail Lounge, view east (McGee, 2018)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Figure 33: Subject property, interior, Banquet Corridor, view north (McGee, 2018)
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Figure 34: Subject property, Restroom 1, wom
en’s, powder room area, view southwest (McGee, 
2018)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California

Figure 35: Subject property, Restroom 1, wom
en’s, bathroom, view southwest (McGee, 2018)
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Figure 36: Subject property, Banquet Room 1 (Alsace Room), view west (McGee, 2018)

Figure 37: Subject property, Banquet Room 1 (Alsace Room), view northeast (McGee,
2018)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Figure 38: Subject property, Banquet Room 1 (Champagne Room), view northeast 
(McGee, 2018)
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Figure 39: Subject property, Banquet Room 1 (Champagne Room), view north (McGee,
2018)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Figure 40: Subject property, Banquet Room 2 (Bordeaux Room), view northwest (McGee, 
2018)
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Figure 41: Subject property, Banquet Room 2 (Bordeaux Room), view west (McGee, 2018)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Figure 42: Subject property, Alcove Seating Area, view souheast (McGee, 2018)
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Figure 43: Subject property, Alcove Seating Area, view southwest (McGee, 2018)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Figure 44: Subject property, Alcove Seating Area, view northwest (McGee, 2018)
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Figure 45: Subject property, Alcove Seating Area, fireplace detail, view northeast (McGee,
2018)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Figure 46: Subject property, Alcove Seating Area, looking toward host stand, view south 
(McGee, 2018)
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Figure 47: Subject property, Alcove Seating Area, looking toward entrance doors provid
ing access off Sunset Boulevard, view southwest (McGee, 2018)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Figure 48: Subject property, interior, door to Banquet Room 2 (Bordeaux Room), view 
northeast (McGee, 2018)
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Figure 49: Subject property, Garden Room, looking toward west wall dividing room from
Alcove Seating Area, view southeast (McGee, 2018)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Figure 50: Subject property, Garden Room, view southeast (McGee, 2018)
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Figure 51: Subject property, Garden Room, view northeast (McGee, 2018)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Figure 52: Subject property, Dining Room Corri
dor, view east (McGee, 2018)
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Figure 53: Subject property, Restrooms 2, doors offDining Room Corridor, view southwest
(McGee, 2018)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Figure 54: Subject property, Restroom 2, view 
southeast (McGee, 2018)

Figure 55: Subject property, Restrooms 2, doors
view southeast (McGee, 2018)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Figure 56: Subject property, Dining Room 1, view northwest (McGee, 2018)
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Figure 57: Subject property, Dining Room 1, view southwest (McGee, 2018)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Figure 58: Subject property, Dining Room 1, ceiling detail, view southwest (McGee, 2018)
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Figure 59: Subject property, Dining Room 1, wall detail, view east (McGee, 2018)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Figure 60: Subject property, Dining Room 2, view north (McGee, 2018)
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Figure 61: Subject property, Dining Room 2, view southwest (McGee, 2018)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Figure 62: Subject property, Dining Room 2, detail ofbooths, view southwest (McGee, 
2018)
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Figure 63: Dining Room 2, detail of etched glass in window in south wall, view south
(McGee, 2018)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Figure 64: Subject property, Dining Room 3, view northwest (McGee, 2018)
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Figure 65: Subject property, Dining Room 3, view southwest (McGee, 2018)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Figure 66: Subject property, hallway to west of 
Dining Room 3, view south (McGee, 2019)
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Figure 67: Subject property, service spaces to north ofDining Rooms 1-2, view west (McGee,
2019)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Figure 68: Subject property, Kitchen, view northwest (McGee, 2019)
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Figure 69: Subject property, Utility Room, view southeast (McGee, 2019)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Figure 70: Subject property, Basement, view of stair (McGee, 2019)
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Figure 71: Subject property, Basement, typical view (McGee, 2019)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Figure 72: Subject property, 2nd Floor Office, 
view of stair (McGee, 2019)
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Figure 73: Subject property, 2nd Floor Office, view southeast (McGee, 2019)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Historic Photo 1: Taix Restaurant in original location in downtown Los Angeles, 
1956 (USC Digital Library)
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Historic Photo 2: Taix Restaurant in original location in downtown Los Angeles, 
I960 (USC Digital Library)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Historic Photo 3: Taix Restaurant in original location in downtown Los Angeles, 
1962 (USC Digital Library)
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Historic Photo 4: French Navy visiting Taix Restaurant in original location in 
downtown Los Angeles, 1940s (George Geary, L.A.’s LegendaryRestaurants, Solana 
Beach: SantaMonicaPress, 2016: 76)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Historic Photo 5: Taix Restaurant in original location in downtown Los Angeles, 
undated (George Geary, L.A. ’s LegendaryRestaurants, Solana Beach: Santa Monica 
Press, 2016: 78).
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Historic Photo 6: Pierre Taix (left) and bartender Jean-Claude Etche- 
garay, 1960s (George Geary, L.A. ’sLegendaryRestaurants, Solana 
Beach: SantaMonicaPress, 2016: 78)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Historic Photo 7: Subject property, south fagade, view northwest, circa 1964 
(George Geary, L.A.’sLegendaryRestaurants, Solana Beach: Santa Monica Press, 
2016: 75)
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Historic Photo 8: Subject property, south fagade, view northeast, circa 1960s 
(framed photo on wall in Taix Restaurant)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Historic Photo 9: Subject property, interior, Dining Room 1, view northeast, un
dated (George Geary, L.A.’s LegendaryRestaurants, Solana Beach: Santa Monica 
Press, 2016: 77)
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Historic Photo 10: Subject property, interior, Wine Room, undated (Taix Restau
rant)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Historic Photo 11: Subject property, interior, Alcove Seating Area, view northeast, 
undated (Taix Restaurant)
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Historic Photo 12: Subject property, interior, Cocktail Lounge, view southeast, 
undated (Taix Restaurant)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Historic Photo 13: Advertisement for Taix Restaurant, including photograph showing south 
fagade, view northwest, 1964 {Los Angeles Times, June 19, 1964: 98)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Historic Photo 16: Menu for Taix 
Restaurant before business moved to 
subject property, prior to 1962, image 
2of 3 (Los Angeles Public Library, 
Menu Collection)

Historic Photo 15: Menu for Taix 
Restaurant before business moved to 
subject property, prior to 1962, image 
1 of 3 (Los Angeles Public Library, 
Menu Collection)
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Historic Photo 17: Inside of menu for Taix Restaurant before business moved to subject property, 
undated, prior to 1962, image 3 of 3 (Los Angeles Public Library, Menu Collection)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Historic Photo 18: Marketing image for Taix Restaurant, after 1962 (George 
Geary, L.A. ’sLegendaryRestaurants, Solana Beach: Santa Monica Press, 2016: 74)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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END OF AN IRA — Mori us Toix, owner of Toix 
French Restaurant, has been advised that U S gov
ernment hos condemned his place, will demolish it 
and turn it into parking Jot for Federof Building.
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Historic Photo 19: Marius Taix, owner of Taix Restaurant, 
1964 (“Taix Restaurant,” Los Angeles Times, August 14, 1964: 8)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Historic Photo 20: Advertisement for Taix Restaurant, 1974 
(“Display Ad,” Los Angeles 'Limes, October 4, 1974: 109)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Historic Photo 21: Cover of menu for Botwin’s restaurant, showing 
building located at the subject property prior to several additions and 
prior to Taix Restaurant moving in (c. 1932, Flickr, user: Jericl Cat)
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Historic Photo 22: Drawing ofBotwin’s restaurant from matchbook cover (c. 1932, ebay, user: nebottlebob)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Historic Photo 23: Cover of menu for Botwin’s restaurant, showing building located at the sub
ject property prior to Taix Restaurant moving in (1941, USC Digital Library)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
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Historic Photo 24: Drawing ofBotwin’s restaurant from matchbook cover (c. 1936-1960, ebay, user: 
matchbookalbumstore)
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Historic Photo 25: Drawing ofBotwin’s restaurant from menu (c. 1940-1960, Flickr, user: Jericl Cat)
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Historic Photo 26: Drawing ofBotwin’s restaurant from matchbook cover (c. 1940-1960, ebay, user: 
coololdpaper)

1911 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California


